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A Crystal full of exotic materials. Is it
worth the asking price of nearly f2018)?
Far more than academic interest attaches
to Oxford Acoustics' Crystal turntable.
reviewed on page 51. Oxford's visually
stunning bronze/acrylic plzitter is seen
here with the latest Air Tangent arm and
Koetsu Red cartridge. Photography by
Tony Petch.
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The Pioneer
F7171 Tuner as you
will hear it.

(No background)
Few hi-fi manufacturers would take pains to describe
their equipment as the quietest on the market. Except
perhaps Pioneer.
They have developed atuner so advanced it virtually
eliminates background hiss. (On alive broadcast the only
background you're likely to hear is the pianist sucking a
wine gum.)
This incredible sound quality is achieved with the
use of a Digital Direct Decoder It simply converts radio
frequency signal instantly to digital information.

A tuner this advanced, and with all these other
features. It's virtually unheard of:
•Linear front end • ' Pulse swallow' frequency synthesis
•Random presets for 16 FM/MW/LW stations • Improved
MW/LW sound • 3- point signal indicator.
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Waal you hear Pioneer
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HEN IN DOUBT, leave it out:
the often-quoted golden rule for
journalists who want to avoid
libel or worse could also be the
axiom for amplifier designers in search of
better sound. Since so many components
have adoubtful effect on sound quality, the
amplifier circuits which sound best are often
those where the designer has managed to
leave out the most. In the case of Denis
Morecroft's ' minimalist' DNM designs, the
items left out include what Denis believes to
be the excessive quantities of coppper used in
making wires thicker than they need to be.
and metal casework. ( Modest amplifiers with
steel covers will often sound better with these
removed, though considerations of safety
preclude routine use unprotected or with
covers of flammable material.) As a followup to Christopher Breunig's review of the
DNM Gem power amp (
11FIVIRR. January)
the DNM Series 111A preamp and PA IGem
power amp are subjected to afull lab test by
Martin CoHorns in this issue (' Field Effects',
p59).
Denis Morecroft has also paid much attention to designing out the problems of the
mains power supply. the Achilles' heel of so
many amplifiers. Given a good enough
alternative, it is possible to leave out the
mains power supply. and this is what Dr
Malcolm Hawksford and his colleagues have
done in the design of the LED disc preamplifier, which he describes in this issue
('Sound the Charge', p33). Not the first
battery- powered preamplifier. the LED may
he the first to exploit this all-important
freedom from the tyranny of the CEGB in a
design which uses as few ( carefully selected)
components as possible. Dr Hawksford's
article is offered as a theoretical discussion.
butit should be noted that the preamplifier is
now being manufactured on asmall scale by
LFD Audio, set up by his former colleague
Richard Hews.

Brighter DAT outlook?
Clouds over the future of DAT in the USA
have been thinned if not actually dispersed by
the decision of the US National Bureau of
Standards not to endorse the CBS Copycode
anti- taping system. The recently-completed
NBS report may mean the end of two bills,
currently before Congress. which if passed
would enforce the fitting of aCopycode chip
to all Digital Audio Tape recorders imported
into the USA. Legislation to enforce the
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introduction of Copycode has been supported
by the the IFPI ( International Federation of
Phonogram and Videogram Producers) and
by the R1AA ( Recording Industry Association of America).
To recap. the Copycode system requires
that commercial recordings to he ' encoded'
with a deep notch filter, effectively cutting
out completely a narrow frequency band
centred on 3838Hz of the music s:gnal. DAT
recorders sold for domestic use would
incorporate a special circuit which would
inhibit recording whenever it detected the
presence of the notch ( or rather the absence
of signal at 3838Hz). This would prevent the
copying of CDs on to Digital Audio Tape
irrespective of whether the Cl) player's analogue or digital outputs were used. ( As asop
to the record industry. current DAT recorders, except the most expensive versions sold
specifically for professional mastering
applications. ha\ e been designed not to
accept the 44.1k1 It digital signal direct from
CD players' digital outputs.)
The National Bureau of Standards carried
out its investigation of Copycode at the
request of several Congressional committees
which were examining the proposals for
Copycode legislation. The NBS study' was
financed jointly by the record industry ( the
proponents of ('opycode) and by the pressure
group which opposes home- taping legislation.
the Home Recording Rights Coalition.
In the event. the HRRC. which represents
the interests of electronics manufacturers and
retailers, claimed a victory. The NBS
reported that the Copycode circuit failed all
the three major tests it applied. First. C'opvcode did not work reliably as described; the
NBS found that it sometimes failed to prevent
taping or alternatively inhibited taping when
no encoding had been applied. Secondly. the
NBS found that, contrary to earlier claims by
CBS and even the RIAÁ, the application of
the 3838Hz notch did degrade music audibly.
Thirdly. Copycode could be bypassed easil\
The findings of the NBS underline the fact
that there is nothing very new about Copycode, which was being developed at CBS
before anyone had heard of DAT. The record
industry has been looking for a simple
'spoiler', something it can add to commercial
recordings to make them uncopyable. since
the early 1970s, but this has proved as elusive
as the ' philosopher's stone' of the medieval
alchemists, being similarly fallacious: anything ahi-fi s\ stem can play hack, acassette
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ALVE AMPLIFICATION is more
popular than ever for serious hi-fi
systems both here and in the USA:
but just about the most extravagant
valve (tube) power amplifier in the world is
built in France. The Jadis 80 is the subject of
our June cover story and a technical review
by Martin Colloms.
One of the most exciting British products
to emerge so far this year is given its first
review in HFNIRR; it is the Arcam ' Black
Box', an outboard digital- to-analogue converter, which should extract superb sound
from hitherto mundane CD players. British
(designed if not built) and American
amplifiers are not forgotten in June, with
reviews of the extremely cost-effective Rotel
RC/RB850 pre-/power combination, and the
dramatically-styled Aragon units.

STEVE

recorder can record. In reality. a ' spoiler'
system can only work by giving the home
recorder a built-in means of detecting the
presence of copyright material.
With Copycode now discredited, it will not
be easy for the US record industry to come up
with acredible alternative technological solution to the problem of home taping, althou g h
it is the R1AA's stated intenti o nt
o d
o so .In
the UK, anyone making marketing plans for
DAT still has to account for the possibility of
further legislation. in the shape of amendments to the Copyright Bill introduced last
October: Europe uso awaits further news of
the elegant Philips single-copy idea ( reported
hy Barry Fox in // EN/RR), using the copyright flags already in the CD's digital code to
allow consumers to copy adisc once on DAT,
hut not to re-copy the tape once made. This
idea certainly co- exists a lot more happily
with the principle of acopyright levy on tape
and/or hardware. which is already being
exacted from consumers in \Vest Germany.
France, Spain and Portugal. With Copycode
out of the way. the IEPI in this country can
return to the uncomplicated business of
lobbying for a blank tape levy.
As the battle between the record industr‘
and DAT manufacturers seems to have
become a war of attrition, the full-scale
launch of DAT as a domestic product looks
very little nearer than it did this time last
year. but this year's new and less expensk e
portable machines will take DAT into many
more areas of professional and semi-professional use. We will report on these soon.

Jadis amplifiers steal the show: we will review the GA80
monoblocks next month

A major loudspeaker test will explore the
technical as well as the subjective performance of the Linn Nexus, Infinity Kappa 6,
Wharfedale 512.2 and JBL LX44. Further
reviews include coverage of the new Nakamichi cassette decks and a report by Angus
McKenzie on the Revox B760 tuner, and, for
analogue enthusiasts, coverage of the Garrott
P77 cartridge and Ariston's Icon turntable.
Features for June will include areport on
technical developments following the spring
Audio Engineering Society conference held
in Paris. As always. record review coverage
will be second to none— and those whose taste
is mainly for rock music will want to enter the
June competition, in which the prize will be a
high-powered, high-efficiency, no- holds- barred rock system. The June issue goes on sale
on 20 May. Don't miss it!

AUDIO RESEARCH
BLENDING PAST& FUTURE

The world of high- end hi-fi equipment is crowded with
questionable components. However, within this realm
there exists avalid sonic hierarchy. It is difficult, without
expert assistance, for the music lover to make selections
from this electronic jungle: Absolute Sounds was
created for the purpose of making your choice a wise
one. To provide equipment worthy of the connoisseur,
Absolute Sounds has searched the world for components without equal and tested them for their total
excellence. We would like to introduce to you the range
of Audio Research electronics from the United States.
For over 25 years, Audio Research has manufactured
peerless products based on the superiority of valve
technology. Learn why through a demonstration
arranged by one of our selected dealers.
Aside from the existing range of fabulous audio
research products, there will be soon the new AR D125
Hybrid amplifier.

THE SP9 PRE AMPLIFIER: The accomplishment of the
SP9 are remarkable.
HiFi answers September 1987.
By and large the target for the SP9 has been reached,
namely the creation of a budget SP11.
HiFi News & Record Review October 1987.
THE MARK II version of the SP11 is awinner all around.
IAR Hotline, No.49.

The SP11/M300 AMPLIFIERS: offering ' valve' sonics
with transistor convenience, the Audio Research amps
are certainly a way of having your cake and eating it,
and on this combination of outstanding sound and
convenience of operation and maintenance Johnson is
to be congratulated.
HiFi News & Record Review, July 1987.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE RD. LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

"1 nave the simplest of tastes ...
Iam always satisfied with
the best"
Oscar Wilde

Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
C.A.L. Counterpoint, DMP, Entec,
Goldmund, Jadis, Kinergetics, Koetsu,
Micro Seiki, Krell, Madrigal,
Magneplanar, MIT, Oracle, PS Audio,
Randall Research, Siltech, WBT, Sonus
Faber, Wilson Audio Specialities.
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By popular demand, we're introducing awallmounted turntable support, the HFN/RR
Wall-Nut. Ken Kessler cracks the case.

OFF
SHELF

Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories.
Please indicate quantity required.

C
I]
ID
MI

prices include post A packing.

HFNIRR HFN 003 Test CD £ 11.95
Goldring Stylus Cleaner £ 14.95
Mission Isoplat £ 19.50
Tweek £ 15.95
Michell Banana plugs £9.50 per set of 4
Audiophile Records

Cantate Domino £6.95
Saint-Saens £ 6.95 ( lose- tips £6.95
Jazz at the Pawnshop ( 2LPs) £ 13.95 D Diifos ( 45rpin) £ 12.95
D Scheherazade ( RC-l) £ 11.95 D Marni Nixon sings ( iershwin ( RR- 19) £ 13.51)
O Appalachian Spring ( RR- 22) £ 13.50 O Appassionata RCDE-4. -15rprn) £ 7.50
0 Romance de Amor ( RCDE-8) £7.50 D Vintage Tenor ( RCDE-11) £7.50

[2 Inca Tech gold-plated 13- amp double socket/2 plugs £ 25.00
• HFNIRR Spikes £ 10 per set ( inc drill) Wood D Metal D
D HFN/RR Flux Dumper £ 22
Nagaoka record sleeves ( pack of 50) £6.95
El High Performance Loudspeakers (
hardback) £ 14.95
• HFNIRR Black Head M-C Transformer £49.95
• HFN DCI Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.95
• HFN DCI Kit ( Minus Cabinet) £49.95
D Bassett Subwoofer Drive Unit £ 117.50
D Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( boards only) £39.95
Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( assembled) £ 139.95
• Allsop Cleaning Accessories
Carbonoptic LP brush £5
1: Cassette head cleaner £5
D CD cleaner £ 19.50
I: Special offer of all three £25.75
• Supercut Records £7.10 each ( or £6.50 each if ordering four or
more) Please indicate titles:

D Randy Newman: Little Criminals D Santana: Horhoierta D Weather Report:
Mysterious Traveller D Jackson Browne: Running on empty C] Eagles: Desperado
D'Earl Klugh: Living inside your love D Paul McCartney & Wings: Rand
the
run D Delius: Orchestral works D Elgar: Symphony No.2

A

SWE WANDERED through the list of accessories our
regular customers recommended, we kept on coming back
to awall- mounted turntable stand. The fact that Editor
Harris was desperate for one and cadged the protoype
before it was even produced really had little to do with it.
The obvious design points had to he addressed, so we knew from
the outset that the 11 FNIRR Wall- Nut would be made from I
in square
steel tubing which could be filled with sand or lead shot ( by the user)
and that it had to have ashelf supported by spikes. It had to be large
enough to handle the majority of turntables, the logic being that
someone who could afford a £ 15k Goldmund Reference, with its
weight into three figures. probably wasn't short of floor space.
And then it dawned on us. With the exception of those who want to
wall mount their turntables because it looks pretty neat having adeck
'floating' above the floor, the vast majority are choosing it as the only
way out of aspace shortage. Which made us wonder, where do they
put the rest of the gear? This led to the most obvious new feature of
all: an extra shelf below the main turntable support.
Originally, the extra shelf was conceived merely as space to put the
sleeve when you're listening to an LP and as asite for your record
cleaner/stylus balance/stylus brush/whatever. A quick calculation.
though. showed that aheight of 150mm would mean that the majority
of budget integrated amps ( NADs. Creeks. Mission Cyruses. Musical
Fidelity Al. ad infinitum) would fit on the lower shelf, and owners of
LP-only systems would have the necessary housing for the whole
shebang. Then we realised that the purchase of asecond or even third
Wall- Nut would provide space for amajority of CD players. tuners.
cassette decks and even some pre/power separates of the slim- line ( cg
Cambridge, Musical Fidelity) variety.
And so. we announce HFN/RR's solution to the lebensraum
dilemma. The Wall- Nut is finished in black with external
measurements of 480x460x200mm ( wdh). giving internal dimensions
of 430x410x150mm; if your preferred components are slightly wider
than 430mm. you can simply place them behind the front uprights.
Both shelves are supported by internal ' lips' with aspike in each
corner, and the Wall- Nut can be purchased without shelves should
you prefer to employ an exotic material of your own, or complete with
strong shelves ( finished in black). The only things we don't supply are
the 12 ( six per side) bolts or screws to fit it to the wall, or the wall
strong enough to support it.
Next month: the HFNIRR Joist Finder?
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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D HFNIRR HMC phono tophono £ 29.95
HFNIRR Flutterbuster £ 79.95 ( state turntable)
• Decca tonearm £49
D Authenticity Mini- vac £8.95
• Michell Tenderfeet ( set of 3) small £5.45 D Large £8.45
Cobra FM Aerial £39.95
D HFNIRR CD Carrydisc £ 10.95
HFNIRR Toolkit £32.50
El Record Interface Mat £28.50
• HFNIRR Headcase £79.95
• HFNIRR News- Stand D Top & bottom shelves only £ 125
3middle shelves £22.50 El Complete £ 139.95
D Onkyo Unifier £99.95
▪ Sicomin CD Damper £27.50
12 Self-adhesive rings for Sicomin damper ( pack of 20) £ 1.75
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers ( pack of 4) £ 11.95
D The Mushcrusher mains filter £24.95
• Storage units: LP £ 32.50 O Singles £27.50 El CD/cassettes
£14.50 12
Ortofon Cassette Maintenance Kit £ 12.95
• HFNIRR Snake Oil 99p
• HFNIRR Wall- nut turntable shelf unit El Complete with 2shelves
£49.95 El Frame only, £37.50

NAME

(
caps plcase)

ADDRESS

El Ienclose POIChequelM0*
/wish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmee
My card number is

Expiry date

[Ill III1 IIII II
Signature
Please send orders to HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 I
Yll.
Cheques should he made payable to HFN/RR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club hotline

0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form arc acceptable. E&OE

'
Please delete as nei.esury.
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No matter how
expensive your hi-fi
components are, if you
penny pinch on the
connecting cables
you're just throwing
your money away.
Real hi-fi needs
real cable and that
means Monster
That's why you'll find
those systems that

really perform are
those connected
with Monster Cable.
Don't be sold short, get all
the performance you
paid for with Monster.
Send or ring for "
The
Monster Cable Guide to
Better Sounding Music"
from Custom Cable
Service on 01 942 9567.

CU STOW CABLE
SERVICE

Please send me afree coi)y of
the Monster Cable Guide.
Name .
Address:

Post 'lb: Citslom Cable Service,
14110 Fii Fi, 35 High Street.

L

..v Malden. Surrey 01 9.12
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STROLL
ALONG TO
THE PROMS
Enter now and you could be one of five music-lovers to win two of the best seats at five of the
best 1988 Promenade Concerts. Twenty runners-up will each receive aPhilips ' Live' Proms CD

N

0 LESS THAN five first prizes.
each consisting of five pairs of
tickets for the very best of the 1988
proms. are being given away in this
unique HEN/RR competition.
In association with the BBC. we have
arranged for our five prizewinners and their
guests to receive top- price stalls tickets for
five of the ' best' — or at least the most
obviously desirable -- nights of the 1988
Henry Wood Promenade Concerts. These
are the BBC's ' exclusive' nights. and feature
the most popular works and hest- known
artists.
The dates are 18 August. 23 August. 27
August. 31 August. 16 September. Since the
programme information is embargoed until
the official announcement and publication of
the Proms Guide on May 4, we cannot give
full details here; suffice it to sa v that the
concerts selected include the GlyUdebourne
prom. the traditional penultimate- night performance of Beethoven's Choral Symphony.
and appearances from two of the worlds
leading international orchestras.
In any case, the five sets ot ten prize tickets
will he among the most sought-after pieces of
paper printed this year! Runner-up prizes of a
Philips CD proms recording will go to a
further 20 winners.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Please send your entry, to arrive before 31
May 1988. to: Proms Competition. HFN/RR
Editorial. Link House, Croydon. Surrey CR9
2TA.

The Rules:
I) All entries must be on the entry form
provided: photocopies are acceptable. only
one entry per reader will he considered.
2) There will be no cash or other alternatives
to the prizes offered.
3) The competition is open only to UK
readers of 11F.V"Rft. Employees of Link
House Magazines and associat ed companies,
or of the suppliers of the prizes or their agents
or relatives, and overseas readers, are not
eligible to enter the competition.
4) All entries must be received by first post
on 31 May 1988. %vim) the judging will he
carried out. The Editor's deci sion will he final
and binding: no correspondence will be
entered into, under any circumstances.
regarding the competition.
5) The prize winners will he notified by post
and the results will be published in the July
1988 issue of fitNiKR.
6) Entry to the competition is taken to
indicate acceptance of the rules.

PIECE BY PIECE IT ADDS UP
TO MORE HI Fl

And in Goodmans terms, more Hi Fi means better sound quality.
Such aclaim is not surprising when you consider that Goodmans Hi Fi midi
systems are built around genuine Goodmans Hi Fi loudspeakers.
Take the Maxim Midi System, the highest quality electronics matched to the
aimed Maxim loudspeakers.
tyou get for around £ 399 — 42 watts per channel amplifier, twin
ssette deck, 12 band graphic equaliser, quartz digital tuner, semiturntable and of course the famous Maxim loudspeakers, all
into one superb Hi Fi system. There's an optional compact disc

t, we confidently boast, will sound superior to anything else in its
eland many more expensive systems tool.
money, sound for pound it pays to choose from the Goodmans range
parates whether it is loudspeakers, Hi Fi systems or our new
disc multiplayer because piece by piece they all add up to asound
ce.

oodmans on (0705) 486344
Way, Kingscroft Centre, Havant, Hampshire P09 US
etrademark ot Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corperation.

VIEWS
Earlier LPs

From: Joe Pengelly, Cornwall
Dear Sir, In his latest instalment of'The Art
of Discord' (HFNIRR, March 1988) Stanley
Kelly claims that 'The first serious attempt at
long playing records was actually connected
with the early sound motion pictures '
This is not so. As early as 1905 the Neophone
Company produced long playing records, as
did World Records in 1922 with their constant
linear speed discs. The records of neither of
these companies were related to sound films.
In 1926, too, Edison produced his LPs with
450 grooves to the inch that ran for 24 and 40
minutes in their 10in and I
2in sizes. Again
these were LPs per se.
Further, the first commercial lip-sync
sound films were made by Edison in 1913 and
achieved synchronism by linking aprojector,
not with adisc but with agiant size cylinder,
some 14 years before Al Jolson in ' The Jazz
Singer'. Also, whereas 'The Jazz Singer' was
not afull length sound film as claimed ( it only
had four talking segments and one singing)
the Edison lip-sync Kinetophone films were
'all talking'. Incidentally, aclip of a1913
Edison lip-sync sound film ' Jack's Joke' was
shown in programme one of the present
Barry Norman series 'Talking Pictures' on
BBC I.
Also, the RCA- Victor LP's of the 1930s
mentioned in the article did not, in fact, die
'an early death', but lasted in the catalogue
for the whole of the decade. Certainly, too,
the 1931 Beethoven's 5th LP gives excellent
repro and with asilent surface akin to early
LP's of the present era and of aquality to
mislead expert ears as to its provenance.
Yours faithfully
. . . and radiograms
From: N A Bargery, Cornwall
Dear Sir, Ihave enjoyed Stanley Kelly's
articles very much. Ibecame intrigued by the
gramophone in the 1920s and have been an
audio buff ever since.
Some of my recollections might interest
your readers. It was in the late ' 20s that a
company introduced an unbreakable disc.
This was made of compressed paper with a
thin coating on each side, in which the sound
track was impressed. Unfortunately, the
sound boxes of gramophones were so heavy
that the steel needles soon began to strip
pieces of Shellac off and render the disc
unusable.
Another innovation about that time was
the introduction of adisc called the
'Broadcast' where the 7in was equal in
playing time to the normal 10in and the 10in
equal to the normal I2in. The increase in
running time was partly brought about by
making the label diameter smaller. In the
early ' 30s. the ' Radiogram' sounded the
death knell of the gramophone. in spite of the
fact that HMV had just brought in asuperb
cabinet acoustic model, good enough to
provide recitals in small halls. Much of this
improvement was achieved by using areentrant horn in the cabinet, and amuchimproved metallic diaphragm sound- box.
However, their 1930 model radiogram with
its lightweight push- in needle pick-up gave
the acoustic gramophone the final coup de
grace. Already established were fibre needles
which could be repointed in asmall hand
machine by the user, each point lasting one
I2in side!
Yours faithfully
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Aerial answer

From: PC Rowe, Cornwall
Dear Sir, Mr R Eastelow's ' Asking for
Aerials' letter in November 1987. about the
problem with his FM aerial, regarding quality
of reception. asked for details of construction
of a ' proper' design. Over aperiod of six
years Ipurchased two FM aerials from well
known manufacturers. Ialso had experienced
some poor reception problems, so Idesigned
athree-element aerial based on an old FM
aerial in the loft, making enquiries to a
company who specialize in aerials and have a
customer consultancy service to resolve
reception difficulties. Ifound this company
very helpful and of excellent service, and
reception quality from this aerial is better
than from the ones Ipreviously purchased.
The company is Aerial Techniques, 11 Kent
Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset BH12 2EH.
Tel: (0202) 738232.
Yours faithfully

Flutterbusting

From: Rob van Loon, Nymegen, Holland,
Dear Sir, Yesterday Ireceived the
flutterbuster which Ihad ordered. Iwish I
could say it does all you claim it does, but I
can't simply because Inever read the reviews.
Ibought it on an impulse, not knowing what
to expect but always in pursuit of improved
sound quality. May Ishare my findings with
you?
First of all suprises, the music from my
Rega ( and NAD and excellent Dutch DIY
design speaker) sounded noticeably warmer,
something not anticipated but welcomed all
the same.
Secondly, there was more detail and
articulation, better soundstage etc. But most
of all, the music really made an emotional
impact on me, as though the Robert Cray
Band on ' Strong Persuader' really outdid
themselves this time. They sounded much
more in time and tuned to each other, making
it atruly enjoyable listening session.
So what if Ihad to fork out some extra
£13.00 to collect the parcel because of
additional charged sales tax at customs. So
what if the red LED didn't work. Isoldered
in anew one within ten minutes.
Anway. thank you for aworthwhile
accessory!
Yours faithfully

Radio 1and re-broadcasting

From: Derek Williams, Norwich
Dear Sir, On the subject of Radio 1VHF FM
coverage in East Anglia: the position here in
Norwich, as Iunderstand it, is that we are not
to get RI on VHF for two or three years.
Now Ifind this very annoying, being akeen
radio listener with agood quality FM tuner
who likes the type of music to be found on
Radio 1in the evening. Idon't, however like
Radio 2 ( in fact Ihate Radio 2). and to make
things worse Ican get it in three places on the
FM band in the evening thanks to Radio
Norfolk's rebroadcasting. Ihave been writing
to the Station Manager of Radio Norfolk to
try to get them to rebroadcast Radio 1after
shutdown instead of Radio 2.
The main reason, according to the station
manager, for this rebroadcasting is that the
output from RI would alienate Radio
Norfolk listeners, the implication being that
their listeners are an older ' R2 type' of
person. Radio Norfolk has just lost its

evening output due to cuts: these evening
programmes were of apop/rock format and
were the only programmes aimed at ayoung
audience.
Ipay one fee to the BBC. afee which they
are always telling us is not enough to do
everything that they may wish to do. Iaccept
this, being agreat supporter of public service
broadcasting. However Ido object in the
strongest terms to the wasteful practise of
duplication of R2 when RI is denied an
outlet.
At least until Radio Igets its own FM band
Radio Norfolk could be providing aservice.
after all, anyone who objects to hearing RI
can always retune, not the most difficult thing
in the world to do, is it?
Please, please. please. can't some pressure
be brought to hear on the local stations to
stop this duplication of services'? It hurts my
ears to listen to CDs on grotty narrow band
compressed and noisy steam age medium
wave.
Yours faithfully

Not the last word?

From: Alasdair Beal, Leeds
Dear Sir, '
Hafler's last word' on his Straight
Wire Differential Test ( SWDT) for amplifiers
('Views', March ' 88) confirms my criticisms
of the test when he points out that a
frequency response deviation of ± 0.85dB
would result in apoor SWDT result of
—35dB.
The problem with SWDT is not any
weakness in principle — it is the manifest
failure of the test to distinguish between
wood and trees. Of course, if somebody
produced an amplifier with atruly inaudible
SWDT result ( say — 80dB or — 100dB), that
really would be something. However, we
know that there is more to hi-fi than having a
flat frequency response — otherwise we would
not waste time listening to record players or
loudspeakers. The problem with SWDT is
that apoor result of ( say) — 35dB could mean
that we have either awonderful amplifier
with aminor frequency response deviation or
perfectly flat frequency response and apretty
lousy amplifier.
In practice. the SWDT measurements
mean little unless they are very good. Hafler's
result of — 60dB for his XL- 280 is good but
not necessarily outstanding— which agrees
with Martin Colloms' verdict on that
amplifier. For all we know, the ConradJohnson MV50 SWDT result of — 35dB might
change to — 70 or — 80dB if the more
innocuous effects such as minor frequency
response deviations were filtered out; we
II

"One look inside or outside reveaLs construction as fine as any experienced in hiji, and the sound is simply glorious."
(HiFi News & Record Review, January 1988)

Sleepless nights for sale
We're giving you fair warning. Your
purchase of the Series 928 amplifiers
from Primare Systems of Denmark is
guaranteed to give you sleepless nights.
Long, enjoyable nights discovering
the hidden glories of your favourite recordings.
Uncompromising,
cost no object quality
With the single purpose of bringing you
one step closer to the live music experience, the Primare Systems design team
set out to create aunique amplification
system based on intensive research and
extensive listening tests.
Luxury, logic, flexibility
and remote control
The Primare Systems preamplifier offers afull complement of input facilities
with abroad range of impedance loading and sensitivity options to allow you
to optimize the performance of the cartridge of your choice.
Full remote control is provided, allowing all functions, including volume
and absolute phase, to be set from the
listening position. The volume control

is amotorised, multi-step selector with
gold-plated contacts holding channel
balance to within 0.05dB.
In search of the true
three-dimensional experience
We discovered early on that only afully
symmetrical amplifier can accurately
recreate the original three-dimensional
soundstage and the proper spatial relationships between instruments with
every detail intact.
Therefore, the Primare Systems
Series 928 is uncompromisingly symmetrical from the input sockets of the
preamplifier to the loudspeaker terminals of the power amplifiers.
The Series 928 also takes full advantage of the theoretical and practical
benefits of balanced signal transmission between the preamplifier and the
monoblock power amplifiers.
Zero negative feedback
Our expert panel of musicians and audio engineers found that the musical
performance of our monoblock power
amplifiers with no negative feedback
was consistently superior to that of de-

signs with any amount of feedback,
however small. For this reason, negative feedback has been totally eliminated in the Series 928 monoblocks.
Styling to match performance
Because the Primare Systems Series
928 deserves aluxurious appearance to
equal its exceptional sonic performance, the sculptural elegance of the amplifiers is an integral part of our total
design concept: to bring you an amplification system of stunning beauty and
•technical sophistication.
From £ 8250,manufactured by:
PRIMARE SYSTEMS A/S
13 Lindevej, 1877 Copenhagen F
Denmark
Tel. (45) 122 15 22
Fax. (45) 122 84 21
Telex 19194 Primar
distributed in the U.K. by:
Acoustic Gold Ltd.
1, Orston Lodge, Old Farm Road
Hampton, TW12 3RQ
tel. 01-941 6737 ( 24 hrs)
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don't know. But Hafler has certainly not
proved the XL- 280 abetter amplifier than the
MV50.
SWDT will be conclusive in establishing
that perfection has been achieved - if we ever
reach it. In the meantime, it is very
misleading as away of ranking the merits of
real, imperfect. amplifiers.
Yours faithfully

Switching distortion and SWDT
From: t; H Oddv, Harrold, Bedfordshire
Dear Sir, Reference the Martin Colloms/
David Hailer correspondence: what happens
to the Class A/B switching and crossover
distortion in the Hafler XL- 280 amplifier
output stages? This would he heard, if
present, when auditioning with. say, Musical
Fidelity or Krell true Class A amplifiers.
Much of switching and crossover distortion
is not harmonic, and if present can be heard
as asharper or more brittle sound - suitable
adjectives fail me! In days no so long ago, it
gave rise to the expression ' transistor tone'.
Yours faithfully

Closest cloth ears?

From: Alan A Tomkins, Stout-bridge, West
Midlands
Dear Sir. With ageing cloth ears hut still some
interest in ' the closest approach..
Ihave
been intrigued by the latest approaches to
new connecting wires in and between
equipment as well as in the theoretically
significant effects from capacitors, resistors.
etc. Considering only simple conductors, and
trying to recall atomic structures in pure
metals soon had me confused with atomic
arrangements. Brillouin zones. Fermi
surfaces. etc and made me realise how
out-of-date Ihave become; but at the same
time surprised that youthful ' golden ears' can
detect differences between conductors - and
the insulation between them.
As well as in junctions between crystals in
metallic conductors there are many
constructormade ones - contacts, plugs and
sockets, soldered, welded, crimped. etc joints
-in the system from microphone to
loudspeaker. What effects do they have?
For nearly three-quarters of acentury I
have casually twisted wires together to make
connections with hardly athought as to how
the current passes; hut pass it ( general)
does even in the most haphazard hook-up. I
once thought Iwas beginning to understand,
if imperfectly. how current flows in say.
copper. with electrons jostling along among
atoms, losing energy in collisions, but
eventually progressing b> finding some ' hole'
in aneighbouring atom's outer orbit. In
practice of course there are many parallel
paths - except perhaps in high- value resistors
where scarcity of convenient holes adds to
noise. But what happens when an excited
electron comes to achange in crystal. or
atomic structure'? In ' favourable' metals there
may well be handy holes into which electrons
may jump if space between the atoms in
neighbouring crystals is not too great. If the
junction is asound one, such as in awelded
joint where the component metals have
'wetted' one another, the crystals are
probably in fairly intimate contact, hut if
dissimilar metals are involved, as in
soldering, the atomic structures encountered
by the electrons will be quite different - and
there may also be contact potentials to
consider, for the solder introduces the curious
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alloy well known to embrittle soldered
connections. There are junctions at copper,
copper/solder alloys, solder ( and its complex
crystal structure), copper/solder and copper
phases before the simpler electron- jostling in
copper can he resumed.
If the joint is a mechanical' contact, as in
twisted wires. clamped under screws, or at
plugand- socket connectors, etc. unless the
surfaces are really ( chemically) clean, it is
likely that few true adhesions will be formed,
and the conducting surface, being of minute
area will he working at high current densities
-as in relay. etc. contacts when the current
densitv is so high that the contact material
melts to carry the current across ' molten
bridges', which accounts for the ' pitting and
piling' evident under undirectional current
applications.
Retreating from the theoretical Iwondered
if there might be any practical difference
between joints of various types that could be
detected by ageing ears; perhaps anumber of
tests- joints would off-set cloth- like ears on a
simple comparitive test - ten junctions were
thought appropriate. Also, it seemed likely
that differences would be easier to detect with
higher than with lower currents, so aloud
passage (Firebird Suite) from Decca FPFS I.
was tiied, giving some lO to 20V input to an
(old) Quad ELS. The following junctions. in
series of tens, were compared with acouple
of metres of about I
mm diameter copper
(common- or scrapbin) wire, the changeovers being by hand using screw clamped
connections. The ' junctions' were:
(a) Glass-paper clean I
mm dia. copper
wire, about ten twists with pliers.
(b) Giass-paper clean I
mm dia copper
wire, about ten twists firmly, by hand.
(c) 9x 0.25mm hare copper cable twisted
and soldered side by side for 5mm.
(d) 9x 0.25mm hare copper cable under
screws in connector block.
'Cloth ears' could detect no difference nor could his wife who grumbled at the noise.
Having the junctions assembled. Itried an
XY plot using asimple (' RO and a
homemade oscillator using frequencies from
10Hz to 100kHz - no difference between
junctions and ' straight wire'. Wondering how
bad junctions have to be for me to detect
differences. Imade up avery dodgy junction
indeed - aloose twist of about 0.5m.m dia.
copper left dirty from flame- burning the
insulation from it. There \\ ; is then some
audible difference, hut on I‘ as the ' junction'
was disturbed so that it ‘‘ as on the point of
dis connection. The XY plot did give a
wiggle indicating rectification and it raised in
my mind the question of the effects of
rectification in signal paths - much feared in
our old valve amplifiers. but like Miller
Effects, etc missing in this solid-state era. Yet
there must he many opportunities for
rectification as the signal traverses the many
components. as well as in poor junctions,
between microphone and ear brain ( for the
'/brain should not be forgotten - or do nerve
impulses now work on AC?). It is realised
that ten ' junctions' are few compared with
the many dozens in the signal path from
pick-up to speaker in the Tomkins' rats- nest
of soldered, plug- and- socket, sliding and
clamped joints, hut Ithought that some
difference might he audible.
If rectification effects in speaker leads fed
via capacitors give rise to unwanted
polarisation, odd effects could occur which
would be time- related until ' leakage' restores

normal working.
Capacitative effects at junction blocks, and
between cables, seem too remote apossibility
to warrant consideration unless some
phenomenally ' high k' or high loss material is
involved - ' k's of several thousands and ' tan
deltas' of such magnitude that the term
insulator would be inappropriate. Whether
'musicality' is affected Iam not able to judge.
Are there literature references to the
above problems at junctions? I. at least.
would be glad to have someone up-to-date to
set out the physics, metallurgy, etc to help
'approach the original sound'.
Yours faithfully

Reflections on reviewing

From: JK Bodley Scott, Devon
Dear Sir, The following reflections on the
vexed question of equipment reviewing have
been crystallised by the recent Haller/
Colloms exchanges and related
correspondence on amplifier evaluation, but
are. Ithink, equally relevant to other audio
components.
Iam surely not alone in deprecating the
practice adopted by Martin Colloms ( and
others?) of assigning numerical ratings, on
some arbitrary scale ( which seems to change
periodically with the weather) to components
reviewed, to denote comparative merit based
solely on the reviewer's subjective
assessment. This practice is misleading. It
lends aspurious air of objective * scientific'
validity to what is. after all, no more than the
reviewer's opinion, however well founded in
experience and technical knowledge ( or not,
as the case may he). Imake this comment
with sadness, having in the past had cause to
be grateful to Martin Colloms for several
useful ideas, and having had respect for his
writings and his erstwhile down-to-earth and
open-minded approach as it seemed to me.
However, not only is the practice referred to
ab,Ive unsatisfactory, but when carried to the
extreme, as for instance in the evaluation of
short lengths of cable. rated to aprecise
percentage, it verges on the ludicrous.
Reverting to the Hafler/('olloms
exchanges. it seems to me that:
I ) David Hafler's case is irrefutable so far as
it goes, ie that the goal of amplifier design
should be accuracy. the proverbial straight
wire with gain, and that his SWDT, properly
carried out, provides auseful and fairly
objective method of assessing the audible
inaccuracies of different amplifiers when
driving agiven load. Even if one has a
lingering doubt as to whether this tells the
whole story, the objections raised by Martin
('olloms are unconvincing, and the matter of
the shortcomings of the Haller switch box
and wiring is ared herring, as Hafler was able
to show in his reply.
2) We may indeed all agree. on the other
hand, that ' competently designed' ( and by
inference reasonably accurate) amplifiers' do
not necessarily sound alike when auditioned
in agiven system context. Anyone, he he an
experienced reviewer or the cat's mother, is
entitled to prefer the sound of amplifier A to
amplifier B. even where ' B' is shown to be
more accurate than ' A' by means of the
SWDT. But what cannot be substantiated is
that this subjective preference ' proves' that
the preferred amplifier is superior to the
other, however experienced and ' golden eared' the reviewer. Indeed, in this particular
case, the burden of showing that the SWDT is
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Introducing
SUMO:
affordable high- end,
from California.

established internationally, and have received widespread
critical acclaim; for example:
"compelling musicality ... startling transparency"
(HiFi Heretic on the SUMO Polaris)
"A true superamp" ( High Fidelity on the SUMO Andromeda)

C3 Real high-end sound.
SUMO components are designed for enthusiasts, by enthusiasts, to offer clear, transparent, open, yet warm and natural
sound; a ` valve- like' sweetness and musicality, yet with solid
state reliability and control. Sound worthy of the finest complementary high- end components.
Affordable prices.
SUMO components' high- end sound quality is directly

"a sensational buy" ( HiFi Heretic on SUMO's The Nine Plus)
El How SUMO get the best out ofyour loudspeakers.
Sumo amplifiers are designed without current limiting or
invasive protection circuitry, and will drive the most difficult,
reactive loads. Choosing SUMO means both that you will
get better results from your current speakers, and that any
future choice of speaker will not be restricted by amplifier
limitations.

comparable with cost- no- object equipment costing many
thousands of pounds. You can spend much, much more without musically significant gains in sound. ( You could also spend
POLARIS, by SUMO. `Valve- like' sound with solid state control.

less by opting for budget- price products, but the result will be
,‘
Sum
clearly audible compromise).

oPluc''
s
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Athena and Polaris now £595.

,
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SUMO SPECIFICS

!`. . damn good." The Absolute Sound.
Although new to the UK, SUMO components are well

ATHENA, by SUMO. A high- end preamplifier at an affordable price.

ATHENA preamplifier: £595.

4ohms. No current limiting. +/ — 40 amp

All discrete, Class A circuitry. Up to 20v

peak capability

output gives effortless headroom. Inputs

transformer.

for MM/MC,CD,Tape(2),Tuner,Video.

THE NINE PLUS Class A power

Line Level 'direct' facility.

amplifier: £ 1195.

per channel.

1.4kW

POLARIS power amplifier: £ 505.

2 x 63w into 8 ohms, 2 x 120w into

2 x 100w into 8 ohms, 2 x I75w into

4 ohms. Unique, patented topology,

4 ohms. MOSFET output stage with

allows Class A operation without either

active bias correction

compromise or the usual cost penalty.

for transcon-

ductance error. No current limiting.

No current limiting.

ANDROMEDA power amplifier. £ 995.

Prices

2 x 200w into 8 ohms, 2 x 373w into

incl. VAT

quoted

are

suggested

retail

Acoustic Gold

SUMO: AFFORDABLE HIGH- END, FROM CALIFORNIA. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER, WRITE OR PHONE:
ACOUSTIC GOLD LTD, I. ORSTON LODGE, OLD FARM ROAD, HAMPTON TWI2 3RQ. TEL: 01-941 6737 ( 24HRS)
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invalid rests with its detractors. The marketplace, as Martin Colloms well knows, is
influenced by many factors, of which intrinsic
product merit is only one.
We cannot, unfortunately, do without
subjective assessment, because there is no
fully satisfactory alternative, but let us not
lose sight of the limitations. The two principal
weaknesses, obvious but too frequently
ignored, are, Isubmit, firstly that no audio
component can be auditioned in isolation,
but only in the context of asystem, however
closely defined. This system includes the
signal source and content, and, in the case of
listening via loudspeakers, also the listening
room. Secondly, no subjective judgement has
any greater validity than as the opinion of the
author(s), which is necessarily coloured by
musical preferences, conscious or
unconscious prejudices and preconceptions,
and even state of health, state of bank
balance, weather conditions and many other
psychological factors!
It seems to me that failure to observe these
caveats is in danger of leading HFN/RR into a
fantasy world in which it is supposed that
miniscule sonic differences in afew
centimetres of cable are of major significance
(what abonanza for the rip-off merchants!),
and that it is necessary to spend thousands of
pounds on an exotic imported amplifier (or
moving-coil cartridge) in order to get ' stateof-the-art' sound quality. This world has
increasingly little, it seems to me, to do with
the enjoyment of reproduced music, which I
have always assumed to be the object of hi-fi.
Yours faithfully
. . . and record value
From: Timothy Anderson, London SW9
Dear Sir, Iam not in the habit of writing
factional letters about the relative merits of
competing media of recorded sound; but Iam
driven to comment on the letter from Bath
Compact Discs in your March issue. Is it wise
to publish aletter hostile to LPs from
someone with such an obvious vested
interest?
Personally, being in the main a nonserious' music lover (
je only 300 classical discs
as opposed to 700 non-classical), Iwould be
devastated to lose my ' state-of-the-art' record
deck. My CD deck Icould easily live without
at the present. The number of recordings
available on CD but not LP is far exceeded,
for those with interests beyond the latest
issues, by the number on LP but not CD. I
buy alot of LPs second hand, and obtain
magnificent sound quality on classic
recordings, often for just £ 1.50, accompanied
with really attractive and informative
packaging.
Clearly, your correspondent is right in
saying that classical issues are weighted
increasingly towards CD. However,
ironically, there must be abigger long-term
question mark over CD's future, as ahightech medium vulnerable to new
developments, than for LPs with over 30
years of history behind them.
But surely the real point is this: LPs offer
extraordinary realism and beauty of
reproduction, and can be produced very
cheaply. Anyone with any sense would be sad

indeed at the possibility of their
disappearance. Both the press and dealers
should be re-educating apublic for the most
part deceived by the big guns of the
electronics and record company marketing
machines, and pointing out the very real
merits of LP playback. Why were Philips still,
at The Hi Fi Show, Heathrow, referring to
the 'pure, perfect sound' of CD? Iwish it
were that simple.
Yours faithfully'

What has happened to Quad?
From: HG Marlow, Sevenoaks

Dear Sir, What has happened to Quad? It is a
long time since Ihave seen in your pages
either an advertisement for, or areview of,
the latest products from Acoustical
Manufacturing Company. Iwell remember
the time when the launch of anew product
from Quad was amajor event, with the
various hi-fi journals battling to be first to
carry areview. Yet Icannot recall seeing a
review of Quad's new 606 amplifier. All we
seem to get nowadays are reviews of absurdly
expensive exotica which even the city whizzkids could not afford before the stock market
crash!
Itrust you can confirm that Quad is still
alive and flourishing, and may we look
foward to some reviews of their products?
Incidentally, you carried acompetition
feature for Quad equipment in the November
issue, stating that the results would be
announced in the February ' 88 issue. They
were not. Why not?
Please can we have more reviews of
affordable equipment and less of £7000
amplifiers and £2000 cartridges.
Yours faithfully
[Quad are, of course ' alive and flourishing'.
We published the competition results in
March. Only one month late! — Ed.]

Samizdat audio
From: Hu ghHaines, Sunderland

Dear Sir, Iwas interested to see anews item
about Bewbush Audio in the February issue.
After trying everywhere else for apreamplifier which is dedicated only to CD and
FM, Imade contact with Jeff Macaulay, the
Bewbush designer. He provided me with akit
to build asimplified version of their valve
pre-amp which Inotice is now astandard
item. This works very well. My main reason
for writing is to ask why no UK publisher has
produced ajournal for DIY audio as in the
USA, where there are at least two; one for
speakers and the other for amplifiers, etc.
Having been compelled to fill agap in the
ready-made range by practical means, one
acquires ataste for it and Ihave already built
two pairs of Transmission Labyrinth ( TL)
speakers. The first were the slimline
Kapelmeisters (
ET!. July 1987) with ceramic
tile reflectors set in cement and single ( twin
core) elliptical drive units. These give
excellent stereo and are best with an
orchestral or other instrumental piece. These
were followed with the massive Bailey TL
(Wireless World 1972), stuffed with sheeps'
wool and bought as abasic kit from Wilmslow

Audio, one of your advertisers, as was the
material for the previously mentioned items.
They offer ademo room full of completed
DIY speakers, which you can audition before
getting the tools out.
As atransmission line enthusiast Iwas
pleased to read ( in March issue) Martin
Colloms review of the TDL Monitor, but
noted from the other dimensions given that
the height was nearer 1.15m, rather than
1.85m? Speakers of this type are labour
intensive to make and are ideal for DIY
especially, if like me, you have an empty
garage as aworkship; soon to be the listening
room, when the rating system changes!
Subversives like myself, using Samizdat audio
gear, must be like an unmentionable disease
to the hi-fi press and trade as presently
constituted. We are hooked on the smell of
fresh-cut chipboard and hot resin flux ( with
our ladies appalled by the glitter of soldersplashes on the carpet) as areflex action to
the knowledge that we may not sustain our
search for more natural reproduction in any
other way, for economic reasons.
Yours faithfully

. . . and DIY fever in Denmark
From: Michael Sorensen, Milton Keynes

Dear Sir, No. Iam not writing about the
SWDT, but Imight have two items of
information for the DIY brigade amongst
your readers.
Item 1: Ihave improved my Philips CD150
by changing the op- amps to TL 072 from
Texas Instr. ( recommended by Audio
Amateur). They cost around 90p apiece. A
cheap upgrade indeed! The blocking
capacitor can be changed to abetter type
(Sidereal, Solen or Wondercaps). A type
around 3.5µF is suitable, the pull-down
resistor after the capacitor should then be
100ohms to bring back the cut-off to the
original level. My last improvement is to
wrap the DACs in copper foil to avoid stray
magnetic signals reaching them.
Item 2is probably more interesting. Being
Danish Ifollow the Danish hi-fi scene and
over the last year the craze has been home
made full range line-source ribbons àla
Apogee! The guy who started the fever built
his first set costing around £ 150 apair, yes
one five zero. The Danish magazine High
Fidelity heard them and found they were very
good, when you considered that they were
working prototypes. Later in the year two
engineering students built two sets as apart
of their study, their report on the project
makes very interesting reading ( if you know
Danish that is!). The models are over five
feet tall and very effective. 100 watts makes
them play 105dB at 1metre. The impedance
is 3ohms over the whole range. Price £400 a
set. Everything has been calculated and
checked by their tutors. Iknow that the Brits
are not very hooked on DIY, but surely apair
of loudspeakers with the same performance
as Apogees costing around £250 would be
considered. The Danes have really caught on
to this craze. Several hundred sets have been
built and one set has even been exported to
the Isle of Man.
Yours faithfully
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MORCH DP-6 A tone arm allowing for optimum adaptation
to any standard cartridge
by the use of interchangeable arm tubes.
A rm tubes of 4 different masses - from
PI ultra light to extra heavy - can be
supplied. The unavoidable fundamental
resonance is partly determined by the
compliance and the weight of the cartridae, that is to be used and partly by the
weight of the tone arm ( known as the -effective mass"). However, the frequency of
the fundamental resonance can be
moved up or down by altering the weight
of the tone arm. Thus simply by choosing
an arm tube out of the 4masses available
the fundamental resonance can be
moved to a frequency, where it does no
harm.
With the lightest of the arm tubes
you get the lowest effective mass, and
with this arm tube the tone arm is the

lightest in the world. This is important
for cartridges using a low tracking force.
as they have ahigh compliance. For cartridges using ahigh tracking force having
a low compliance, one of the heavy arm
tubes should be chosen. Users that own
more than one cartridge can mount each
of them in its own arm tube. Changing a
cartridge becomes a simple swap between arm tubes, and the mass of the
arm is always optimized for its cartridge.

See U.S. Magazine

The Absolute Sound
vol. 12, issue 49, fall 1987, p. 113/114

• The bearings are mounted so that they
are level with the record. Therefore in the
case of warped records the motion of the
stylus will be completely vertical when
bumps are negotiated, so that no warp
wow will be heard.
• Complete stability and freedom from any
tendency to resonate.
• New dual bearing concept combines a
silicone damped high precision ball bearing for the horizontal mode of motion
and two precision sapphire bearings for
the vertical mode of motion. Independent damping of the two modes of motion is possible.
• Especially developed internal silver wiring for perfect transmission of the tiny
signals.
• Supplied in 24 carat hard GOLD finish or
in Chromium finish.

•-•

-.•••

H. H. MORCH
SKOVVEJ 16
2820 GENTOFTE
DENMARK

Quality
Precision
Reliability
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%ISM
MN»

PHONE: + 4516345 12

•
Ainib, & JO ME> II

8000P
Power
Amplifier
POWERFUL
ACCURATE
... LOAD TOLERANT
------

........

Call or write for full data
and details of your
Audiolab dealer:
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY LTD
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate,
Godmanchester, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE18 8LN, England
Tel: (0480) 52521
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PHILIPS LAUNCH HI-FI SEPARATES
A new series of hi-fi separates that
are compatible with TV and video
has been added to the Philips
catalogue. The range, known as
Series 7, consists of three systems,
all of the ' midi' width of 360mm,
and each includes an amplifier,
digital tuner, twin cassette deck,
semi- auto turntable and I6- bit 4times oversampling CD player.
Speakers are not supplied. Additionally, all systems come with full
remote control which is compatible with Philips-coded ( RC5) TVs

and VCRs. The F773 system is
rated at 2x35W and features a
five- band graphic equaliser; price
is £699. The F775 is rated at
2x6OW, includes a seven- band
graphic equaliser and autoreverse cassette deck; price is
£779. Top of the range is the
F777, which is rated at 2x85W and
adds four memory presets to the
EQ facility; price is £849. Philips
Electronics. City House, 420-430
London Road. Croydon CR9
3QR. Tel 01-689 2166.

MUSIC ROOM TO DISTRIBUTE MEITNER
The refreshingly different range
of products from Canada's Meitner will be distributed in the UK
by The Music Room. Products
include the latest version of the
PA6i Preamp and MTR-I01
Monoblock Power Amplifier. The
Music Room will also be importing the controversial AT-2 plat-

terless turntable, which is supplied complete with the TA- 2
tonearm, and the CD- 3Compact
Disc player. Prices are to be
announced, with the latter anticipated to sell for approximately
£1200 inc VAT. For details, contact The Music Room. 221 St
Vincent Street. Glasgow G2 SOY.

PIONEER'S NEW MIDIS
Pioneer have launched three new
midi-systems, S-1. S-2 and S-3.
All are available as basic systems
or wish either of two new CD
players. All systems include infrared remote control, built-in timers. three- band digital tuners.
graphic equalisers. multi- function
displays. Surround Sound circuitry: auto reverse double-cas-

sette decks and European- built
speakers. Prices cover a span of
£300 to £680 depending on choice
of CD player. The PD- Z71 single
disc player can be purchased
separately for £269. while the
PD-Z81M multi- player retails for
£219. Pioneer High Fidelity, 1-6
Field Way, Greenford, Middlesex
UB6 8UZ. Tel 01-575 5757.

MONSTER HAPPENINGS
Monster Cable have introduced a plastic body. Designed to complement the Monster cartridges is the
number of new products. includnew Lightspeed tonearm cable,
ing a lower-cost version of the
exceptional Alpha Genesis 10(K) which is supplied in 1.5m lengths
pin male DIN
m-ccartridge. The Alpha Genesis terminated with a5500 features the ' Phase Perfect' connector and phono connectors.
Monster have also introduced a
winding topology of the dearer
new interconnect, Interlink
model and employs acrystal sapReference 2 featuring the comphire cantilever, line- contact stylus and composite aluminium/ pany's MicroFiber technology.

CD PRICE PLUMMET
Two ranges of CDs have been
launched with a suggested retail
of only £2.99. The discs emanate
from distributors Record Merchandisers ( asubsidiary of Woolworths) and Warwick/MSD. The
RM catalogue will begin with 150
titles and consists of amixture of
classical and MOR releases; Warwick's catalogue will appear on

TEAC ADD NEW AMPLIFIERS
Three new integrated amplifiers
were launched by TEAC at the
recent hi-fi show in Bristol. The
A- X35 is rated at 35W/ch and
offers three line inputs, phono.
loudness, high filter, balance and
tone controls and facilities for two
pairs of speakers. Price is £ 115.
The A- X55 (£ 155) is rated at
55W/ch and contains the same
facilities as its smaller sibling, as
well as m- m or m-cphoro select.

variable loudness, socketry for
two tape decks and record-out
facility. Top of the trio is the
A- X75 (£ 185), rated at 75W/ch
and adding to the ' 55's specification with microphone input with
source mixing. low filter, - 20dB
muting and midrange control.
TEAC UK Ltd. 5 Marlin House,
The Croxley Centre. Watford.
Herts WDI
N' ,
\ Tel 0923
225235.

the Spectrum label. As the new
releases are not due to appear in
the shops until two weeks after
copy deadline, details will have to
wait until next month. Judging by
the runaway success of Woolworth's £3.99 label, it is quite
likely that the new labels will set
speed records for the sale of CD
titles.

NEW CANS FROM THE FATHERLAND
Sennheiser has replaced two of
the world's best-selling headphones, the HD410/414. The
HD450/480 feature new styling,
larger and lighter diaphragms,
lighter coils and ' Neodym Iron'
magnets, resulting in a reduction
of moving mass, faster transient
response and extended bass. The
HD480 also features extra damping. Both headphones offer high
sensitivity and low impedances
and come complete with 3.5/
6.25mm plugs to make them suitable for personal hi-fi use. The
bodies are constructed from rugged plastics. the leads are
stranded stainless steel and construction is totally modular to
facilitate servicing and easy parts
replacement. The HD450
(£26.99) is tailored with mild treIIIFI NEWS tr: RECORD REVIEW

ble and bass lift to render it more
suitable for rock and pop. while
the HD480 (£ 36.99) is engineered
for the widest, flattest response
and will suit all types of music.
Hayden Laboratories Ltd. Chiltern Hill. Chalfont St Peter,
Bucks. SL9 9UG. Tel ( 0753)
888447.

NIAY lqss

SPEAKER DESIGN SOFTWARE
Though the name sounds like it
may mean a swine from Los
Angeles. CALSOD is acomputer
software package to aid in the
design of loudspeakers. The programme runs on IBM PC/XT and
compatible computers with at
least 384k bytes of RAM and
includes a 105 page manual containing anumber of design examples explained in detail. A
demonstration version of the
programme is also available for
evaluation purposes. When running CALSOD, the designer can
use grapWcal curve- fitting techniques to develop minimum- phase
transfer function models of the
sound pressure and impedance
responses of individual drivers

and can define apassive crossover
network ( maximum of 40 components). CALSOD then numerically optimises the summed
acoustic output of the drivers to
achieve adesired target response.
A number of performance characteristics can be inspected and a
crossover can be designed in a
fraction of the time it would normally take to go through the
design and testing cycle. The
programme itself costs 225
Australian dollars including postage, or prospective users can
order the demonstration disc for
20 Australian dollars. Contact
Audiosoft, Witold Waldman, 128
Oriel Road, West Heidelberg
3081. Melbourne. Australia.
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IF IT'S WORTH RECORDING,
IT'S WORTH THE NEW MAXELL XL H.

I

•

"

In the shape of the XIII, Maxell
pushes out the boundaries of tape technology. Creating new levels of magnetic
energy, noise reduction and sensitivity
in both the high and low frequencies.
With an advanced housing mechanism
that doesn't just act the part, but looks
the part as well
So watch out for the new Maxell
XL ll with the distinctive gold wrapping,
and the super-distinctive sound.
Because we think you'll agree: You
won't find abetter tape that's worthy of
your music.

XLII

PURE EPITAXML CASSETTE

POSITION • IEC TYPE II • HIGH (CrOH

135m/440ft.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MM.11111111111111111111111Mill

rnaxell
If it's worth recording, it's worth Maxell.
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LAMB CHOPS

ROTEL'S NEW INTEGRATED

Source-Odyssey's in-house designer, Susan Black, is responsible
for the Daniel Lamb collection,
range of five hi-fi stands, which
includes the following units: The
B1 equipment stand (£626.95),
which measures 640 x 920 x
400mm ( wxhxd) and contains
three shelves; the MB2 amplifier
stands for monoblock units
(£344.95 per pair) consisting of
three short uprights and measuring 560x340x460mm (wxhxd); the
TV1 television/video stand
(£249.95) and the similarly dimensioned AR! LP storage unit
(£275.95) which measure 690 x
490 x400mm (wxhxd); the 630mm
tall SPI speaker stand (£456.95
per pair) designed for speakers
with amaximum base area of 300
x280mm ( dxw). All feature goldplated brass cappings, spikes and
solid marble shelves. Contact
Walker- Nicholson Consultants,
15 Paget Close, Needham Market, Ipswich IP6 8XF. Tel 0449721701.

Rotel have launched a new
affordable integrated amplifier,
the RA-820BX3. Designed by
Cambridge Audio's prolific Stan
Curtis, the ' BX3 is described as a
high-speed design featuring critically matched stage-by-stage corn-

pensation to give wide open loop
bandwidth with low overall negative feedback. Rated at 30W
channel, the specification includes
inputs for m- m a- d m-c phono,
CD, tuner, tape ,, n1 AV/atoc;
direct high level inputs, facility for

two pairs of speakers, toroidal
mains transformer and new styling. Price is £ 159.90. Further
details from: Rotel HiFi, Gamepath Ltd, 25 Heathfield, Stacey
Bushes, Milton Keynes, MK12
6HR. Tel (0908) 317707.

PROAC LAUNCH
MINITOWER

AES AWARDS
PROGRAMME

COMPACT MONITOR AUDIO

Monitor Audio's latest speaker is
acompact design, the R 300/MD.
An all-new speaker has been The Audio Engineering Society This two-way system features a
added to the ProAc range. The Educational Foundation has metal dome tweeter, unusual at a
MiniTower is a two-way design announced the opening of its 1988 price of only £ 199 per pair . A
containing two 4.5in bass drivers Educational Grant Programme sealed- box enclosure, the R 300/
mounted above and below a3/4in for university studies with emph- MD measures 472 x250 x242rnm
Scanspeak dome tweeter manu- asis on audio topics. Awards, for (hxwxd), offers afrequency range
factured specially for ProAc. The graduate students only, are made of 40-20k Hz and is designed to
enclosure is a tall, slim design, annually, and successful appli- operate with amplifiers rated
measuring 36 x6 x9 3/4in ( hwd) cants may request a one-time between 15-100W. Impedance is
and is available in teak, black or renewal of their grants. Addi- specified as 8ohms and sensitivity
walnut. Nominal impedance is 8 tional information and application is a high 90dB/1W/1m. As e‘er,
ohms and the speaker is designed forms are available from the AES the finish is exceptional for the
for use with amplifiers rated Education Foundation, 60 East price, with Black Ash and Kenya
between 20-100W. Sensitivity is 42nd Street, New York, New Black real-wood veneers being
88dB for 1W at 1m and frequency York 10165, USA. Completed offered. Monitor Audio Ltd, Unit
response is specified as 40-30kHz. applications must be received by 1 34, Clifton Road, Cambridge CB1
The MiniTower will retail for June to be considered for the 4ZW. Tel 0223-242898.
1988-89 academic year. The AES
£684.25 inc VAT. Celef Audio
International, 130-132 Thirsk also inform us that they have
Road, Borehamwood, Herts. Tel published The Proceedings of the
AES 5th International Confer- CD BOOTLEGS
01-207 1150.
ence: Music and Digital Technol- Despite industry confidence that CD. Italy is notorious for its
ogy, a collection of papers pre- the complexity of CD manufac- copyright laws, or lack of them,
sented at their international con- ture would preclude the appear- and such lavish, blatant producferences devoted to specialised ance of bootleg CDs, a number tions are a world removed from
topics in audio. The publication have appeared in the past three the 'plain white sleeves' of tradicontains 20 of these papers and is months. After reports three years tional vinyl bootlegs. One CD
available for £20 to AES members ago that some pirate CDs had boasts '70 min. playtime' ( sic),
or £30 for non-members from emerged from the Far East aid and all come in jewel cases with
AES British Section, Lent Rise from certain EEC countries, suc- attractive booklets. Pricing is
Road, Burnham, Slough SL1 cess with bootlegs had eluded the around £20-£30 per disc. This
7NY.
rebel manufacturers. ( Note: situation further compounds the
'Pirate recordings' are unautho- illegal CD problem, the pirates so
rised copies of legitimately avail- far also having come from EuroHITACHI'S ' SPRING
able material; ' Bootlegs' are pean countries where copyright
releases of material never expiration allows for the manufacCOLLECTION'
officially issued by the copyright ture of previously well-guarded
HITACHI have unleashed a new holders.) The bootlegs so far material. The major labels have
range of midis, the 'Spring Collec- include Bob Dylan live in New put a stop to Dutch and Danish
tion' consists of three remote- York in 1964 and live from New- manufacturers distributing pirated
controllable systems, the MD 50 port in 1965, Jimi Hendrix live in material in the UK; it will be
(£799.99), MD 1200 (£ 1199.99) Stockholm, 1967, live recordings interesting to see how they cope
and MD 007 (£ 1299.99). Further of Elvis Presley, and the Beatles with CD bootleggers, whose
details from Hitachi Sales ( UK), live in Tokyo, Hamburg, Parts manufacturing facilities should be
Hitachi House, Station Road, and Texas. All seem to originate easier to locate than bootleg vinyl
Hayes, Middlesex. Tel 01-848 from Italy, which explains how and tape production sites.
such material could ever reach
Ken Kessler
8787.
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Asmall price
to pay for
perfection
,

INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER

ALI -X201
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Perfection doesn't normally come cheap. But
Sansui's new budget amplifier, the AU-X201
breaks the rules. Beautifully finished in sleek jet
black, the AU-X201 sets new standards in high
performance low cost amplifiers. High dynamic
power, coupled with alow impedance capability
ensures that the AU-X201 will deliver undistorted
music at the highest levels, handling short peak
bursts of music with total neutrality. The clean
pure sound of the AU-X201 has been achieved by
Sansui through careful research and development.
Perfection now costs alot less.

SANSUI
Please send me full details on the Sansui range. To: Sansui Electronics UK Ltd:Axis 4Rhodes Way Watford Herts WD2 4YW. Tel:0923 228584.
Name

Address

NEWS•
Renaissance STA25 power amp, a week from Easter to September. Milano, Via Domenichino Il. CP
weekends only during the winter 15117-20150 Milano, Italy. Tel
Linn pre/power combination or
at the Mechanical and Musical (12/4815541.
BSI GUIDELINES have been an Arcam Delta 70 CD player.
15-18 SEPTEMBER 1988: The
Doll Collection. Church Road,
published for the general safety please phone Malcolm Jones on
Hi Fi Show, sponsored by HFNI
Portfield, Chichester, W. Sussex.
requirements as established by 0508-78272.
RR. Heathrow Penta Hotel. Bath
the new Consumer Protection IAN EDWARDS is marketing a Tel. ( 0243) 785421.
Road, Hounslow. Middx.
KENWOOD's latest budget casAct, which came into force on 1 range of fine furniture units suitsette deck, the KX-440HX, offers 23-27 SEPTEMBER 1988: InterOctober 1987. For details, contact able for housing up to 480 CDs.
both Dolby B&C noise reduction national Broadcasting ConvenBSI 2 Park Street. London W1A The units can also be used for
and HX-Pro in a unit selling for tion, Metropole Centre.
cassette storage. A four drawer
2BS. Tel 01-629 9000.
only £ 139.95. Other features Brighton. Contact IBC SecretarQED have recently published unit retailes for £287 and meaiat, Institute of Electrical
include full logic transport. Direct
their latest 20page catalogue. For sures 21 x 32 x 18in ( whd). l'or
Engineers. Savoy Place, London
Programme Search System. Index
a copy, write to QED Audio details, contact Ian Edwards. The
WC2R OBL. Tel 01-240 1871.
Scan. 2- motor drive: auto- record
Products Ltd, Unit 12, Ashford Old Chapel. 282 Skipton Road.
30 SEPTEMBER- I0 OCTOBER
mute and timer facility.
Industrial Estate. Shield Road, Harrogate. N Yorks HG 31113.
1988: BB(' Radio Show. Earl's
Ashford, Middlesex TWI5 1AU. (0423) 500442.
Court, London.
Tel ( 0784) 246236.
21-26 OCTOBER 1988: KES ' 88,
CAMBRIAN DISTRIBUTORS
the 19th Korea Electronics Show,
have announced arange of mains
organised by the Electronics
distribution units supplied comIndustries Association of Korea
plete with ' mini' three pin plugs.
(EIAK). The show will take place
The Multiplug adaptors are availat the Korea Exhibition Centre
able with four or six outlets, each
(KOEX). 159 Samsung Dong.
plug rated at 6amps; the distribuAPOCEE .sDiva loudspeaker has Gangnam-Ku. Seoul. Korea:
tion blocks are available with
hours are 9am-5pm, 9am-1pm
been selected by the Milwaukee
fused ( 3.15 amp quick- blow) or
being trade- only. Exhibition
Art Museum as il:111 () I its exhibit
non fused mini- plugs. Prices start
commemorating the 1888-1988
Dept. El A K. 648 Yeogsamat £ 10.99. Also available is a
Dong. Gangnam-Ku. Seoul 135.
Centennial. The exhibit will confour socket distribution block
Korea. Tel 02 553-0941/7, 553sist of 125 examples of line art,
with mains filtering for £21.99
8725. The deadline for exhibition
architecture and industrial design.
unfused or £23.99 fused. Camthe Diva having been chosen as space is 31 May.
brian Distributors, Mochdre,
'The state of the art in audio
Newtown. Powys SY16 41F. Tel
design'. The exhibition run , frOM PEOPLE
0686-24508.
6 May 28 August 1988.
BOB COX of Portfolio Marketing
YAMAHA's CD- X510 CD player has been appointed as Director of
costs £ 229.90. not £ 249.90 as the newly formed Proton InternaBIB have launched six audio:
video care systems. each in a stated in the April issue. Sony tional ('orporation ( Europe) Ltd.
Portfolio is the UK distributor for
CDP333es is £599, not £498 as
luggage' type case. The Compact
Proton.
stated in March. We apologise to
Disc Care Systems CS2 includes
readers and to the suppliers for JOHN WATSON, formerly
the CD radial cleaner, cleaning
Export Sales Manager of Mission
these errors.
fluid spray, blower brush, swabs
Electronics, has been appointed
and cleaning cloth. Also available
EVENTS
Sales Manager of Absolute
are Audio Care ( for record care),
8-10 MAY 1988: flume EntertainSounds. Though dealing with the
Cassette. Video, Camcorder and
ment Dealer Show. National
complete AS catalogue, his initial
BANDRIDGE LTD have under- Computer Care Systems. Price is
Exhibition Centre. Birmingham.
responsibility is with the Magtaken the distribution of Laserline £12.99 each. Bib Audio Video
Contact Richard Bull on Wh 780
neplanar. DMP jazz CDs. WBT
CD and cassette storage units. Products Ltd, Kelsey House,
connectors and MIT cables.
The range features a special Wood End Lane. Hemel Hemp- 4171. ext 710.
16 MAY 1988: 100th Anniyersary
PETER BLOM has been put in
release mechanism to facilitate stead. Herts HP 24RO. Tel ( 0442)
of Emil Berliner's demonstration
charge of Philips' Consumer Electhe removal of CDs and tapes 133 733.
of his flat disc system at the
tronics Mainstream Product Divifrom the units. Models available ASTON AUDIO of Alderlev
Franklin institute in Philadelphia.
sion. Blom is also Marketing
include units for 12 or 24 CDs and Edge, Cheshire also suffered ii
Manager for CD- Video. Steve
26-28 MAY 1988: ARSC Annual
18 cassettes; all units are stack - break-in in late January. Goods
Conference. Toronto. Canada.
Fisher, Philips' Marketing Manaable. For the name of your stolen include Denon and
ger for Cl) and
has emiContact Philip Rochlin. Executive
nearest stockist, ring the Ban- Marantz CD players and some
Director. Association for
grated to the USA.
end equipment. Contact
dridge Helpline on 01-543 3633. high Recorded Sound Collections. PO
NIMBUS, following the acquisiDerek Aston- Darker on ( 0625)
Box 10162. Silver Sprint:. Marytion of a majority holding by
582704 if you can assist.
Maxwell Communications, has
RADIO 4 fans will want to he land 20904. USA. Tel: 0(11) 50announced three major appointavailable from 3.30 to 4.00 pm on 655'.
ments to the board. Peter Laster
Sundays from 24 April to 29 May 4-7 JUNE 1988: Consumer Elecbecomes Chairman, Kevin Maxfor a new series of six program- tronics Show, Chicago. Ill mois.
well joins as non- executive direcmes called ' Revolutions In USA.
tor and current Chairman and
Sound', celebrating the history of 22-24 JUNE 1988: APRS Annual
co-founder Count Alexander
Exhibition. Olympia 2. London.
the gramophone. Presented by
Labinsky becomes President.
Robin Ray, it will give listener's Contact Association of ProfesTREVOR GREEN has been
the opportunity to hear some of sional Recording Studios. I63A
PANASONIC have purchased
appointed Head of Music at BBC'
the rarest records extant. Shows
Hia Street. Rickmansworth.
16.1 acres at Park One, Bracknell.
Herts. WD3 1AY. Tel: ( 0923)
North West.
will be repeated at 8pm on followBerks for £ 15.9 million, four acres
STEVE ANGEL has been
772907.
of which cannot be developed. A ing Tuesdays. Part of the series
appointed Hire & Digital Services
will he acompetition to discover 26 AUGUST- 1 SEPTEMBER
further £ 15m will be spent to build
1988: Dusseldorf Trade Fair/
Manager at HHB, the London
the ' World's Rarest Gramophone
a 300,000 sq ft company headprofessional equipment hire &
Record'. 1KK nominates ' That'll Audio Video 88. Dusseldrofer
quarters.
Messegesellschaft
mbH,
sales company.
FALCON ACOUSTICS inform us Be The Day' by the Quarrymen.
JOHN REDDINGTON, formerly
NOWEA. Postfach 32 02 03,
that a number of hi-fi products in Paul McCartney's possession.'
of Ortofon UK, has formed anew
were stolen in January from their NIMBUS' first classical CD single Stockumer Kirchstrasse 61. D4000 Dusseldort 30, West Gerdistribution company called
retail outlet, Basicalfy Sound in has sold neark 15,000 copies.
Zenonlec Ltd. The address is
many.
Brawn Ash near Norwich. If you MORE THAN 1(K) gramophones,
Aico House. Faraday Road, Lonare offered any * suspicious' Nairn phonographs and other mecha- 8-12 SEPTEMBER 1988; 22nd
don Road Industrial Estate. Newelectronics ( NÁP250. Hi- Cap P/S. nical musical instruments forming Annual Sim-Hiti-I ses. Milan
Fair Pavilions. For details contact
bury, Berks. RG13 2AD. Tel
SBL speakers. NAC62. NAP90. the Lester Jones collection are on
((1635) 49797.
NAC32 and NAPI40). a Radford display to the public seven days a Segretaria Generale, 20149
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For fine equipment, this is Britain's audio
specialists: and TDL have selected us as their
exclusive London representatives . . .
A few words about us —
and the essential difference
between ourselves and the " alsorans"
When recorded music is listened to today, it
represents the ultimate in achain of
processes that places agood reproducing
equipment virtually in the class of a
precision instrument. Certainly that used in
the making of playing of records, the
transmission of FM broadcasts and of course
Compact Disc technology, is vastly
elaborate. Similarly with speaker design.
Not that there is any need to understand
these processes in detail in order to enjoy
music. Many music lovers may not want to.
However, they do want to be able to
depend on their supplier from whom they
buy.
This is precisely the service which
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO is organised to render
in the fullest possible way.
The Company operates in 2main
areas:
Firstly, there are our comfortable
Demonstration Studios — where the lover of
good music will find atreasurehouse of hand
picked equipment from which to choose and
if choosing proves difficult, the staff ( music
enthusiasts themselves) can help — by
guidance, not intimidation. We have many
years of experience to draw upon and are
able to guide the music lover towards the
appropriate equipment to match his or her
expectations and budget.
With this firmly in mind, we are pleased to
report that many visitors have selected TDL
speakers for their long term enjoyment. Their
decisions having been influenced by the
extraordinary level of performance, even
before they are informed of the startlingly
low prices.
And secondly. .
There is our Technical Department which
co-ordinates the installation of the various
items of equipment. SUBJECTIVE AUDIO
can undertake even the most complex
installations. This personal service is provided
not only to ensure the fullest possible acoustic
benefit from your equipment, but to enable
the equipment to fit into your environment in
an unobtrusive and professional manner.
Even the most modest of installations are
under the personal supervision of our
Technical Director. In our Company, attention
to detail is not influenced by the size of the
expenditure.

All major credit cards accepted.
Worldwide Export tacilities
24hr answering machine
Demonstrations by appointment only.
Tuesday to Friday 10am until late
Saturday

Yam until Spm

Meeting customers individual
requirements is our speciality. We
acknowledge the fact that aless than
perfect installation could reduce your
overall enjoyment and that invariably,
the equipment must fit the decor — and
not vice-versa. It is our practice to work
closely with interior designers,
carpenters, carpet layers, aerial
installers and latterly, have suited a
number of customers regarding audio
visual equipment — through our new
department.
.

—

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO then, offer a

unique and comprehensive service to
music lovers. It is as modern as the
latest equipment & technology and is
backed by along and unbroken
tradition of leadership in promoting
better standards for listening to good
music in the home.
This is as true today as when the
Subjective Audio philosophy was
initiated in 1976. Since that time, we
have satisfied the needs of over 5200
customers — both here and abroad.

We are pleased to be
able to endorse TDL's
range of speakers to
those of you who truly
desire outstanding
performance — at
modest cost.
Consult Subjective Audio for everything

in sound reproduction. Full descriptive
literature on our facilities and our free
quarterly newsletter, are available upon
request.
Thank you.
RARCtAYCARD

And afew words about TDL . . .
When approached
to be their major
London dealer (we
are still their only
London dealer), we
were somewhat
surprised; because
we work from
unusual premises
and choose not to
have conventional
shop facilities.
Despite ( and perhaps
because of) our
unconventional
approach, TDL were
enthusiastic and
loaned us their
complete range of
speakers to evaluate.
Whether by design or error, when the units were
sent to us, we didn't get their p- ice list and
therefore had to judge the equipment without
reference to cost.
All of the staff were extremely impressed by the
performance and it was imposs ble to find any
weak point in the range. This is without
precedent here, as we are very selective and
apart from Magneplanar, we only take certain
examples from any supplier's range.
TDL are to be congratulated by providing
consistently high performance at all price levels.
In particular, the Studio 2has aremarkably
integrated sound for a2- unit speaker with abass
end performance which is tight, well controlled &
clean. This is an outstanding achievement when
you realise that the Studio speakers, the Monitors
& the References are all transmission line bass
loaded.
Mr John Wright ( the Designer & Principal of TDL)
may be well known to many of you from his work
with IMF — acompany who came to prominence
in the 70's and were well known for providing
not only excellent value for money, but aquality
of finish which was quite extraordinary for an
English product. As befits aCompany of integrity,
owners of IMF speakers can get full service from
TDL.
Home demonstrations for TDL are readily
available, as indeed are testimonials from
happy customers. Just ring for details.
twould not be an exaggeration to say that the
range of TDL speakers are the finest complete
ange of speakers that we have encountered in
he last 4years and we warmly congratulate
hem on their outstanding technical achievement,
sonic performance and value for money.

Subjective Audio Ltd
12 Park Avenue, London N13 5PF

01-882 4975 • 01-886 2650

TECHNOLOGY.
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HERE ARE SOME fascinating hidden facets to the Sony buy-out of
CBS. For instance, Sony now owns
the CBS patents on polypropylene
plastics, which have been athorn in the flesh
of loudspeaker manufacturers.
To re-cap briefly on a long story, ex- BBC
engineer Dudley Harwood ( late of Harbeth)
filed apatent application in 1976 on the use of
polypropylene for loudspeaker cones. This
patent ( BP 1564 511), with similar patents in
20 other countries, was bought by CBS five
years ago for a fee believed to be $ 100,000.
Since then, CBS have been demanding a
1.5% royalty on loudspeaker drivers from
130 companies around the world which use
polypropylene for their cones.
Now that Sony own the CBS patents, the
speaker firms may be off the hook. Whereas
CBS had no scruples over holding the electronics industry to ransom, Sony may be less
anxious to get involved in what could well be
a sordid battle.
Legal validity of the polypropylene patent
claims has been questioned, because they
define the material in terms of its physical
properties, including its Young's modulus
and density. Engineers have argued that this
broad definition also covers materials which
were old when the patents were filed. This is
why most speaker makers have just ignored
the bullying threats from the CBS legal
department.
But they should not rest too easy in their
beds at the news of Sony's buy-out — there is a
new joker in the pack. The Chisso Corporation, a chemical company based in Osaka,
has filed aEuropean patent application ( number 241 667) on an improved polypropylene
material for loudspeakers. The Chisso polypropylene has afiller, such as talcum powder,
mica or rice husk powder. which supposedly
makes it sound better. The patent claims, like
those filed by Dudley Harwood, specify the
material in terms of its properties, rather than
chemical composition.
Chisso talks about crystallinity and Q
value. So in theory, things falling inside the
wide property boundaries defined by Chisso
will be an infringement. And presumably
Chisso, like CBS, will want a royalty. And
firms making loudspeakers will argue that the
Chisso claims are unjustified or too broad and
thus invalid.
Here, there is abit of background information which is well worth passing on. Before
and during the last war, the town of Minamata in Japan was supported mainly by a
fishing industry and the large Chisso Company chemical plants. In 1946 Chisso started
using an inorganic mercury catalyst to speed
up chemical product processes. Waste mercury found its way into the water of Mina mata Bay and into the fish caught there.
Locals ate the fish, and the mercury.
The first signs of what became known as
the Minamata disease became apparent in
1953. People went blind and dumb and
suffered from serious neuronal disorders. The
disease turned out to be congenital, with
children developing symptoms worse than
cerebral palsy soon after birth. The publicity
which inevitably surrounded the Minamata
Bay disaster in the sixties thus made Japan a
nation acutely aware of pollution risks. Since
then the country has cleaned up its waters, its
air and environment. The law enforces strict
pollution controls. Industry polices itself.
This is why the Japanese tape industry
never showed much interest in chrome as a
coating material. Chromium dioxide producHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tion releases dangerous by-products which
must be carefully contained. Also Du Pont,
who owned the patents on chrome for tape,
was sniffy over giving licences to Far Eastern
companies. Only Sony took alicence. TDK.
and later everyone else including Sony,
developed pseudochrome coatings based on
cobalt- modified ferric oxide.
BASF, main protagonists for chrome tape
in Europe, have spent the last decade complaining about the Japanese commitment to
pseudochrome and how it has pulled the rug
from under standardisation. Significantly
perhaps, BASF bought its first batches of
DAT metal tape ready-made from Japan.
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Mono problems for stereo TV
Controversy has arisen recently over how
best to derive the mono signal once the IBA
and BBC start boardcasting stereo sound for
TV.
For VHF radio, the left and right channels
are summed before transmission. The stereo
information is adifference signal, transmitted
on asubcarrier. Mono receivers use the sum
signal. Stereo receivers mix the sum with the
difference, to derive left and right.
For stereo television sound, the transmission technique is quite different. In effect
three quite separate channels are broadcast;
the conventional FM analogue sound carrier
and another sound carrier with the Nicam
digital stereo pair.
Mono receivers receive the FM analogue
mono carrier; stereo receivers decode the
digital stereo carrier. The mono signal plays
no part in the decoding. So TV stereo will
have degrees of freedom unknown in VHF
radio.
The digital stereo pair may be used to carry
adifferent language soundtrack from the FM
analogue mono signal, or even two extra
different language soundtracks. For stereo
music and drama, the left and right channels
will be summed at the transmitter and broadcast on the analogue mono carrier. But
straight summing plays odd tricks with the
sound balance.
This is because background stereo music
and effects spread unevenly across the two
channels, whereas dialogue at centre front is
at equal level and matching phase in both
channels, so summing boosts dialogue by 6dB
(a doubling of level) over background effects
and music. Not only does this swamp ambience, it creates an odd effect if sound is
panned from left to right. Whereas in stereo
it stays at equal level, in mono it peaks at 6dB
at the middle of the pan.
The IBA had an interesting idea to counteract this anomaly. If one of the stereo
channels is shifted through 90° before summing, the 6dB hump is smoothed to a 2dB
ripple across the panning stage. The snag is
that this brings dialogue down into the
effects.
So what? Well, around 20% of the British
population have asignificant hearing impairment (defined as a25dB loss of sensitivity in
the ear) and they already find it difficult to
distinguish TV dialogue from effects. The
coming of stereo could make life easier for
the hard of hearing. They will listen in mono
and benefit from the 6dB hump on dialogue.
The 90° shift would have negated this.
Sportingly, the IBA has abandoned plans
for the shift and will go for straight summing
when the commercial stations start broadcasting stereo. The BBC will do likewise. But of
course, Michael Checkland, Director
General of the BBC, has said the BBC
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cannot afford a stereo service until 1991.
So when the ITV stations start broadcasting stereo next year, they stand to pick up the
20% of viewers who are hard of hearing and
will listen to whichever stations put out the
most intelligible dialogue.
It will be interesting to see whether Checkland keeps his ear on some technical tests
which are now under way. The BBC and IBA
are co-operating with the British Association
of the Hard of Hearing and Royal National
Institute for the Deaf. They are measuring
the hearing of 20 volunteers and logging their
reaction to test tapes, with background and
dialogue adjusted over a 12dB range.
Whatever the results, and whatever guidelines the BBC and IBA lay down, the fact
remains that a mono mix of a stereo signal
will often boost dialogue by 6dB and make
life easier for viewers with poor hearing.
Hopefully, someone will point this out to
Michael Checkland, who is an accountant by
trade. Shelving stereo for a few years may
well make sense to a man of figures, but
losing up to 20% of his viewers to ITV and
Channel 4 will not.

Optical illusions?
As trailed in the January issue, I was
'assigned to the case' of the Optical playback
cartridge for stereo LP records' described to
the Audio Engineering Society convention in
New York last October by Overstreet, Ana nia and Wilson of Pasadena. Gee, thanks . . .
After stating the obvious, namely that even
the best diamond stylus will gradually
degrade the walls of a record groove, the
three Californians went on to describe the
problems of tracking a groove with a light
beam. They end up deciding that sensing the
vertex ( in plain English, the bottom trough of
the groove) seemed like the best bet. They
then describe various optical techniques used
in other fields for measuring the movement
or distance of objects. For example, timing of
the reflection of pulsed lasers tells the distance from the earth to the moon to within
one metre; then there is XY detection,
which compares relative motion of two surfaces, and so on. All very interesting, but
what exactly does the Overstreet. Anania and
Nelson trio propose.
I quote 'The design approach we have
chosen will utilise aCCD imaging device and
image processing algorithms to extract the
geometrical attributes of record grooves in
creating an audio signal.'
That's it? Big deal. 1am surprised that the
AES vetting committee approved such inconsequential waffle. *
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ACOUSTICS

156 Choumert Road London SE15 4AA Tel: 01-732 2785

CRYSTAL
REFERENCE
Analogue Disc Player
We choose our dealers with the same
care we manufacture our products. We
recommend you visit Subjective Audio
or Acoustic Arts and hear the Crystal
Reference demonstrated by either of
these highly competent dealers.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO
Why we are their exclusive
London dealer...
We don't just sell the finest audio equipment available -including the OXFORD ACOUSTICS range of turntables
but our full range of skills enable your purchase to be
installed in your home in amanner which is both
unobtrusive — and acoustically excellent.

What a difference a

We are very selective in the equipment we choose to
represent, because we appreciate that customers cannot
be expected to have the in-depth knowledge of reliability,
compatibility with exisiting and future technologies and
value for money neccessary to make awise and longlasting decision

Just over one year ago we first saw and heard the Crystal
Reference turntable. It was love at first sight. We could not
believe it was British design and manufacture.

Because our customers must be able to look to their
dealer to give this information in an unbiased and simple
form — we decide to look at all aspects of aproduct — and
the manufacturer behind it. Having worked with them for 2
years, we can assure you that the OXFORD ACOUSTICS
(the turntable and the Company) is without equal — if you
desire a unique combination of sonic purity, visual
eleganace, value — and service commitment.

One year later we are having to reassess our original
views — do we still think the turntable measures up
sonically? — do we find it as stimulating to look at? — do
we still enjoy using it? The answers are Yes- Yes- Yes.

We were the 1st dealer appointed by OXFORD
ACOUSTICS and we were consulted during the
development cycle. We are now the EUROPEAN No 1
dealer for their range of turntables
There is no substitute for EXPERIENCE - - and if we were
making an expensive purchase, and hoping to use it for
many years without interrupt:on, we'd also look for adealer
with aPEDIGREE of working with the world's finest. That's
why OXFORD ACOUSTICS chose SUBJECTIVE AUDIO as
their EXCLUSIVE LONDON dealer.
Subjective Audio, in business 12 years
selling only the best.
Subjective Audio Ltd., 12 Park Avenue, London N13 5PF.
Telephone: 01-882 4975 and 01-886 2650
Demonstrations by appointment — Closed Sundays and
Mondays. All credit cards accepted — " Out of hours"
answering service.
Export facilities to the USA on the OXFORD
ACOUSTICS and other fine BRITISH PRODUCTS?
Ring or write for details...

year makes...

We just had to stock it because we so enjoyed looking at
the product as well as listening to it. Quite one of the most
satisfying Hi Fi products we had ever seen.

Visually, sonically and aesthetically we still think it is one
of the most exciting products on the market and the only
difference between one year ago and now is that we have
an ever growing number of customers who would be
willing to testify to everything we have said in this
paragraph. Why not come and join their number?
Apart from the Crystal we have an Aladdin's cave full of
hi-fi treasures. Pay us avisit and find out why people
travel from all over the country to shop with us. We even
get people visiting us from Europe. We are friendly,
helpful and never forget the customer always comes first.
Our agency list includes:
A & R, ATC. Acoustic Energy, Alphason, Audiolab, Carnegie. Castle,
Cele•tion, Counterpoint, Crystal, Deltec, Denon, Dual, Elite, Gale,
Heybrook, Incatech, Jadis,Koetsu, Kr.ii. Liax, Logic, Magneplanar,
Manticore, Marantz, Meridian, Monitor Audio, Musical Eiedelty,
Pink Triangle, P.S. Audio, ()mad, Quicksilver, Revolver, Revox, Rob•rtson,
Rogers, Rote!, SD Acou•tics, SME, Sonos l'abus, Spendor, Systemd•k, Source,
TDL, Tannoy, Thomas, VDH, WTA, Yamaha, etc.

Acoustic Arts Ltd., 101 St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 245250.
Open Monday- Saturday 9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Access Visa Welcome • Export Catered for.

THE DESIGNER SERIES
Allen Boothroyd of Meridian has produced many of the UK industry's
most striking and enduring hi-fi product designs. Here he talks to Steve Harris

T

HOUGH INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
still carries the fear of the unknown
for some British hi-fi companies.
even the most blinkered can no
longer afford to ignore it. And this year.
Allen Boothro\ d and Bob Stuart collected
their third British Design Award, this time
for the Meridian 200 series components.
which places the importance of their contribution beyond doubt. While Stuart, whose
early involvement in digital techniques is only
now coming to fruition, has been one of the
most creative electronics designers in the
field, it is Allen Boothrovd who has conceived and shaped the products. Outside the
hi-fi field, his work as a consultant product
designer has ranged from the BBC microcomputer to an electric motorcycle, and from
adigital taxi- meter to the cheerful signs which
identify Bass Charrington pubs. But Allen
has been involved in the production of
'different' audio products for some fifteen
years now.
'I did a mechanical engineering degree at
Manchester, then a Masters' Degree at the
Royal College of Art in London; 1finished
there in 1970 ( about when most other people
in the industry today were being born!) and
then 1worked in it. London design consultancy called Hulme Chadwick & Partners.
who were a multi-disciplinary design group.
principally architects, furniture designers and
some product design- in fact Hulme Chadwick, the boss of it. was a noted product
designer of his day. He designed all the
Wilkinson Sword stuff, for example. I left
really because of impending nepotism. in that
there were three children in the business, and
decided that my best route lay somewhere
else. Iwas asked by some friends in Cambridge to set up an industrial design unit at
Cambridge Consultants.
'One of the directors of Cambridge Consultants was aguy called David Southward, and
another was Gordon Edge. Imention these
two people because they were really responsible for getting together the Cambridge Audio
product, which was launched before Iwent to
Cambridge Consultants. Cambridge Audio
was then set up as a separate company. and
David Southward ran it: he launched a
competition for improvements to the circuit
of the P40 amplifier. The man who won the
competition was Bob Stuart. Later ( by which
time Ihad joined Cambridge Consultants).
David Southward left and formed Leeson
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Audio, and he pulled together three people
to design the product: Bob Stuart, because he
liked the circuit design Bob had done on the
Pe. John Greenbank. later of Tangent fame;
and myself.
'Leeson Audio had a fairly chequered
career. The product was launched in 1973,
but its appearance and its audio quality belied
the rather poor level of manufacturing quality
under the skin: Ididn't get achance to make
a contribution other than to the visual concep: and design. Bob didn't either; David
Southward was an engineer and he took care
of that.
'At the point where Leeson Audio was
getting into difficulties. Bob and 1decided we
would form our own design consultancy, for
products in the electronic and electromechanical area. We formed Boothrovd Stuart &
Partners in 1975; we set up in Market Square
in Cambridge. Our lirst product was the
Orpheus amplifier.
'Orpheus was funded by people who had
seen Leeson and were intrigued by it. A
group of investors asked us to design what
was a sort of Krell product of its time, a
beautiful no- holds- barred audio product to he
sold to Americans, principally. Research and
thought about the product was not really
what it should have been, hut basically these
rich men thought they would Ike to have a
nice product designed-and made in England.
So Bob and Iset to %\ ork and in the next year.
1975-76. we designed the Orpheus amplifier.
pre- amplifier and tuner. That was then launched at the Cunard hi-fi show at Hammersmith in 1976. It got a fairly rave reception;
hut not long after that, the principal investor
decided that he was not going to live in the
UK any more ( presumably for tax reasons)
Meridian's firsi modular
sysiein. dlismeessfid 100
series amplifiers

and went abroad. The funding for the manufacture of the Orpheus products disappeared
with him.
'We had been doing other design projects.
such as work for Sinclair. and Bob had been
developing an automatic piano tuning
machine, which proved extremely difficult!
But almost as areaction against the business
of relying on sort of sugar-daddy funding of
products in this field, we thought we would
turn our hands to trying to make our own
products. We had some money in the bank at
that point and so in June 1917 we made the
first Meridian 100 series products. the 101
pre- amp. and 103 power amp. which was
three boxes. The trick was to try and design a
product around azero tooling budget. which
meant we had to use an existing tube- an
architectural mullion chopped off in lengthsfor the cases. That sort of technique has been
used by many people over the years, not
excepting Julian iVerekerl!
'We have always had slightly higher aspirations in terms of audio quality, finish and cost
of product than some other manufacturers.
because we perceived that the international
market required the sort of standards of
visual presentation that the traditional sort of
British tin amplifier couldn't cut. Also, my
interest in " lifestyle" ways of fitting products
into people's homes has always been an
influence round here.'
Isn't there afundamental problem. in that
the UK market isn't really ready for a
sophisticated system product, because the
hi-li trade is so locked into the separates
approach'?
'Indeed it is. Our view is that they're going
to have to change. and in fact some of them
are changing. although the costs and the
margins make it difficult for them. If you're
one shop. an expert retailer, you're coming
out with the flavour of the month, upholstered. dare I say it, by the magazines
encouraging punters to buy the flavour of the
month product... it's all very introspective
and small scale. It's fine for manufacturers
that want to stay at acertain size, but if you
want to go beyond being a one- product
company. you have to look at markets that
are wider. We've tried to bridge the gap ( or
fallen between two stools, to be tough about
it!) in the sense that we've tried to produce a
modular range of products each of which can
be sold as aseparate, with varying degrees of
success. Selling an active speaker to someone
25
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Lecsot, Allen Boothrords.% bold pre- and poner
amplifier design of 1971 with electronics by Rob Stuart

first public demonstration of a ' digital loudspeaker': the Meridian DIO incorporated its
own DAC as well as the usual Meridian
active crossover and power amplification, and
was fed from the digital output of amodified
Meridian CD player. A separate microcomputer link allowed remote control of
volume, balance and crossover frequency.
Although not offered for sale. the DIO clearly
pointed the way ahead.
'Our next loudspeaker will have digital
input capability. Using large quantities of
copper wire around your
house in order to get the
signal from one place to
another doesn't seem
asmart way to go!'
We're starting

who already has a
high-powered s stem
is avery difficult sale
for adealer to make, and
because of the quantities we produce them in
they are actually more expensive than they
should be. But now there are opportunities
around to add features and facilities to active
speakers. because you've got mains power on
hand. that Ithink are going to revolutionise
the whole business. Obviously, we were
grinding away with fairly straight-line audio
products until the digital revolution happened.•
Meridian's approach seems only to have
come to fruition with the arrival of Compact
Disc; looking at the old catalogues now, it
seems quite odd to see the neat 1(10 series
units sitting next to a Linn Sondek.
'Well, we used what we thought was the
best turntable. We thought we weren't smart
enough to make a turntable. Ithink Bob's
heart never was in the black disc as being the
way to go. and he took alot of stick for that,
particularly in the early encouragement of
CD techniques. We spent. really, ayear out
of the market learning about CD and getting
quite close to Philips. during the time they
were also learning about it. trying to establish
street credibility for CD; which Ithink we did
with our second CD player, the MCD Pro,
which really did sound considerably better
than anything else when it came out. It
started people thinking that it wasn't quite as
had as they had persuaded themselves, and
that like many other inventions, it would take
many Years to get up to some sort of
reaso
.liable standard. But we believe that that
will happen, despite people's early reservations that digits were digits and that was it.
That's already been blown in the few years
that CD has been on the market.'
In I98-1 ( at The Hi Fi Show, Heathrow
Penta). Meridian gave probably the world's
ME! NEWS clt: RECORD REVIEW
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to get on
to the whole
question of fitting
ahi-fi system into
the home of the future.
'Over the years we've
tried to marry three conflicting
fequirements: ease of use, that is the
equipment shouldn't be daunting for the
customer to operate, and we've approached
this problem with varying degrees of success,
like everyone else; second, simply something
that's nice to have around as an object,
because Ibelieve that if people don't live with
things they actually like, they won't buy them
in the first place. or they won't keep them
very long; and, thirdly. having the things
work as well as possible, given the constraints
of the audio world. The best principles of
setting out a room for an audio system
conflict very much with the requirements of
interior design and conflict with the requirements of actually having acomfortable living
space. What we're trying to do is to produce
products that do go together in aharmonious
way both technically and visually.
'My own view is that in the future home the
hi-fi product will not be visible ( I'm really
working myself out of a job here!), in the
sense that the loudspeakers should be heard
and not seen, and the control arrangements
should be accessed by the easiest possible
way. But of course there are two things
lighting that. One is video; for companies
who are building systems. video is something
that they have to address, but video does
more to damage the basic idea and concept of
listening to high-quality music in your home
than anything else. We are predominantly an
audio company; we may have video or some
facility for video in our products in future.
but at the moment it's limited to inputs for
sound. The second aspect is the business of
interface; getting the audio system into your
living room. I've spent the last IS months on a
project for KEF, which has taken the form of
the KEF custom installer series, which is a
fairly serious way of trying to get half- decent
quality into in- wall systems. We've done
quite alot of work to debunk the idea that if
you stuff aspeaker in the wall it necessarily
sounds dreadful. Allied to that. at Meridian.

e've been looking at how sou control sound
in rooms in houses and what people need and
what people can afford; " multi- room systems", so called.'
Meridian's 200 series is designed to allow
the assembly of multi- room systems. Currently at mock-up stage is Meridian's wallpanel control unit, resembling the front of a
200 series preamplifier, and giving control
over all functions of the system; this is a
'bright-eye' unit, with a display to indicate
what is happening.
'This is a movement along the road to
sticking the hi-fi in acupboard and having it
all accessed from here. Now, this is at odds
with quite a large part of the industry's
customers, who actually like the hands-on
feel, the beauty of the metal. tonearms.
turntables that go round nicely, wood, the
material contact with the machine, which is
still very much a part of what people like
about hi-fi.
'We're talking about two different directions really. Ibelieve that the market for the
people who like the beautiful materials, and
the ( dare Isay it) slightly quaint techniques,
which nonetheless work extremely well, will
always be there, but a very limited- size
market. If you want to go ahead and grow.
you have to access markets where people are
not prepared to spend as much time and
effort, and yet probably want good quality.
Our answer to that is to do the work for
them, try to get the audio right, try to get the
control systems right in the product, but
make the actual mechanism part of it become
more regressive. So, forthcoming products
from Meridian will have as options and
features, the ability to point a handset
directly at a speaker and access everything
that the hi-fi system can do. in any room; or
point the handset at the wall, in which case
the wall unit could be just a " dead eye",
merely areceiver; it will probably in fact be a
receiver and a transmitter, because at some
stage we'll be producing an interactive handset. such that the front panel of the preamp or
control unit will be the thing that's alongside
you. For people who can't stand the idea of
handsets, or lose them all the time or think
they're a bit naff, there is the wall unit. But
the whole architecture of how you get these
things together, the signal transmission, the
ways in which you do even the handbooks,
how you train the dealers and distributors to
install the systems so they work properly, is a
minefield of complexity; here our experience
in the computer business serves us well. It's a
bit like software products in a sense.'
You're talking about avery different kind
of job to the job the present-day dealer does
in selling the ' hands-on' category of hi-fi. Do
the installers exist?
'Some exist. The people who win in this
game will be those who get it right in terms of
trouble- free, reliable operation. We're coming at it from the electronics/digital control
end of things, while our colleagues down in
Maidstone [ KEF] are looking at the acoustic
environment, both with their products which
they've recently launched and with research
projects which you probably know about. So
within the AGI group, we believe we've got
the tools to make agood job of getting to this
market.
'If it all winds up looking like a sort of
kitchen appliance, we've failed. There has to
be some retained hands-on contact, even if it
is just putting aCD in the drawer. There has
to be some relationship with what went
before.'
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Reviewed in this issue is
the new Harbeth HL Compactm
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Stereo standards, and some exotic pickups: Stanley Kelly concludes his survey

R

EPRESENTATIVES OF European
manufacturing concerns met at
Zurich in 1957 and made the following recommendations: The 45'745'
system .with the modulation mutually at right
angles should be adopted.
The recording characteristics should conform as far as possible with the standards
previously drawn up for microgroove records
(je as specified in British Standard BS 1928:
1955, which is similar to the R1AA curve).
The stylus radius should be 0.0005 to
0.0006 in ( 12.5 to 15 tint or, in other words.
the ' halfthou' stylus).
The movement of the stylus point of stereo
pickups in adirection parallel to the surface
(je lateral displacement) should provide
equal, in- phase, acoustical signals from the
loudspeakers. This enables the stereophonic
pickup to be used for playing normal monaural records.
The channel on the righthand side of the
groove ( that is to say the groove '‘‘ ail « s‘hich
faces inwards towards the axis of the disc)
should be the channel intended for reproduction from the righthand loudspeaker.
As aresult of this renewed interest in dual
channel discs, agreements were reached by
early 1958 among both the European and
American manufacturing organisations on a
similar ' standard' for stereo records. A number of discs were released to the trade by
Decca and several lirms demonstrated prototype equipment for the reproduction of
these discs at the Audio Fair. London. in
April 1958.
The first commercial stereophonic discs to
become available in the United Kingdom
were released by the Pye ' Nixa' Group in the
following June.

Crystal pickups
The most popular pickup cartridge was still
the crystal type. There were two groups ( a)
Roche-Ile Salt. and ( h) Ceramic elements.
Rochelle Salt pickups had their major use
in the record players produced for the mass
market where cost was of primary consideration. Because of their high sensitivity and the
fact that the electrical output was ' corrected'
only the simplest of amplifiers were needed.
Many millions of ' mono' reproducers were

Fig.17. Aitaffigue of astereo crvaalpiekup
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Decca 's fin! .stereo pickup

produced using only asingle alve with afew
resistors as electronic complement to the
ubiquitous Rochelle Salt pickup.
The demand for better reliability and
consistency and freedom from the worst
temperature effects led to the introduction of
the piezo-electric ceramic elements. The original form of this material was Barium
Titanate, but the crystal structure was modified by various additions, and sensitivities
were increased to between two and three
times that of the original material.
Although there were individual differences
between manufacturers the design of crystal
cartridges was fairly stable; atpical example
used amoulded case with a ' turnover' stylus
assembly — one point for LP and stereo and
the other for 78 mono. In the absence of any
78 records being pressed this seemed a
needless extravagance. But to the pickup
proper: an aluminium alloy cantilever and
sapphire or diamond stylus is used and drives
two crystal elements th-rough individual arms
mutually perpendicular and at 45° to the
record surface. The mechanical crosstalk
hem een the two units should be a function
only of the ratio of the compressit.nal etmipliance to the flexing compliance. Now.
assuming that the material is isotropic. the
flexing compliance is proportional to the cube
of the length and inversely proportional to
the cube of the thickness times the width,
whilst the compressional compliance is proportional to length and inversely proportional
to the cross-sectional area. Thus for
given
cross-section any degree of isolatiol can be
obtained by increasing the ratio of length to width, and for adesign centre of, say. 26dB,
the ratio of length-to-v‘idth need only !le
The lead zirionate ceramic crystals operating in flexure are supported at the rear end
a stiff block of plastic and an additional
damping member is placed amidships; this
also acts as the stylus cantilever support. The
sections of the crstals are mutually perpendicular and 45 to the hori/ontal.
The analogue of a cry sial cartridge is
shown in hg 17. The cantilever stylus is dri‘ en
from the record, and the intis and compliance are respectively the dynamic mass
and the restoring forcer of the st‘lt.s itself.
Norm ill‘ the compliance between the st‘ his
point and the compliant members ( hi\ ing the
crystals is zero, therefore any shunt etlect of
motion to ground can he neglected. At the
driving point the motion splits into two, and
drives two identical crystal elements. Because

the back support of the crystal is soft,
compared with the stiffness of the crystal as a
whole, there is appreciable motion over the
whole of the crystal, and it is. therefore, more
amenable to analysis if we split the crystal
mass and put clamping impedances at the
centre and rear end of the crystal. The
compliance and loss resistance at the crystal
driving point is the compressional compliance
of the coupling member between the stylus
and the crystal, whilst the compliance and
resistance at the remote end of the crystal is
the clamping member. It will be seen that the
series masses of coupling members will form
resonant circuits which modify considerably
the high frequency crosstalk — indeed because
of the multiplicity of resonances analysis is
only approximate.
Resistances represent the losses deliberately introduced into the system in order to
make the steady state response of the cartridge as smooth as possible. It looks
apparently complex. hut once tooled ( and the
tolerances were wide) the production of
crystal pickups was like shelling peas and one
hundred times easier than their magnetic
counterparts. The net OEM ( original equipment manufacturers) selling price was 4/
6d
(22.5p) in 250,000 lots!

Magnetic pickups
The magnetic pickup has a very simple
mechanical structure and alow moving mass,
thus in theory at least an extended high
frequency response when compared with the
crystal unit. Unfortunately the cost is amuch
reduced output. generally — 40dI3.
The majority of magnetic cartridges were
initially of the moving magnet ‘ arietv.
although. because of patent restrictions, variable reluctance systems using the same
mechanical configurations as that of the
moving- magnet ( but using an external polarizing magnet) came on the market in increasing numbers in the 1960s. The overall design
considerations and performance of the variable reluctance pickup are approximately
similar to those in the moving- magnet,
although it is possible in theory at least to
reduce the mass moment of inertia ( and
hence the mechanical impedance at high
frequencies) by substituting a thin walled
tube in place of the solid rod used in
moving- magnet systems. The point of no
return is quickly reached because of magnetic
saturation of the subsequent very small crosssectional area of the armature.
The magnetic circuit consists essentially of
two pairs of pole pieces arranged symmetrically around the centre line of the a
-rmature
with pickup coils wound over the yokes
connecting opposite pairs of poles. The armature is a small cylindrical magnet about
0.75mm diameter 1) 2.5mm long' cemented
to athin uailed aluminium or durt'ilumin tube
approximately 7.5min long and carrying a
miniatur ediamond tip at the front end. The
assembl is supported by acompliant hinge at
its centre of gravity and in some models atie
bar ( usually 0.05m.
in diameter stainless steel)
is connected to prevent longitudinal motion.
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is an excellent
all-round design
that could easil‘ he awarded top marks for
compatlity. It is easy to drive. very clean-sounding
and it is well-balanced at both bass and treble

As you eau bee from these recent review extracts the Heybrook Point Five has really impressed.
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the sound was unusually clean and dynamic particularly when playing material with lots of cymbal
work. Indeed, the little Point Fives often sounded the
equal of amuch bigger and much more expensive

The Point Five is just the latest in a line of
Heybrook successes.
Savour aural excellence from an award
winning range of audio products; for further
details send the coupon below.
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By suitably proportioning the dimensions of
the tie bar it can also be used as the major
restoring force, the plastic collar then providing central support and damping. The hinge
can be one of a variety of elastomers.
co-polymers of PolyVinyl Chloride or PolyVinyl Acetate, etc.
Clearance between the magnet and the
poles is about 0.4mm and because of the
efficient magnetic circuit, generally using
Mumetal or other high permeability materials, leakage flux is low and from amagnetic
point of view the system is extremely
efficient. The sensitivity is generally of the
order of 1to 2mV/cm/sec. This elegant type
of cartridge was developed by Schmidt of
Elac, Kiel. Germany, and has been extensively copied throughout the world. The
simplicity of this design compared with the
crystal monstrosity is reflected in the analogue shown in fig 18.

arranged to prevent fore and aft movement.
There is, however, some torsional movement
which shows as a minor resonance in the
7kHz to 9kHz region. The ratio of cantilever
length to coil dimension is about 7:1 giving a
mechanical ratio of 50:1. and this results in an
extremely low mechanical impedance at the
stylus tip. Static compliance is of the order of
20x 10 -"cm/dyne, but because of mechanical
damping the resistive component becomes
predominant between 100Hz and 3kHz, and
approximately 40 mechanical Ohms. Stylus
resonance is at 26kHz, giving a calculated
mass of 1.24mg. The coils are low impedance.
about 2ohms. and a matching transformer
(or, more recently a ' head amplifier') is used
to raise the voltage sensitivity to about
2mVicm/sec.
The above types of pickup were all
developed and in production in the early
1960s, and since that time the accent has been
very much on refinement rather than innovation: however, there were sonic three-legged
lambs!

Photo-electric pickup
During 1968 a new type of pickup ( or more
correctly, anew version of apre-war type of
pickup) made its appearance. namely the
photo-electric pickup. Fig 19 shows a sketch
of the system. The diamond stylus is placed at
one end of an aluminium alloy tube 0.5mm
diameter x 6mm long. The remote end of the
tube supports a small flag approximately
2.5mm square x 0.05mm thick. Pierced in
this flag are two slots. I.5mm x 0.2mm. The
slots are mutually perpendicular and 45° to
the horizontal. Behind the flag is a fixed
screen with two similar slots and behind the
screen are two photo- transistors complete
with miniature focusing lens. The moving
assembly is supported by a compliant hinge

'Strain Gauge' pickup

Fig. 18. Analogue of asimple armature system

The field strength ( and hence sensitivity) of
the variable magnetic field transducer.
whether variable reluctance or moving- magnet, is limited by saturation of the armative or
the pole pieces and by the ' negative compliance' due to the pull of the steady magnetic
field on the armature. If the field exceeds a
critical value determined by the static compliance of the armature restoring force it will
result in the armature being attracted to one
of the pole faces, and hence no music! It is
this negative compliance which generally
limits the sensitivity of the pickup. requiring
coils of several thousand turns of fine gauge
wire to produce a usable output.

Moving-coil pickup
The moving- coil pickup suffers none of the
disadvantages listed above. If the magnetic
field is linear ( and this condition is not
difficult to achieve) the output will be strictly
a function of coil velocity with no inherent
generated distortion. Because of the absence
of negative compliance the magnetic field can
be increased to the limit and field strengths of
the order of 1.5 Tesla, instead of afew tenths
or hundredths, are possible. In addition to
increasing the output. the signal-to-noise
ratio is improved proportionately. The secret
of success is in the design of the coil and the
support system.
A typical popular moving- coil cartridge
uses a coil former in the form of a nonmagnetic rectangular plate 2mm square by
0.5mm thick, wound with four coils each with
10 turns symmetrically placed about the
centre line. Thus each generator consists of
two coils in series. Rising perpendicularly
from the centre plate is an aluminium tube
cantilever about 7mm long carrying the stylus
at its free end. The rear end of the coil is
flexibly mounted on to a steel tube which
forms one pole of the magnet. The other pole
in front of the coil is bored to take the
cantilever and its protecting tube. The flexible mounting carries adamping block and is
HI-FI NEWS it RECORD REVIEW
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Between 1967 and 1969 a number of novel
types of transducers made their appearance.
the first using a ' strain gauge' transducer
which, unlike magnetic and piezo-electric
pickups. is not a generator but operates by
modulating a DC current supplied from an
external source in sympathy with the medianical information. The transducer proper is a
tiny doped silicon element, 0.5 x0.2 x0.1mm,
similar to the base material of transistors. It is
cemented to a plastic beam which in turn is
driven via a flexible member by the stylus.
For stereo use two such members are used,
and the general assembly is very similar to
that of the ceramic cartridge. The modus
operandi of the transducer is that the resistance changes when subjected to a force
across the driving points. The magnitude of
the resistance change is a linear function of
the applied force: thus, providing that the
current through the element is constant the
transducer is inherently distortionless. The
element is fed with aconstant current and the
resultant voltage which is proportional to
displacement is applied to the amplifier
through acoupling capacitor. Thus to a first
approximation the response is similar to that
of a crystal cartridge.
Distortion was commendably low, and
signal-to-noise ratio more than adequate. hut
frequency response and crosstalk were
inferior to the better magnetic units and
because the response of the system was flat to
DC. motor rumble and low- frequency feedback could be troublesome unless a rumble
filter was fitted to the amplifier.

Using dearer sensing
elements, the Micro
Acoustics cartridges did
not need an external
power supply

fig.19. Diagrammatic view of Toshiba CI 00P photoelectric cartridge

approximately 1mm in front of the flag.
Under operating conditions the two pairs of
slots overlap by 50e4 displacing the stylus tip
around this mean position will vary the
amount of overlap and hence the total
quantity of light received by the phototransistor and finally the output voltage
developed by it. The lamp is fed from a
stabilized DC power supply and the outputs
from the photo- transistors are taken through
a correcting amplifier to a normal hi-fi
amplifier.
Like the strain gauge and ceramic cartridges, this is adisplacement type of pickup
in which the output is proportional to amplitude rather than to velocity.
The 1970s saw the rationalisation of the
results of the previous 50 years. The concept
of wide frequency range. low distortion integrated systems instead of an ad hoc assembly
of unrelated components was developed.
In an attempt to increase the sound stage
area. Quadraphonics. ' Surround Sound',
Ambisonics. etc. were offered to the public.
Unfortunately they required extra loudspeakers, amplifiers, decoders, etc. and of equal
importance. more living room space. which in
most of todays domiciles is just not available.
They are marvellous concepts: who knows.
the 1990s may well see the realisation of the
ultimate in domestic high fidelity sound!
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SPRING FEVER!
Never has the high end been more exciting at Pinewood! I'm ready to demonstrate some fabulous
new Spring arrivals. All from Absolute Sounds, all outrageously good.

HELLO HYBRIDS
The first of the new arrivals — asuperb 120 Watt stereo power amplifier from Audio Research called
the D 125. It uses the highly acclaimed hybrid circuitry of the SP 11 and SP 9preamplifiers ( Ihave
these on demonstration as well), and its sound approaches that of the amazing M 300 monoblocks.
Very musical and muscular with outstanding definition — the ultimate Magneplanar driver.

FAREWELL FANS
Krell are playing it cool the quiet way by introducing aworld-beating range of new power amplifiers.
Now with cooling fins instead of fans, they incorporate the Reference Series technology, sound
absolutely fabulous and can take on any speaker known to man. And another great advantage: a
board change converts your stereo model to a mono, so you really can't go wrong!

WELCOME MAGGIE
I've fallen in love with the elegant looks and sound of the Magneplanar panel loudspeakers and I
have models on demonstration along with my established range of Apogees. Easy to drive, easy on
the eye and so affordable. They sound glorious.
Remember: the equipment and service from Pinewood Music is second to none. In: available 24 hours aday, seven days a
week — and Iwelcome used equipment in part exchange. Ring me at any time.
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Magneplanar, Micro Seiki, . 1111 -,Oracle, Randall Research, Sicomin, Silted?, Smuts Faber
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SOUND THE CHARGE

Dr Malcolm Hawksford* describes apreamplifier concept which attempts to advance on all fronts

T

HE PHILOSOPHY of the LFD m-c
preamplifier evolved about six years
ago, shortly followed by the first
prototype circuit. Since then, considerable effort and many arduous hours of
subjective appraisal have been directed
towards component selection and constructional technique. atask for which my friends
and associates, Richard Bews and Paul Mills.
must take substantial credit. Interestingly.
the initial circuit topology has deviated little
during this time, witnessing only subtle re% ision.
Recently there has been debate on the
effect and quality of power supply components and interaction with mains circuitry. It
was evident that an ideal solution, achieving
total mains isolation, was to use rechargeable
cells to replace the more conventional power
supply. Such astrategy is not, of course, new
and has been employed in several preamplifiers. However, in most of these systems.
the cells are just replacements for the mains
supply and, as such, achieve only some of the
advantages on offer using battery power.
The LFD preamplifier imbeds high capacity, lead acid cells configured into a distributed and partially floating topology, where
individual power sources are localised within
a symmetrical structure. This method
immediately eliminates interstage interaction
via acommon supply and allows well-defined
local signal current loops that do not flow in
the ground rail. As such, a single- ended
circuit can achieve most of the advantages of
a fully balanced topology but without the
disadvantage of duplicating circuitry. The
circuit is biased from asingle floating 2V cell
and requires no current sources, where the
only active circuitry is that used for signal
amplification.
Lead acid cells form almost perfect wideband supplies. However, even if the cells
exhibit non- ideality. in LED circuit symmetry
and cell placement dramatically desensitises
performance dependence on supply induced
errors. Consequently. a circuit has evolved
that uses no electrolytic capacitors or other
decoupling and coupling elements and where
the only capacitors are for RIAA EQ and for
setting output DC conditions to afraction of
a mV.
LED follows the route of passive RIAA
EQ [ ref. I. 2. 31 where the input stage
operates as a transconductance amplifier
accepting signals directly from am-ccartridge
with only local feedback applied: the output
current is then converted to a voltage using
just the RIAA EQ network. The design of
the input cell must offer a wide- band lowdistortion characteristic and yield avery high
output impedance to circumv-ent both RIAA
EQ inaccuracies and the effects of inherent
transistor non-idealities. Also, the input transistors should operate with near constant
collector- emitter voltage to minimise distortion through internal transistor slope impedance modulation.
The main contenders for low- feedback
input stages are the single transistor common
emitter amplifier, the long- tail pair and the
complementary common emitter stages. as
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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illustrated in fig. I.
The common emitter stage was rejected
because of both poor distortion characteristics and the difficulty in achieving DC coupling within a low feedback cell. Also, you
may recall that this cell was previously used to
illustrate adistortion mechanism [ ref. 4, see
article also for further background to early
LFD philosophy] that has been occasionally
employed to artificially enhance signal dynamics, where a low bias current and low
feedback can be used to achieve a dynamically enhanced sound. Douglas Self [ ref. 5]
has, however, shown an elegant method for
reducing distortion in a common emitter
stage using a high overall feedback operational amplifier topology in association with
a low impedance feedback network to minimise noise, though AC coupling is retained.
The long-tail pair overcomes the DC biasing
problem by allowing VBE cancellation.
However, the distortion performance.
although substantially better than the single

Fig. 2. Plot of distortion factor D(i) as a function of
signal current for aquiescent bias current of 32mA and
emitter resistance of Bohm in steps of 5oluns for
complementary emitter follower stage.

defining resistance, within the bounds of class
A working. The effective emitter resistance
Ref of the compound cell is [ ref. 8]
Rat.= R„+ r(i)

Fig. I. Basic input stage configurations.

stage. still exhibits high-level saturation when
one or other transistor is starved of current.
Also, there is a noise penalty as the two
transistors are in series. Again, a high feedback method of distortion reduction, similar
in concept to the Self circuit. has been shown
by Walter Jung [ ref. 6].
The third circuit using the complementary
configuration is the one chosen for LED due
to its enhanced overload performance and
parallel transistor connection that lowers
noise levels. Also. DC coupling is possible
with almost complete base current cancellation as current flowing out of the base of the
PNP device flows into the base of the NPN
device. ( In LED, small beta imbalances are
further nulled to reduce the possibility of
cartridge magnetisation.)
The principal source of non- linearity in the
common-emitter cell is I
E/
VBE curvature
which follows approximately an exponential
law. However, when complementary devices
are paralleled [ ref. 7]. this non-linear law is
modified to advantage and realises a very
acceptable lower overall distortion characteristic. Indeed, the lower the inter- emitter
resistance in this configuration. the lower is
the distortion for a given transconductance

where R„ is the effective resistance under
quiescent conditions and r(i) is the change in
resistance when the cell conveys a signal
current i. A distortion factor D(i) can be
defined as D(i)=r(i)/R o.In Figure 2, aset of
computer generated curves is shown to illustrate the trend in behaviour of D(i) with
signal current and effective inter-emitter
resistance.
The basic LFD circuit topology is shown in
Figure 3. where to increase the output impedance of the input stage. a modified form of
cascode is employed where the transistor
bases are effectively driven by the emitters of
the input transistors. An important characteristic of this cell is that the hase currents of the
second cascode stage are not returned to
ground, but farm closed paths that bypass the
RIAA EQ network. Consequently. the cell
offers an extremely high output impedance
that has only a second-order dependence
upon the output slope characteristics of the
transistors — even if these are non-linear and
frequency dependent under large signal conditions. The cell which floats on the input
signal is therefore an ideal match to the
transconductance fed RIAA equalisation network and approaches the theoretical optimum within the bounds of RIAA network
tolerance.
The circuit is completed by a high current
gain, unity-gain output buffer similar in form
to the input stage, which enables interconnect/power amplifier to be driven directly via
a hard wired, precision switch passive attenuator, which incorporates no more than two
resistors at any of the 29 positions. The
output cell uses alocal ± 6V supply which is
independent of the input stage. This supply
also powers the loosely coupled servoamplifier and establishes an output offset of
typically < 0.2mV. The servo is an integrator
in association with a compensation network
designed to yield minimum distortion of the >39
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Out of this world...
the Series Vprécision pick-up arm

SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY, England.
The best pick-up arm in the world

Steyning ( 0903) 814321.

877808 SME G.

DISTORTI , IN HE HEAD
T

John Crabbe discusses some oddities revealed by listening to strings
and voices on headphones and loudspeakers — in mono and stereo

I

N RECENT YEARS I have become
steadily more aware of arough fuzziness
in the sound generated by concerted
strings, and by choruses. This applies to
live music in the concert hall as well as to
reproduced sound, hut is apparently very
dependent on the individual listener, since
friends sometimes share my reaction, sometimes not. But quite apart from personal
variations, the effect certainly relates to
performing quality. Whenever freely intoned
instruments are played en masse there is
hound to he some scatter of pitches. This may
be smoothed over by vibrato, and when
everything works well we hear that glorious
blend known as the ' chorus-effect'. But this
can go awry. If the spread of frequencies gets
too wide - especially between any voices with
aparticularly assertive quality - our ears can
sometimes respond with a touch of private
intermodulation. This produces combinationtones which sit alongside the musical texture
and are characterised by an objectionable,
grating, dissonant quality.
My hunch is that sensitivity to this effect
increases with age. yet this possibility seems
not to have been investigated. Of course,
hearing decline is well documented, and we
all know that HI' acuity worsens with age,
especially in men. From this, one might easily
assume that the relentless progressive deafness through age to which we are all subject
must also affect awareness of subsidiary
things like sum- and-difference tones, yet it is
common]
remarked that some types of
distortion become more noticeable as the
years go by.
The matter is perhaps worth laboratory
investigation. And sex might also usefully he
brougt
h
into such
r esearch. especially' as
there is good anecdotal evidence that women
are mor'e worried by distortion than men.
whatever their age. My hypothesis would be
that the aural transfer-characteristic becomes
steadily less linear with age - less linear, that
is than the already compressive logarithmic
response with which we are horn. A shift of
this sort might relate to the various types of
'recruitment' deafness, while even in ordinary
subjects the perception of combination- tones
shows a wide sensitivity scatter.'

Constant loss
In any event, it strikes me that an aural
systeiti with declining linearity could he analogous to atube amplifier in which the valves
gradually lose their cathode emission, when
distortion would become more obvious as the
sensitivity falls. "[here is also the point that
our hearing mechanism adjusts its gain continuously according to signal- level and frequency spectrum. with a varying time-constant. so there's quite a lot to go wrong in
other non-linear ways.
Pondering this whole matter recently. I
decided to replay some passages from recordings where I had made adverse comments
which might have arisen from my particular
sensitivity. Ichose three: works by Sibelius
and a group of English composers where
some sections had nastily fuzzy strings. 2.
3 and
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Berlioz's Romeo & Juliet where a monotone
choral chant gets rather rough. It was late at
night, so Ilistened initially on headphones particularly necessary as Iwished to see if
very high levels had aworsening effect on the
objectionable passages, which is what would
he expected if the distortion were indeed an
aural rather than audio artefact.
Now quite apart from the ready production
of adequate loudness without waking the
household, headphones are generally more
revealing of fine sonic points in all sorts of
ways, yet the sounds in each case from these
three recordings were less objectionable than
1had remembered from the review sessions.
But an immediate check on loudspeakers was
ruled out by the late hour, so Iwent to bed in
great frustration, wondering if my ears were
playing tricks. After a night laden with
dreams about music critics having their ears
cut off. Iwashed my own very thoroughly and
then listened to those same passages via
loudspeakers in the usual manner. They were
every bit as had as Iremembered, so hack I
went to the headphones, which still improved
matters.
Iadjusted for equal loudness, tried tailing
off the treble when using headphones to
simulate the diffraction losses normally
experienced around the head when listening
to loudspeakers out- front, moved the speakers well away from room boundaries to
reduce any confusion that may have arisen
from local reflections, and so on; hut still the
headphones gave a less objectionable sound
on those crucial string and choral passages. In
case the speakers or amplifier were misbehaving. Itried other combinations, both in
my room and in friends' houses; but while the
precise character of the distortion varied, the
uncomfortable elements remained at asimilar level. Only headphone listening reduced
them.
What was happening'? Well, the most vital
difference between the two modes of stereo
listening arises from the fact that with loudspeakers we hear everything twice at each ear.
first from the nearer speaker then from the
further one. This is a well-known paradigm,
and is frequently discussed because it is the
most important artificiality in the stereo
situation. We never hear things that way in
real life. But with headphones each ear
simply hears its own channel, without that
continual ghost hovering a quarter- millisecond behind. so it seemed sensible to check
the influence of this time- delay by some
separate means.
Despite that part of our brain which
collates [JR aural data in order to provide the
localising faculty. it is a remarkable but not
commonly realised fact that our Iwo ears
respond to mo ,ic in practically complete
isolation from each other. Thus if normally
consonant or dissonant tone- pairs are fed
separately to each ear ( headphones again!)
they nether blend nor clash. 5 In fact, it's
possible to play two tonically incompatible
pieces of music into the two ears without any
of the excruciating effects observed when the
same two pieces are played from loudspeak-

ers in a room. This being so, all those
objectionable combination- tones arising from
strings and choruses will do their damnedest
in a single ear, so it becomes possible to
introduce a time- delay without the extra
complication of stereo.
For this, Isimply placed my two KEF 105
speakers side- by-side and close together,
angled the two head- assemblies to focus on
one ear while sitting sideways a few feet
away, and played the relevant passages of
music in double- mono. Then, by wheeling
one speaker back it was possible to introduce
whatever path- length differences Iwished. I
tried aconsiderable range, hut only 8cm or so
is needed to simulate the inter-aural effect
arising with conventional stereo, so it was
possible to vary the time parameter in almost
total isolation. However, while there were
some changes of tonal character as the delay
was shifted ( presumably due to comb- filter
phase-cancellation effects), there were no
audible changes in the ear-generated distortion components, regardless of programme
material or loudness. I tried a number of
variations on this time-delay theme, all to no
effect. So it was hack to square oie.

Mono narrow
Having pressed the mono button on my Quad
preamp for the above experiment, it was
inadvertently left on when I reverted to
headphones for further investigations. This
naturally caused the whole sound- field to
collapse into a narrow image, but I left it
intact out of curiosity. This was just as well,
as it shed adrastic new light on the proceedings by returning to full strength those objectionable combination- tones which had been
attenuated in headphone stereo. But this
mono/stereo change only applied via headphones, for with the speakers in their normal
position, switching to mono had no comparable effect, except on staging and the usual
associated alterations of balance.
So what is the explanation? Ireasoned as
follows. When listening in stereo via headphones to widely separated hut potentially
clashing tones ( as may occur within a broad
chorus or a panoply of orchestral strings),
such tones will fail to generate dissonant
effects because they are not fed to either ear
at acomparable loudness. For instance, equal
sources at 3/
4left and 3/
4right will appear with
L/R differentials of approximately I
7dB.
However, when added in a mono mix they
will be fed to each ear at the same level, and
thus he much more likely to generate aural
distortion. With loudspeaker stereo the latter
situation applies anyway, becase each ear
receives left and right signals at similar
amplitudes, with a delay which as we have
seen, has no relevance.

Position-dependent

This fresh hypothesis, which predicts that
perceived changes in distortion will depend
on the sound- stage positions of the offending
tones, was far more fruitful. Using headphones. Isearched through my collection for
recordings with distortions that seemed worse
7
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DISTORTION IN THE HEAD
in mono than in stereo, and almost invariably
they arose from divided strings or well-spread
choruses, especially when playing or singing
in high registers. The differences were usually
subtle, yet whenever they could be detected I
found that headphone mono highlighted an
uneasiness which also afflicted loudspeaker
stereo, hut which declined with headphone
stereo. Of course, this is very much one
man's reaction, and the effect will vary
greatly since it depends heavily on loudness
in relation to the non-linearities of each
listener's ears, and these in turn will vary
between left and right, with sex, age. and
God knows what else,

More ears
Thus more ears are needed on the task,
although anyone wishing to pursue the matter
must be prepared to undergo a difficult
learning process when it comes to the headphone stereo/mono trick. The total collapse
of the souncistage down to a point in one's
head at the instant of switchover is very
dramatic, and calls for great concentration on
the gritty, fizzy. dissonant components to the
exclusion of everything else, probably at
higher volume levels than usual to he sure of
driving the aural mechanism into adequate
distortion. And do raise the level slightly
when going from stereo to mono, to retain
the same loudness. Also, it takes the ear
some time to latch-on to combination- tone
effects, so one should choose legato passages,
not quickly changing music. Eventually one
acquires the knack, and with it a greater
awareness of this particular group of distortions when listening to certain types of music

in stereo via loudspeakers,
Perhaps some readers would curse me
rather than thank me for that, but by then
going over to headphones one can banish at
least some of the distortion. Isay ' some',
because the whole effect is so signal-dependent that you might even change your mind in
mid- record. For instance, Klemperer's EMI
recording of the Beethoven Missa Soletruzis
varied between obvious improvement and
slight degradation as Imoved between speakers and ' phones, with acorresponding uncertainty of effect when switching between mono
and stereo on the ' phones — depending very
much on which parts of the chorus were
dominant,
But this was from LPs. where pinch-effect
distortion could confuse the issue because its
artefacts disappear in the mono mode. For
some CD examples of the sort of changes I
am talking about, the recordings mentioned
earlier as prompting this whole exercise could
be tried, very particularly Juliet's funeral
procession from the Berlioz, where the dmm
LP version sounds the same as the CD.
Sustained choral monotones of the sort found
here are possibly the most searching of all
material, but there must be many other
examples of these effects in a less dramatic
form.
The phenomenon could also apply in some
Rock material, where the common use of
fuzz-box effects actually depends on the ear's
sensitivity to inharmonic overtone patterns.
However, it seems unusual to employ two or
more such sources simultaneously from
spaced points on the soundstage, while the
chords involved tend to be rather short-lived

for the ear to pick up additional roughness in
a musical regime which already employs
'distortion' as one of its tools. But I'm no
expert on the matter, and there's probably
something out there that would quite readily
fit the bill.
Anyway. whatever your chosen music, if
you have some good headphones and your
amplifier has amono switch, have alisten for
yourself. Quite apart from the well-known
characteristics of headphone listening. I'm
now firmly persuaded that on some material
there is also less distortion of akind which no
amount of electronic sophistication can prevent, because it depends on the performers
and arises in the head — as indeed do all those
aspects of music which involve pitch relationships. Thus this whole business is really
part of a wider musical problem, since anv
intervalic effects ( be they consonant or disonant) between sources widely spaced on
the stereo stage could be altered by headphone listening. Ihave argued this before."
but it has been intriguing to come across an
example via such an unexpected route.
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RIAA EQ accuracy [ ref. 41.
Each channel of LFD is totally independent and housed in individual enclosures, as
is the cell management system.
The functionality of the cell management
system ( CMS) endows the preamplifier with
most of the advantages of a mains powered
system but with the added advantage of
complete circuit isolation that prevents mains
borne interference being injected into the
signal path. CMS monitors the state of the
preamplifier on/off controls ( one per monoblock) and also the state of charge of each
preamplifier ( in fact two independent CMS
circuits are provided that are each dedicated
to apreamplifier channel). The system automatically charges the preamplifier at
appropriate rates when in the off state so as
to maintain optimum cell condition but is
fully isolated in the on state. where CMS is
designed to remain permanently mains
powered. Philosophically. it is interesting to
observe that the complexity found in many
preamplifier circuits of smoothing, regulation. decoupling and current source biasing
which potentially can degrade sound are now
completely removed from the active circuitry
and located under modified guise in the CMS,
but in total isolation.
The only ' dangerous' state that a battery
powered system can experience is when the
system is inadvertently left in the on state for
an extended period. Although the preamplifier will run for about two days from full
charge. an internal alarm sounds after about
sixteen hours, warning that the unit should be
switched off. whereby CMS automatically
takes control of charging in readiness for the
next listening session.
A frequency compensated servo. that is
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to attenuator location. DC offset falls progressively below 0.2mV with increased attenuation. Hard- wire single- strand PTFE
coated LC conductors are used for signal
ro uting.
Although the circuit topology was designed
to minimise most secondary dependencies
and to match my own personal idiosyncracies
on low-level amplifier stage design for m-c
applications, it has proved asensitive tool for
the subjective appraisal of RIAA passive
components, the results of which are now
incorporated into the latest version.
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loosely coupled to the main preamplifier
circuit, offers an accurate first-order, low
frequency, high pass response with minimal
RIAA EQ error, together with alow output
offset voltage ( typically) < 0.2mV to prevent
attenuator switching transients and enable
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DALI 18 — atale of creative
engineering and critical listening

T

he DALI 18 is the result of the creative application
of state of the art measurement techniques.
Our test procedures include two-channel FFT spectrum analysis, with Nyquist plotting of cone break-up,
as well as modal analysis and frequency domain
measurements with Time Delay Spectrometry.
Measurements still have along way to go before they
can replace acritical team of golden ears, but systematic research makes asignificant contribution.

The perceived sound quality of aloudspeaker is the single most difficult parameter to
quantify. In spite of the comprehensive test procedures which can be carried out in the frequency and time domains, it is not yet possible
to make areliable assessment of sound quality
on the basis of laboratory data. This is due to the
fact that aloudspeaker is atransducer, converting electrical energy to acoustic energy, sound
waves moving through the air in aroom.
The sound quality of aloudspeaker is determined by its spectral response in the frequency
and time domains — at any measuring position
around the loudspeaker. These individual measurements and their sum make up the soundfield of the loudspeaker. With this in mind, it is
easy to comprehend why data on the loudspeaker's frequency response measured on axis
bears no relationship to sound quality. These
are speakers with ruler- flat frequency response
which sound attrocious, while some non-linear
speakers produce excellent sound.

A loudspeaker must have
wide dispersion

EDP SYSTEM WITH
GRAPHIC
REPRESENTATION
OF THE MEASUREME:
RESULTS
DALI 18 WITH POINTS
OF MEASUREMENT

Modal analysis employs atwo-channel FYI' analyzer to measure frequency response al anumber ofpoints. Measurement results are
fed to acomputer for analysis. Cabinet motion at various frequencies can then be presented in graphic form on the monitor screen.

it would be biting off more than anyone
could possibly chew to undertake a total
analysis of the soundfield in terms of frequency
and time and then attempt to correlate such an
analysis with subjective listening tests. For this
reason, we choose to take smaller bites and digest them one at atime. A good starting point
would be to take anumber of loudspeakers and
divide them into groups according to sound quality, and then look for shared characteristics
within each group. In one experiment, the Canadian expert Floyd E. Toole found that loudspeakers in the best group all displayed above
average off-axis response at angles up to ± 70 0.
Similarly, the Danish researcher Soren Bech
found that the subjectively best loudspeakers in
agroup all had alinear index of directivity.

The importance of
loudspeaker cabinets

Our research indicates that severe dips or peaks in off-axis frequency response are unacceptable. The curves are measured with
awide tracking filter by aBrüel & 4E7.9550 TDS system. Therefore, cabinet diffraction products are also registered here.

Loudspeaker cabinets can at best be described as anecessary evil. It is impossible to
avoid excitation of the cabinet and the consequent resonant effects. F. E. bole's systematic studies have demonstrated that cabinet resonances represent a major problem. Toole's
studies also reveal that resonances of a
monotonic character (high Q) are less critical
than resonances at a lower level but over a
wider frequency band (low Q), presumably due
to the statistical fact that broadband resonances
occur more often. But mechanical problems are
not restricted to the loudspeaker enclosure.
Driver cones and voice coils may also give rise
to unwanted eigenmodes.
In the DALI laboratories we devote considerable effort to the solution of these problems
as we approach each new model from two angles: a mechanical phase to ensure that resonances and eigenmodes in every component
part are suppressed and an acoustical phase to
ensure aradiation pattern as close as possible to
the theoretical ideal. A description of the DALI
18 may give some idea of how we go about
things.

- DALI 18
The DAI418 was our first loudspeaker to be
designed using modalanalysis. Modalanalysis is
a test procedure which has mainly been employed in mechanical design in the construction
and aviation industries. In these fields well-defined mechanical characteristics are of the utmost importance. An improperly designed offshore drilling rig could collapse, if astorm excites certain critical frequencies which cause the
rig to resonate. Likewise, the eigenmodes of
aircraft must be well-defined and controlled.
In modal analysis the loudspeaker is subjected to avibrational force, while an accelerometer registers the resultant frequency response function at anumber of points on the cabinet. The DALI 18 was measured at 100 separate points. The frequency response function is
plotted by atwo-channel FFT analyzer and the
data fed to apowerful computer. Computer cal,culations can then be represented graphically to
illustrate cabinet motion when excited by various frequencies. These computer simultations
form the basis of further calculations and practical experiments in bracing and damping the cabinet. In the case of the DALI 18 we were able to
damp resonances by afactor of 100 thanks to
modal analysis.

Controlled
dispersion
As with every DALI loudspeaker, radiation
patterns in the room were amajor priority in the
design of the DALI 18. It is our considered opinion that a loudspeaker must display flat response in the horizontal plane to ± 700,with a
gentle high frequency roll-off further off-axis. In
the vertical plane, however, we prefer limited
dispersion, since we have found that the first
ceiling reflection does considerable damage to
the stereo perspective. Floor reflections are

The DALI 18 is prepared for
bi-amping or hi-wiring.

less critical, because millenia spent close to the
ground have taught us to ignore this irregularity.
In practical terms, we achieve smooth horizontal radiation throughthe use of asymmetrical
crossover slopes, thus exploiting the wider dispersion of the smaller drivers. This method
should be used judiciously, however, as power
handling and distortion problems can arise. But,
following its introduction in the DALI 17, we
have acquired agreat deal of experience in employing this technique to the fullest. Limited vertical radiation is achieved through ageometric
configuration of the driver units, in order to simulate afrequency-dependent line source. With
regard to this particular aspect of its design, the
DALI 18 draws on our resounding success with
the DALI 40.

Minimal bass
distortion
The bass dnvers in the DALI 18 are apair o18"
long-throw woofers for low-distortion performance even at high sound pressure levels. The
woofers are mounted in QB3 tuned bass reflex
enclosures to optimize impulse response.The
DALI 18 incorporates the same midrange drivers as our flagship DALI 40, a41
/"unit with a
2
TPX polymer cone and Norsorex suspension.
The tweeter is a1" cloth dome. The crossover
network consists of 20 selected high quality
components.
As adirect consequence of modal analysis,
the DALI 18 has a44 mm MDF baffle. The sheer
mass of the baffle suppresses the transmission
of vibrations to the side panels. The rear panel is
22 mm MDF and the sides are 22 mm chipboard.
The DALI 18 comes in mirror-image stereo
pairs, with carefully matched real wood veneer.
Four gold-plated terminals allow easy bi-wiring
or bi-amping.

FACTS ABOUT DALI:
• DALI was founded in Denmark - in 1983
• DALI reinvests 75% of net income in
research and developement
• DALI speakers are produced in our own
large and modern factory
• DALI speakers must pass astringent
final inspection
• DALI's research and developement
division experiments with dynamic
loudspeaker principles as well as
electrostatic and hybride ribbon
constructions
• DALI loudspeakers have been well
reviewed by the international hi-fi
press:
Type

Magazine

DALI 2

High Fidelity (DK)9/84

DALI 2a

High Fidelity ( DK)11/86

DALI 2a

Hi Fi & Stereo (Sweden)4/87

DALI 10

High Fidelity ( DK)9/84

DALI 3

Hi -Fi & Elektronik ( DK)11/84

DALI 3

High Fidelity ( USA)6/85

DALI 3

Hi -Fi & Elektronik ( DK)1/86

DALI 3

Stereo (Japan)5/86

DALI 3

Stereo Buyers Guide
(Australia)86

DALI 3

High Fidelity ( USA)6/85

DALI 3

Australian Hi -Fi 86

DALI 3a

Electronics Today
(Australia)3/87

DALI 30

Hi -Fi & Elektronik (DK)8/87

DALI 4

Stereo Buyers Guide
(Australia)86

DALI 4a

High Fidelity ( DK)7/86

DALI 4a

Stereo Buyers Guide
(Australia)10/87

DALI 6

Stereo (Japan)5/86

DALI 6

Stereo Buyers Guide
(Australia)86

DALI 6

Ny Elektronik ( DK)5/85

DALI 6

Populaer Elektronik ( DK)85

DALI 7

High Fidelity ( DK)11/86

DALI 7

Hi -Fi & Elektronik ( DK)12/86

DALI 7

High Fidelity ( USA)11/86

DALI 7

Hi -Fi & Stereo (Sweden)4/87

DALI 7

Hi -Fi & Elektronik (DK)1/88

DALI 8

ETI (Australia)5/86

DALI 8

Australian Hi -Fi 86

DALI 15

Stereo Buyers Guide
(Australia)10/87

DALI 15

Hi -Fi & Elektronik (DK)8/87

MALI
DALI High Fidelity Loudspeakers
Peter Lyngdorf AIS
Gryndrupvejen 12 - DK-9610 Nurager
Denmark
Spikes is standard equipment.

Phone + 45 855 17 00 - Telefax + 458551711
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"HARE"
RAISING
OFFERS

Being the best is simply
business as usual.
Audiocraft is situated just inside the M25 only five
minutes away from Heathrow Airport. We are open 7

in KJ's Spring
Madness Sale

days aweek. Appointments for Sundays must be
made Mon- Sat. Ilam-8pm.
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Audio Trade Centre
Trade centre means, simply put, that we sell all our
ex dem and part exchange equipment for what it
costs us to buy in the trade. These are real bargains.
We can't list what we have — it changes so readily. So
give us acall for the latest list.
The Audiocraft Trade Centre has over £28,000 of
ex- demonstration and part exchange equipment for
sale. All this equipment is in superb condition as
well as being extremely good value.
Marylebone to Denham Station is only twenty
minutes. We are also only one and ahalf miles from
Uxbridge tube station. Anybody visiting us can be
picked up from these stations.
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RECEPTION THIS WAY
Four high-performance tuners from makers with atrack record. Martin CoIloms
tests the Denon TU600L, Hitachi FT 5500, Pioneer F-717 and Sansui TUX701

T

UNERS ARE NOT fast-selling components, but their
contribution to an audio system should not be
underestimated. Broadcasters, especially the BBC. are
dedicated to putting out vast quantities of music, generally of
adecent technical quality and certainly well above cassette standard.
It's also free! Previously unheard pieces can appear unexpectedly with
an ability to delight the ear and to bring an increased awareness of the
output of both familiar and unfamiliar composers. Also, radio drama
can be superbly written, and use stereo well to give convincing aural
clues of position and space which add immeasurably to performances.
TV is weak by comparison.
If not auditioned too seriously, atuner can provide endless
maintenance- free background music, an aid to concentration or as an
unseen companion. Presentable tuners are available from as low as
£140, with top- range models in the £300 to £350 range, the increase in
price bringing improvements such as better sensitivity and facilities.
Many designers seem to believe that expensive tuners should be well
endowed with functions such as variable RF sensitivity, to allow for
large variations in signal- level at the aerial, and variable IF
bandwidth, to offer different compromises between audio quality and
reception conditions. For many users these complications are more
trouble than they are worth, while others may find asolution in one of
the newer micro- processor equipped models which use asmall
computer chip to manage such functions.
Diehards like myself still prefer manual tuning, with an oldfashioned, well calibrated sliderule dial; but it is certainly convenient
to have awide selection of preset memorised station positions
available at the touch of abutton. One of my earlier objections to
these models concerned the frequent occurrence of low-level whistles
and tones in their noise background, of little importance on louder
rock material but often unacceptable on quieter Radio 3broadcasts.
But these digitally ( or more correctly synthesiser) tuned models are
now dominant in all price ranges.
For this month's group we have chosen four high-quality tuners,
ranging in price from £ 150 to £250. They promise agood all-round
performance uit hawide range of features, and comprise the Denon
TUN)OL, Hitachi FT 5500 Mk II, Pioneer F7I7L. and Sansui TUX
701. All these models have AM coverage, two for both LW and MW
bands, and the AM sound quality deserves attention because it can be
so very poor in some cases. A number of tuners have been disastrous
on the MW/LW bands, and while amediocre performance is accepted
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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owing to the limitations of the medium, it is up to the modern tuner
designer to make the best of it.
From the tests, the lab performance included the basics using an
'RE' test set, two RF generators. and the high-performance FM
encoder. The latter was also used to encode top-quality sources. CD
and LP, for direct broadcast to the tuners in order to evaluate sound
quality. In the case of the matched listening station, aMusical Fidelity
B200 helped to interface B&W DM 16(X) speakers to the original
sources and to the tuners' outputs. Tuner sound quality was also
explored over arange of signal strengths from 100/ to 2mV in order
to assess low-level whistles, stereo ' enable', and input overload or
'blocking'.

DENON TU 600L
This neatly presented slimline model has the usual synthesiser type
format, with the panel dominated by an array of ten dual- function
station buttons. These access either 1-10 or 11-20, and the 20 preset
tune positions can be randomly assigned over the three available
wavebands: FM- stereo mono, MW. LW. It includes several clever
features, such as options for wide and narrow IF to optimise the tuner
for varying reception situations. ' Wide' gives the best sound for the
stronger signals, ' narrow' improves the selectivity for weaker stations.
One clever trick concerns the tuner memory containing preset station
frequencies, which can also memorise the appropriate choice of
'narrow' or ' wide' IF to go with each station. As with similar designs.
the tuner has automatic muting in the absence of asignal, which may
be cancelled for long-range mono reception by pressing the mono
button. Tuning may be in recognised steps, manually via controlled
pressure on the scan button, or automatic. In the latter mode the
tuner stops at each cleanly received station and waits for the user to
decide whether to enter it in the memory.

Lab results (FM only)
High specifications are quoted, which suggest that Denon have taken
the design of this model seriously despite the simplicity of its
front- panel controls. Stereo separation is claimed at 55dB mid- band,
double demodulation is employed for FM to provide alow distortion
level, quoted at atypical 0.04% IkHz, and very good sensitivity and
signal-to-noise ratios are indicated. On narrow IF the selectivity is
quoted as 70dB for ± 300kHz, and on wide 50dB for ± 400Flz, both
sensible figures.
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IF CHOOSING SPEAKERS IS GIVING YOU A
HEADACHE, TAKE A COUPLE OF TABLETTES!
The Tiny ProAc Tablette speaker is the panacea for most ills. Since its
inception six years ago, it has been our best-selling speaker by far and
it's easy to see why.
Its modestly proportioned ( 10 1/
2 x9x6ins) cabinet houses higher
quality components than many speakers three times the price and it
shows in the sound, which is amongst the most accurate, uncoloured
and transparent of any speaker on the market. Couple this with superb
sound-staging, pin- point imagery and high transient capability and you
have aspeaker rated The best small speaker of all time" in an
influential USA magazine.
We are the only dealer in the country to have the complete ProAc
range on demonstration alongside one of the finest ranges of real hi-fi
available anywhere. So book now and hear what you've been missing.
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Affordable Super — Fi

The sound achieved is one of great accuracy and naturalness,
preserving the tonality of instruments and presenting asolid
stereophonic soundfield.
Class A Monoblock Power Amplifiers, FET Preamp (MC)
Available from:- Progressive Audio ( Medway) 0634 389004 / 366216
Radlett Audio ( Herts) 09276 6497.
Standens ( Tonbridge) 0732 353540.

Audio South ( Farnham) 0252 714555
O'Brien high fi ( London) 01 9460331
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Denon TU-6001.

HITACHI FT-5500 MK II

On test, the bandwidth did not seem to affect sensitivity very much,
and fine results were obtained; for example, 21.tV for ausable 50dB
signal-to-noise ratio on mono reception. The 20itV measured for
—50dB of stereo noise was also astrong result. In context, the mute
threshold of 10µV was areasonable compromise. Using our tough but
realistic CCIR ARM ( 1kHz) noise measurement, the 70dB signal-tonoise ratio was avery good result in stereo mode, improving to 76dB
for mono. On selectivity, close agreement was obtained with the
claimed specification; we measured 48dB in ' wide' and 77dB in
'narrow', both for alternate channel ± 400k Hz values. The good RF
sensitivity range suggested that this model would be equally at home
in strong or weak reception areas. Pilot-tone rejection was fine and
spectrum analysis showed awelcome absence of spurious tones in the
audio output.
AM rejection was excellent at 70dB, coupled with afine captureratio of I . 2dB ( wide IF). These results boded well for the balance and
phase linearity of the IF and demodulation section, and we obtained
more than satisfactory results in these two areas — but the measured
figures were worse than specified. For example, stereo separation was
consistent at amodest 27dB over the measured range of IkHz-10kHz,
and while the claimed distortion was — 64dB, we measured amore
modest — 52dB ( 0.25%) — still agood value for 100% modulation with
stereo.
The audio output was quite healthy at 0.57V sourced from alow
MO-ohm impedance — no matching problems here. Stereo channel
balance was superb: within 0.0IdB! The frequency response ( Graph
1) is most uniform, 201z-10kHz + 0.06/-0.35dB, with only the
mildest loss of IdB in the band up to 15kHz, above which point the
response rolls off into the multiplex filter.

Sound quality
On FM-stereo the sound reached ahigh standard — not quite in the
select audiophile group, but nonetheless respectable. The sound was
lively, with no subjective dulling in the upper frequency range. Stereo
images were reproduced with decent focus and stage-width, and with
fair depth. The mid- range was quite neutral sounding, clear and with
only aslight loss of tine detail. In the bass it was considered mildly
lightweight, but the definition was firm and even. Over the whole
range, including the treble, the sound was free from audible
distortion, with aclean overall effect.
Switching to the AM band, the TU 600L was found to perform
unusually well. The usual loss of treble was obvious, but the output
had agood bass response, sounding reasonably clear and articulate,
while the unit was free from the commonest faults, namely severe
whistles and aboxy, edgy coloration. With hands-on working, this
model did prove sensitive and selective, suitable for awhole range of
reception conditions.

For some years now Hitachi and Pioneer have been in competition for
the high-performance middle-sector crown, with Pioneer originally in
the lead with their F90 and Hitachi following with their 5500. Both
models have now been revised, and the Hitachi is presented here in its
Mk II form. A midi-sized version is also available with the ' M' prefix.
Covering FM- stereo and the UK medium waveband, this
sophisticated model incorporates amicrocomputer which monitors
the signal strength and quality, and if desired it can automatically
adjust the receiver settings to give optimum reception. This system is
called FCCS, an acronym for Field ( radio frequency strengths)
Condition Computer System. This selects the best choice of two
separate bandwidth controlled sections in the tuner, at both the RF
and IF stages. When stations are first scanned and preset, the FCCS
assesses the signal condition and makes its selection, entering data in
the station memory for instant recall at alater stage. This is ahighly
versatile model, and has facilities for almost any requirement or
condition of use, from local station at maximum sound quality to
long-range ' dx' use in weak reception areas. A total of 16 preset
positions are available for the two RF bands, and are shared between
them.
Unusual features include abuilt-in tone generator to pre-calibrate
the modulation level for cassette recording, and an effective broadcast
signal- strength meter. The latter has awide dynamic range scaled in
dB and may be accessed by the touch of abutton, altering the display
from that of tuned frequency to RF input level from the aerial. This
function facilitates accurate alignment of the aerial for optimum
strength on preferred stations, particularly Radio 3where quiet
backgrounds are essential for classical music. The Hitachi offers
manual and automatic tune, with selection of stereo or mono, while
the display also indicates the station preset number chosen, showing
the operating condition of the FCCS, with readout of reception
conditions and the chosen settings.
On the technical side, Hitachi are using the latest mixer design
which employs aGa As MOSFET with excellent linearity. In
conjunction with the RF bandwidth settings, this should guarantee
freedom from interference from other stations with respect to
front-end blocking. Very good figures are claimed for IF and image
rejection as aresult. The IF selectivity option is 35dB ± 400kHz on
'wide', for best sound ( optimum stereo separation and low distortion),
and 65dB ± 3(X)kHz ' narrow' for best station-seeking ability.

Lab results

This Denon unit had many strengths, including awell judged balance
of performance, tying together with fine RF potential and both the
AM and FM sound quality ratings — arare combination. Versatile and
easy to use, it wins aconfident recommendation.

Showing ahigh sensitivity, the minimum input signal for 50dB
signal-to-noise ratio was in the top class at
mono and 20µV stereo.
The ultimate CCIR ARM ( I kHz) weighted S/N ratio was also very
good at 69dB stereo and 74dB mono. Various muting levels were
available according to the reception options; for example, with the
single RF stage and ' wide' IF, we get 6.2/tV ( 5.5µV narrow IF), while
for the double RF amplifier the comparable threshold is 16µV ( 13µ.V
narrow). All these are sensible values, given this tuner's performance.
Slightly different figures were obtained for AM rejection, but all were
very good at typically 67dB. The alternate channel selectivity was
25dB on ' wide', which is quite normal, while the ' narrow' result was a
usefully selective 74dB. In ' wide' IF, the capture- ratio was an

Graph I. Denon TU6001.: Frequency response.

Graph 2. Hilar/ii 1. -15500: Frequency response.
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"The consistency with which audio
ideals have been allowed to
predominate overgadgets and
facilities is what marks the
Denon range out. . .

99

HI Fi Choice. Apii11988.

DitM07
"In practice the ` MO 7 simplysounded marvellous
eta il and awelc ome
w ith good stereo, abundant d
ack of
artificiality. Obviously Best Buy
l
Hi Fi Choice

material."

DR-M12.HX
". . .the DR-M1 211X proved extremely easy to use
and provided fine sound quality both with
recordings and pre-recorded tapes... it offers
good results in every respect." Nod Ktyvvood, Hi Fi Review.

DR- M24HX
"This is a very clean, open and spacious
sounding recorder with an attractive range of
facilities. The sound is very positively presented, to the point of being larger than life
at times. A deck of breeding, and very well
built to boot."

Hi Fi Choice

FOR YOUR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
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IkHz, with 60dB channel separation and 81dB IHF audible noise
suppression.

Hitachi FT-5500L II

excellent 1dB, deteriorating to amodest 2.75dB in ' narrow' mode.
Pilot- tone rejection was an excellent 66dB at 19kHz. and 88dB for the
38kHz switching components.
Harmonic distortion was excellent in all modes, typically — 56dB
(0.15%), while predictably the best result was for ' Wide' IF at — 60dB,
or just 0.1%, with little difference seen between mono and stereo
operation. Stereo separation figures also depended on the IF
bandpass, with very good results on ' narrow' at atypical 42dB. while
on ' wide' it soared to an excellent 59dB at IkHz, but was still 45dB at
10kHz. The output level was about average at typically 360mV — no
use for apassive line preamp, but fine for most active line inputs.
Graph 2shows the frequency response as ruler- flat from 20kHz to
2k Hz, with only 0.4dB loss by 10kHz and 1.6dB by 15kHz.

Lab results
On test, the distortion claim was actually bettered. with 0.05 (2i at
'kHz stereo (- 66dB), and was very slightly improved in mono. While
not to spec, the 49dB of stereo separation was not to be sneezed at,
while the 75dB stereo signal-to-noise ratio was one of the best ever to
be recorded on atuner by our measurement scheme. This, allied to a
pretty high front-end sensitivity of 2.314N mono and 27µV stereo, a
very good I
. 3dB capture- ratio, and an excellent 66dB for AM

Sound quality
One of the top tuners on the market today, this model scored highly
on audition, with quiet backgrounds and rapid limiting from low-level
signals. The treble was astrong point, delicate and well detailed, while
the overall sound was open and informative. If we are nitpicking, the
mid sounded very slightly ' nasal' and ' electronic', but this impression
would soon fade on continued listening. A good bass performance was
heard, tight and clean, while stereo images were nicely focused as well
as offering agood measure of depth and ambience. Also in its favour,
the 5500 demonstrated avery competent performance on the AM
waveband. The backgrounds were prt.tty free from the usual whistles,
and it also sounded reasonably articulate and uncolored; the front-end
RF dynamic range was unusually good.

Conclusion
Hitachi have delivered afirst-rate RF performance, with ahigh
standard of sound quality on both AM and FM bands. In stereo with
high quality sources, the improvement in the optimum ' wide'
bandwidth was clearly heard, while its long-range performance
assured an ability to cope with varying reception conditions. The lab
results were very good, while the facilities will suit an enthusiast.
particularly the field strength meter. As aresult, the whole package
can be confidently recommended as fine value.

PIONEER F717L
Traditionally, Pioneer have been strong performers in the tuner field.
and this mid-priced£180 model would appear to keep the flag flying
for them. As you may have guessed from the ' L' suffix, the F- 717L
covers all three wavebands. namely MW and LW ( AM) and
FM-stereo/mono. No special features are provided in this digitally
tuned model, apart from the power tuning and auto- seek modes, these
working in conjunction with atotal of 16 preset positions available for
sharing between the three wavebands.
A modest three-step RF signal indicator is fitted, and the fascia is
dominated by the digital display of incoming frequency. The tuner
comes with apreset collection of settings for RF mode. IF bandwidth
and the like, and judging by the high performance specification this
package looks to be very effective. The good RF spec is backed by low
claimed distortion results on the audio side. eg 0.08; for stereo at

Graph 3: Pioneer F717 _: Frequency response.

suppression, and the 717 Lis clearly seen to be doing well!
Pilot tone levels were negligible at — 51dB and — 86dB for 19/
38kHz, while the alternate channel selectivity was fine for most
applications at 54dB. The muting threshold was atouch low for stereo
at 6p.V, but represented afair compromise for mono working. The
output level was auseful 700mV from a1.4 k-ohm output impedance,
with an excellent channel balance of 0.04dB. On the frequency
response ( Graph 3) there is aslight droop in the low bass (- 0.4dB at
20Hz), but the HF range is excellently maintained right up to just
below 15kHz before correctly notching out.

Sound quality
This tuner was superbly quiet on FM, and all low-level whistles vt ere
well cleared by 500µV — agood result for stereo reception. It provided
asound quality that was nicely competitive at the price — well above
average and with aclear, articulate presentation. plus anotably
pleasant almost ' sweet' sound compared with several lesser models.
The bass was atouch lightweight. but nonetheless of good quality.
while the treble was tidy and easy on the ears. Stereo focus was quite
good, with above average depth. and taken overall the sound was
tonally well balanced.
The disappointment came with the AM bands, where it sounded
poor. It was excessivel Iiltered, with aseverely ringing boxy
coloration. Thin sounding and undynamic. it also suffered from nasty
background whistles.

Conclusion
As an FM-only tuner, the performance was good for the price, and in
some respects was considered exceptional. But the AM sound was
such that it would only rarely he used on this band: aportable
transistor radio would sound better. Strongly recommended, then. for
FM: if you buy this model don't expect too much from the AM side.

Pioneer F7I7L
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The Dual CS 503-1 is
the most important
turntable introduced in
the last year
New Hi Fi Sound, March 1988
CS 503-1

66

In absolute terms it
is agood turntable for
the money, with few
rivals at the all- inprice. "

val

Hill News, December 1987

CS 503-1
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The improved 505-3
sounded impressive too
with a deeper fuller
bottom end and agreater
feeling of authority."
What Hi Fi, December 1987
CS 505-3

64

val

. . . 505-3 sounded better
separated and slightly more
vivid."

What Hi Fi, December 1987

CS 505-3
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... this is a unique
package... no set up
hassles... good sound
and an extra facility in
the 78rpm speed. ee
it hat I
1i Fi, August 1987
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CS 5000

FOR YOUR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
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DIGIALSYNTHESIZERTUNER

TU- X701

Sansui TU-X 701

SANSUI TUX701
Clearly in the high-performance group, this tuner builds upon the
standard set by the older Sansui TU 99X. The features of the two
models are similar, and include abar-graph indicator of aerial
signal- strength from 1to 5; an RF level switch for distant or local
stations; atwo-position IF bandwidth facility; and acapacious station
memory. In this case, the 701 can store up to 30 FM and AM stations.
and the station number is shown on the display. A ' noise canceller'
improves the signal-to-noise ratio from weaker stereo signals in
exchange for some loss in treble separation. The unit also includes a
recording calibration- tone generator, and an RF selector switch
allowing the use of two separate FM aerials, perhaps directed to
different transmitters.
The usual microprocessor controlled manual and autotune modes
are provided, and like the other models in this report, ahigh
performance is claimed. In fact, tuner state-of-the-art appears to be
pretty well covered even by such moderately priced models as this.
The distortion claim is an incredible 0.02% at IkHz in stereo, 0.009%
mono, which one could not guarantee to verify on test due to practical
measurement limits. Associated figures include aclaimed 60dB of
I
kHz separation and an IHF signal-to-noise ratio of 91 dB in stereo!

Lab results
On ' wide' IF the selectivity was still ample at 59dB, delivering avery
good 69dB stereo S/N ratio ( 82dB mono); and while the printed spec
was not met, the measured distortion figures of 0.12% stereo and
0.09% mono ( R-58/6IdB) were still excellent. Likewise, the best
stereo separation figure measured for IkHz was 42dB, ( 36dB narrow
IF), but 57dB of separation was recorded at 10kHz ( 39dB narrow),
which is exceptional. The input sensitivity was good but not
outstanding on ' dx*, with figures of 2.9p.V mono and 30µV stereo. On
'local' these sensitivities were reduced to 5p.V mono and 5012V stereo,
approximately 6dB of RF attenuation. The unmute threshold was set
too low at 3µV; 1012V would be more sensible. Already mentioned in
'wide', the alternate channel selectivity in narrow mode stretched our
test set-up and was certainly better than 85dB — avery fine result.
On ' wide' IF, the capture ratio was fair enough at 2.0dB, falling a
little to 2.5dB on ' narrow'. On the other hand, the AM suppression
was consistently brilliant at 73dB, so the overall balance of station

capture ability must be highl rated. The output level was fairly
healthy at 650mV for full modulation in stereo modes, with agood
channel balance of 0.17dB. Very good pilot tone rejection was
measured, with an amazing 8IdB being measured at 19k Hz and 89dB
at 38kHz.
The frequency response was weaker than expected, with an
inaccurate choice of 50µS de-emphasis time-constant ( Graph 4). The
treble droops gently, — 0.5dB at 5kHz, — 0.8dB at 10kHz, and — I . 4dB
at 15kHz. This was surprising for aproduct of this quality, though the
effect is admittedly mild.

Sound quality
Scoring similarly to the Denon 600L, the Sansui 701 was above
average but not up with the class leaders. On FM it was superbly quiet
above 700µV RI; input, with negligible noise or spurious signals. A
slight dulling was noted in the upper treble, yet string tone showed a
trade of ' edge' and ' grain'. The mid- range itself was quite neutral,
while the bass was well above average. Stereo imaging we strong for
focus and width, but sounded ' close up' with aloss of depth and
ambience. On AM. the sound was distinctly above average; obviously
the HF range was muted, but the sound was satisfactorily clean and
generally pleasant.

Conclusion
By and large, the high performance specifications were met on test,
while the modest FM sound quality result was balanced by the strong
performance on AM. While the value offered was thought by this
reviewer to be not as high as that from the other models in this small
test group, it would be unfair not to give the TU X701 a
recommendation. And it must be said that less good models are on
sale out there at higher prices.

Graph 4. Sansui TUX 701: Frequency response.

DENON TU 600L

HITACHI FT-5500

PIONEER F-717L

SANSUI TU X701

Sensitivity for 50dB signal-to-noise ratio
Mono/stereo ( Narrow/Wide)

2µV/20µV

2µV/20µV

2.3p.V/27µV

local: 5µ V/511µV
'clx* wide: 2.9µV/30µV

Ultimate signal-to-noise
(C('IR/ARM/Ikli ref) Mono/stereo

76dB/70dB

7413/69dB

76dB/75dB

82d13/69r113

10µ
Wide:48dB/Narrow:77dB
68dB/65dB
70dB
Wide: 1 . 2dB/Narrow:4.5dB

see text
Wide:25d13.'Narrow:74dB
6(xl 13/88dB
67dB
Wide: I
dB/Nri rrow:2.55dB

61.tV
54dB
5IdB-86dB
54dB
I.3dB

3i.t V
59dB
81d13/89dB
73dB
Local/wide:2dB

—52dB/— 52dB
27dB/27dB/27dB
574mV
0.0IdB

—56d13/-5(x.IB
27d13/41dB/4IdB
Wide:373mV'Narrow:347mV
11.05dB

—67dB/-66dB
49c1B/48dB/47dB
696mV
0.04dB

—61dB/-58t113
42/36dB/47dB/38dB/57/39dB
650mV
II.17dB

43.4 x6.7 x27.5cms

43.5 x6.0x 28.0cms

42x 6x 21.5cms

45x 10x 51.5cms

£219.90

£249.99

£179.90

£299.95

TEST RESULTS

Muting threshold. RF level
Alternate channel selectivity
Pilot tone rejection. 191:11z/381:Hz
AM rejection
Capture ratio
Total harmonic distortion
At WO': mod. I
kl le. mono,stereo
Stereo separation. I
kltzt5klIz/10kHz
Output level. 100' modulation
Channel balance. stereo
Dimensions ( wild)
Typical price inc VAT
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yarnaha
hi-fi now
available
in
colour...

.21

THE YAMAHA AVC-30 audio visual control amplifier opens a
whole new world of possibilities in home entertainment. This
sophisticated,

versatile

unit

will

integrate acomplete hi-fi system — CD
player, cassette deck, tuner, turntable,
graphic equalizer — with your TV/Video
components — Receiver/Monitor, two
video

recorders,
Connect

laservision

the AVC-30

player.
to

four

loudspeakers, switch to Dolby
Surround*, Natural or Simulated Surround, and you can
recreate all the excitement of your favourite movie or pop
video — in the comfort of your own home And with
Yamaha RS remote control you have total armchair
command of your compatible hi-fi system components. All this plus superb Yamaha hi-fi sound
quality — 80 watts per channel of it in front. 20 watts
at the back

That's more than enough for the

loudest rock band or the biggest earthquake
Enter tomorrow's world of integrated audio visual entertainment today with the Yamaha AVC-30. The choice is black and white.
For your local Yamaha dealer, contact us at the address below:
=

a Ea 1-YAMAHA 1887-1987

YAMAHA HIFI

Over one hundred years of musical experience
Yamaha Electronics 1UK ) Limited. Yamaha House. 200 Rickmansworth Road.
Watford. Herts WD1 7IS Tel Watford 10923) 33166
•Dolby Surround is atrademark ol Dolby Laboratory Licensing Corporation

CRYSTAL St

Oxford Acoustics promise aBritish-built turntable of true high-end
stature. Martin Colloms takes adeep look into the Crystal

II

FIRST SAW THIS elegant and unusual turntable at The HiFi
Show at the Heathrow Penta last September. and was most
impressed with the styling, finish and engineering. It is an
ambitious design, with aprice tag approaching £2000. A review
was booked on the spot, but has taken some time to materialise owing
to limited availability of the product.
The concept was first formulated during 1984, and the Oxford
Acoustics company was founded in 1986 by two academics, Jon
Harker and Fraser Shaw. Since then. manufacture of the Crystal has
begun, and it has been sold enthusiastically by asmall number of
specialist dealers in the south east.
Two Oxford turntables are currently in production, namely the
Crystal Reference which is the subject of this review, and the more
expensive Signature, which has some internal differences and a
distinctive fully-enclosed wooden plinth. In the case of the Reference
the acrylic lid is aan optional £ 150 extra, and is said to mar the
architectural simplicity of the design. but the stand is an integral part
and no further support need be envisaged. If circumstances so dictate,
Oxford Acoustics can supply avisually matching wall fixture, and
given agood structural wall there is some potential to further enhance
the sound quality via the improved stability of such afoundation.
Oxford Acoustics are currently planning an expansion of their product
range to include some amplifiers, due to appear later this year.
As the designer explained, the Reference wasconceived to provide
astate-of-the-art retrieval of musical information yet still remain
subjectively ' involving and neutral; to present an aesthetic design
statement distanced from other established models; and, finally to be
straightforward in setting up, and able to remain correctly tuned and
aligned almost indefinitely.
As regards the first point, early indications suggest success. As
regards the second, the turntable does stand as an exceptionally good
piece of visual design, and yes, it does not derive its appearance from
an available predecessor. The third point rests on its lack of an
adjustable spring suspension; this anecessary feature of most good
turntables but one that can impose many setting- up and alignment
difficulties. By avoiding aspring suspens-ion. the alignment is more or
less permanent, promising along trouble free life.
Since the stand is integrated with the player, it becomes part of the
aesthetics of the whole, and the result looks vastly better than the
usual turntable-on- a- table. In addition, this gives the designer control
of the turntable support, allowing for further refinement of the design
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and promising greater consistency over arange of sitings. Technically,
the turntable is abelt — or more correctly cord-drive — design. ‘‘ it ha
high torque synchronous motor plus high inertia platter. An electronic
power supply is fitted offering two quartz referenced speeds of 33 1
2
/
and 45rpm.
As provided for review, the turntable came equipped with the Mk 11
version of the most delectable Air Tangent arm, this and the Koetsu
Red kindly loaned by Absolute Sounds. The new Air Tangent has a
motorised cue and Oxford have integrated this with atouch switch on
the turntable fascia, matching the similar touch control for Son' and
speed select. Incidentally, the arm now uses asensor to detect
end-of-side and thus signal auto- lift. A micro-motor ( sourced from a
camera maker) provides the motive power for the Air Tangent.
The turntable proved sufficiently heavy to need two men for the
installation, as it weighs some 60kg— not far removed from the weight
of the Goldmund Reference. Some 40kg of this was accounted for by
the stand, which comprises apillar built from 18mm thick veneered
MDF. It carries thick steel plates on the top and bottom faces, while
the interior is tilled with sand for mass loading and vibration control.
This MDF pillar is large enough to contain aconsiderable quantity
of sand loading.
The platter is the remaining major mass component; intended to
operate as an inertial dissipative energy sink, it weighs 15kg. This is a
world distant from the usual 0.5 to 2kg platter weight of most high
quality turntables. If it can be handled well in an engineering sense,
high platter mass can be shown to be avirtue in its own right, and this
is one of the specific design routes chosen for the Oxford player.
The overall design is founded on the construction of awell defined
path for energy transmission within an essentially rigid non- resonant
damped structure. Three energy sinks are present, the primary one
defined at the record interface. Here, the platter top plate is aslab of
glass-clear acrylic weighing 2.75kg. and providing awave- matched
termination for the vinyl disc. This slab rests on amassive phosphor
bronze platter of I2.25kg mass, with the material distributed mainly
towards the rim to maximise the rotational moment and constituting a
huge flywheel — along-term speed reservoir. The platter cannot ring
owing to the acrylic/bronze interface, while the record is additionally
terminated on its top surface by the gravity-loaded bronze clamp,
whose underside is faced with acrylic for optimum matching. The
platter system accepts and terminates disc energy, the last vestige then
leaking away via the main bearing and suspension to the sub51
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RC850
IRCTEL.

STEREO
CONTROL AMPLIFIER

POW,. ANIMARIMP111141.0

RB850

50W STEREO
POWER AMPLIFIER

The connoisseur's choice. Incorporating much of the UK technology of the famous "BX" series
amplifiers: Large well engineered power supplies I High current capability I Selected close
tolerence high quality components S Low noise integrated circuits S Dual mono construction of the
power amplifier • Direct speaker wiring • No degrading protection circuitry S High quality phono
stages S Direct signal paths.
Technical features which combine to give music asense of weight and effortlessness that smaller
amplifiers can only aspire to. The twin box construction offers enormous flexibility in system building
and the ability to run two power amplifiers either in bridged mode ( 150W per ch.) or to B1 -amp
loudspeakers. Higher power requirements can be achieved with Rotel's new RB8708X 100W and
RB890 160W power amplifiers which are also bridgeable to provide 300W or 480W per ch.
respectively.

RT850AL

:RED
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UNER

The definitive tuner is its class. UK designed to provide very high standards of radio performance and
music quality with the convenience of push button tuning and 16 preset stations. Winner of the " Best
Buy" Award from Hi Fi Choice and now winner of What Hi-Fi?'s prestigious Award for Best Tuner of 1988,
the RT850L has now been restyled to match Rotel's new appearance design and also now features
LED station indicators. Also available is the more affordable RT830AL Analogue Tuner, offering the
same performance.
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RCD820BX2

DIGITAL STEREO
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

The very latest 16 bit 4times oversampling technology combine with Rotel's own
UK product development expertise to provide aC.D. signal source of fine resolution 7 11% .
'
definition and musical performance. With full numeric remote control, programming and full feature
display the RCD820BX2 offers fine value. This special "BX" version incorporates additional UK designed
circuitry and separate regulated power supplies effectively removing the digital hash from the audio
circuits resulting in acleaner audio signal with much improved dynamics and definition.
These fine components are but a small selection from Rotel's award winning range ot real HiFi
products which otter very high standards of technical performance and musical enjoyment. All are
based upon Rotel's UK balanced design concept which ensures that within the resources available,
each aspect of the products design has been optimised. To find out why Rotel has now received
What Hi-Fi?'s prestigious awards for 1988 tor Best Turntable, Best Radio Tuner, Best Loudspeaker
and Best HiFi System (amplifier • Tuner • C.D. Player • Loudspeakers) call Rotel for details ot your
nearest dealer.
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25 HEATHFIELD, STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES MK12 6HR TEL (0908) 317707
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Graph I. Oxford Crystal Ref: Disc impulse response

structure. The second energy sink is located at the three suspension
elements, which are semi- rigid metal cups interfaced with acast
silicone rubber element. The high resistive loss dissipates energy and
makes the vestigial suspension resonance at 80Hz or so one of the very
low Q factor, with minimal ringing. If it were not, ahigh resonant
frequency would be likely to result in adegree of audible boom.
A small, rigid subchassis of laminated and machined MDF links the
platter bearing to the arm in ashort non- resonant mechanical loop,
allowing the stylus to accurately measure the microscopic music
vibrations impressed in the vinyl groove walls. The chassis has atripod
support which consists of three hardened spikes that locate the centres
of each of the suspension supports. The latter are free mounted and
each also has three point support. making the assembly free from
rock, or imprecision, being self- locating into the bargain.
Via the lower section of the plinth, the suspension units locate the
surface of the integral stand, unwanted energy finally flowing down
into the floor, via the base system. The latter comprises three feet and
one spike, to provide asingle non- resonant path to the sub- floor.
By adopting asemi- rigid suspension, the location of the motor is
essentially fixed relative to the platter, and thus the drive can operate
with ahigh degree of precision, unaffected by the usual pitch change
which can result from significant subchassis movement. A low voltage
Papst outer rotor motor is used, its speed sensed by an optocoupler
and read by the electronic power supply. It is planned to extend the
speed sensing directly to the platter as the design develops, to tighten
speed to astill more accurate level.
Unusual in execution, the main bearing is anear- point-contact
design, an inverted type with alow centre of gravity allowing for aself
centering action. This permits an oil film contact on only the lower
journal. Oil filled, the lower section comprises aphosphor bronze
journal fitted to the stainless steel bearing shaft. Some resistive
damping is provided by the oil film, and in consequence no resonance
can he discerned with respect to the platter inertia and the rather
compliant rubber drive cord.
Space is provided in the stand for other electronics; for example, it
is intended that ahigh performance RIAA equaliser will be afuture
option, providing aline level CD-equivalent source directly from the
player, this mirroring the Naim and the Goldmund developments.

Testing
Due to the integral stand the player could not be subjected.to the
usual vibration isolation tests and an alternative method was used,
namely asmall impact to the floor adjacent to the player. As such the
resulting graph is uncalibrated.
For the listening tests, hi-wired Spendor SP- 1and Celestion SL700*
speakers were used, with reference players including aGoldmund
Studio T4 and the PT TOO/SME Series V. The Musical Fidelity MVX
preamplifier and Goldmund Mimesis Three power amplifiers
completed the chain. The Oxford has less environmental isolation
than sprung subchassis models, and it was anticipated that siting
would be afactor in the auditioning. The relative location of turntable
and speakers was investigated and while very good results were
achieved, the ultimate condition for my suspended wood floor would
be astructural wall mounted Reference, rather than the floor model
requested for review. A competent dealer should he able to advise on
this matter.

Sound quality
Air Tangent have improved their tonearm and the Crystal Reference
provided asuperbly stable, levelled foundation for this excellent unit.
The combination sounded wonderfully neutral with adelicate, airy
and revealing treble, as well as ahighly articulate and unforced
Readers should he aware of the author's consultant involvement in this product.
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mid- range. The arm is known to be marginally shy or dry in the low
bass, and this characteristic was certainly evident, suggesting that the
turntable — the component officially under review — was itself highly
neutral, right into the bass region.
Midrange textures and tonal colours were very well portrayed,
indicating atop-class termination for the record vinyl. Stereo images
were reproduced with fine depth, excellent stage width and afine
delineation of the position and the perspectives of specific sound
sources within the sound stage, this particularly apparent in the mid
and treble registers. Complex orchestration was unravelled in a
manner somewhat reminiscent of the Goldmund Reference. In
general, transients were excellently reproduced with anicely
controlled stop-start quality. Wow and flutter was quite inaudible as
was any vestige of motor or bearing rumble; this is as it should be
considering the class of turntable.
Pitch stability was very highly rated, even bearing in mind detailed
comparisons made with the direct-drive Goldmund Studio and the
latter's known relationship to the Goldmund Reference. Such
comparisons suggested that in this area, the Goldmund holds the
honours, though the Crystal does rate rather higher than the
remaining competition which Ihave assessed.
Turning to the bass, this was another area where the Crystal
performed very well, although the enormously costly Goldmund
Reference does prove that still better results are possible. Below
120Hz the Crystal bass, while eminently tuneful and articulate, was
not quite even and dry.
Still better results would have been obtained by remote speaker
siting, aconcrete floor or, in my case, the wall mount version of the
Crystal. The closing impressions were of asuperbly elegant,
controlled presentation of great power and stability, worthy of the
price and the calibre of arm fitted. As acombination it was very good
indeed.

Lab results
Fine results were obtained on test; for example, the platter damping
and disc termination were excellent with very low levels of energy
transmitted ( fig. 1) following amechanical transient applied to the
disc edge. This backs the neutral disc sound heard. The initial
transient was tiny, followed by amoderate ringing at approximately
IlmS period or 90Hz, believed to be an excitation of the suhchassis
suppression units.
DIN peak weighted wow and flutter was truly excellent at 0.033%
and flutter measured unweighted was equally good at 0.04%. The
large platter flywheel was afactor in this, and contributes to signal
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MAGNEPLANAR
RADIATING GLORY

The world of high- end hi-fi equipment is crowded with
questionable components. However, within this realm
there exists avalid sonic hierarchy. It is difficult, without
expert assistance, for the music lover to make selections
from this electronic jungle: Absolute Sounds was
created for the purpose of making your choice a wise
one. To provide equipment worthy of the connoisseur,
Absolute Sounds has searched the world for components without equal and tested them for their total
excellence. We would like to introauce to you the range
of Magneplanar loudspeakers from the United States.
An elegant, slim panel capable of revealing the majesty
of asymphony orchestra, an aesthetic statement which
renders hi-fi ownership a joy rather than a domestic
trial: this is the accomplishment of Magneplanar loudspeakers, acombination of absolute musical fidelity and
sublime styling.
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The MG-2.5R
"With good power handling, fairly easy amplifier loading, and a very low harmonic distortion. This speaker
has considerable appeal. both visually and sonically".Hi
Fi News & Record Review Vol 32 No.12.
The MG1c
"The MG1c offers asonic presentation approaching that
of reality in it's Sound Stage Transient response and
absence of coloration". Nouvelle Revue Du son No.102
The SMGa
"So if you are on atight budget, or have limited room,
or are looking for a pair of high quality extension
speakers.... stop thinking about mini speakers for a
moment give the magneplaner SMGa a listen, you
might just fall in love."
Stereophile Vol.10, No.7

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
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"I have the simplest of tastes...
am always satisfied with
the best".
Oscar Wilde

Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
C.A.L. Counterpoint, DMP, Entec,
Goldmund, Jadis, Kinergetics, Koetsu,
Micro Seiki, Krell, Madrigal,
Magneplanar, MIT, Oracle, PS Audio,
Randall Research, Siltech, WBT, Sonus
Faber, Wilson Audio Specialities.

COMBINATION

It's taken long enough, but Ken Kessler finally gets to wrestle
with the Sumo amplifiers from, no, not Japan but California

B

ELIEVE IT OR NOT, there is one genre of amplifier which
we in the UK do not get to sample with ease. Loosely, ils the
American equivalent of our above- budget- but- below- high end specialist makes. They do for America what we get from
home-grown amplifiers ranging from about £300 to £ 1500 and
covering brands like Cambridge, Audiolab. A&R, Quad. Musical
Fidelity, Naim — you get the picture. Even more illustrative, though, is
the tat; ' Modern Dynacos' and it's no mere coincidence that the best
examp le of the genre is the Hafler range.
The reason why these American products have such alow profile
here is pricing. The Haflers, Adcoms, PS Audios, Kinergetics and
others sell on price in the USA, offering serious sound, sensible
circuitry and reasonable engineering at prices just above the massmarket level. What happens to this stuff when it crosses the Atlantic
(and this refers also to our own makes crossing East to West) is that
the price advantages are lost. All imports are subject to shipping costs.
customs and duty tariffs, taxes, handling charges and an extra profit
margin for the distributor. It has nothing to do with greed or crass
capitalism: it has only to do with the realities of import/export. A year
ago. pieces like the Sumo products wouldn't have stood achance
against native gear. hut then something happened.
The dollar sank.
Now I'm not about to tell you that Sumo — or any other imports
from the States — have suddenly become the bargains they are back in
the USA because they still suffer the aforementioned penalties. and
importers do not work on instant currency adjustments which allow
them to pass on savings. On the other hand, the weak dollar means
the introduction of lines new to the UK with prices as favourable as
they're ever going to be, short of areturn to the days when it was three
bucks to the pound. ( Which would then kill Jaguar. Burberry and a
few others, but that's another story.)
Enter Sumo, which has anice chunk of the budget audiophile sector
and acomprehensive line-up of preamps, power amps and speakers.
Sumo's heritage can be traced back to the wonderful Great American
Sound ( GAS), who produced amplifiers with names like Ampzilla,
which was followed of course by Son of Ampzilla. and atuner named
Charlie ( you have to he American to get that joke). but this lineal
descendant seems far more earth hound.

Technical description
The Sumo ' starter kit' consists of the Athena preamp and Polaris
power amp, which sell for £595 each. Despite fit and finish which is too
good to have credibility among tweaks hung up on shabby austerity.
these are purist designs eschewing frivolity and they're brimming with
The Right Stuff.
Anyway. the Athena is aslim line ( 45mm tall) pleamp nicely
finished in black and sporting only three knobs and four press- buttons.
Between the detachable handles, left to right, you find on/off, a
tape- out rotary selector, rotary source selector, concentric volume;
balance knob, amono button ( hooray!). low filter ( which the
company only cites as useful when playing warped records) and a
bypass control to turn this unit into anear- passive preamp. All
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controls have aluxury feel despite the price category and every
function is accompanied by an LED indicating status ( the comforting
glow is red for mono, filter and bypass. yellow for sources and green
for power-on).
The back contains an earthing post, captive mains lead and gold
phono sockets for two power amps, two tape decks ( in and out),
phono. tuner, Cl) and video, which must mean that the dreaded ' aux'
has had aname change by deed poll. The only negative Ican name
about the ergonomics or layout is the internal moving-coil/moving
magnet selector, since instead of providing the option externally.
Sumo have allocated m-cselection to aswitch on the circuit hoard
near the phono inputs.
Design priorities for the Athena included freedom from overload
and exceptional headroom, the intention being to create apreamp
which never sounds like it's hard at work. To this end. Sumo
employed high voltage power supply rails, ahigh-current lowprofile
(it had to be to fit in that case) toroidal transformer — UK made! — and
'passively linearized circuitry'. The circuitry is pure Class A ( Ithought
most preamps were), and the company has installed low noise V/c
metal film resistors and metalised polypropylene capacitors
throughout. Internal construction is to avery high standard, the
components mounted on asingle. case filling military grade epoxy
PCB.
Despite the compact dimensions. Sumo managed to produce a
mechanically silent preamp. which speaks volumes either for the
quality of the toroidal transformer or the design engineer's concern
for structural integrity and isolation of the power supply. Indeed,
there was no humming or buzzing either from the unit or through the
speakers, which is more than Ican say for four out of live pieces which
land on my desk.
While the Athena is slim and discreet, the Polaris is bristling with
macho. This is quite amusing because the unit isn't all that big. In
more ways than one, then, this is the
equivalent of apit bull, as
you'll soon learn. The Polaris' case offers 600 sq in of heat- sinking, the
fins hidden by the plates which hold the handles. Like the Athena, it's
built to I9in rack mounting standards hut is slightly shallower in terms
of its front toback dimension, 260mm y275mm ( including the
handles): height is 130mm.
As styling is amatter of taste Iwon't comment on the Robocop
aesthetics other than to say that the finish is excellent. As seems to he
agrowing practice in the USA but not here, the speaker sockets are
spaced to accept the industry standard paired banana plugs. Controls
are limited to afront mounted on/off switch and installation requires
only that you allow for ventilation ( this baby runs warm-ish despite
Class AB operation) and agood hour's warm-up.
The Polaris is rated at 100W/channel into 8ohms, with arating at
clipping of 250W into 2ohms. Sumo has opted for MOSFETs used in
proprietary topology which they call Active Transconductance
Correction Circuitry, essentially an active bias correction
arrangement. The circuit is aclosed- loop servo designed to correct
dynamically the transconductance error of the MOSFET output stage,
the benefits according to Sumo being areduction of all distortion
55
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We also stock fine equipment from:- Acoustic Reseoch - Albarry- Alphason - A& R Cambridge - Audiolab - Celestion - Croft - Dean - Decca Denon - Dual - Elite - Gale - Grant - Heybrook - KEF - Linn - Marantz - Meridian - Michell - Mission - Nakamichi - Philips - Pink Triangle ProAc - Ouod - Rotel - SME - Systemdek - Target - Von den Hul - Yamaha - Zeta.
Also stocked at Audio T: - Audio Research Cambridge Audio - Counterpoint - DNM - Exposure - Infinity - Jecklins - Koetsu - Krell - PS Audio.
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AT Labs
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THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

442-444 Cranbrook Rd.
Gants Hill Ilford
Essex IG2 6LL
01-518 0915

SUMO: A COMBINATION HOLD
components, including areduction in crossover distortion almost
simulating Class-A performance. The fully complementary Class- AB
MOSFET output stage is driven by two buffered pure Class- A gain
stages. Overall feedback is 27dB. Sumo have avoided current limiting
and other protection circuitry and deem the unit unconditionally
stable into low impedances and reactive loads.
Being aslimy little weasel. Ihammered the hell out of this amp, the
hammer consisting of Apogee Divas ( 3ohms more or less and more
likely than not, alot less) in alarge room with music courtesy of
Zodiac Mindwarp, LA Guns and Bad News. Try though Imight, I
couldn't get the amp to smoke, let alone self-immolate. Emulating
stadium-rock concert levels, though, is something the majority of
grebos are certain to try from time to time, so turning the volume up
by 360 degrees is almost fair play. Sure, it sounded awful, with more
clipping than Saturday at Bruni's barber shop, but it didn't quit. Just
like apit bull, huh?
The Sumos were used in tandem and solo with countless products,
including the aforementioned Divas. Celestion SL600s and aquick
burst on some wee JBL Control 1installation speakers. Sources
included four different CD players from Yamaha and Sony.
Nakamichi cassette decks, AR and Alphason turntables and Ortofon
and Grado cartridges. In essence. Iput the Sumo through the paces
with both like- priced gear and loony- tunes high-end kit, and the
newcomers acquitted themselves in style.

Sound quality
First, the power amp, since I've already covered its brio. In addition
to going loud enough with the Divas before the tearing- paper sounds
savaged the whole sonic spectrum, the Polaris is adelightful blend of
near-tubeysweetness and s/s slam — just like MOSFETs were always
hyped to sound. Forgetting the Divas, which would allow it to clip, the
little Sumo dealt with the more amp-friendly speakers without
showing even atrace of edge — either from inherent distortions or
because of abuse.
The sweetness I've mentioned is not softness. Often, it's easy to
confuse sluggish transients and arolled-off top for the sweetening
effect — something quite applicable to certain vintage valve amps — but
this is not the case. The Sumo has attack and speed just as you'd
require for palpably sharp transients, especially fast guitar work and
percussion like cymbals and triangles. But to do this without glassiness
or hardness all the while avoiding fat, overly rich colorations is
difficult indeed. Yes. the Sumo is sweet, but in anatural, low-calorie
way rather than with teeth- rotting additives.
The midrange is open, clear and transparent, at least by sub-£750
standards; it took bursts of far more expensive designs to show that
there was aslight clouding between the players. I'd suggest that you
audition the Sumo with some small-scale acoustic works ( Iused a
Persuasions LP — solid acappella), because it disappears when you
play crowded or cluttered material.
The lowest registers were abit hard, reminding me of an amp Ihad
to hand from the pro sector, but this will be cherished by the
disco/funk crowd whose idea of agood time is asonic fist in the chest
at three beats asecond. On the plus side, what this amplifier does for
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Power output

POLARIS AMPLIFIER

100W/channel into 8ohms
175 W/channel into 4ohms

T11D at rated output.

20-20kHz,<0.05% into 8ohms
20Hz-20kHz.<0.1% into 4ohms

IM distortion

0.05%. 0.25W-full power

Input impedance

47k ohms

Damping factor

500 minimum

Hum and noise, rated power

—103dB 20-20kHz

Frequency response

20-20kHz, + 0.1dB
0.12Hz-I69kHz, + 0, -3dB

Rr.e time

2.5p.S (8ohms)

Stereo separation

80dB

Dimensions ( WHD)

48x13x22cm

Weight

12kg

Typical price inc VAT

£595
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heavy percussion, like timpani and marching band music, is
reminiscent of the best Decca cartridges.
The preamp is much easier to deal with, the line inputs being so
clean as to border on the clinical. Consistency top-to- bottom was
more cohesive than that of the power amp, but — used in tandem — the
Athena has abeneficial effect on the Polaris. Its slightly leaner, colder
sound ameliorates much of the mid- range clouding. The story changed
slightly with the phono inputs, the m-cstage adding atouch of
warmth, the m-m stage less so. Despite the intrusion of some hum
with the Ortofon MC3000 ( not the easiest m-cto accommodate), the
phono stages adhered to the Sumo policy of not overloading, but they
were not quite as open as the line stages. Then again, what affordable
phono stages are'?
This isn't meant to read like an aside, but I'd like to highlight the
system's operation in by-pass mode. You're all familiar with the
arguments pro and con for passive preamps— the removal of active
circuitry versus the loss of ' active' gain — but this particular set-up is
the best possible arrangement for A/B type comparisons. Using an
SPL meter to make certain that the level changes were accommodated
when going from one mode to the other. Ican assure you that this
system sounds much cleaner and more detailed when used in the
by-pass mode. Naturally, this was tried with the shortest (0.5m) cables
to hand to eliminate compatibility problems regarding cable length.
The trade-off, though. was in absolute headroom and maximum
dynamics, meaning that you'll prefer by-pass for ' serious' listening but
opt for active mode when it's party time. If you're in aposition where
running very short leads and avoiding earthshaking levels are the
norm, then you can judge the Sumo package as awhole grade better
in its passive than in its active form. Beyond that, this option ( which
also maintains access to the phono stage) is the kind of feature that
every preamp should offer.

Conclusion
As with the Primares. Ipreferred the Sumos as apair rather than used
with others' alternatives. As asystem, the Sumos offered sound which
approaches the upper level, easily justifying atotal price of £ 1190.
Power aplenty, excellent recovery of detail, composed behaviour
(when used sensibly) — such politeness coupled with real energy is a
welcome relief from either crude powerhouses or overly genteel
wimp- amps. If Ihave to define the weaknesses which separate the
Sumos from the cost-no-object offerings, it would have to be the
narrow-ish soundstage ( depth was perfectly adequate) and aslightly
heavy sound in marked contrast to, say. the Primares or most of the
worthy British contenders.
It's the last five syllables which will test the Sumos to the limit. My
time with them, allied to my appreciation of this sector of amps vis à
vis the USA, suggests to me that here are some fine-sounding
components for music lovers who simply aren't prepared to shell out
the readies for products built and styled like the aforementioned Iron
Curtain Fiat- retreads. True, there's aslight price premium, but I'm
hard pressed to name aUK- made pre/power combo at the same price
which inspires the same confidence on sonic, ergonomic and aesthetic
grounds. •
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

ATHENA PREAMPLIFIER

Frequency response

20-20kHz, ± 0.IdB
1.5-500kHz, ± I , 5dB

R1AA deviation m-elm- m

20-20kHz. +/-0.25dB

Sensitivity

115 mV ( m-c)
2.3mV ( m-c)
3I5mV ( line)

Signal/noise ( below 3V)

80dB ( m-c)
85dB ( m-m)
100dB ( line)

111D/1M ( below 18V)

0.01% ( m-c)
0.01% ( m-m)
0.1% (line)
8mV ( m-c)
165mV ( m-m)
Infinity ( line)

Overload

Dimensions ( WDH)

48x22x4cm

Typical price inc VAT

£595

1nuributed by Acoustic Gold Ltd, 1Orston Lodge, Old Farm Road, Hampton.
tliddlesex TW12 3RQ. Tel. 01-941 6737
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41 VICTORIA ROAD, CAMBRIDGE : (0223) 68305
The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST1
Holds 600 records
price £ 166 00
ST2
Holds 480 records
price £ 140 00

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.
You have a choice of the "Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is a unit just
right for you.

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £44 00

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in beer hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-390 2101 or send coupon below to:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
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Star grounding at the State of the Art: Martin Colloms reviews the DNM Series Ma ' six-pack' preamp,
PA IGem power amplifier

D

ESIGNER DENIS MORECROFT has taken stargrounding to its current limits in the case of his new
amplifiers, the range now including the long-awaited small
PA Ipower amp dubbed the ' Gem'. Costing £850 and
offering 30W per channel, this unit may not arouse much excitement
initially, but power isn't everything. Given the care with which DNM
develop their designs, holding true to deeply held principles
concerning star-grounding, the sonic quality of passive components.
and single-strand cable, the Gem ( which was given asubjective
assessment by Christopher Breunig in HFNIRR. January ' 88 issue)
certainly requires serious consideration.
The Series lila is the latest in the established DNM preamp line,
and our review model is top-of-the- range. selling at just over £2000. It
comes equipped with the designated ' six pack' power- supply block,
which has separate ± regulators for analogue disc inputs. RIAA
equalisation. and the line amplifier. Input cards for tuner and tape are
optional plug-in extras, available at amodest cost. The equivalent
'Primus' package, costing £ 1000, includes astandard two- rail
regulated power supply, while £ 1650 will bu y the 'Twin' package with
more advanced regulators as well as improve dreservoir capacitors. It
does not seem all that long ago when the Primus option sold for £500
or so! Such is the price of technological advance.
On first inspection the cases look black, but are actuaily adeep
shaded tint. When muted, an indicator lamp may be seen glowing
weakly within the darkly transparent preamp case: but aside from the
case, the Series Ill looks much the same as before — atwo- unit system
in which the second unit is aremote power-supply.
The preamp consists of acommon mainframe, with the striking'
looking mother board displaying the complex trackwork needed for
true star operation of the remote power-supply as well as for the
various audio circuits. As supplied, the preamp is equipped with a
moving-coil analogue disc input and aline/aux, the latter presented to
CD standard with unity gain and arather low input impedance of
5k-ohms. Optional cards may be fitted to provide buffered tape
output, amoving- magnet alternative, and ahigher sensitivity tuner
input. The intrinsic line- input sensitivity is 125mV for IHF 0.5V out,
with arather low 5.6k impedance defined by the independent volume
controls. A buffered input card offering 100k-ohms impedance is also
available, while figures given in the Table ( 500mV/7.7k-ohms) apply
to the particular option available in the review sample. However, such
additional signal stages may result in aminor loss of quality.
'Straight-line' in the extreme, the preamp has only three controls
excluding the mute button and tape- monitor switch. These comprise
the input selector and the two separate volume controls for left and
right channels. On the rear panel the UK version is all DIN, while the
Swiss version comes equipped with phonosockets. These latter are
regarded as something of acompromise, and the specially designed
DNM socketry is said to provide aperformance advantage due to the
almost total reduction in unnecessary metal parts. Plugs and sockets
are specially designed with fine gold-plated pins to help preserve the
small-diameter single-strand principle used for the cable, and even the
metal shell of the high-performance DIN-plug has been supplanted by
areinforced plastic moulded part.
Power-supply connection is made via multiway ribbon cable with
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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three professional grade multiway sockets. Used with the top
power-supply, the result is acomplex star-grounded multi- regulated
system fully referenced to the star-ground within the preamplifier. A
two- box construction is also used for the power amplifier, and the
second low-profile box containing the transformer toroids needs to he
located well away from signal cables, preamp and power amplifier if
low hum levels are to be achieved. These extra boxes do give rise to
some siting complications!
Unusually, the Gem power amp has sockets for small-diameter
2mm speaker plugs, which are preferred by DNM to the common
4mm alternative. As supplied, the 8m of three-wire speaker cable
came equipped with 2mm plugs throughout, and required adaptors at
the speaker end to match 4mm terminals. The 2mm connectors are
Swiss made, gold-plated, and have ample current-carrying capacity for
this amplifier. Their only drawback is their low mechanical retention,
which sometimes results in the plugs becoming detached from their
sockets owing to the stiffness of the DNM ribbon cable. The
manufacturers are considering some sort of clamping arrangement.
On the subject of output power, DNM defend the 30W rating on
the basis that control of inner dynamics and the preservation of the
qualities of unison playing is more important than sheer volume. In all
fairness, they also advise the user to consider the choice of more
sensitive loudspeakers which will exploit the amplifier's modest output
to the full. DNM import and favour the Rehdeko models, rather
unusual all-cone loudspeakers with an astonishing 100dB/W
sensitivity, 12dB or so above the modern average and making a30W
amplifier play at the equivalent of a500W level. In fact, several of the
better 90dBW speakers will deliver adecent 100dBA sound level
in- room from aDNM Gem, but unless only modest loudness levels
are required Iwould still avoid loudspeakers as insensitive, say, as the
LS3/5a or SL600.

Technical details
The power amp is elegantly simple, comprising adifferential input and
voltage amplifier using bi-polar transistors, feeding output FETs
which comprise complementary sets of IRF523/IRF9523. Possessing a
small active area, these power FETs were judged superior to larger,
higher current devices; hut although rated at 8amps, they appear to
be rather heatthier than this as judged by the test results. A subtle
interaction had been noted between FETs and their usually very close
heatsink. To reduce stray capacitance, athick block of alumina is used
for thermal coupling, thereby reducing the FET/heatsink capacitance
to negligible proportions. ( Alumina or aluminium oxide has ahigh
thermal conductivity and avery high electrical resistance.)
The reservoirs, comprising 2x 10,000µF special slit- foil types
designed by DNM in conjunction with Filmcap, are placed in the
power amp case. Smaller capacitors are provided for the voltage
driver stage. which has considerable voltage overswing capacity. The
reservoirs are shared between two channels and have acommon
ear-ground; but while the construction is dearly of ahigh standard,
with afine finish, the passive components (aside from the reservoirs)
do not appear to be of special audiophile quality. The resistors are
very small metal- films, the capacitors tantalum and aluminium
electrolytics. Nonetheless, the designer can and will argue the case for
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and power amplifiers sounded slightly band-limited or filtered, though
not so much as to detract from musical involvement experienced over
the longer term.
Regarding the DNM speaker cable, Istill rate this as good value in the shorter lengths, so long as highish impedance speakers are used.
But the cable did exhibit some tonal differences which the sensor
system did not appear to resolve. A slight improvement in focus and
clarity was audible with the sensor line operating, but the cable
signature remained. This result differed from that exhibited by designs
such as the Deltec, where separated two-wire sensing is employed and
the amplifier output characteristics are delivered firmly to the speaker
terminals, essentially removing the speaker cable from the circuit.

Test results: PA1 (Gem) power amp

Graph I. DNM PA I: Intermodulation spuriae from 19120kHz tones at rated power

his choice of parts.
For the preamplifier, discrete transistor circuitry is used
throughout, while the main regulators in the separate power- supply
are ICs: LM 317T, 337T. Sub-regulators, voltage-follower types, are
then used on each circuit-board for each supply-line, making atotal of
twelve in all. Parallel transistor arrays provide the low-noise movingcoil input, with adifferential input amplifier using constant-current
sources. For the pre- amp, the most exotic part is the star-ground
system, while the components and circuitry are pretty conventional.
Both pre and power amplifiers are almost entirely non-magnetic
and non-metallic, so avoiding the deleterious induced currents which
can occur due to the proximity of metal surfaces, ferromagnetic or
non-magnetic, to signal-carrying conductors. The effect is not huge,
hut is yet another factor addressed by the new DNM designs.

Sound quality
The DNM units were thoroughly conditioned and then auditioned,
both as asystem and individually. The DNM cable was employed for
pre-power, while we also used van den Hul conductors for the speaker
side, as atest alternative to the cable supplied. Speakers ranged from
bi-wired Celestion SL700 ( though readers should note the author's
consultant involvement in this design), to the B&W DM1600, the
latter representative of the higher sensitivity group. Sources included
the Cambridge CD1 CD player and Sony CDP333es, plus the
Goldmund Studio/T3F player fitted with aKoetsu Red ( Rosewood)
Signature. Comparison equipment included the Cello PremiumGoldmund Mimesis combination, Musical Fidelity MVX and 3b, and
an MF P140 power amp, the latter backed by aCambridge Audio
A75.
Auditioned as apair with top-quality speaker cable, the DNM
combination was initially unimpressive; at first hearing it sounded too
reserved and controlled — excessively polite. Using the DNM cable
added alittle to the sense of integration, but with the test speakers
minor changes occurred in tonal balance, suggesting mild coloration
on the part of the amplifier which was in fact the responsibility of the
cable impedance. One must be careful to separate these effects from
the sound of the amplifier itself, lest they be mistaken for aunique
improvement imparted by this particular design. As the lab tests will
show, the sound was altered objectively when auditioned via
moving-coil with all-DNM cable. The mid bass had more punch, but
the low bass seemed almost too dry. Upper- mid vocals were well
projected, but with amild loss in presence of lip and teeth sounds. The
low treble lacked full body, while the mid treble was more open than
expected. Nevertheless, in the high treble the sound was perceptibly
muted, with less air and sparkle than usual.
On the plus side, the m-cinput possessed acreamy mid- range,
almost devoid of hardness or glare, while the treble was nicely and
delicately articulate, with well moderated grain and edge. In this area
it was first-rate. The system was considered eminently listenable, and
had the ability to make many competing models sound mechanical,
contrived and excessively clinical. The bass was lightweight yet it
carried much musical information, remaining lively and articulate.
Viewed against top references, the PA 1/Series III was moderately
defocused in the centre-stage, but showed apresentable stereo depth.
The general impression was one of good detail and separation of
musical strands, despite ashortfall in absolute transparency and
far-stage width.
Dynamics were handled well in terms of pianissimo/fortissimo
contrast, even if the overall presentation lacked ameasure of dynamic
'slam'. Its ability to scale low to mid- level sources accurately gave its
sound agood impression of depth and impact, achieved more through
studied understatement than by 'careless' exaggeration. Both the pre60

Rated at amodest 30W ( 14.7dBW for 8-ohm loads) on single-channel
drive, the output actually reaches I5.8dBW (just under 40W),
maintaining afine power level from 20Hz to 20kHz, with aloss of only
0.4dB at these extremes. With both channels driven into 4-ohm loads,
the output fell by amodest 1.6dB mid-band, while the power-supply
was adequately rated. Peak output power ( 10ms burst) was
comparatively healthy at 4ohms, while the 2-ohm result was also quite
good at 12.8dBW, atrue power of around 75W into that load. These
results were backed by asubstantial ± 15A of available peak output
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TEST RESUI.TS
Rated power
8ohms
Measured power ( at 240V AC 50111)
Continuous 8ohms Ich.
Continuous 4ohms both
Burst IOniS 8ohms
4ohms
2ohms
Output impedance
harmonic distortion
Rated power ).; ohms
at OdlIW ): ohms
Channel separation
Intermodulation distortion ( 1921/k IIt )
Peak current via 1ohm 2.2/F
2m sec pulse
Signal to noise ratio ( full gain)
2211,-22k1
'A' wtd
Channel balance
Input impedance
Input sensithity
DC offset. I.. R
Frequency response
'fypical price inc VAT

DNN1 PA I (GEM)
30W; 14.7dBW ' level ref. 1WI
(WNW 8ohmsI
20Ilz ' kHz
20kHz
15.4t1BW
15.8dBW
15.4dBW
14.2dBW
13.4dBW
13.8d13W
15.9dBW
14.5dBW
12.8dBVt
0.13-ohm
0.13 ohm
0.13 ohm
-611dB - 70dli - 48dB
-73dB - 83d13 - 68t1B
94dB
84dB
63d13
rated - 73dB
OdBW - 76(11.1
+15A
- I5A
rd. OdBW
rd. full level rated
-85d13
- 1(0dB
90d
- 105dB
0.02dB
Ilk-ohm, 2.3rtF
I
32mV II IF. IMBW
0.81 V for programme clip
2mV
OmV
-0.5dB 391Iz to 25k1 It: - 3dB at 13.4Hz
£854)

current, which was considered ample in view of the modest output
voltage and indicative of considerable load tolerance. The output
source impedance was moderate at 0.13 ohms, consistent over the
measured frequency range. DC-offset at the output was commendably
low.
Channel balance was excellent at 0.02dB, while [JR separation was
fine at low and mid frequencies ( 94dB 20Hz, 84dB IkHz) and still a
very satisfactory 63dB at 20k Hz. A low feedback design. no special
steps have been taken to reduce distortion to very low levels, and at
full power some increase can be seen by 20kHz. the worst value
reaching - 48dB or 0.4%. At IkHz, 0.03% was the order of the day,
while at normal music levels of around OdBW the harmonic distortion
had improved at all frequencies: 0.04%/20kHz, 0.007%/1kHz, etc. A
spectrum analysis to 100kHz for a20kHz I
W torte showed the - 68dB
distortion to be primarily second harmonic. As regards FIF
intermodulation, results were very satisfactory at - 73dB ( 0.02%) for
the IkHz difference tone at full level. and - 76dBW ( 0.015%) at
OdBW. Graph Ishows the full level result, indicating aspread of
intermodulation products around the two modulation frequencies but
avery low IkHz component, while are- run at I
W gave apractically
identical distortion spectrum.
The manual indicates arather low input impedance for the power
amplifier, which has since been changed to the 11k ohm measured on
test - still quite alow value. The associated input capacitance was also
quite high at 2.3nF, and may load some higher impedance sources
adversely. Passive control units and valve preamps will be less suitable
as aresult. Needless to say, the Series Ill preamplifier suits it very
well, its low system impedance being designed to minimise hum
pick-up with the open ribbon cable employed.
In respect of input sensitivity, the Gem is suitable for direct
connection of aCD player, given the amplifier's good sensitivity of
0.81V for programme clip and I32mW for OdBW. On frequency
response, the amplifier showed signs of deliberate band- limiting, with
barely audible - 0.5dB points set at 39Hz and 25kHz, falling at the
lower end to - 3dB at I3.4Hz. In themselves these are mild limits
(Graph 2, dash/dotted plot), but they need to be viewed in
conjunction with those for the preamp; for example, the moving-coil
disc input. Here, the cumulative ( dashed) response shows excessive
tailoring, approaching - 3dB at 25Hz and at 23k Hz. these mikes
inevitably becoming part of ¡ he acoustic signature of the DNM
system. Leaving aside the effect of cables for amoment, the DNM
sound could he predicted in frequency response terms as hi ghly
neutral, dry in the bass, alittle too tidy in the treble. and with
apparently low upper- range noise and distortion but aloss of air and
sparkle in the highest frequency band. ( Since these measurements
were taken, DNM have indicated that the LF rolleff will be modified.
lifting the 20Hz level by IdB-Ed]
Ifeel it necessary to include the cable at this point, since the
supplied 8m lengths were properly equipped with the preferred 2mm
plugs and the amplifier should be checked with the remote sensor
active, amode which in theory places the amplifier's controlled output
at the speaker terminals and thus negates any effects of the relatively
high series resistance of the DNM single-strand speaker cable. Lab
tests suggested that in practice this did not happen. and that only
HI-FI Ni ws& RECORD REVIEW
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marginal reductions of effective source resistance occurred when the
sensor line was operational. At the speaker end of the cable, the
source resistance had risen to asignificant 0.88-ohm at 1k Hz.
improving marginally to 0.69-ohm with the sensor wire in place but
the sensing itself inactive, and moving back up to 0.88 with the sensor
wire on and active.
Thus even at I
kHz the Gem did not effectively control the
impedance effects of the relatively thin speaker cable. It would not be
difficult to define the sonic effect of a0.88-ohm resistor in series with a
two-way speaker having aload impedance which varies with
frequency over arange of 4-30 ohms. Assuming that the perceived
frequency response and tonal balance of the system were familiar to
the listener, then the 0.88-ohm source will impose aweak image of the
speaker's impedance curve upon the frequency response. In high impedance regions the effect will be very mild, so that the reference
level at bass resonance, say 70Hz, uppermid ( 600Hz-1.5kHz), and
the range above 10kHz will be little changed. However, by
comparison, the level at the impedance minima, say 150-300Hz, below
bass resonance, and half an octave around crossover at 3kHz, will be
lowered. For a4-ohm region, a0.88-ohm source will drop the level by
nearly 2dB and thus impose avariation of this order on the perceived
frequency response. Subjectively, this results in more bass at
resonance but less at the lower and higher bass frequencies, je the bass
is apparently less well damped, and with some speakers it could
become boomier. The loss in the low mid range could emphasise the
harmonics of tones in that region, tending to a' sharper' sound on
transients but at the expense of aneutral tonal balance. The presence
range may also sound artificially sweeter and smoother. owing to a
loss of power in that crossover region, while the high treble might
appear alittle isolated and forward as the level again rises with the
naturally rising impedance. Thus the combination of the Series III,
Gem and DNM cable showed some response aberration, though
interestingly the final dotted curve ( Graph 2) shows some slight
squaring-up of the frequency extremes.
One could speculate regarding the beneficial effects this response
may have on the designer's preferred loudspeakers, the super-efficient
100dBW Rehdekos - which by definition will have ahighly damped
bass. Such aspeaker will also only require afew watts to generate high
levels of low-distortion sound, asituation where the modestly rated
Gem would be loafing along, imagining itself to be a400W+ device. I
am not specifically criticising the combination, since there are
considerable merits to the high efficiency, low- power approach, but it
may involve compromises in other aspects. In favour of high
sensitivity systems, it is not widely known that loudspeaker distortion
is mainly proportional to input power, not to loudness. Thus a
well-designed high-efficiency system tends to have low distortion.
A necessary requirement for an amplifier compatible with sensitive
speakers is low output noise, and the Gem did possess quite low noise
levels of - 85dB unweighted relative to OdB/W. Finally, an analysis of
power-supply modulation spuriae produced no visible evidence of
supply- related harmonics, an excellent result.

Test results: Series III preamp
Taking frequency response first, the auxiliary input was respectably
fiat from 10Hz to 25k Hz, but the disc RIAA result was noticeably
rolled-off at the band edges, an audible - IdB at 50Hz and 15kHz, and
-2dB at 20Hz and 20kHz. Graph 3also illustrates some general bass
shyness below 100Hz, but aline equalisation balance was apparent
TEST RESULTS
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion.
at rated power, aux input
1M. 19 211k IIt. rated power, aux input
IN& I
9/20k IIt. at ( MM. dise ( me)
Noise
Disc ( me) input ( II IF. (( IR wid)
Aux/CD input ( Il IF. ((' IR wtd)
Residual. unweighted vol at min)
l)( offset. pre-amp
Input overload
Disc ( mc) input ( 11 IF)
Aux CD input ( 111F)
Stereo separation
Disc input
Aux input
Input data
Disc ( mc) input
Aux input
Outputs. pre- amp
Disc equalisation error, 3011t-15kIlt
Size ( whd)
Typical price inc VAT

DNM SERIES 3a
20Hz
-84(113

IkHz
-8IdB

20kHz
-77dB
-78dB
-46(111
-664.1B
-84dB
--86dB

left OmV, right IlmV
20Hz
IkIlz
20kHz
32.3d13
29.6dB
19.0dB
>21.1B > 23dB > 23c1B
75dB

74dli

52dB

95dB
76d11
51k1B
socket type
sensiti%it%/loading
DIN
0.24mV
I-kohm, 7.0nF
DIN
5011mV 7.7-kohms, 55pF
14.0V max, 200 ohms
+0.1dB, - 1.6dB
26.8x 12.4)(18.0cm
£2050 ( six pack)
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There's now afurther refinement to our successful
musical formula where ' E' is pure musical enjoyment
and ' MC' are our unique dual moving microcoils, set at
45° to the left and right in the same configuration as the
original record cutter head.
The AT-F3 and AT- F5 are rapidly setting new standards in
affordable analog listening with aspecification that's
ideally matched to the demands of modern audiophile
turntables and tonearms. In addition, both models feature
the latest advance in electrical systems.
OCC internal
wiring (Ohno Continuous Casting) which greatly enhances
signal transfer.
Recent press comments on the F3 have included .. . '
to go
one better in all respects you would be looking to spend agreat
deal more' (HI-Fl ANSWERS) . . . 'the AT-F3 remained perfectly
in control, separating and presenting the music's individual
strands in apersuasive and believable way'(NEW HI-FI SOUND)
. . . and on our F5. '
there was atransparency of texture
and champagne like quality on transients, strings, brass and
percussion' (GRAMOPHONE) . . .'digs out detail better than many
cartridges at twice the price' (HI-Fl REVIEW) . . . 'the way the
AT handles stereo is sure to become one of it's recognised
hallmarks. It's brilliant.' (HI-Fl ANSWERS).
Please contact us for afull information pack and call in soon for a
personal audition at your specialist hi-fi store or local BADA dealer.

Pequency response:
Output .1tage11kHx. crnsed
Channes separatIon 11 Ole
Channel balance
Pecommended tracking
Load re ; istance Load capacgance.
Compliance Mod:
Stylus geometry.
Verteca tracking angle:
Wegght

A

AT F3 MC OCC

AT- F5 MC OCC

15 ,50.00C •0.35m4

15-50.000Hz
Oao mV
2748
1.5dB
14g
20 ohms
200-3000
35mmiN
0.070.14mm
Nude square B,- radial
23°
50g

1.5t1B
15g
20 ohms
200-300 of
35rnmiN
010 0.20 mm
square shank elhptical
73°
50g

The only complete transducer Mini&
CARIRIDGE • HEADPHONE • MICROPHONE • VITAL LINKS

audio-technica
INNOVATION

25

years in

Hi.Fi.

PRECISION

INTEGRITY

Technica House, Lockwood Close, LEEDS LS11 5UU. Tel: 0532 771441

FIELD EFFECTS
between the two channels. At normal levels, the line amplifier
displayed negligible distortion of typically 0.01% (- 80dB). However.
via the moving-coil terminal some increase in distortion was noted,
specifically to - 46dB (0.5%) on the demanding two-tone 19/20kHz
intermodulation test. This result is shown in Graph 4, where the
cluster of distortion components close to the two input frequencies
seen in the corresponding result for the PA1 power amp ( Graph 1),
has been replaced by adominant IkHz spike.
Input noise levels were fine, though the Series III might show alittle
background noise with older, very low output m-ccartridges. No
problems are anticipated with respect to input overload margins.
while channel separation was more than satisfactory over the
frequency range via both disc and auxiliary inputs. Channel balance
information was not accessible, owing to the separate volume
controls. Via the moving-coil input the sensitivity was 0.24mV for an
IHF 0.5V output - in fact close to full drive for the Gem.
For the aux/CD input, the sensitivity was 5(X)mV, le, again of one
due to deliberate attenuation at the input card. This may be adjusted
by adealer as required, while the tuner card offered higher
sensitivities up to l(X)mV. The line- input impedance was 7.7k-ohms,
and was lower still at 5.6k on the direct ( unattenuated) connection.
This low value may be prejudicial to the sound quality of some
sources, which could also show some loss in bass response due to
capacitive couplings. A typically accepted value of line- input
impedance is 20K, while Ihave known sources which continue to
improve with increasingly high loadings up to l(M-ohm. A healthy
I4V was available from the preamp from amoderate 200-ohm output,
ample to drive any sensible power amplifier.

impedance, so complementing use of the DNM cable. Better suited to
active, solid-state preamplifiers on grounds of its lowish input
impedance, the Gem is aload- tolerant power amplifier with an
unusually homogeneous, controlled sound, and aneutral mid- register
coupled with asweet treble and stable focus. The results are good
despite amild shortfall in transparency and stereo depth.
Turning to the preamp system, the top model examined is
undeniably costly, though in temperament it matched the Gem very
well. This match was so good that it would be hard to see this preamp
selling in any real quantity outside the DNM system. Indeed, viewed
as an isolated component its virtues were balanced by considerations
of value, and the performance available from the competition in terms
of subjective bandwidth, drama, depth and clarity. The combination
engenders asense of calm, allowing the inner subtleties of music to be
expressed with restraint. This aspect might prove addictive, and once
favoured, could tend to show much of the competition as exaggerated,
overblown and coarse.
Ifind this aspect hard to value, and would direct the reader to a
DNM dealer where its character may be savoured and where good
advice on system matching can be obtained. Due to the different
sound of the amplifier/cable system when completed, not least in
obvious frequency response terms, it is one of those items of
equipment that Ifeel needs ahome trial before purchase, if only for a
day or so. To sum up, the DNM system may not suit everyone, but it
does offer acertain quality that for some may prove entirely
appropriate. It presents t
lic most effective demonstration to date of
the specific merits of star-ci ( minded. single-strand techniques.

Conclusions

Interior view of PA1
(Gem) power amplifier
shows complex layout oi
PCB tracks needed for
full 'star grounding'
design

The latest DNM electronics represent ahigh development of the art of
committed star-grounding, and show that this technique is capable of
considerable musical reward. As their first power amplifier, the PA1
'Gem' breaks new ground in putting quality before power and price,
and with speakers of above average- to-good sensitivity it should
provide sufficient power for good musical dynamics. It cannot be
expected to deliver head- banging levels on rock unless very sensitive
speakers are employed, such as the R104 II, and in fact this 4-ohm
model would also make agood choice on grounds of its uniform load

CRYSTAL SET
53> purity. The wow was also measured on alinear scale, and thus is not
psychoacoustically weighted. and measured 0.15 to 0.21% , depending
on the precise placement of the detachable centre spindle. This was a
little higher than expected. and may in part be attributable to the large
main bearing, associated with the compliant drive cord.
It appeared that the calculations for speed made by the designer did
not account for belt slip - afactor in all such drives unless toothed
belts are used! As aresult, asmall speed loss of 0.18'; was noted
compared with true speed. Correction for this is already in hand.
however. No speed drift was present. and the drive did provide ahigh
torque. holding the long term speed variation under test loading to a
modest 0. I . As aresult of the high platter inertia. start-up was slow
at 13 seconds.
Rumble ligures were essentially at the state of the art, in the 76 to
79dB range according to the channel and mode chosen. Given the
possibility of coupling between the motor and subcha.sis, this aspect
was investigated ( fig 2). The spectrogram showed the total rumble on
the upper graph. the static electrical contribution helo'. . The latter
was low enough not to intrude significantly on the total. By
subtracting the lower from the upper curve and removing an effect
from the platter and rumble coupler bearings, agraph for motor
rumble alone may be arrived at ( lig. 3). It can just be seen that the
motor input frequency is amultiple of 25Hz. and aminor mode was
present at I
75Hz. but other discrete motor frequencies were absent.
One can see the low level of the random motor vibration did peak
slightly into the suspension resonance in the 60-90Hz range.
Shock resistance was excellent while the unit also showed excellent
rejection of acoustic energy II
ig 4). The vibration isolation graph gave
rise to mild concern, this shown by the upper trace in fig 4. It was
excellent above I30Hz but was relatively unfiltered at lower
frequencies. The modes displayed were of moderate Q or resonant
amplitude, and in this area the Oxford is weaker than true
sprung-subchassis types.

Conclusion
An impressive product from visual, engineering and performance
viewpoints. the Oxford Crystal Reference must be regarded as one of
the industry's finest turntables.
The Crystal Air Tangent combination gave first-rate results, and
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with the specialist siting advice of agood dealer, this level of
performance should be consistently maintained in many locations. It is
said that awide range of arms perform well, due to the effective
system of arm termination, and these range from the SME V down to
the modestly- priced Rega RB300. The latter would provide an
entry-level system which could be upgraded later, budget
permitting.
Oxford Acoustics have made astrong review debut, and if the
company holds true to its standards and principles, then aline range of
products can be expected in the future. Designs of the quality of the
Crystal Reference will keep the analogue disc window open at the
high end for some years yet.
TEST RESULTS OXFORD ACOUSTICS CRYSTAL REFERENCE
Motor section
General data
Teer
laumas. damping
Finish & engineering
Type of mains lead connecting leads
Speed options
Wow and flutter ( DIN peak wtd sigma 2)
Wow and flutter ( lin pk wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-3001W
Absolute speed error
Speed drift. 1hour load s:iriation
Start up time lo audible stabilisation
Rumble: DIN B sod I. Ray. ( see spectrum)

Stand mounted manual turntable
Electronic belt drive
15kg/ excellent
excellent/excellent
3 core / 33/45 rpm
0.033',
0.15*";
slow 0.18 ,i
Or,i,11.
13 secs
76/78dB. 79‘1B

System as awhole
SUL: clearance for lid rear
Ease of use
typical acoustic breakthrough 8: resonances
Subjectoe sound quality of complete system
limn les el acoustic feedback
Vibration scnsnis its shock resistance
Estimated tspical purchase price

55 ( W) 45 ( D) 74 ( H)/Lid opt cm
very good
very good
excellent
low/excellent
very good/excellent
£2010

centred for intrinsic. upw.
0.2 l (.‘ randomly placed with centre spindle.
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ADVERTISEMENT

MUSIC ROOM VIP CREDIT CARD
We are delighted to offer for £6.95
membership of aClub which will be
of interest to all Music- lovers and
Audiophiles. Membership places
you on our mailing list for Quarterly
News, Tuning and System Tips,
Accessory Catalogue, Exhibition and
Advance Information. It also entitles
you to a priority service for repairs
both within and beyond our normal
two-year warranty. The third benefit
is the Credit Facilities ( APR only
23.1% which is 13
/ % per month on a
4
flexible basis: in other words, you
can pay off part or all outstanding
credit with no penalty, and/or make
additional future purchases). It is like
a current account, and you receive a
monthly Statement showing exactly
where you stand. If you wish to
make any deposits in advance or
after paying everything off, then you
receive interest currently at 9.5%.
Full Details in Information Sheet No.
11.
MUSIC ROOM CUSTOMER
SERVICES DEPT
By the time you read this, we will
have a new standard of after-sales
service for our valued customers
who stretch back over our nine
years. In charge will be a new
recruit, Mrs. Rosanna Lawson and a
computer made by Mission. Like
their amps and speakers this offers
impressive performance at reasonable cost. Rosanna's duties will
include keeping your addresses on
file and writing to you from time to
time, for example with our Information Sheets and to those who join,
the VIP Club Circulars. She will
ensure that any comments or complaints are acted upon quickly, and
she will use the computer to monitor
the progress of all repairs we are
doing, chasing up spare parts etc.
OPEN DAYS AND MUSIC
EVENINGS
For 1988 we have arranged four
events: during the afternoon ( 2 6pm) meet the designers and manufacturers and listen to their products
in the privacy and comfort of our
shop demonstration lounges.
Return or come at 7.30 pm to attend
the Musical Evening, and enjoyable
event, social and musical, and hopefully an indication of what really can
be expected of today's Hi Fi. Members of the VIP Club will receive
priority Invitations and use of free
Clinic/checkup of equipment. The
Events are as follows, and we suggest early application for tickets:
Meitner Audio make amplifiers and
soon a CD player at the state of the
art, but in classic crafted mahogany
cases. Their turntable/tonearm,

The Music Room
50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN
061-835 1366
(Now Open Six Days)

0`,
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PRESENCE AUDIO
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
ROKSAN ENGINEERING
MEITNER AUDIO
however, is decidedly different and
its results speak for themselves.
Meitner now announce a new series
of Pre-Amp (the PA-6i) and monoblock power-amps ( MIR 101) featuring the last two years of Mr Meitner's research. The result is dramatic, and can be heard at our two
shops and at the Open Day/Evening
at the end of July.
Absolute Sounds plan to use an
Oracle Delphi Turntable Mk 3, with
Koetsu Red on the Air Tangent
tonearm. Speakers wil be the new
Magneplanars, the Model 2.5 featuring the patented ribbon tweeter. It is
not difficult upon hearing a system
from Absolute Sounds to appreciate
the nature and justification of " Highend". Their choice of CD Players is
an example of their ability to select
the best equipment in the world.
First come PRESENCE at the end
of April, and they always promise
the prospect of High-end performance at more down-to-earth prices.
The new Spica TC-50 speakers, and
the Albarry smplifiers will certainly
help hear the Opus Three Continuo
turntable (£395) and London Super
Gold (£248) all using Vecteur cable.
A Jecklin headphone bar will be on
demonstration.
CD PLAYERS
The Kinergetics KCD-30 is something of a cult in its home land, and
in short supply over here. Why
should this be? It is no better
finished than the Japanese
machines of around the price
(£1,690), nor does it boast more
facilities — in fact it is a simple
machine, based on mechanics from
a certain company in Eindhoven!
The KCD-30 joins our range of
recommended CD Players ( from
Cambridge Audio, Mission, Denon,
Marantz, Philips and Yamaha) and
must be auditioned to be fully
appreciated.
The improvement in quality and
the reduction of prices make CD
Players worth buying or upgrading.
The new Marantz CD-65DX (£249.90)
and the new Yamaha CDX-510
(£229) offer amazing quality. At
"mid" price, the Cambridge CD- 2
represents a British triumph in both
technical and musical break-

The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY
041-248 7221
(Open Six days)

April 1988

MANCHESTER
April 28
May 26
June 30
July 28

GLASGOW
April 27
May 27
July 1
July 29

throughs, yet costs only £599! Now
Mission offer a strong competitor in
their new PCM-2 at the same price,
but capable of further upgrading to a
two box machine with the addition
of the PSX outboard power supply
for £ 199.
RECORD PLAYERS
Regular readers know that we start
from the Ariston Q- Deck (£ 140) and
progress all the way up to the Oracle/Air Tangent/Koetsu combination.
Distinguished milestones on the
way include Michell and Systemdek
turntables. The revised Systedek 4
with outboard Power Supply is most
distinguished, and excellent value at
£450 complete.
We have a special respect for the
Roksan Xerxes, however, which can
be matched with most tonearms to
give outstanding results. From the
budget Rega RB-300 or Moth 250
through the Kuzma. Zeta and SME
Series IV or V and for the ultimate,
the AirTangent or the forthcoming
Cambysses from Roksan — both
arms costing much more than the
motor at almost £2,000.
ACCESSORY AND PRICE
CATALOGUE
Full details of all recommended
accessories are published in our
1988 Catalogue announced last
month, prematurely, and we apologise for the delay which resulted. We
have given much space to the wide
selection of cables — loudspeaker
and interconnect — which are available. Careful advice is necessary
here, because to economise on
cables is to waste the potential of
your system.
We recommend the Audio-Technica PC-OCC Cables, both loudspeaker (£9.95 per metre) and interconnect ( f4995 per metre set phono

FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA
FORMULA

ONE
TWO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE
SIX
SEVEN
EIGHT
NINE

to phono). This is an audio cheapskate compared to our reference, the
MANDRAKE from Absolute Sounds
at £568 reflecting the cost of pure
silver, not to memtion the magnificent WBT plugs and the Wondersolder used. Can a cable be worth
this cost? Mandrake was a cartoon
character, a magician who would
enter a situation and dissolve all
problems. Our own proprietary
interconnect ( Music Link Mk 2) was
developed by David Speirs; costing
£85.00 for a one metre set we confidently claim that they are very
close to the ultimate for a very
reasonable price.
STOP PRESS
A new product from TEAC may be of
interest to audiophiles who do not
wish to clutter their system with a
CD Player and a Cassette Deck. The
AD-4 is a neat single unit which
looks like adouble cassette deck, but
look again: the second deck is a CD
Player .... and that's not all. You can
record the CD onto a cassette automatically: the AD-4 will take the
track timings from the CD and
arrange it on the cassette sides
(using its auto- reverse). The build
and sound quality are excellent for
£449 and Ido not count this device
as a gimmick.
THE LAST WORD ON RECORD CARE
These kits clean and extend the life
of your records by removing all
deposits, and by smoothing and
strengthening contact surfaces.
Thousands of users and reports
confirm the sonic and economic
effectiveness of this unique chemistry. Now available again in Britain,
including inexpensive trial/starter
packs. Send for yours, now or telephone. UK Trade enquiries to Portfolio Marketing.

Trial Starter Packs
Formula ONE, TWO and
THREE
£ 12.95
Formula ONE and THREE
8.95
Formula TWO and THREE
9.95
We strongly recomend
STYLAST
19.95
(Once you hear it, you won't want to
live without Stylast — IAR)

Power Cleaner for LP's
LP Preservative
LP Regular Cleaner
Stylus Cleaner
STYLAST
CD Micro-Scratch protector
Cassette heads & path cleaner
VHS/Beta head cleaner
Interlast tape head interface fluid kit

DESIGNER & LIFESTYLE
HI- F1, TV & VIDEO:
Stereo Showcase
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5012
(Now Open Six days)

IN CAR HI- F1 &
AUTO- ELECTRONICS:
Mobile Fidelity
98 Bath Street
Glasgow G2 2EN
Tel. 041-332 5775
(Closed Tuesdays)

£12.50
16.95
7.95
6.25
19.95
13.95
12.95
18.95
19.95

HARBETH COMPACT

The HL Compact marks abold and successful departure for Harbeth, as Paul Crook reports

D

UDLEY HARWOOD founded the Harbeth
company in 1977, following his retirement from
the BBC where he had worked as head of
acoustics research. While at the BBC, he had been
involved, in close co-operation with the late Spencer
Hughes, in the development of the Corporation's LS3/6 *
monitor. When Spencer Hughes left to form his company
Spendor, this became the basis of the Spendor BC1.
Harwood subsequently applied the same cabinet design
know- Wow to his own first commercial speaker,
the Harbeth HL-1, one of the first on the UK
market to use a polypropylene bass-mid driver.
It soon established itself as one of the few true
rivals to the BC1and thus as one of the best
speakers of the late ' 70s and early ' 80s. In the
meantime, he also designed the ML
mini-monitor to rival the BBC LS3/5a, again
mid driver and
using apolypropylene bassclearly of BBC pedigree. However, in 1987 he
decided that he did not want to be actively
involved in the loudspeaker manufacturing
business any more, and handed the Harbeth
name over to Alan Shaw, akeen audiophile
and long-term admirer of the BBC tradition in
loudspeaker design. Alan immediately set about
bringing the HL more up-to-date and then
embarked upon the design of a completely new
model, to relaunch Harbeth on to the speaker
market with renewed vigour. This new model is
the HL Compact.
The Compact is as its name suggests arelatively small two-way
speaker designed for stand mounting in free space like its bigger
brother. At £400 it falls between the ` LS3/5a' and ' LS3/6-type'
speakers currently on the market; it is consequently in very
competitive territory in the UK, and will have to offer avery high
standard of performance to distinguish itself amongst the plethora of
outstanding designs available between 0(X) and £500.
Constructed from 12mm MDF, the cabinet departs from the classic
BBC box; its walls are damped internally by thick bitumen pads and
acoustic foam in the old tradition. There is no internal cross bracing,
the only reinforcement being the 19mm softwood battens that support
the front and rear panels and four internal side corners. The
removable front and rear panels are spray-painted black rather than
veneered, while the grille is of 15mm thick black foam. In arecess in
the rear panel are four input terminals ( for optional bi-wiring), these
being standard commercial grade 4mm socket/binding posts — fine for
single strand cables or 4mm plugs but not suitable for large diameter
stranded cable. Well above these terminals one finds the nicelyengraved serial number plate.
In this reflex design, the 55mm diameter, 130mm long plastic port is
slightly flared at the front to improve the air flow and thus the linearity
of the reflex loading. The port is sensibly offset to reduce standing
waves and presses into the moderately dense BAF filling which pretty
much fills the internal volume of the cabinet.
A specially commissioned Son Audax unit, the woofer has aflared
160mm TPX cone mounted on aribbed alloy frame, this supporting a
fairly large magnet. A 25mm voice coil is used, the centre fitted with a
plastic phase plug, and the surround is of the inverted PVC rolled
type. Above this, vertically in line, is the SEAS 25mm aluminium
dome tweeter, flush mounted like the woofer.
Clearly, the Compact reflects the build quality one would associate
with aBBC-origin speaker even though it is not aBBC design. It is
very well made and employs excellent drive units in agood cabinet.
Some of the finer details of the most recent designs to appear in the
UK are missing but one very important ' plus' is not, namely the
provision of bi-wiring with the further possibility of bi-amping.

Sound quality
After some experimenting, Isettled on apair of 40cm high stands
located about 1m from the side walls and 1.5m from the rear wall, with
the Compacts angled slightly inwards. My seating position is relatively
low, otherwise higher stands would be acceptable, though the
speakers would then become visually dominant in the room, and
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hence, rather contradict their concept; stands lower
than those Ichose tend to lift the bass response a
little too much for comfort. As the speakers are
designed for bi-wiring Iconnected them in this
manner; aquick check on singlewiring confirmed
that this degraded the overall result to aquite
significant extent, even when using quite exotic
speaker cables.
Given Harbeth's pedigree Iwas keen to subject
them to my favourite ' test' tracks, especially some
very clear vocal recordings which sound wonderful
on the best BBC monitors or ribbon speakers.
Apart from vocal ( popular and classical) music I
ranged over the usual wide variety on both black
vinyl and silver disc.
With the first orchestral recording it was
comforting to hear that faithful neutrality of a
BBC balance was present, not dissimilar to my own
bi-wired SP-1s. The careful matching of the drive
units was also evident in the very good mid/treble
integration and good leftto- right stereo positioning.
The bass was extended for the size, and showed good
control and definition. It was on the full side of absolute
neutrality which gave agenerous fullness to orchestral works,
although it could sound rather plump on rock bass guitar,
becoming boomy when the recorded balance was too full.
There was no loss of ' bounce' or drive, however, with good
definition being maintained, even at high levels. Rather, the
speaker seemed to be alittle sensitive to excess bass energy and a
touch rounded on timpani or plucked double bass.
This warm tendency continued into the mid, which was rich and
pleasant, portraying the textures of different instruments in a
beguiling, involving way. Overall the mid was very good the only
criticism being acertain ' syrupy' quality on violins and atouch too
much chest on voice, the latter seemingly due to some low level
cabinet coloration. This was more noticeable on piano which could
become alittle ' drummy'.
As mentioned earlier, the transition into the treble was found to be
very transparent, with none of the nasal effects often found in a
two-way speaker of this type. This was clearly due to the clean quality
of the upper range of the Audax TPX cone and the excellent quality of
the SEAS metal dome tweeter which produced smooth, clear treble
with no trace of hardness or aggression. Female voice was very good
with only the mildest soft tizz to be heard on older recordings and a
noticeable tendency to display slightly spitty sibilants on close miked
pop material.
The treble was perhaps even atouch too smooth, as it tended to
lack the sparkle' that would etch in the fine detail and edges within
the stereo soundstage, with the result that the Compacts could sound
not quite as open or explicit as the best in this price territory. That is
not to say the imaging was anything less than up to the high standard
of its BBC ancestors. The imaging at low frequencies was less good
which could spread image width but again not to the extent that it
became smeary.
There was certainly no smearing of dynamics either, despite the
Compacts' gentle, smooth, rich inclinations. They were lively and
quick with lots of 'go'. Dynamic contrasts were also well expressed,
loud passages developing with power and speed. Plucked instruments
sounded 'free' and agile making the Compact afun speaker to listen
to. It is avery good speaker in most areas and suffers only afew mild
weaknesses, none of which distract from the music except on
recordings with poorly defined, excessive bass energy. Definitely a
speaker worthy of its Harbeth heritage.

Conclusion
Here then, we have avery good speaker at areasonable price and thus
clearly recommendable. It will suit those who find that some of the
new metal dome, high rigidity cabinet models have atendency to
sound too critical and cold. It works pretty well on good rock material,
if your system is well controlled at low frequencies, and superbly on
orchestral works and vocal material. The Harbeth HL Compact is a
fine first for the new owner of Harbeth and aworthy successor to the
founder's dedication. ^
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LECTROrlICS

LECTROF1ICS

FOUNDER MEMBER

good dealer
good equipment
the foundation of agood music
system
from

Ham shire Audio Ltd
Kingfisher House
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford, Hants SO5 2FU
Tel: Southampton ( 0703) 252827 & 265232

We stock selected items for:
Aloi,
Audiolab,
A&R,
Audio Technica, B&W, Bowers,
Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek,
Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz,
Grado, Gyrodek, Heybrook,
Hunt, Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Linn
lsobarik, Linn Sondek, Marantz,
Mark Levinson, Maxell, Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Perreaux, QED, Quad, RATA,
Revolver, Revox, Rogers, Rotel,
Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Systemdek, Supex, Wharfedale,
Yamaha, and others. Active systems on demonstration.
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SWEET TREBLE

Chris Bryant tests Marantz CD75DX, Rotel RCD-820BX2 and Teac PD-450 CD players

T

HIS GROUP OF THREE CD players divides into two where
design philosophy is concerned. The Rotel and the Marantz
are based on the basic Philips ' plastic' player but with their
own interpretation of the analogue stages and power supplies.
The Teac takes adifferent route relying on Japanese main line
technology. All players are black, offer remote control, and have a
fine finish.

MARANTZ CD75DX
The latest version of the Marantz CD75 may look much the same as
the '75 of ayear ago but, as Iwas to find out, looks can be deceiving.
The earlier model was well liked on review, and even with aprice tag
of £450 it was then highly competitive, giving an excellent account of
itself in the lab and on listening tests. When Iwas presented with the
'DX version and told that the cost was now only £ 00, Iexpected the
same machine but at amore competitive price.

In fact, the CD75DX uses much of the latest Philips board layout.
which has shown definite improvement over their previous efforts and
moved all Philips budget machines even further to the forefront in
their respective price categories. Marantz have wrought further
improvements to the standard Philips board in the power supply
decoupling and in the audio section where better quality capacitors
and op amps are much in evidence. While Marantz previously seemed
reluctant to introduce aremote volume control to their players, they
have now broken with tradition and, in the case of the CD75DX, have
fitted the latest thick film attenuator in the output line. Unlike the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MAY 1988

£250 Philips player, which offers only limited control over volume, the
Marantz CD75DX offers fine resolution over alarge dynamic range.
On discovering this Iimmediately envisaged asystem consisting of
just aCD player, power amp and speakers, with no need for a
preamplifier at all. However, Iquickly discovered that at switch-on
the player always reverts to a2V standard output. Now this would be
all right if, after switch on, you always remembered to reduce the
volume levels before playing the first CD, adjusting accordingly
afterwards. But it could be dangerous if you forget, or if an
inexperienced user encounters your system; sooner or later you would
send full level into your power amp, producing too many watts of
clipped output and resulting in annoyed neighbours and damage to
speakers or eardrums. Marantz should arrange for us to preset the
switch-on output level.
Analogue output always goes through the volume control, as no
separate fixed output is provided. However, Marantz have added an
optical digital output as well as aco-axial digital output connection.
The transport mechanism is the latest radial tracking single beam
type, which appears to have largely overcome the reliability problems
of earlier models. This sample worked smoothly and faultlessly
throughout the test period.
All the standard facilities are present, including pause, track-skip
and audible search. Also included are programming facilities for up to
20 tracks and the excellent FTS ( Favourite Track Selection) which
allows you to choose and memorise the playing order of the tracks on
around 100 of your favourite discs. A useful variable output
headphone facility is provided, but this has limited drive capability
and is only really suitable for simple monitoring purposes. The blue
display is attractive and informative but lacks some of the extravagant
features of some recent players.
MARANTZ CD75 DX
US.R IDENTICAL
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Marantz CD75DX: Frequency response
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Marantz CD75DX: Ultrasonic spuriae. 20kHz tone at OdB

Lab report

volume control and the extra facilities; the CD65DX's remote
facilities are minimal but it sounds just as good and you will save £ 50.

On test, Iturned the output up to maximum as amatter of course and
was somewhat surprised by the result of the initial test, which
happened to be impulse response. The signal disappeared off the top
of the window on the spectrum analyser, which made me double check
the settings. A further test revealed that on maximum volume this
player puts out almost 4V, which is double that which was expected —
for full output, or OdB.
Channel balance was superb and channel separation, while showing
some inter-channel differences at low frequencies, was well
maintained up to 20kHz, where Irecorded astill very good 97dB.
Phase difference, as expected from adual-DAC player, was zero at all
frequencies. Total harmonic distortion figures were very good until
very low levels were reached: — 16dB for a — 80dB signal is now rather
worse than average. The intermodulation and downband products of
high frequency signals were very well suppressed, especially when the
higher output voltage capability is taken into account.
Frequency response was the standard Marantz characteristic —
essentially very flat — and the output impedance was the same as the
standard models at 200ohms. De-emphasis was fine and error
correction faultless. The signal/noise ratio was also commendable, and
spuriae were suppressed to — 87dB, atypical performance. Also
typical of the Philips 16-bit chip was the low level resolution of a
—90dB sine wave, poor on the left and atrocious on the right. This
channel imbalance was also evident at — 80dB but had virtually
disappeared by the time — 70dB was reached. In view of the high
output, the white noise signal was scrutinised with more than usual
zeal but Idetected no clipping and resistance to shock and vibration
was nothing short of excellent.

ROTEL RCD-820 BX2

Sound quality
Iused this player as part of my system for several days, as it delivered
astrong performance irrespective of price and Ifound the remote
volume facility very useful. Inormally don't think remote volume
controls are well enough engineered at this price level as they often
have too great effect on sound quality. Although Iam sure that this
one did have some detrimental effect, the overall merit of the player
was sufficient to shrug off this handicap and present ahighly
competitive performance. All round, it is not quite up to the standard
of some more expensive offerings, ( Sony ' 333, Cambridge CD I ,
Meridian, etc) but its quality was in keeping with its standing in the
excellent Marantz range and more than competitive at the price.
The treble register was astrong point, showing good detail and
balance, with fine focus and transient resolving ability. Just ahint of
upper- mid hardness was revealed by both solo and massed violins, but
this went unnoticed on the vast majority of programme; the player
could sound alittle squeaky on trumpet, though. This is asmall
criticism of an otherwise very neutral and lively midrange, which
revealed plenty of detail and depth. The bass was not as strong or as
tuneful as some players which excel in this area; however, the Marantz
has the ability to outclass many similarly priced competitors. The bass
should not be described as poor, or even mediocre, but it is not quite
up with the best. The stereo sound-stage was, like the rest of the
player's performance, rather above average in most respects showing
considerable depth, layering effects and fine focus, but it was
narrower than many — again, this is amild criticism.

Rotel have long shown an ability to supply specialist consumer
electronics which provide afine performance for areasonable outlay.
Using design input from the UK, their products have been tailored to
appeal to the British market, and combining this with the use of large
production facilities in the Far East has proved to be asuccessful
formula. Their CD players however, have been based on Philips
machines, which they modify for improved performance.

The '820 BX2 appears to owe its existence to the full-width Philips
CD460, which itself provided an above average sound quality;
externally, Rotel's front panel is slightly wider, while inside they have
added extra power supplies and acompletely new board for the audio
output stage. The latter employs selected op amps and good-quality
film capacitors, and is engineered to provide aslight shading of the
frequency response. This board also provides aseparate supply for the
DAC. As you must expect with clones of this type, the main board,
basic case and CD transport are all standard Philips. The system used
is the familiar 16-bit 4-times oversampling technology.
Attractively styled, the front panel provides good ergonomics, with
the main controls grouped at the right hand end of the machine. The
essential primary controls are available through large buttons, these
being stop/start, track skip, repeat/pause (press opposite ends of the
button for these two functions). Smaller buttons below the display
cover the minor functions, including index, audible fast search and
programme review. Up to 20 tracks or index numbers may be
programmed in any order, but this facility is only available before the
disc has started playing. This display reveals both track and index
number, playing time and the progress of play, and there are flags for
the various player functions. A long, thin, high-quality remote control
which fits neatly into the hand provides all front panel facilities (with
the exception of open/close and on/off) plus auseful keypad which
speeds up both individual track selection and programming.
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Conclusion
This new ' 75 is about as good as the earlier model in all-round
performance, but since it is now much cheaper and has adopted a
decent remote volume control, it still comes highly recommended. Go
for the CD65DX ( reviewed last month) if you don't need remote
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Lab report
The frequency response had both bass and treble cut. Bass rolloff
started at 200Hz and was 0.6dB down at 20kHz, and likewise the
treble shading started at 5kHz and was — IdB at 20kHz. The mid- band
was ruler flat, but the treble region did show some unevenness which
is caused by the Philips digital filter; however, this ripple was slight
and is of little consequence. On the impulse tests ringing was well
controlled; the full level output was very close to the standard 2V,
from alow 200ohm source impedance.
Channel balance was fine as was the low- to mid- frequency stereo
separation. A spot check at 20kHz revealed some slight anomalies
with the left channel breaking through on to the right output rather
more than right on left, but even the worst case figure was acceptable.
With dual DACs used, phase difference was the expected 00.At all
levels of output, the total harmonic distortion figures were very good,
and the in- band products of both the 20kHz single tone and the
two-tone intermodulation test were fine.
De-emphasis was correctly set, and the error correction tests were
all passed. Track access time was the standard Philips 3.5 seconds.
mechanical noise was generally low, and electrical noise performance.
while perhaps not up with the very best, was still line. Ultrasonic
spuriae were very well suppressed and low level linearit vas rather
better than we have come to expect from players using the " IDA1541
DAC; though unexceptional. the result from the right channel was
still better than the majority of players using this device. The — 90dB
sine wave was quite well reproduced and the monotonicity test
showed fair linearity at the lowest ten levels. Whether this is typical of
the Rotel players it is hard to say. Ibelieve the production tolerances
found in both the digital filter and the DAC are the cause of this low
level linearity problem. so unless chips are specially selected some
players may be worse.

Rotel RCD 8208.5 . Ileasonic spuriae. 20kHz tone at MIR

Sound quality
This is yet another player which Ifound responded well to use of a
shorting plug in the digital output — but more on that later. The ' 820
BX2 had acontrolled treble which resolved detail well: displaying
little ' grain', it sounded rather sweeter and less brash than the
standard Philips counterparts. However, this did lead to aslightly
bland quality, as it lacked some of the ' life' and immediacy that can be
so enjoyable. The midrange was very neutral and balanced with
above- average detail, and while the bass was amite lightweight. it
showed fine control with an ability to play bass lines tunefully. Also.
discrimination between different instruments was rather better than
most. Focus was good, but while it did reproduce some layering
effects, my general feeling was that overall the sound- stage lacked a
little depth and ambience. Ifelt that this aspect improved somewhat
when the digital output was shorted, and the Rotel now pushed the
latest generation of players at this price level very hard.

Conclusion
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performance both in the lab and on listening tests was decidedly above
the average and it should definitely be on your short list. Although I
must admit to preferring some players which do not have aband
limited frequency response there are many who would disagree with
me on this; the Rotel is in any case aworthy player.

TEAC PD-450
During their 30 year history, Teac have built up agood reputation for
quality audio equipment, primarily with their intensive ranges of
cassette recorders and with their open- reel machines. However, they
now also have alarge range of CD players, from £ 180 to £900.

The PD- 450, retailing at £250. may be the cheapest player reviewed
here, but it is not the cheapest in the Teac range, which means that it
is not short on either build quality or facilities. While Teac's literature
states the company's aim as music pure and simple, their technological
emphasis appears on the front panel of this player, with inscriptions
such as ' computer-controlled multi- function display' and ' high
resolution digital filter'.
But Idigress. The PD450's construction is based on aplastic case
moulding, strengthened by multiple front-to-back and side- to-side
bracing. The steel top and bottom panel are aclose-toleranced fit, and
slide and snap into position with the minimum of screws required to
form asolid, rattle free unit. Four large feet with rubber inserts help
cut out external vibration. The drawer slides somewhat noisily into the
player mechanism, which is moulded into the base, but with the laser
transport and clamp decoupled via fairly compliant springs. The
electronics are laid out on awell designed, good quality circuit board
and rely mainly on chips supplied by Sony and NEC. There is a
minimum of internal wiring, and the power supplies are fairly simple,
employing aminimum number of regulators, which are fed from a
smallish transformer. The DAC, time-shared between the two
channels, is aBurr Brown PCM54HP, fed by aSony digital filter.
All the normal facilities are present — repeat, pause, music skip. fast
search, auto space and 20- selection random memory. The controls are
sensibly placed, with the most often- used keys angled to facilitate easy
A: T [ NUR).
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Although not using the very latest Philips board and CD transport.
this machine has been completely re-worked by Rotel. Its
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WE LISTEN TO MUSIC
NOT HI Fl!
Then hear some equipment that will outplay most ol the well-known makes.
•AUDIO INNOVATIONS. all- valve integrated amp. Series 300' from £ 299. Series
500' - IINT Ifrom £649 Series 800' - I
Pre/PI from £899. Series 1000' - IM/BLOCK I
from £ 1299. ' Series Triodes' 1PreiP from £ 991
-To say I'm impressed with the performance of Series 300 is an understatement".
John Bamford - ' Hi Fi Answers' March '87.

•SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS. Superb range of speakers that would outplay most. if
not all, other speakers
"Hear the Type K's for their remarkable openess. lack of cabinate colouration,
excellent dynamics and absences of serious vices . . . You know you're listening to
real musicians performing". II. Kettle - New Hi Fi Sound)
"Everything from solo piano, group jazz, folk and chamber music, rock and full
orchestral pieces are handled in abelievable and enjoyable way". - Alan Bateman
- ' Hi Fi Answers"87.
•SP. OFFER MARANTZ CD273 SE £ 199 I
RRP £2391
Hear the superb MARANTZ. AUDIOPHILE CD Players and the rest ol the range
We also stock Sony CD Players and some of the f5 range.
•PINK TRIANGLE, THE ROCK AND THE VALDI TURNTABLES ALWAYS ON DEM
Special prices on Toriyte Platforms.

There's nowhere
like it for !
0 Huge selection of
products from the
world's leading names

0 The largest selection of
CD players and discs
in the UK

0 Comprehensive
demonstration
facilities

0 Home demonstration
service
0 Discount card
scheme to save you
big money on disc ,.

0 Total after sales
care
0 Best price
promise

0 Free life membership with each CD
player - worth £ 50

O Open till 7.30prr,
each weekday
and 6.00pm
on Saturday

OWe guarantee
the best deal
in the UK on
any CD player
from stock

Possible record cleaning service available.
Second hand equipment available.
Ring for further details and we would prefer demonstrations to be by appointment
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Other fine equipment from Audionote. Beyer. BLC). Decca, Denon, Edison Technology.
Goldring. Helius, IBL iecklin Float.IPW, Marantz. Nakamichi. ° dolor'. Pink Triangle,
Revos, Rote', Senheisser. Sony, Sugden. Systemdek. The Rock. Torlyte Platforms. Valdi.
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WOKING

Surrey GU21 5AP

Tel: Woking ( 048 62)4667
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PAUL ROBERTS

ci- Fi l-Ii -Fi -at down to earth prices
OPENING HOURS MON - FRI 9.30am - 7.30pm. Sat 930am - 6.00prn

31-33 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL (0272) 429370
32 NORTH STREET, TAUNTON (0823) 270000
203 MILTON ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE (0934) 414423
65 HIGH STREET, BRIDGWATER (0278) 421234
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Teac PD450: Ultrasonic spuriae, 2K H.: tone al Oil

viewing from above, and sized roughly in order of their importance.
The front panel has astereo headphone jack socket which, according
to their brochure, has avariable output. Unfortunately, 1have yet to
find the volume control!
The fluorescent display reveals the usual track number, index
number and time functions as well as having status function flags. Full
control of the player can be realised from the remote, which has the
added useful feature of key pad track select.

Lab report
As expected from atime-shared converter running out at a3- times
oversampling rate, the phase difference between channels rose with
frequency to 39° at 20kHz. Channel balance was fine, with an
insignificant 0.08dB difference at low- to mid- frequencies, and still
good higher up. Channel balance was also reasonable at all
frequencies; the frequency response was essentially flat up to 5kHz
and then rose slightly, showing some sign of high frequency ripple, to
some + 0.4dB, before falling away above 20kHz.
At low levels, total harmonic distortion was very good, but at full
level the player's achievement was only moderate, with — 85dB at
lkHz. Intermodulation distortion products were low at both test levels
and the downband products of asingle 20kHz tone were well
suppressed. Output level was slightly above the norm, as was the
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measured output impedance. The timed track access was an
unexciting 4seconds, though mechanical noise while adisc was
playing was low. De- emphasis was accurately engineered and the
error correction capability was fine, and while electrical noise levels
were not among the best they were still entirely reasonable.
Ultrasonic spuriae suppression measured — 76dB, afigure now beaten
by many of the competition, but still not had. Low-level resolution
was quite good, with the test — 90dB sine wave quite well constructed.
At higher levels the linearity, as shown by the monotonicity test, was
very good. Ringing on the impulse test was well damped.

Sound quality
Initial impression of this player were generally positive. On an
unfamiliar system it provided an above- average performance when
type and price are taken into account. Further extended listening tests
on my normal review system revealed where its exact strengths and
weaknesses lay.
The bass had good weight, it was well balanced with the rest of the
frequency ranges and provided agenerally sound foundation. On a
less positive note, Ifelt it lost out just alittle on sheer ' slam', speed,
and dynamic integrity. The midrange was clear and fairly detailed,
with good balance and body. There was some upper- mid hardness,
which made itself felt more on classical than on rock music; however,
jazz trumpet tended to show up some problems in this frequency
range with aslightly pinched rendering of Davis in full flow.
The treble was not astrong point, as although it had reasonable
detail and focus, there was some grain and tizz; one experienced
listener described it as scratchy, squeaky and slightly shrill.
Personally, Ifeel that this is too condemnatory, as not many machines
at this price level are notably better in this area, although Imust agree
that some of the hest ones are. Focus was good throughout the
frequency band, stereo depth was considered average, but the stereo
stage width was alittle narrowed.

Conclusion

-10
dBEU

When compared with its main line Japanese counterparts of similar
design, this well-built Teac does offer acompetitive package. By
recent standards, the sound quality may now be described as alittle
short of average. Technically, CD design is moving fast and sound
quality is improving with it, and Ifeel that if Teac are to remain
competitive they will have to move with the times.

GROUP CONCLUSION
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TEST RESULTS
Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion OdB
Total harmonic distortion. - 10dB
Total harmonic distortion, -60dB
Total harmonic distortion-80dB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz. OdB
Intermodulation, 19/20kHz. - 10dB
Frequency response, left channel
Frequency response, right channel
Signal/noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted
Signal/noise, CCIR/ARM, ' kHz ref
Output level. OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis
Track access time
Error correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriac up to 100kHz
Resolution at - 90dB left/right
Headphone socket
Dimensions ( wdh)
Estimated typical purchase price
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MARANTZ CD75DX
20Hz
0.02dB
110dB
0°
-95dB

IkHz
0.02dB
101dB

20kHz
0.02dB
-97dB
20°
-85dB

-90dB
fildB
45dB
I6dB
-97dB
-93dB
+0dB, - 0.08do
+0dB, - 0.09dB
-109dB
-106dB
3.93V
200ohm
correct
3.5 secs
gap >900µm: dot >800µm
low
-87dB
-5.8dB/-21.7dB
yes ( variable, 150ohms)
42x28.5x8cm
£299

MAY 198$

Among this trio of players the Marantz may come out aclear winner
when all the various factors are taken into consideration but the Rotel
isn't far behind in sound quality terms, and may be better in some
areas of ergonomics. Both players would put up stiff opposition to any
of the ten players ( priced up to £450) which were tested last month.
The Teac worked well and provided ahighly competent sound. but in
such competitive company that was just not quite enough.
ROTEL RCD-820 BX2
20Hz
0.12dB
122dB
-94dB

IkHz
0.06d13
104dB

20kHz
0.18dB
9IdB
0°
-85dB

-90dB
82dB
48dB
22dB
-92dB
-98dB
+0dB, - 0.99dB
+0dB, - I . I2dB
-103dB
-102dB
2.05V
200ohms
correct
3.5 secs
gap >900µm: dot >800izm
low
-100dB
-I.15dB/ - 6.22dB
no
44.4x 30x 8.6cm
£249

TEAC PD450
20Hz
0.08dB
90dB
0°
-87dB

IkHz
20kHz
0.08dB
0.17dB
90dB
74dB
0°
0°
-85dB
-84dB
80dB
49dB
24dB
-96dB
-99dB
+0dB, - 0.44dB
+0dB, - 0.33dB
-102dB
-96dB
2.115V
1k-ohm
correct
4 secs
gap >900µm; dot > 800µm
low
-76dB
-2.97dB/-2.44dB
yes ( 150 ohms)
43.5 x28x9.5cm
£250
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An elegant concept in hi-fi storage by Martin Leighfielcl

We thought it was about time your sophisticated hi-fi equipment had aresidence to match.
So we set to work, combining traditional
skills with modern techniques, added a
generous measure of innovative design and
this magnificent piece was just one of the
results.
A complete and modular hi-fi storage
system.
Each unit can be used singly or in
connected units of two or three, with the
appropriate top and base. You can even
choose from aselection of tasteful finishes.
We anticipated your preference for a
sturdy construction with attention to detail
and ease of access to every item.
So we incorporated robust fittings and
hinges, smooth and strong drawer runners,
3-unit system
finished in Cherry.
adjustable shelving and aunique device in each
Patent pending. © Martin leighfield
drawer to keep CD's and cassettes upright.
In short, you're ensured alifetime's, troublefree operation.
We're sure you would like to know more, so please write, or
CABINET MAKER
telephone for all the information you'll need to give those hi-fi items a
'The Howe', Howe Road, Watlington, Oxon OX9
Home of their Own.

Martin Leighfield
5EX

Tel: (049 161) 2697/2296
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POWER NAD?

The latest in the long and successful line of NAD integrated amplifiers, reviewed here by Chris Bryant

T

HE 3220PE APPEARS typical of the NAD breed, but this
model has been redesigned and, although rated at only 20W
per channel, has adynamic headroom capacity of 4.4dB,
which means it should handle music peaks well and sound
louder than its steady-state rating may suggest. It comes attractively
packaged in asmart grey steel case and offers auseful range of
standard facilities. All the basics, including bass, treble and balance.
are provided. The amplifier is manufactured to NAD specification in
Taiwan.
The styling is familiar NAD; the selector buttons are small black
push-button rectangles with source selection placed in the centre of
the front panel beneath the green ' power on' LED. To the right are
the — 20dB and mono buttons plus alarge rotary volume control knob
which dominates the whole front panel. On the left side is the
headphone output together with the bass, treble and balance controls.
The back panel has RCA phono sockets for disc ( m- m only), CDaux,
tuner and tape input and output. The speaker terminals are of the
spring—clip variety which, while accepting bared wires firmly, are too
small to take standard 4mm plugs. Also available here are the soft
clipping and speaker impedance selector switches.
The soft clipping facility has been aNAD feature for quite atime
now and allows the amplifier to be driven to the limit without the usual
nasty noises, thus it may be driven hard occasionally. The impedance
selector is basically designed to protect the output transistors.
Internal construction won't win any special awards for tidiness but it
is workmanlike and perfectly adequate. and you do get alot of
electronics for your money. The output stage uses complementary
high current bipolar TO3 devices which have seen service in many an
amplifier. They are mounted on asimple internal sheet metal heat
sink — not afin in sight. All the circuits are assembled on alarge single
printed circuit board which is populated entirely by discrete transistor
stages. A sizable transformer feeds 2x 4700µF reservoir capacitors
which are mounted within the power amplifier circuitry. A jumper
ribbon cable is used to transfer the signal from the line input to the
selector switches at the front of the amplifier. All components are
cheap commercial grade and the mains are generally well shrouded.

be driven hard without severe audible clipping.
The midrange was clear and musical, losing little in detail while
portraying areasonable sense of scale and drive. Both male and
female voice tended to be alittle thin and lightweight but Istill found
them pleasant enough. The treble ultimately lacked some upper-range
air and sparkle; cymbals for instance sounded somewhat muted and
that delicate high-frequency detail portrayed by some better
amplifiers was missing. But this may be just what is needed by some
cheaper moving-magnet cartridges with fierce top ends. There was
also ahint of grain and muddle in the upper octaves which detracted
slightly from the sense of performance Ihave come to expect from the
best competitors. The bass was found amite lacking in both dynamics
and slam and, to be honest, at times Ifound it alittle ' slow', almost
ponderous. While focus was quite reasonable width was, like depth,
only average.
On CD the amplifier was more competent but once again it lacked
the stage width and depth displayed by some recent designs. The
treble still sounded slightly muted but the mid-range was well liked.
Bass control and detail were thought generally unexceptional by
present day standards, with both disc and line input.

Lab report
All tests were performed on the 8ohm settings, and power output will
fall when set to 4ohms. The measured output was very generous over
the power bandwidth with around 60W available into 8ohms, one
channel driven, which explains the high volume capability. This fell

Sound quality
Considering the specifications, this amplifier will go louder than it has
any right to. Even using speakers of 85dB per watt sensitivity it
provided plenty of drive. Although Iused it mainly on the 8ohm
settings Idid experiment with the amp on 4ohm. At reasonable
volume levels (with the speakers used, which were an easy 6ohm load)
the differences between the 4and 8ohm positions were negligible. The
soft clipping function worked as it should and allowed the amplifier to
NAD
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Digital7udiFTape

At PLAYBACK we believe experience
counts, and our experience with DAT
Recorders is second to none.
Our present stock consists of domestic
recorders from Aiwa, Luxmon and Sony.
Professional Format DAT is also stocked in
the shape of the Sony PCM 2500.
Naturally all machines are supported by
Playback's After Sales Bock-up Service and
carry aFull Guarantee.
At Ploybock we sell Audio Professionally,
notjust Professional Audio.
STOP
PRESS

IMMINENT ARRIVAL
CASIO DAT PORTABLE.

Playback Group
15Percy St.,
London W1 P9FD
Tel: 01-631 0939 — 01-637 8392

Roksan

Engineering Limited

British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to
the British Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order
advertisemenn where money is paid in advance, the code
requires advertisers to fulfil orders within 28 days, unless a
longer delivery period is stated. Where goods are returned
undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money must be
refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this may be
needed.
Mail Order Protection Scheme
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery, HiFi News &
Record Review will consider you for compensation if the
Advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money
returned; and
(2) You write to the Publisher of Hi Fi News & Record Review
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you
write, we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence/
of payment is required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance
with the above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser
has been declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £7,950
per annum for any one advertiser so affected and up to £ 10,000
per annum in respect of all insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be
paid for higher amounts, or when the above procedure has not
been complied with, at the discretion of Hi Fi News & Record
Review: but we do not guarantee to do this in view of the need to
set some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of
readers difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct
response to an advertisment in this magazine ( not, for example,
payment made in response to catalogues etc, received as aresult
of answering such advertisements). Classified advertisements are
excluded.

e` Superb Drawer- Chest for
480 compact discs!
£287 Delivered anywhere in UK. In
Teak Veneer. Four 3- Channel Drawers
with cross- dividers. Eight drawer
cassette chest also available (£412)
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but made to Ian Edwards'
usual high standard
For our brochure showing some of
our other units write to
IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel,
282 Skipton Road, Harrogate.
0423 500442
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Sizes 204" wide, 32' high, 18" Deep
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BANDOR

MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKERS
DF SIGN 2. MANUFACTURE OF
MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKERS AND SYSTEMS

13p stamps'

Design& Development Studio
1Sydney Cottages
Cores End Road
Boume End
Bucks. SL8 SHY
/8 (06285) 29441

The BANDOR module is a miniature loudspeaker with a50mm ( 21 Aluminium Cone and
Former.
Having an exceptional BANDWIDTH of 100HZ —
22KHz — This unique new product has a
remarkable TRANSIENT RESPONSE with a
CLARITY OF SOUND not associated with other
'coned' loudspeakers and is comparable only
to that of the electrostatic sound.
BANDOR MODULES
completed systems available please
send tor brochure to
D pordon.
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DENON STAY AHEAD
If there is arevival of interest in ' serious' cassette decks, the no-frills Denon range
should continue to prosper. Alvin Gold tests the DR-M121-IX

p

ERHAPS THE LEAST expected news in the last few
months is from Japan, and to the effect that the meek and
lowly compact cassette is having arevival of interest, whilst
sales of DAT have been languishing. Clearly these two
trends are not unrelated; anyone who was busy writing the cassette off
as an important medium for the storage of music had better think
again.
If the revolution comes to our shores too, Denon will be well placed
to benefit. The erstwhile producers of some of the most awful 13-bit
digital records ever dreamed up, and latterly some much finer 16-bit
stuff, including aMahler 8made with just one stereo mic and afill-in
(they said it couldn't be done!), have been working hard on the
cassette medium too, and have had asuccession of well-liked models
that straddle the divide between the usual mass market fodder on one
hand, and Nakamichi on t'other.
With all this in mind, it seems an opportune moment to assess the
DR-M12HX. At £219.95 is could be describes as affordable, but is not
so cheap that excessive design compromises are necessary. The
DR- M121-IX is Denon's mainstream two-head model, with one
further deck (there used to be two), the DR-M07, available at lower
cost and several decks that cost more.
The ingredients are classic middle market, but they've been chosen
with some canniness. It goes without saying that Dolby- B and -C noise
reduction are provided; control layout here is awkward but
functionally sound, with aswitchable multiplex filter. The main
display area includes some goot quality meters— 12 steps, 28dB
dynamic range, high levels picked out in red — and afour-digit
electronic counter with memory stop active in fast wind/rewind
modes. Dolby and tape type telltales are also included. The latter is
important because tape type selection is automatic.
Other worthwhile facilities include Dolby HX Pro headroom
expansion circuitry and avariable bias pot, active for all three main
tape types. Obviously Denon don't subscribe to the widespread myth
that metals all fall into one convenient bias slot'. and oddball but
highly capable metals like Sony ES can be used to good advantage
(there's no sensitivity adjustment though so Dolby compatibility is far
from universal). Headphones are accepted ( microphones aren't) and
controllable, via apot which is also wired into the main amplifier
output. That at least is ashame, atrap that most CD players for
example don't fall into. The final gadget is asimple track search
feature, supported by an automatically timed record mute facility.
The single-capstan transport is linked to aparticularly slick
cam-operated control section and is powered by three motors — one
each for reels, capstan and cams. A slightly more elaborate than usual
power supply and audio amplifier design is featured, and aspecial
head profile practically eliminates head contour effects, which should
pay dividends in improved phase response. The electronics are
mounted on three PC boards with quite alot of hunched-up wiring.
There's nothing special about the way the deck is built, but finish is
good, if generic in style.
Aspiring couch potatoes might like to be informed of an otherwise
identical remote control model, the DR-M14HX, for amere £20
more. It cannot be assumed that they will sound identical, however,
due to the extra power supply loading imposed by the remote control
receivers.

delicate feelings; but the slightly wobbly plots shown still indicate
acceptable results. A common feature is awideband but shallow (very
shallow) response suckout in the two octaves or so below lkHz. In
each case, the top end is readily flattened by using the fine bias
control, but for the purpose of this test all responses shown, using near
IEC standard tapes, are made with the bias control centred. HF
response with metal was —3dB at around 18kHz, this dropping to
14kHz with Type Iferrics, measured at — 10dB. Note the smooth bass
response, exactly as advertised. Note also the small but significant
response changes with Dolby switched in.
Playback-only response was satisfactory using the slightly rough and
ready test tape available for this purpose (on the other hand the full
width IEC standard playback test tape is even less representative of
real life conditions where head height can no more be assured than
DENON DR- M 12 HX
DOLBY"E1'
TYPE IV

—11d11
"."••••••••

DOLBY
TYPED
PLAYBACK ONLY
TYPE I

911
11/1111n

i3

h

*

Effects of Dolby B and C' ( Type 11 tape), and replay-only response

Record/playback response at - 10dB

Lab report
Technical standards are high, and the deck was found to be unusually
well set-up. Note that the vertical scale, pen speed and level (- 10dB
rec/playback, — 20dB for the playback only plot) chosen for the
response plots have not been designed to sanitise reality nor massage
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Wow and flutter spectrum analysis (3150Hz tone)
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ALDIDDOICTS PFedeon Cornreo nenfts

c40
FROM THE
PERFECTIONISTS
IN SOUND, YOU COULD

THE VIRTUOSO POWER AMPLIFIER
Build this superb power amplifier and enjoy superlative
sound quality from your records, CD's & tapes.
Read Electronics Today International April - June 1988 for
circuit description, design philosopy and specifications.
Complete kit available for:100w stereo standard
90w stereo upgraded ( illustrated)
90w stereo with even larger power supply in black case
160w bridged mono
250w super bridged mono in larger black case
High quality parts used in standard versions
Top quality parts such as wonder caps, bulk foil resistors
in upgraded versions.
All components available separately.
FOR FULL DETAILS - SEND 9"/ 4" SAE ( overseas - 3 IRCs) to:
AUDIOKITS,
6 MILL CLOSE, BORROWASH, DERBY DE7 3GU
Tel: 0332-674929

ONLY EXPECT THE
GREATEST NAMES
IN SOUND ...
... and at Chew de Osborne, with the best part of 25 years in
catering to our customers' discriminating requirements, we
make certain that we only stock the names that will live up to
these demanding criteria.
co

LOOK AT THE NAMES
In both our shops you'll find • A&R Arcam • AR • Bang &
Olufsen • BLQ • B&W • Cambridge Audio • Celestion •
Denon • Dual • Harman Kardon . Harman Kardon
Citation • K.E.F. • Kenwood • Logic • Marantz • Mission •
Mission Cyrus • Mordaunt Short • Musical Fidelity • NAD
•Nakamichi • Pioneer • Quad • Ruark • Spendor • Tannoy
• Yamaha — Plus Accessories from • AKG • Audio
Technica • Glanz • MIT • Nagaoka • QED • Sennheiser •
Siltech • Stax • Target Audio • WBT
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LOOK AT THE MUSIC ON
DISC AND TAPE
We've got everything you could ever need, including an
extensive range of compact discs at prices to suit everyone, .
classical and popular naturally!

i' S

AND NOW AT SAFFRON WALDEN
THERE'S ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
As the only specialists in Essex appointed by Absolute
Sounds, you'll find it well worth avisit to see and hear this truly
outstanding equipment. In stock now, you'll find • Apogee
.Kinergetics • Krell and Sonus Faber - including cables
and interconnects.

BR YS TON
AMPLIFIERS
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Professional, helpful, unbiased advice is only part of our
service, for true peace of mind we back it with after-sales
service which we believe is second to none.

the cornflake shop
37 WINDMILL ST LONDON WIP IHH
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EPPING, ESSEX, 148 High Street (
0378) 74242

SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX, 26 King Street (
0799) 23728
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DENON STAY AHEAD
azimuth). Signal/noise was fully satisfactory, and the figures imply that
peak record levels can be allowed to drift alittle above OVU when
using ferric tapes — but not with the others, which contradicts the
instructions. Finally, the wow and flutter figures were quite good, but
the spectrum analysis shows some clearly defined capstan wow at
about — 30dB and flutter sidebands beyond that. On balance it's not a
bad tape transport mechanism, but it's far from breaking the mould.
This was in fact the second DR-M12HX assessed by this author in
about twelve months. The two behaved consistently on all important
counts bar one; that earlier unit had channels which were reversed
internally, obviously an isolated sample fault.

Sound quality
The preamps are clearly of above average standard — this is shown
when simply monitoring the sound being processed by the Denon but
not being recorded. Many decks sound synthetic even at this first
hurdle ( there's no surprise here of course — not many companies make
decentsounding amplifiers either), and clearly stand no chance from
there on. The Dolby HX Pro circuit is also contributory in eliminating
some of the woolliness and compression that is characteristic of
low-bias tapes. The Denon probably has abetter installation than
average (it's impossible to be sure, since the HX Pro circuit can't be
defeated) and really does help give ferrics and chromes aflavour of
the virtues of metal tapes — primarily freedom from dynamic squash
and an image stability that transcends the old stereotypes.
The picture held true when the tape was brought into the equation.
Idon't want to sound too enthusiastic, but the Denon is uncommonly
transparent and detailed by cassette deck standards, and has a
surprising consistency with level, the sound only really falling apart
when the signal was driven well into compression. Brass blared, stereo
soundstaging remained intact. Dynamics happened without crushing
all the subtlety and fine detail from the picture and there were no
obvious nasties like pitch uncertainty ( some improvement noted here
compared to the first time) or dropout.
About the only negative feature was aslight thinness in the bass and
lower midrange — but rather this than the sloppy, smeared sound of
many other decks in the same price region. Imade some fine sounding
recordings on all three tape types, but unsurprisingly achieved more

TEST RESULTS

DENON DR-M12FIX

Wow & flutter
Record/playback peak DIN wtd/unweighted
Wow/flutter

0.12%/0.22%
0.08%/0.02%

Frequency response plots
All plots 2011z-40kIlz at — 10dB; 10dB vertical scale
Paper speed 3mm/sec. pen speed 200mm/sec
Plot with Dolby B and C on shows effect of noise
Playback response is Type Itest tape made using calibrated Nakamichi Dragon
and does not correspond to normal IEC test methods.
CCIR/ARM wtd signal/noise and distortion
with TDK AD (Type I). TDK SA ( Type II). TDK MA- X ( Type IV). measured
at 400Hz/OVU. Dolby off
52.0dB for 0.8% Till)
Type I
56.0dB for 1.5% THI)
Type II
55.0dB for 1.7% TI II )
Type IV
*Dolby B gives an extra 10dB and C 20dB signal/noise with Type II lest tape.
Channel separation
— 48dB/I kHz rec/playback
Speed error
+ 0.06%
Typical price inc VAT
£219

potent and consistent noises with metals, Dolby HX Pro
notwithstanding. But the deck sounded considerably livelier and
clearer with Dolby switched off. It's worth experimenting with some
of the recent super wide dynamic range types like TDK SA- X or Sony
ES if you want to experiment along these lines.

Conclusion
We're talking here about adeck with real stability and poise, that is
more than alittle transparent and that is generally capable of
emulating many of the responses of real music taken at arun. The
Denon is competently designed as arecorder, and amongst the top
handful at the price. Record music with the DR-M12HX and you're
cooking with gas. •

POWER NAD
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markedly ( hardly surprising) into 4ohms with both channels
connected, but it still achieved acreditable 13dB.W. On the 2ohm
pulsed test the amplifier put out ahealthy 16dB.W and the peak
current was measured at + 16/-14A, which is more than adequate for
its rating. The measured distortion figures were all low and the noise
figures on all inputs rather good — this amp is quieter than most on disc
input.
No DC offset were present at the outputs and the overload margins
on all inputs were above reproach. Stereo separation was rather a
weakness on disc input, the intrusion of the left signal into the right
channel measured much as expected, but the right channel broke
through onto the left alittle too strongly. On the CD input the
cross-talk results ( typically 60dB in the midband) are passable rather
than exceptional. Channel balance was fine on disc and the balance
tracking was quite reasonable, with aworst case of 1.2dB out at
—60dB. Input sensitivities and loading were fairly standard and the
amplifier should mate with most sources well.
The supply modulation spectrogram ( not shown here) was plotted
as usual to investigate the presence of spurious mains-related noise
components in the presence of alow-frequency input signal. In this
case, the result was clean, with only slight (84dB down) 150Hz
breakthrough. The frequency response was of the band-limited
variety, the bass roll-off starting at around 100Hz on all inputs; the
disc was 2dB down at 20Hz and the CD/aux almost 3.5dB down.
There was avery mild presence band boost on all inputs and the disc
input was sensibly rolled off over 20kHz. Surprisingly the line inputs
were curtailed slightly early — 1.2dB down at 20kHz.
Output impedance is negative at all but low frequencies, which is a
result of the amplifier design. While problems may possibly result with
difficult reactive loads ( rarely to be found in the mainstream of
modern loudspeaker design) the majority of speakers will not
overwork the output stage.

Conclusion
On the basis of my listening tests, Ihave to conclude that this latest
NAD amplifier is not quite the sonic bargain its predecessors once
were, because other manufacturers have worked hard on sound
quality and many comparative products now equal or even better it in
some way. But for £ 140 the 3220PE package can not be dismissed; it
has avery healthy drive capability and will take sensitive loudspeakers
HI-FI NEWS at RECORD REVIEW
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to high sound levels. Istill find its sonic performance very civilised and
consequently it should remain on your short list.•
NAD 3220PE

TEST RESULTS
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms. makers' spec
Power output'
One channel, 8ohm load
Both channels, 4ohm load
One channel, 2ohms, pulsed
Instantaneous peak current
Distortion
Total harmonic distortion,
at rated power, aux input
Intermod, 19/20kHz, rated power, aux
Intermod, 19/20kHz. at OdB.W, disc ( mm)
Intermod, 19/20kHz, at OdB.W, disc ( mc)
Noise
Disc (mm) input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
Disc ( m-c) input (IHF, CCIR wtd)
Aux/CD input ( 11-1F. CCIR wtd)
Residual, unwtd ( volume control at min)
DC output offset
DC offset, pre-amp
Input overload
Disc ( mm) input IHF)
Disc ( mm) input ( 111F)
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
Stereo separation
Disc input
Aux/CD
Output impedance ( damping)
Channel balance, disc, at I
kHz 0.71dB
Volume/balance tracking
Aux/CD input
Input data
Disc (mm) input . . . phono
Disc ( mc) input
Aux/CD input . . . phono
Power amp
Output, preamp (tape)
Disc equalisation error, 30Hz-15kHz
Size ( width, height, depth)
Typical price inc VAT

2094/ (= 13dB.W•)
20Hz
IkHz
»kHz
17.8dB.W 18.2dB.W 17.8dB.W
12.3dB.W 13.8dB.W 13.4dB.W
16dB.W
+16A, — 14A
20Hz
—80dB

'kHz
—83dB
—80dB
72dB
N/A

20kHz
—71dB

—77dB
N/A
—82dB

—86dB
left OmV, right OmV
left OmV, right OmV
20Hz
34.9dB
—dB
>23dB
31/67dB
644:1B
0.48ohm

IkHz
20kHz
34.1dB
32.4dB
—dB
—dB
>23db >23d8
29/64dB
62dB
0.56ohm

26/47dB
46dB
0.32ohm

OdB — 20dB —60dB
0.75dB
1.11dB
1.2dB
socket type sensitivity
loading
0.53mV
47kohms
90pF
N/A
27.3mV
47kohms
85pF
N/A
14.8Vmax 16kohms
+0.2dB —0.8dB
42 x93 x27.5cm
£140

•where OdB.W = 2.83V, or IW into 8ohrns
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Local Top Tape Dealer for details

IMMEMGE

TOP TAPE. 1Crystal Way. Elmgrove Road

(U.K. Only)

Harrow. Middlesex HAI 2RJ Tel 01-861 0601

Postage. £ 2.50 Orders Over £ 50 POST FREE
TOP TAPE DO NOT HAVE CREDIT CARD FACILITIES
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Replacement cartridges

250

Compact disc cleaner Ke .
BIB
Video tape mending kit

1095

ICIK

299

L500 PRO

3 29

L750 PRO

2 for 6.50

SOKy

4.50

K. r

4.75

r7mry

5.50

„

5.95

E120 HD- X PRO TDE
E180 PRO

SON

7 95

9 95
VCC480

EC30 SHG
EC30 PRO

6.95

90 mini SOM1Y

5 95

Compact

-

4 95

60 mins :) tJr),

8 95
,

k10.9 PRO ' DI

VHS

Video 8
30 mies , "))

8mm

7 95

BASF
U -MatIC

.

KCA 60

MAXELL

KCS 20

MAXELL

VIDEO HEAD CLEANERS

TOP TAPE
Cassette cleaning kit

1.75
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Martin Colloms tests a ' high-end' miniature speaker from
Switzerland, the Ensemble PA- 1reference by Pawel Acoustics

A

UDIOPHILE LOUDSPEAKERS are often on the large
side, and it has to be said that unless the purchaser only
wishes to play chamber music, or wants no more than
moderate orchestral sound levels, miniature speakers are
apt to sound underpowered in larger spaces and only really favour
small rooms. Nevertheless, astand- mounted miniature can offer a
significant advantage in bass clarity due to low excitation of room
resonances, with an even greater reduction in lower- mid coloration.
Stereo focus and sound- staging can be in the highest class due to low
diffraction and the benefits of asmall source- width. A small enclosure
also minimises the surface- area available for unwanted resonant
output, with the potential for exceedingly low panel coloration, while
afurther benefit concerns the superior piston behaviour of smaller
drive units, covering the bass and mid- range in one sweep. Thus
well-designed but relatively inexpensive miniatures can perform very
well, while acostly example of the art can be brought to adegree of
perfection which largely overcomes problems of loudness or
insufficient weight in the low bass. Which brings us to the Ensemble
Reference, top miniature in the speaker range produced by Pawel
Acoustics in Deitfurt. Switzerland.
The model supplied had the most costly finish, aglossy piano- black
(superb on the review samples). at aprice of around £ 550 apair.
Black and white finishes in asatin texture or Brazilian rosewood and
walnut veneers are cheaper. the cost then ranging up from £3300. The
Reference is actually ahigher performance model of an earlier
Ensemble speaker, the PA- Ireviewed in HFN/RR Aug ' 86. ( The
PA- 1now costs £ 1990.) It stands 35cm high by 23cm wide, being 2Icm
deep at the base and tapering back to I5cm at the top. Rigid spiked
floor stands are essential, preferably mineral- filled and 45-50cm high.
and free-space positioning is appropriate.
In contrast with many other speaker systems. the References are
quite sensitive and can also take suprisingly high input powers: up to
100W peak programme. Thus they create decently high sound levels
even in larger rooms. Alternatively, 30W or so from a
- high- quality
4-ohm rated amplifier will be more than satisfactory in amodest
room.
The heart of the Reference is the strange- looking bass- mid driver,
which is hand- made and matched especially for this speaker. The
diaphragm is apure cone, without the usual truncation, and comprises
arelatively thick but very light rigid sandwich. The core is of an
expanded plastic with some degree of internal damping. while the
exterior is laminated in aluminium foil. Before assembly into the
driver frame these cones are assessed by ear, using amechanical
impulse as ameans of excitation. This special cone, which is
responsible for much of the price and performance differential in
comparison with the PA- 1, is built on an unprepossessing steel frame
with an active diameter of just 100mm. This is agood size for a
wide- range unit, but you might well ask: ' What about the bass?'.
This question is answered by aglance at the rear of the speaker,
where alarge near-elliptical auxiliary bass radiator ( ABR) is located.
This comprises the familiar KEF unit based on the BI39 chassis, with
a230 x 140mm effective radiating area and ahigh long- throw
excursion ability of typically ± 20mm for moderate non- linearity.
Acting esentially as alow-coloration reflex port, and ABR is
particularly useful for small boxes where the corresponding port
would have auselessly small diameter and an excessively long duct.
factors known to induce an increase in driver non- linearity. The ABR
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resonates in this system at 48Hz, aregion of maximum bass power
versus excursion, and thus removes aconsiderable load from the mid
driver. The latter possesses aremarkable excursion ability with its
polyurethane foam roll- surround and extra- long motor-coil.
The tweeter is awide- range 19mm soft- fabric dome with asurface
damping coating. Again, the driver is specially selected for the system.
and has aparticularly good low range, thanks to its damped
rear- loading design. This aspect is crucial to asystem of the type. with
time- delay compensation which aims for asubstantially linear phase
response over a200Hz to 20kHz frequency range. By sloping the front
panel. the lower driver is time-advanced to compensate for its natural
delay arising from the cone depth. If the driver responses are wide
enough. 1st-order 6dB/octave crossover slopes are possible in asmall
system such as this, and in fact the designer has aimed for a
6dB/octave acoustical response. including compensation for the
properties of the enclosure as well as the driver's themselves. The
crossover, placed so as to minimise interactions with magnetic fields
emanating from the drivers, uses selected polyester and
polypropylene capacitors of
tolerance, while the internal wiring
employs high-conducti‘ it LC-OFC copper. Damped MDF is used for
the enclosure, whose individual panels are really quite small and
contribute little : nthe vt ay of unwanted acoustic output.

Sound quality

We assembled ahigh-performance system for these tests, including a
Goldmund Studio / T41; Red Signature driving an Audio Suite
Premium control unit for LP. with CD covered by aCambridge CD'
(1987) player. Van den ! lit! mc silver interconnects were employed
throughout. and the low- impedance speaker cable chosen was MIT
Shotgun. The power amplifier was aGoldmund Mimesis with adirect
mains supply connection, and reference speaker systems included the
SL600. hi- wired 700. LS3/5a. the WATTs, and Spendor SP2.
First impressions were of an essentially well balanced sound. a
sound not obviously related to the speaker's small dimensions.
Efficient and lively, it happily delivered decent loudness levels, with
coloration, clarity and stereo imaging all suggesting astate-of-the-art
quality. It sounded direct and uncomplicated, ' open' and sparkling,
without serious treble imbalance. Boxiness in the traditional sense was
virtually absent; but, perhaps because it was so unexpected, it was the
bass performance which proved initially impressive. The bass seemed
sufficiently generous to balance the mid- range. and in addition it
packed sufficient punch to mimic the performance of speaker systems
some four times the size! In absolute terms the bass at the speaker's
low extreme ( around 40-60Hz) was amite too healthy, this
compensating for the rapid loss in the very low bass (20-40Hz), but
the effect was generally convincing and for that matter rather
welcome. Low frequencies were generally clear and articulated, did
not sound too ' slow', and packed asurprising punch. Not in the
highest class, the bass did attain agood enough standard for the rest of
this fine speaker's output to develop with some confidence.
In terms of tonal perfection, the mid was slightly lean and light, far
less so than for the original PA- 1and more like a35a than aQuad 63,
for example. In practice. however, one quickly adapts. since tonal
balance of the Reference was rather more accu.'
rate than that of
several other audiophile miniatures. But on grounds of quality the
Reference mid- range was in the highest class of all. Singularly.devoid
of the clangy. honky, or ringing noises which have bedevilled-the
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TOUTE ENSEMBLE
mid-treble excess is clearly seen at approximately + 2dB, wherea small
wide-dispersion model such as this might benefit from alittle treble
depression to help build afuller sounding balance in the room.
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majority of cone drivers, its sound was pure and even, demonstrating
high resolution. A classic test involved replay of alarge choir, where
the voices were particularly well separated and uncongested, open,
natural and clear. A modest rise in the mid-treble perhaps helped a
little in this.
With the grilles removed, the system produced excellent stereo
focusing plus awide sound-stage, with no significant loss of depth or
apparent height. Also, within the ultimate LF power capability,
transient performance was highly rated, while the dynamic quality —
loud/soft contrasts, lack of perceived compression — was also
considered very good. Very few systems could compete with the
Reference in this area. The enclosure is also clearly very good and
contributed very little in the way of audible coloration. Thus far Ihave
hedged around the subject of treble performance, and undoubtedly
this system did sound alittle bright. But this is to some degree part of
its character. Would it sound as clear if set to objective 'flatness'? I
noticed the brightness on first hearing, but it seemed less important as
auditioning proceeded. There was aslight trace of sibilance and
high-range `szi, rather better than most but not quite in the class of
the best of the recent metal-piston dome-tweeters. On the other hand
the treble was transparent, avital aspect for asystem of this calibre.
Put in perspective, the differences involved are not dissimilar to the
treble balance and quality variations present between various
audiophile moving-coil cartridges.

Conclusion

When assessing aproduct in the price sector, the question is not so
much whether it offers good value in its own right, but rather whether
it is good enough to make proper use of similarly priced ancillaries. In
fact, will it do justice to asystem costing £ 13,000 or more.
In this case, Ithink the answer must be ' yes'. Criticisms and
reservations apart, apair of Ensemble Reference loundspeakers could
genuinely reveal the musical qualities present in the performance of
some of the finest hi-fi separates. It easily passes the test as regards
such fundamentals as clarity, transparency, focus, linearity, dynamics
and overall tonal balance, offering aparticularly strong performance
in respect of mid purity. Its high sensitivity and respectable powerhandling plus generous bass also meant that barely any concession
needed to be made for its size.
In fact, its size is apositive advantage; as asmall speaker it is
unobtrusive, and there is potentially greater scope to place them both
in an optimum position (typically 0.6 to 0.5m from the rear wall with a
straight ahead placement).
The sound was free, open and airy — easy to live with, and showing a
high information content. Such qualities are relevant in amodel
whose basic price is £3250 apair, and where piano black adds afurther
£300 to the cost. A miniature cannot be all thing to all men but the
Reference comes remarkably close — it can make music, thus satisfying
the most basic requirement, and earns recommendation. 4,
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Lab report
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Regarding amplifier loading, the impedance curve ( Graph 1) shows a
classic 4-ohm plot, with the low-mid value dipping almost to 3.2 ohms,
and barely rising above 10 ohms at the LF peaks. In context this is a
fair 4-ohm load, and the more powerful 8-ohm valve amplifiers would
have ago at driving it; though Iam sure they would perform even
better on their 4-ohm settings. No competent FET or bi-polar amp
will have any trouble here.
Measurement in 1/3 octave bands (Graph 2) give an idea of the axial
frequency response. The output is generally quite even, with ±2.5dB
limits sufficing for a70Hz to 20kHz frequency range. There is asmall
dip centred on 1.6kHz, followed by agentle rise into treble which
averages out at + 2dB relative to the fundamental range.
In Graph 3the forward group of frequency responses is given,
showing generally good integration, particularly in the lateral plane.
The most noticeable aberration occurres at 15° on the vertical axis,
where adeep notch at 3kHz suggests that the units are moving
out-of-phase in the crossover region. This merely reinforces the
known point that aspeaker should be placed at or near head height on
adecently tall stand. The 30° lateral response suggests that the 15° or
so listener-angle resulting from straight-ahead placement will give a
nearly flat perceived treble response, apoint confirmed on audition.
Finally we come to the RAR or room-averaged response (Graph 4).
Here, the somewhat isolated nature of the mid-bass output is evident,
the maximum level appearing at 50Hz, but with an output integrated
over the two adjacent 1
/2
octaves which doesn't rise above the smooth
mid-range and thus hardly constitutes a ' boom'. The mid shows a
mildly rising output with frequency (rather less than for the original
PA- 1), crossing over relatively smoothly to the treble. Here, the
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TEST RESULTS

PAWEL ENSEMBLE
PA I REFERENCE

Dimensions (hwd)

35x23x21cm
(tapering to 15cm)
25W
Minimum suggested amplifier power ((or 96dBA at 2m)
Maximum suggested amplifier power/channel
100W
Frequency response. ± 3dB ( ref 1(X0-40011z) at 2m
70Hz-20kHz
58Hz
Bass rolloff (- 6dB point at 1m)
45Hz
Bass frequency extension ( typical in- room)
90d13/W
Sensitivity ( for 2.83V, or 1W, 8ohms. at 1m)
Loudness ( max sound level for pair in-room)
105dBA
3.3ohms/5ohms/averagc—
Impedance: minimum/typical/ease of drive
Typical price inc VAT
f2995 (see text)
Distributed by: Vital Systems, 38A The Meadow Way, Harrow Weald, Middx HE.?
7BW. Tel 01-435 2354
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Tenebrae Responsories for Holy Saturday

THE TALLIS SCHOLARS
Directed by Peter Phillips

"Is this Great Music
or merely weird?"
John Milsom — GRAMOPHONE

Compact Disc
CDGIM 015

LP ( DMM Teldec)
1585-15

Chrome Cassette
1585T-15

Gimell Records Ltd 4 Newtec Place Magdalen Road Oxford OX4 IRE England
Gimell Distributors. UK: Gamut, PRT, Taylors. AUSTRALIA: Avan-Guard. BENELUX: Baltic. CANADA: Scandinavian ( SRI).
FINLAND: Fuga Ov. FRANCE: Adda. GERMANY (FDR): Helikon. HOLLAND: Clavicentre. ISRAEL: Unitex.
ITALY: La Bottéga Discantica. JAPAN: Music Tokyo Co. NEW ZEALAND: Ode. NORWAY: Electrovoice.
SPAIN: Harmonia mundi. SWEDEN: Euroton Fonogram. SWITZERLAND: Sonimex. USA: Harmonia mundi

JOHN WILLIAMS
The classical music world's best-known guitarist talks to Sorrel Breunig

0

FALL MUSICAL instruments.
the guitar is probably the most
purchased and practiced. Yet there
are very few brilliant exponents. Is
this, perhaps, because it is deceptively simple
to play?
'I think, at its simplest, it is easy to play and
its the easiest instrument to play which gives,
relatively, alot of pleasure, because it's
portable — which is an obvious reason —
melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic. It can be
used on its own, with other instruments, and
very easily as an accompaniment to songs.
You can strum C major and G major: just the
open strings make anice sound. And to do all
those things you don't necessarily have to be
very good. But you have to look at the guitar
in the context of European musical culture of
the last 400 years. It's had the lute and the
Baroque guitar early on, and odd moments of
popularity, depending on the sort of social
and cultural life of different periods. But
owing to the small sound and the very. I
should say difficult, technique — it's fiddly,
which is difficult to understand for nonplayers — it has not really fitted into the
mainstream of the development of great
music in Europe, unlike the piano or violin.
Which means it's got acomparatively small
repertoire. So in those terms the guitar is a
limited instrument; no amount of the lovely
things it can do can camouflage or make up
for that. The medieval and renaissance
instruments all died natural deaths —
obviously there is alovely regeneration now,
but at the time the changes in musical
development left them behind. That's fair
enough, they had their era. The guitar never
really had one, because it developed late — at
atime when that small kind of plucked sound
had passed — so it became an instrument
which was only used by small groups of
people who loved it. Meanwhile, musical
development generally was going to the
symphony, the concerto, large orchestras and
the larger chamber ensembles.'
Now, of course, it has come into its own
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again, is very much an essential part of the
modern idiom of music.
'Absolutely, and Ithink that's for general
cultural reasons in the guitar's favour, and
that is that the appeal of music is wider
between the different cultures and societies
than it has ever been before. Imean,
European music has been apart of our
cultural empire — that, sort of, colonised the
world! Now, since that's broken down and
the world is amore varied, culturally
communicative place, the influence of all
popular music, whether it's blues, jazz, or our
own industrialised pop, or from the Third
World — South America, Africa, India, or
wherever — has affected European music in a
beneficial sense; the obvious example being
jazz. Both culturally and in the actual
language of the music itself, this is where the
guitar has found anatural, popular, base that
it perhaps had, on avery small scale,
hundreds of years ago. Now, with
amplification and larger audiences, its
popularity has helped create this wide interest
in cultural communication.
'The only irony, really, is Segovia, who has
created the modern classical instrument,
obviously agreat love, and indirectly a
repertoire and an appreciation of pure guitar.
The main reasons for the popularity of the
guitar— that it's come from popular and
ethnic music — have worked in conjunction
with that, but are actually separate. Ithink
there have been two entirely different
developments.'
When you started playing as aboy, were
you conscious of where the guitar fitted in?
'Not at all. My father taught me the guitar.
he was ajazz and classical guitarist [ Leonard
Williams, who died last year] and he kept me
quite strictly on that. It wasn't until Iwent to
the Royal College of Music and learnt general
music, then after that joined an ensemble —
Musica de Camera — and all the other
contacts Imade since, that Iwas actually a
part of general musical life It was always
assumed that because Ihad taken quickly and

well to classical, without being aprodigy — I
wasn't playing concerts at the age of five, or
anything like that — it just followed anatural
course, without one ever really questioning it
or thinking about it.
'When Iwas in my early twenties, 1used to
say Iwished that I'd had achoice of
instrument — or anything! It wasn't aserious
question, but one Iwould idly ask sometimes.
Ithink everyone goes through that, whatever
they do. It's apretty academic point because
the facts are I'm doing it, and Icouldn't be
luckier or more happy at being in that
position!'
Looking back, have you had aplanned
career, or was alot left to chance?
'It may seem like that, but actually the
approach Ihave is definitely thought out. I
wouldn't say planned. In the early '70s. Igave
up doing so much touring. Idecided Iwas
only going to do one three-week trip ayear,
and other short few days here and there. I
had become very aware of the things I
enjoyed doing as aLondon musician.
Travelling all the time abroad on tours,
mostly on one's own — that in itself Ididn't
mind, because I'm quite good on my own —
musically on my own, Iwas just repeating the
programmes. Apart from that you're not
doing much else, while you are away. Ihad to
make the choice of spending more time in
London. If someone wanted me to play in a
film-session, or some musical idea came
about as aresult of working with acomposer
there, or some similar activity. The London
Sinfonietta, for example, may be doing a
work by aparticular contemporary composer
or anew work: did Iwant to be around for
that? For the variety of music-making that
goes on in London? In one week, there might
be afirst performance of anew work at the
Queen Elizabeth Hall, with acouple of
rehearsals; Imight go out to CTS Wembley,
and play atheme for afilm, as in fact
happened with Stanley Myers; we then did a
record of different arrangements for guitar
called Changes' — that was the first recording
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JOHN WILLIAMS II>
of Cavatina. Also between that period, Igot
to know John Dankworth and Cleo Laine
very well; Iplayed at Ronnie Scott's club. All
these things happen if you are around most of
the time.'
Do you think other musicians would like to
do what you decided to do?
'I do think that's the case. It's come full
circle; the choice Imade is very much tied to
the opportunities for the guitarist, because
it's the guitar that has all these possibilities in
the modern world. So it's luck — and Ialways
say that. It often looks in retrospect that
many of the things Ihave done are — you
know, JW experimenting, playing around.
Actually, it comes out of something much
more simple, that Iam here! Iget something
in the post or atelemessage: can you come
and play? This happened last week. About a
month ago John Cleese said, "my new film is
nearing completion, it would be lovely to
have aguitar play the theme, and we've got
this music written." Ijust had alovely day,
playing this really beautifully written, very
simple tune. Iget just as much out of that as I
do from doing arecital or concerto.'
It's presumably aprocess of elimination
through the years. You reached the stage
when you said: this is where Iam best. So
perhaps one has to go through the journey to
arrive at the destination?
'I've never thought of it like that, but that
is the best way of describing it. It's where I
think I'm best, therefore Ifeel happiest at
doing it! Ithink there is another underlying
thing — whether it's music or anything else —
I'm interested in the attitude, and the
precedent that is created by the way in which
things are done. Ithink that's so much a
guide to everything, for the future. The way
in which one goes about the day-to-day
activity of playing and being amusician is the
most important thing, because music is
fundamentally areflection and an expression
of the society around us, individually. That
you are creating an atmosphere which all
people can feel hopeful about — trying to
continue those parts of life which encourage
survival, optimism, and health. They are very
simple words but that really is what
everything is about. Obviously, art and music
might be about asubject of death or
pessimism, but the way in which the activity is
carried on is of prime importance. And if you
get into amodern media-obsessed society,
with its accent on the star performer, whether
it's atennis player or asolo musician —
although great performances come out of
these different categories — the way it's done
has avery serious, unhealthy aspect, in terms
of what society's values are. I'm not saying
that any kind of admiration or individual
esteem is all bad, but the encouragement of
the personality cult, that's what Ifind very
worrying.'
Does that mean you think acreative person
has to be politically aware?
'I don't think you have to be, no. As long
as it's understood that it's fair and right that
some people are. There used to be an idea
around that musicians and actors shouldn't
dabble in politics, which Ithink was a
conservative — small c— and avery
protectionist view, based on distrust: that
anyone who, through the media, has got a
following should use their influence in away
which might threaten the establishment. But
Ithink that's broken down alittle bit;
everyone knows that they are directly or
indirectly concerned with what goes on
around them.'
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So if you do something as positive as, say,
aconcert for Chile, you are making apublic
statement. Not just as amusician, but as a
human being?
'I think there are many things, where you
just do it out of agesture of solidarity with
friends, or people you know. Chile is
obviously something Iand alot of others are
concerned with: even though we're not
directly involved we've got friends who are,
and, apart from the political, there's a
cultural interest in Latin American music
generally.'
Have you strong feelings about what's
happening in Australia this year?
'Yes, absolutely. Ithink it's ashame. Ican
see why the country wants to have a
celebration of what the society now is, with
all its faults; but at the very best it is an
incredibly insensitive thing to do, because the

Aboriginal past is ascandalous one. Iwill not
have anything to do, directly, with the bicentenary. But Imust qualify that: everything
that happens during this year is somehow
linked to the celebrations, and as amatter of
course Iam doing atour for the ABC, which
was organised three years ago.'
Your caring philosophy seems very evident
at your concerts, your audiences are very
warm and friendly. Are you aware of that?
'As aperformer Ialways view myself as
trying to be the best possible medium
between whatever music Iam playing and the
audience — that sounds very conventional and
pat — Imean, for that reason I've got afairly
calm-looking disposition. Even when I'm
nervous Ilook fairly calm! And, whether I
tried to develop that, or it is natural, the
appearance, Ithink, is avery lucky one. If
you are trying to convey the music you don't
want your audience to be on edge.'
You have been recording now for many
years, and Iknow you take akeen interest in
the technical side. When did that begin?
'I made afew records in the late ' 50s for a
small company called Delysé and also for
Westminster. Then Ijust wasn't captivated
by recording, or the idea of it. But when I
first went to America in 1963 Iwas basically
organised with arecording contract with
CBS, and Iwas produced from that time by
Paul Myers. Icontinued to record when I
visited New York, and when CBS opened
properly in England and Paul Myers moved
to London my contract was made for here. I
was just lucky that my first continuous and
important recording association was with
Paul. For about ten years he was always my
producer and we got along wonderfully well.
Even back in the earliest days in New York, I
used to do the editing with him: the guitar has
idiosyncrasies which make editing, in one

way, very easy, but it can be helped alot by
the person that's actually playing knowing
exactly how anote was struck. And Paul
appreciated that, and was very happy to have
me there at the same time. Ithink starting
from that kind of simple involvement I've
always been interested — I've always been
interested in how things work, more in the
how of things and the attitudes of people,
than the actual dry facts. The mechanical side
is avery important part of making the music;
I'd almost say it's amusical part. In the
studio; an engineer; atape operator; getting a
sound that everyone likes; putting it down
with as good aresult as possible; all agreeing
on it. When you enjoy the session your work
is better; you edit better; you have ahappier
expression on your face when you go to have
aphotograph taken for the sleeve! All this is a
part of that bit of plastic that you buy in the
shops, and musicians tend to think, " mine is
the music, this is the artistry, the rest is just
marketing!" It's not: the whole thing is a
continuous chain, right to the salesman. It's
all part of the final appreciation. It's anice
thing to do, to meet the people who are
actually continuing the process. I'm not
saying other people should do it, but Ithink
the general result would be better if
musicians knew alittle bit more about it, and
were able to take more interest. But often it's
aquestion of time. Icertainly think in the
case of my own solo records it makes aresult
that Ilike more.'
Does that technical interest extend to your
home listening?
'Yes, I've been through equipment like
I've also been through motor cars! I
remember, going back to the ' 60s, my main
concern, which really used to upset me, was
the quality of cartridges. Then later on,
speakers, alittle bit. It's such asubjective
thing in relation to aroom, etcetera, but that
was my first technical awareness. Iarrived at
asort of compromise, because the equipment
is used by everyone in the house. Dynavector
movingcoil, high-output. Ifound, in my
experience, that they all induce atiny amount
of hum into the leads, and I've certainly
played around with afew — I'm probably out
of date now! A good quality automatic
turntable, Dual 701 — I'm not interested in
adjusting the weights and all that . . . Tuner
and preamp, Nakamichi 630 — simply because
Iwas determined to have one with around
dial; it's wonderful, about eight years old,
still works! Meridian power amps. Speakers,
the best compromise I've ever had for these
two [intercommunicating] rooms, two pairs
of little Rogers LS3/5a, worked with an
Audio- pro bass unit, which Ihave switched at
about 1.30; it works beautifully.'
And what do you listen to?
'Anything — jazz, pop, ethnic as well as
classical. Django Reinhardt, Joe Pass, Oscar
Peterson, Olivia Newton John. Over the
years I've latched on to Eric Clapton —
because Ilike his style — much as one would
come upon acomposer of the past.'
What about sound reproduction? There
have been some very radical changes in the
last ten years haven't there?
'Oh, absolutely, and I'm very aware of
that. There are certain kinds of sounds that
frustrate me when I'm listening, because Ican
sense immediately the way it's done. Sound is
aterribly important factor which Ithink has
been underestimated on the classical side.
There's not the urge to improve and develop
sound where it hits you, between the ears!
The same performance can have avery
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JOHN WILLIAMS
different reaction in the listener, with a
slightly different sound. For instance, the
kind of reverberation or echo that adds
space, in aplace where the timbre of aFrench
horn, say, can have real personality around
the sound. Or the strings can sound distant —
quite small things.
'What Iam saying is not something classical
engineers disagree with, but they don't attach
enough creative importance to almost
improving the original sound, to an extent
where it excites the listener. There are so
many absolutely legitimate, and really good.
things you can do with sound to enhance the
message of the composer. Pop producers and
engineers work on that basis, whereas the
classical thing is alittle bit stuck on a
preconceived idea of what anatural balance
is like. You then get all the problems of
dynamics: you're bringing something up in
level that's maybe marked pianissimo in the
score, and you can hear that the instrument is
playing that — but it's still quite loud coming
out of that right-hand speaker. As loud as 24
fiddles in the left-hand speaker! It's avery
complicated thing, and there is no simple
answer.
'With aguitarist, there are all kinds of
special little problems with the sound, like
the finger squeaks from the left hand, the
resonance, or the noises of the right-hand
plucking nail, the little click. All these things
have to sound natural: as you would hear
them, say, afew feet away. The way which
microphones pick up sound, or gramophone
cartridges reproduce it, are quite merciless
when it comes to those finer transients of
instruments: like the rattle of keys on aflute,
breath on apanpipe. Is there aresonance
quite apart from the note that comes out in
the hiss of the breath; is it natural? The note
is not the only thing, because to that your ear
will be inclined to adjust pretty quickly; but
the transients can be critical. For example:
for some reason, magnetic cartridges
emphasise the very high, rather metallic
resonance of the bow on aviolin string,
Whatever other colorations there may or may
not be, moving-coils, for musicians, tend to
give anicer, clearer sound than magnetics.
'Now, when it comes to recordings, there's
aproblem with microphone placement,

because mics, with their different
characteristics, also pick up these resonances.
Ithink it's these that go beyond just simply
bass or treble response — they're the
transients, the sorts of signal that are there,
too much or too little; the super-high pitch
thing, which the ear really responds to but
can't always encode as apitch.
'Last year Iwas about to make " Baroque
Masterpieces" — my latest solo record — in
Melbourne. I'd heard through recording with
the Intl Illimani in Rome [' Fragments of a
Dream'] that they were using Dolby SR; I
hadn't heard of it, but their engineer said it
was better on acoustic instruments. Iasked
around abit here, and thought: great, let's try
it! Ihave never liked something about digital
sound — all musicians comment on it,
especially the string players, they are
unhappy that it sounds abit cold and clinical.
That's a " non-expert" musical reaction, an
interesting, but important one — and
shouldn't be dismissed, as is often done, as
simply being not used to modern recording
techniques!
'So we ended up in Australia, recording it
simultaneously on digital and analogue. On a
Sony PCM 3202 1
/4
inch tape and an A30
Studer machine 1
/2
inch tape with Dolby SR. I
was more than interested in the comparison,
back here at the CBS studios; without
knowing which one was running, the
difference was clear — noticeable and
sustainable — and the engineers there were
surprised. They had never heard SR before,
either. That's why the new record will be in
analogue, because it's quite clearly amore
natural, better sound. One factor, which has
been explained to me by an engineer as, in his
words, the " rubber band" effect, is extremely
complicated, but which makes layman's sense
to me, is to do with expansion and
contraction of dynamic level and sound. One
of the benefits of the digital system is that it
gives avery wide dynamic range, but, maybe
it does that in an unnatural way — because the
mode of operation of the ear, in terms of
coping with dynamic levels, is very similar to
the analogue signal. Another thing that has
been discovered is that one of the editing
machines commonly used introduces a
coloration, both when making an edit and

coding for CD master. It actually changes the
signal slightly; it's aproblem that they are
working on, so there's obviously alot
involved in it and, basically, these are things
they will sort out. The CD format itself I
think is great, and is obviously here to stay —
very good, no warp, no wow, no frying
sausages etcetera. But, there is the digital
technology used to get the thing on CD,
which to me is obviously still in the course of
development and is not the perfect neutral
product that the industry has sold it as. And
wherever possible Iwill do all my recordings
with Dolby SR, and keep the analogue
format to as late astage in the manufacturing
chain as possible. Isee no practical or musical
objection in my field, and from what I've
noticed in recording digitally, Ican't see any
point in it; it simply is not quite as good!
Regardless of the development of the CD
itself— meaning, maybe the analogue LP will
disappear — it is not relevant to this question
of which way we record. There's no reason
why the future, so far as we can see, of
recording should not stay analogue and
simply convert for CD, which is what
happens, in effect, when they reissue old
recordings, which incidentally everyone
seems to like more than the new ones!'
You feel pretty strongly about the actual
recording. What about the studio in which it's
done?
'The importance of the studio for making a
solo record can't be emphasised too much.
"Baroque Masterpieces" Irecorded in alittle
studio Ihad never been in before — and they'd
never had any classical music. It happened to
suit all the requirements. Lovely pine
stripped floor, mud-brick walls, soft but not
too absorbent — not the brittle quality of
ordinary bricks. Quiet, overlooking
eucalyptus woods. And we got aposition in
the studio which felt really nice for me. I
wanted astrength of resonance you get in
baroque, very rich, not Spanish echoey. All
we had was the sound going straight through
on the tape, didn't use anything on the desk,
no echoes, no frequency interferences of any
sort. As far as Icould tell at the time, it was
exactly what Iwanted. So, if there's anything
that's not quite right, in retrospect, it will be
entirely my fault!' •

BOOKS
MUSIC IN A NEW
FOUND LAND by Wilfrid
Meters. 544 pp. Soft covers:
f8.95. Published by Faber &
Faber, 3Queen Square,
London WC IN 3AU.

This book includes
numerous music type
examples and it is
emblematic that the
two pieces which are reproduced complete
are Varèse's Density 21.5 and Jelly Roll
Morton's Mamie's Blues. In other words this
classic study, making avery belated
appearance in paperback, covers an
extremely wide range of American music.
The text is as originally printed in 1964
because Mellers did not feel able to assess the
'several hundred American composers [ who]
seem to have made some mark' since then.
There is, however, an interesting new
Introduction of 17 pages explaining how he
would proceed differently now, and
mentioning composers he missed out.
Unfortunately this also includes the ludicrous
assertion that ' there have been no significant
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developments in jazz over the last 20 years,
since its creative energies were subsumed into
pop.' While the decision to leave the main
text standing was reasonable, the publisher
ought to have commissioned an entirely new
discography, as the present one, listing
records that in many cases have been
unobtainable for decades, is useless. The
bibliography, too, is completely inadequate,
but neither of these weaknesses prevents this
book from being essential reading for those
concerned with American music and culture.
Max Harrison
FROM ADAM TO WEBERN: THE
RECORDINGS OF VON KARAJAN/
PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA:
COMPLETE DISCOGRAPHY*, by John Hunt
and ' Stephen 1Pettitt. 537pp. Paperback, f9 incl. P&P
Lf I3 overseas) from John Hunt. Flat 6. 37 Chester Way,
London SEI I4UR.

No true collector can resist acatalogue, and
this twoin one publication, in clear type face
on good paper, has all of Karajan's
recordings, from the Polydor 78s to the
DG/Telemondial Rapsodie Espagnole, as

e

well as Stephen Pettitt's ( not our contributor)
Philharmonia discography, in chronological
order from the 1945 Susskind to as yet
unreleased Sinopoli. The venues, artists, and
issuing company (with catalogue numbers)
are set under the project dates in each half,
and various sleeve fronts, concert
programmes, advertising replicas etc, break
up the monotony. Not that the eagle-eyed
will find any of this ' monotonous'. Look for
the Klemperer conducts Klemperer material
(unpublished); the incomplete recordings
which took place; for unissued EMI/Karajan
—not much of that. Hunt lists his Karajan
favourites, Pettitt indexes separately all the
artists who recorded with the Philharmonia,
all of the music they undertook. Did you
know that Bernstein played/directed aRavel
Concerto in G, in 1946? That Barenboim
took over from Klemperer in Don Quixote
with Du Pré ( sadly never finished), in '68?
The only error Ifound (though afew have
been reported back to Hunt, 1hear) was an
MFP number set against the 1951 Markevitch
Rite of Spring. Fascinating: more than avaluable reference source.
Christopher Breunig
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TRISH
SPEAKS
OUT!
Bubbly Trish Siryus of
777 Haymarket Gardens
Gloucester, last year's Gala
Queen ( semi-finals), has
spoken out on the wayward
behaviour of brawny boyfriend Wally. She says:
"Since Wally purchased his
new Mission amplifier from
Audio Excellence my life has
lost its romance. He sits
indoors, enthralled by the
exquisite reproduction of his
favourite tunes (Barry Biggs
— Sideshow, Mud — Tiger
Feet etc) and has totally
neglected me, his true love and
one time rummage partner.
Since he bought it Skittles is
adead loss, even his mates at
the Purple Parrot club have
commented on the mystery
disappearance of former funguy Wally, once the centre of
the community especially during food riots:'
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CLASSICAL
JS BACH
93 Motets BWV 225-230 ( Hillier)
BARTOK
93 Sonata for Pianos/Percussion (Solti,
Perahia, et al)
BEETHOVEN
93 Symphony 7, etc ( Klemperer)
93 String Quartets 12-16, etc ( Lindsay Qt)
BELLINI
94 Norma ( Bonynge)
BRAHMS
94 Quintets/Sextets ( Amadeus er al)
93 Haydn Variations ( Perahia/Solti)
CHOPIN
94 Etudes op. 10/25 ( Gavrilov)
COPLAND
94 Clarinet Concerto ( Macdonald/Bedford)
DONIZETTI
94 L'Elisir D'Amore ( Ferro)
DOWLAND
95 Consort music ( Extempore Ens)
DUTILLEUX
95 Violin Concerto ( Stern/Maazel)
ELGAR
95 Cello Concerto, etc (Tortelier/Boult)
95 Dream Children, etc ( Boult)
FINZI
94 Clarinet Concerto ( Macdonald/Bedford)
FOERSTER
95 From Shakespeare, etc (
Smetacck)
GIORDANO
95 Andrea Chenier ( Patanè)
Messiah ( Richter)
HASSE
96 Cleofide ( Christie)
HAYDN
96 Symphonies 101 & 103 ( Beecham)
LIGETI
96 Double Concerto, etc (Howarth)
LISZT
96 Années de Pèlerinage II ( Brendel)
96 Piano pieces ( Brendel)
MAHLER
97 Symphony 10 ( Chailly)
MAXWELL DAVIES
97 Violin Concerto ( Stern/Previn)
MONTE VERDI
97 Ode° ( Gardiner)
MOURANT
94 Pied Piper ( Macdonald/Bedford
MOZART
97 March K237, etc (Marriner)
99 Oboe Concerto K314, etc ( Hunt/Litton)
MUSSORGSKY
99 Pictures at an Exhibition, etc ( Dutoit)
96 Pictures at an Exhibition ( Brendel)
RIMSKY/KORSAKOV
99 Russian Easter Fest Ovt ( Dutoit)
SATIE
99 Piano favourites ( Brownridge)
SCHOENBERG
97 Verklârte Nacht ( Chailly)
SCHUBERT
99 Piano miniatures ( Kitchin)
SCHUMANN
99 Piano Quintet/Quartet ( Rajnai
Alberni Qt)
R STRAUSS
99 Symphonia Domestica, etc ( Jârvi)
STRAVINSKY
93 Rite of Spring, etc ( Mackerras)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
99 London Symphony. etc liaitink)

VILLA- LOBOS
100 Piano pieces ( Freire)
VIVALDI
100 Gloria RV 589. etc ( Negri)
100 L'Estro Armonico Op.3 ( Pinnock)
WALTON
100 Violin/Viola Concertos ( Kennedy/
Previn)

COLLECTIONS
100 MY SOUL DOTH MAGNIFY
(6 composers)
100 ARIE ANTICHE ( Ralph Kohn)
100 ANCIENT AIRS & DANCES
(lute pieces, etc)
101 ST MARTIN'S ACADEMY
(10 composers)
100 AGNES BALTSA ( 4composers)
101 BRITISH CELLO MUSIC
(5 composers)
101 THE GALLIC FLUTE ( 6composers)
101 CLASSIC AID ( 11 composers)
101 ESTHER LAMANDIER ( troubadour
songs)
102 BAROQUE OBOE CONCERTO
(5 composers)
102 DAVID OISTRAKH (4composers)
102 POPULAR OVERTUES ( 8composers)
102 PJBE FINALE (
music for Philip Jones)
102 MURRAY PERAHIA ( 6composers)
102 SWEET PHILOMEL(John Ward
madrigals)
Il/4 SAMUEL RAMEY ( 7composers)
104 GIUSEPPE DI STEFANO ( Neapolitan
songs)
104 LERNER & LOEWE ( My Fair Lady)
104 SKY: MOZART ( Wolfgang
'rearranged')
104 JOHN WILLIAMS ( film scores)
104 SECOND VIENNESE SCHOOL
(string quartets)
105 WORKS FOR WIND ENSEMBLE
(3 composers)
105 OPERA HIGHLIGHTS ( 3composers)
105 SUPRAPHON CD REISSUES ( 7CDs)
105 EMI RÉFÉRENCES ( 7CDs. 4LPs)

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
113
113
113
109

ABBA
The Hits Vol. 2
AC/DC
Blow Up Your Video
KAREN AKERS
In A Very Usual Way
ALL ABOUT EVE
All About Eve

ASI.AN
109 Feel No Shame
KEVIN AYERS
109 Falling Up
BATTACCO DECENTE
113 The Baby Within Us Marches On
ACKER BILK
113 The Best of Acker Bilk
THE BLUE RIDGE RANGERS
113 The Blue Ridge Rangers
CLIMIE FISHER
110 Everything
JOE COCKER
109 Jamaica Say You Will/Cocker Happy
ANDREW CRONSHAW
110 Till The Beasts' Returning
WILLIE DIXON
113 1Am The Blues
ELLA FITZGERALD
113 Ella Fitzgerald
BENNY GOODMAN AND HIS
ORCHESTRA
IIII Stars Fell on Alabama
BENNY GOODMAN
1 The King of Swing
BENNY GOODMAN
1 Benny Goodman and Friends
KADRI GOPALNATH
110 Saxophone Indian Style
JAMES GOVAN
113 I'm In Need
JERRY HARRISON
110 Casual Gods
ROBYN HITCHCOCK & THE
EGYPTIANS
110 Globe Of Frogs
DAVE HOLLAND QUINTET
Ill The Razor's Edge
KLAUS IGNATZEK
III Monk's Visit
CHUCK JACKSON
113 A Powerful Soul
THE JITTERS
113 The Jitters
THE KINSEY REPORT
113 Edge Of The City
GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS
I12 All Our Love
LYLE
1Pontiac
OLEG LUNDSTREM ORCHESTRA
113 In Swing Time
MAGNUM
109 Vintage Magnum/Eleventh Hour
MALCOLM MCI.AREN
113 Duck Rock
MELODY MAKER ALL-STARS
Ill Waxing the Winners 1951-3

l

LovErr

BEST OF THE MONTH
The Lindsay's late Beethoven on CD
Music by Dowland
'off the dusty shelves': Hasse's Cleolidc
Monteverdi's Orfeo
Strauss's Domestic bliss
British cello music
Kevin Ayers falls up
Lyle Lovett drives his Pontiac
Early Milton Nascimento
Hard- blowing Jack Walrath
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95
96
97
101
101
109
III
III
112
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GARY MOORE
109 G-Foree/Live at the Marquee
MOTORHEAD
109 Another Perfect Day/Overkill
MOUNTAIN
113 Avalanche
KENNY NEAL
113 Bio on the Bayuo
MILTON NASCIMENTO
III Travessia
MEL POWELL
Ill The Unavailable Mel Powell
PROCOL HARUM
109 Shine on Brightly/A Salty Dog
THE RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
112 The Uplift Moto Party Plan
DAVE LEE ROTH
112 Skyscraper
RUFFIN & KENDRICK
112 Ruffin & Kendrick
TODD RUNDGREN
109 Runt/Hermit of Mink Hollow
SAM AND DAVE
113 20 Greatest Hits
SAM AND DAVE
113 Greatest Hits
FRANK SINATRA
113 Come Dance With Mc!
FRANK SINATRA
113 Only The Lonely
JOHNNIE TAYLOR
113 Who's Making Love . . .
GEORGE THOROGOOD & THE
DESTROYERS
112 Born To Be Bad
TYRANNOSAURUS REX
109 Prophets, Seers and Sages/My People
Were Fair And Had Sky In Their Hair
But Now They're Content To Wear
Stais On Their Brows
UB40
113 Present Arms
URIAH HEEP
109 Look At Yourself/Very ' Eavy. Very
UTOPIA
109 Oops! Wrong Planet/Adventures In
Utopia
TOWNES VAN ZANDT
112 Our Mother The Mountain
TOWNES VAN ZANDT
112 At My Window
TOWNES VAN ZANDT
112 Live and Obscure
VARIOUS
113 The Courier ( OST)
VARIOUS
113 Cry Freedom ( OST)
VARIOUS
113 Jazz From The USSR
JACK WALRATH
112 Master Of Suspense
ANDY WHITE
113 Kiss The Big Stone
THE WOODENTOPS
113 Wooden Foot Cops On The
Highway
ZODIAC MINDWARP & THE LOVE
REACTION
112 Tattooed Beat Messiah

O
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS are based on the Compact Disc. unless indicated • ( LP). The catalogue number is followed by total
playing time and equivalent LP MC ( Musicassette) numbers. gi = monophonic recording. C) indicates date of first 1.!K
reléase, cg. on LP — now CD. or LP reissue. ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS are based on the 1.1'. unless shown: CD.
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Performance are separately graded as asummary ot each review. In Rock Pop Jazz the numerical rating also reflects musical
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MELODY MAKER ALL-STARS
Ill Waxing the Winners 1954-5
THE MISSION
Ill Children

N

Recording: Performance
A
D
H

I
2
3
4
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
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PHILIPS

LEGENDS BROUGHT TO LIFE
The first fifteen releases in an important new mid-price series
on Compact Disc featuring great performances
by great artists.
The recordings in this series spanning over
30 years from as early as 1928 to the
mid-sixties, have been treated with a
revolutionary new system called
"NoNOISE", which eliminates tape hiss

RAVEL CONDUCTS RAVEL
BOLERO • CHANSONS MADÉCASSES

HISTORICAL RECORDING • HISTORISCNEAUFNAIIME Krp

PROKOFIEV recorded: Moscow, 1938
RAVEL recorded: Paris, 1928
CD 420 778-2

PHILIP S

and drastically reduces the imperfections
inherent in early recordings. Philips'
superb digital re-mastering combined with
this unique micro-technology has given these
distinguished recordings anew lease of life.

PABLO CASALS
BEE ,HO NES
PIANO TRIOS •KLAVILRTRIOS
•ARCIIDIJKE . • « ERZHERZOGS TRIO,
«GEISTER -TRIO •
KARL ENGEL • MIECEV LA FILNISLLNYSIll •Soommw NM,

PROKOFIEV cours PROKOFIEV
«ROMEO AND WHET.SUITE NO .2
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MOUSSORCSKY
PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION
HU DR UFINER AI/Mil ION A•TARI FAUX DO NE EXPOSITION
SCHUBERT •CHOPIN •LISZT

GÉ RA RD SOUZAY
SCHUBERT
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NE MULLFRIN
Ii II ION RAI Owl II
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Piano Trio No. 7recorded: Bonn, 1958
Piano Trio No. 5recorded: Prades, 1961
CD 420 855-2

PHILI PS
SVIATOSLAV RICHTER

vii•Mp--

Recorded: Vevey, 1964
CD 420 850-2

PHILIPS

KARL BO HM
MOZART •REOUIEM
1LRESA SI ICH -RANUALL • IRA MALANIUK
WALDEMAR KMENTT •KURT BO UME
W IENER STAATSOPERNCIIOR
W IENER SVMPIIONIKER

EAN COCTEA U
STRAVINSKY
HISTOIRE DU SOLDAT
I LAN-MmuL EERILY • PULP UsrmoN • ANNE TORIETTI
ICOR MARKEVITCH
r
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•
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Recorded: Sofia, 1959
CD 420 774-2

PHILIPS

Recorded: Vienna, 1956
CD 420 772-2

TM

Recorded: Vevey, 1962
CD 420 773-2
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G EO RG E SZELL
BEETHOVEN
SYMPHONY NO .5
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CONCESEGF BOHM
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SYMPHONY NO.2
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Concerto recorded: Amsterdam, 1951
Others recorded: Hilversum, 1954
CD 420 851-2

EMANUEL FEUERMANN
DVORA IC • CFI 10 CONCFRIO
r

Wool", • WALUC5.111.
1410•14 • Scull

BEETHOVEN recorded: Amsterdam, 1966
SIBELIUS recorded: Amsterdam, 1964
CD 420 771-2

FRITZ WUNDERLICH
BEETH O VEN • HAYDN • R ST RA USS

OSO

PAUL VAN KEMPEN
T(HAIK05,KY
SYMPHONY NO. 5
ArlIll".10 11AI II ••
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BLOCH recorded: New York, 1941
DVORAK recorded: New York, 1940
CD 420 776-2

HANDEL recorde d-: Amsterdam, 1958
BACH recorded: Amsterdam, 1956
CD 420 857-2

BEETHOVEN/HAYDN recorded: 1963
STRAUSS recorded: 1962
CD 420 852-2

OR( 1115IRA.

Ausi LRDANI

Symphony recorded: Amsterdam, 1954
Capriccio italien recorded: Amsterdam, 1956
CD 420 858-2

PHILIPS
PI ERRE M O NTE UX
AU IHOVe,N
SYMPHONY NO I.F.Rol, S.
M11111 ,1111141 Itlif RI
MARNA, • Poem,
CO W:1101.2 5011W OR( HiSTRA. ANISIRROAM

Recorded: Amsterdam, 1962
CD 420 853-2

DAVI D O I
STRAKH
RAVEL • DEBUSSY • PROKOFIEV • YSAYE
Fluor.

Recorded: Paris, 1966
CD 420 777-2

RAVIR

I
ACOUES THIBAUD
MOZART • VIOLIN CONCERTO

K.216

CHAUSSON • POÈME
OacursTRE DES CO,, III', L,'I,'UfllUl
RAUL PARA, • ilk., NI 141u,

Recorded: Paris, 1950
Cl) 420 859-2
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Classical full price new releases only £9.95 and mid
price £6.95 per CD for the first 30 days after issue:
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With over 45 CD players and an outstanding choice of
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CLASSICAL
STRAVINSKY: Rite of Spring 17, Fireworks
i1 Circus Polka E Greetings Prelude
LPOIMackerras
FMI CD-EMX 9517 ( 41m 52s) digital ( LP:
[NIX 9517. MC: TC-EMX 9517)
This is as exciting and uncompromising an
account of The Rite as I've heard in a very
long time. Mackerras rekindles aremarkablesense of the score's ' original sin': its untamed
paganism. There is an animal sensuality from
bar one as solo bassoon really stretches itself
from the opening page like time-lapse film of
aseed germinating ( Mackerras gives him lots
of room). Then there is the brutality. The
stomping quavers of ' The Augurs of 'Spring'
duly crackle with electricity, an eye- popping
thwack from bass drum and the two growling
bass tubas throwing the scene into momentary panic. None of the climaxes pull punches
(off come the gloves in the LPO brass), the
instrumental colours are wonderfully primal
and uncouth. But even at full tilt, the strings,
so often the poor relation in this piece. make
their presence felt, and there is ear-catching

JS BACH: Motets, BWV 225-230
Hilliard Ens/Hannover Boys Choir! Lon Bar!
Hillier
EMI CDC 749 2042 (
68m 22s) digital
There is much lovely and obviously loving
singing here, though -II can't help feeling that
the counter- tenor section sounds a trifle
effete ( indeed for me. distractingly so), and
the bright, well focused sonority of the
Hannover Boys' Choir is only sporadically
matched by precise intonation. The mixed
timbres of men and boys are beautifully
balanced, on the whole, with nary a hint of
polyphonic muddle, hut Imiss that sharpness
and definition of attack, especially on consonants, and that equally meticulous attention to silence which give such rhythmic bite
and buoyancy to the splendid recreation by
the Monteverdi Choir ( still unchallenged as
my first choice of currently available versions). London Baroque provide a sensitive
and discreet continuo, though the very penetrating sound of Michael Lowe's eleven-course
lute in place of a harpsichord results, to my
ears anyway. in an occasionally distracting
imbalance. The recording is appropriately
resonant without being engulfing: an
altogether pleasing acoustic. [
A:2/31
Jeremy Siepmann
BARTOK: Sonata for 2Pianos & Percussion/
BRAHMS: Variations on aTheme by Haydn
Murray Perahia, Sir Georg So/ti (pnos)IDavid
Corkhill, Evelyn Glennie (perc)
CBS MK 42625 (
45m 48s) digital ( LP: 42625,
MC: 40-42625)
Interested listeners will no doubt have
watched the fascinating television programme
celebrating Sir Georg's 75th birthday which
chronicled the meticulous rehearsals that
went towards the making of the Bartok.
Contrary to expectation, it is Perahia who
takes the first piano part, though Solti naturally directs the performance; and a superlatively fine one it is, quite the best Ihave
heard on record both in matters of detail and
in its overall concept, superior in all respects
to the hitherto preferred version by Argerich
and Bishop-Kovacevich which Ihave always
thought rather soft-centred. By its nature the
HUI NEWS
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(*WEI KGS PRELUDE •• 13.1rpy Birthday'

through the ' Danse Sacrale'. Ilove too the
was' in which Mackerras rediscovers a real
sense of space and timelessness around the
score's stiller pages: the toneless drone of
mysterious woodwind rituals: that extraordinary solo for two muted trumpets deep in
the ' Polar Night' of the introduction to Part 2.
Never eerier.
Of course there are blemishes. When are
there not? The slicing wind chords. so trickily
syncopated at the start of ' Dance of thc.-•
Earth' are a little precarious. and I've heard
more emphatically assured accounts of the
final stage of the ' Danse Sacrale'. The closing
moments, however — like the frenzied deaththroes of some gigantic wild beast — to say
nothing of the culminating shriek. the Iii;t
gasp. as it were, are e
terrifying.
Like all good recordings. this one entirely
complements the character and atmosphere
of the performance. It is big and spacious,
fierce and hard-hitting in the best sense. The
three bon- bon fillers, by the way. are
despatched with panache. Iii:1/1*1
Edward Seckerson

enuinelv

clarity in some brilliantly ut inner- parts. The
amazing horn acrobatics are quite starting!v
laid bare in ' Dance of ihe Eat h', and I've
never before heard the screeching high clarinets register quite like this at mid- way

work demands aspatial image. Stereo recording brought this, but is is so conceived that on
record only CD has fully revealed the interplay between the two pianos and the meticulously balanced percussion. beautifully handled here by David Corkhill and the remarkable Evelyn Glennie. During the course of
the programme Sir Georg remarked on the
virtual impossibility of keeping to Bartok's
timings, yet in the two outer movements they
are only marginally outside them, while they
are almost aminute faster in the Lento than
the composer envisaged. Not that it matters
much. Perhaps alittle of the mystery is lost,
but the compensations are more than sufficient.
In extolling the virtues of Bartok one is in
danger of overlooking those of the Brahms.
This is not the most obvious of couplings, nor
were any comments made as to the reasons
for choosing it. It is, in any event, a masterpiece of its kind, and receives afull-blooded
performance. rich in colour } et not at all
lacking either subtlety or grace. (
A*:1*)
-Kenneth Dommett
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7 L Prometheus
Overture
Philharmonial Klemperer
EMI CDM 769 1832 (
44m 20s) (
LP: ED29
1341 1, MC: ED29 1341 4) ® 1956, ' 59
This is in effect a first stereo release of
Klemperer's hitherto mono-only performance, last seen in single-channel form in 1985.
(a 3LP set consisting of Symphonies 3, 5. and
7, plus overtures). It is, in my view, Klemperer's greatest Beethoven symphony recording,
and sounds clearer than before in this ADD
transfer. Extensive comparison with the
mono LP reveals some conspicuous editing
(such as the startling contrast in background
3m 41s into the first movement) and a
consistently audible hiss level, but the extra
depth and perspective that stereo affords
more than compensate for these minor shortcomings. [ Walter Legge's indifference to the
prospects of stereo recording is well known.
Engineers working at parallel stereo taping
were given few facilities. In fact this Seventh
was available briefly as an EMI '
Stereosonic reel tape. Mus Ed.]

As to the performance, one marvels afresh
at Klemperer's inspired overview of Beethoven's Dionysian romp. Try his strong yet
flexible direction of the Poco sostenuto opening, or the affectionate comma at bar 67 ( 4m
02s into the movement), just before the onset
of the Vivace. Such composure, and such an
easy spring to the rhythm! Then there is the
subtle reduction of tempo for those ricocheting chords at bar 124 ( 5m 19s in), an imposing
interpretative gesture, perfectly calculated.
And, for anyone who doubts Klemperer's
sense of humour, try the tongue-in-cheek
suspension of that pcrotchet ( with appoggiature) at bar 389 ( 11m 15s in) — amarvellous
touch.
The rest is hardly less impressive. Both
middle movements are finely moulded, the
Presto being boldly energetic rather than
insistently forceful. Separated violins set up
some animated dialogue in the finale's closing
pages, avital piece of musical argument that
many recordings miss. Prometheus is already
familiar in the two-channel format, the
music's naturally bright countenance being
much aided by delightful woodwind pointing
and precise strings. The sound here is marginally cleaner than in the symphony.
Other historic Beethoven Sevenths lay
equal claim to our attentions, but Klemperer's composure, humanity and sheer intelligence make this a particularly compelling
performance. Iurge you to try it. [
H:11
Robert Cowan

BEETHOVEN: String Quartets 12-16 O
Grosse Fuge
Lindsay Qt
ASV CD DCS403 ( 4CDs, 222m 25s) C) 1983
Ican do nothing but echo the chorus of praise
which greeted these performances on the
occasion of their LP release. True, there's the
odd reminder of Beethoven's riposte to
Schuppanzigh ' What do I care for your
miserable fiddle when the spirit moves me?',
but that's nothing unusual in performances of
these works. The general instrumental standard here is very high indeed, the textural
insight sophisticated and often profound, and
the tempos almost unerringly convincing
(though that for the imposing Grosse Fuge
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might be said to err, perhaps, on the side of
caution). In aLucullian feast, the highpoints
for me are the wonderfully supple and wideranging performance of Op.130 [ for the
Compact Disc set, the alternative finale to
Op.130 was newly recorded and included, the
LP box has the Grosse Juge ending] and the
intensely moving journey to the very heart of
Op.131. But virtues abound throughout the
set: a tremendously vital rhythmic articulation which does equal justice to the tiniest
detail and the architecture of the whole; a
beauty and variety of tone which nevertheless
avoids blandness at all times; and above all,
perhaps, a sense of spontaneity which can
only result, ironically, from the most exhaustive and intimate study of the score. This
music is too great for any single reading to
encompass all its possibilities, but Iknow of
no more consistently compelling or more
deeply satisfying version than this, unless it's
that by the Busch Quartet, whose infinite
variety has long since passed the test of time.
[A:11
Jeremy Siepmann
BELLINI: Norma
SutherlandlCaballél PavarottilRameyIWNO
Orch & ChlBonynge
Decca 414 476-2 (
3CDs, 148m 29s) digital
(3LPs: 414 476-1, 3MCs: 414 476-4)
Why should Dame Joan want to revisit
triumphantly conquered territory at this stage
in her career? Fond memories of her first
recorded Norma inevitably prompt the question, and the answer isn't immediately clear
with the priestess's preliminary hieratics. A
slightly occluded middle range in summons,
careful fioriture, and rather too many helpful
tempo-cosmetics from Bonynge make this a
rather dislocated 'Casta Diva' by the side of
the earlier versions ( Callas too, of course), all
luminously serene at the andante sostenuto
Bellini asks for. But bear with her for the
Norma-Pollione and Norma-Adalgisa confrontations, and it's clear that the dramatic
bite of later Sutherland — the Sutherland of
Turandot and Esclarmonde — is still rivetingly
with us. How much more colour and contrast
there is, for example, in the telling scena
which opens Act 2; how convincing the
dilemma of Norma torn between love and
vengeance in the final scene, has now become
— tearfulness, determination, and a tenderness more truly within the voice, I'm inclined
to hazard, than it could ever be with Callas.
The other diva's flashing conviction, on the
other hand, can't quite be matched at Si, fino
all'ore estreme'. But the casting of Caballé as
Adalgisa has, on the whole, paid off: she's
convincing in quite a different way from
Horne on the '66 set — still credible, in her
abundance of soft-spun legato, as the vulnerable younger woman. Once again, extreme
speeds from Bonynge come close to breaking
the spell of the two big duets (' Mira, o
Norma' very slow — hut Serafin set precedents
there, perhaps). Pavarotti throws in nice
scruples and fine top-Cs as callow Pollione;
Ramey and the splendid WNO chorus provide Druidical virility, often at ahectic pace,
to contrast with the much more interesting
inner strengths of their principal womenfolk.
The orchestra is on a more even, spacious,
level with singers than it has been in other
recent Decca/Sutherland productions — which
is just as well, since the players, in those
expansive introductions, have almost as much
vocalizing to accomplish. [ A:1*/2] David Nice
BRAHMS: Quintets & Sextets, Opp.I8, 34,
36, 88, III, 115
Aronowitz ( v1a)1Pleeth ( vIc)1Eschenbach
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(pno)/Leister (clolAmadeus Qt
DG 419 875-2 (
3CDs, 200m 5.2s) C) 1967, ' 68
This is awonderful set, packed with classic,
lovable performances of some of the finest of
chamber works. There are many instances
here where issue could be taken with details
of interpretation, and there will be those
who, quite reasonably, will not find the
warmth of the Amadeus approach to
Brahms's idiom to their taste; but Iwould be
quite happy, if circumstance demanded it, to
live on disc with only, for example, their
luxuriant view of the first Sextet, so consistent and persuasive is their playing. Christoph Eschenbach is excellent in the Piano
Quintet, never overpowering the string texture nor forcing the tone to harshness. As a
whole the performance is most noteworthy
for the careful balance of light and shade that
the ensemble produces, making this appear a
much more varied work than it often seems.
The Clarinet Quintet receives a finely-controlled, if ultimately over- smooth, reading,
but it is nevertheless most enjoyable. Some of
the bloom of the original issues has been
diminished by transfer to CD, with the bass
now less rich and the treble atouch harsher,
but clarity and placing are still exact and the
recording does not get in the way of these
winning performances. Recommended.
IA:1*a [
Doug Hammond
CHOPIN: Études Opp.I0 & 25
Andrei Gavrilov (pno)
EMI CDC 747 4522 (
57m 26s) digital ( LP: EL
747 4521, MC: EL 747 4524)
This is probabh the most brilliant recording
of Chopin's Etudes since Ashkenazy's, for
Decca. Such playing is of course its own
justification, but, as in Ashkenazy's case, it is
apity that the Trois Nouvelles Etudes are not
included, for completeness and to make this
issue fully competitive. Perfect keyboard
mastery is shown throughout, perhaps most
overtly in pieces such as Op.10 Nos. I. 2, 7
and 10, which still have something of the
exercise about them. No.3, with its famous E
major melody, is here as satisfying in its
lyricism and fiery central section as any
performance I can recall. The following
C-sharp- minor piece, though amazing, is abit
too fast, some of its expressive impact being
lost. No.5, the ' Black Keys' Etude, is also
amazing — too much so. as is No.8. The
'Revolutionary' Etude, however, is exactly
right, a phenomenal outburst of virtuosity.
and also unforgettable as a musical experience. Parallel comments apply to the twelve
Op.25 pieces. The Etudes in thirds, sixths and
octaves are great feats of poetic execution,
the central section of Op.25 No.5 and the
nocturnal No.8. both superb left-hand studies, are as suave as Op.10 No.6. And the
'Winter Wind' ( 0p.25 No.11) has all the
headlong inspiration of the ' Revolutionary'
Etude. Perhaps the best compliment to Gavrilov is that such pieces do sound as revolutionary here as when they were composed —
'guns buried in flowers.' as Schumann said.
[A:11]
Max Harrison
COPLAND: Clarinet Concerto/MOURANT:
The Pied Piper/FINZI: Clarinet Concerto
George Macdonald (c11)/Northern SinflBedford
ASV CD DCA 568 (
49m 36s) C) 1986
Macdonald's attachment to the two concertos
is self-evident. His Copland is cool and
objective and very appealing; so too is
Mourant's little essay, not quite as twee as its

title suggests. The Finzi is good but more
soft-centred than in King's nicely balanced
Hyperion version. Balance as remarked in
the LP review ( Mar '87. p95) was satisfactory
and CD tends to confirm it: but the sound is
inclined to hardness. [
A/B: 1/21
Kenneth Dommett
DONIZETTI: L'elisir d'amore
Bonney1WinberghlWeiklIPanerailCh & Orch
Maggio Musicale FiorentinolFerro
DG 423 076-2 (
2CDs: I
22m 24s) digital
(2LPs: 423 076-1, 2MC's: 423 076-4)
Is there amore delightful Italian opera buffa
than this? Rossini's Barbiere may be the more
perfectly constructed, more mechanically
motivated, but Donizetti's comedy has that
un-Rossinian quality of heart in full measure,
besides an abundance of Italianate brio which
can uplift the spirit in an exhilarating performance.
L'elisir has done well on records — would
that there were aDon Pasquale half as good
as most of them — but Idon't think Ihave
enjoyed one as much as this for many ayear.
DG has assembled agoodish cast with three
acceptable solo performances and two outstanding ones, but it is the conductor Gabriele Ferro who raises the whole to a level I
have not experienced before in a Donizetti
comedy. Ferro is no stranger to records, of
course, and his Rossini (
L'italiana and La
cenerentola) on CBS alerted me a few years
back to a comic conductor of the highest
order. In the earlier of the two Rossini's,
especially, he recalled the scintillating,
chuckling style of Vittorio Gui — Ican find no
higher praise. And here he confirms that
promise with an orchestral performance of
irresistible, rib-tickling laughter — sample at
random the chortling winds in any of the fast
numbers — while maintaining the proper
undercurrent of pathos which pervades the
opera. The sincerity of Nemorino's feelings is
never in doubt with Ferro's deft touch caressing the cantilena — ' Quanto ebella' and ' Una
furtiva lagrima' — nor does he encourage his
Adina to play the callous shrew to the point
where her change of heart at the end becomes
unconvincing.
Barbara Bonney strikes me as almost ideal
in this role, which in the grandiose throats of
Ricciarelli ( Philips) and Sutherland ( Decca)
sounds more than a little po-faced. Neither
really smile' with their voices as Adina must.
Popp ( Eurodisc) certainly does, but when she
recorded the role she was already transferring
to heavy parts, like Arabella in the theatre
and Daphne on record, and she has little of
Bonney's sparkling lightness.
The veteran Rolando Panerai now sings a
ripe and characterful Dulcamara, afigure of
guile and deception as much as of fun. He
alone of the cast really lives and breathes the
buffo idiom. Try the patter of the Nemorino/
Dulcamara duet ( from ' Obbligato, si, obbligato') and then compare it with Weikl's
Belcore in the parallel section of his duet with
the lovelorn rustic, ' Venti scudi'. He gets the
notes — astonishing for the world's ranking
Hans Sachs — but with an audibly transalpine
vocal method. Apart from Antonella Bandelli's sprightly little Gianetta, that leaves Gosta
Wingbergh's Nemorino, consistently beautiful to hear and darkly ltalianate in a timbre
not unlike de Stefano's. But if only Winbergh
had listened to that aching, yearning heart,
on the ancient Decca set, pouring out his soul
in ' Una furtive lagrima'. Winbergh sings the
aria immaculately — though he could try some
real mezza voce for variety — but he sounds as
if he left his heart in Stockholm, which you
could never say of Bjoerling or Gedda!
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Still, Ihave delighted in the brilliance of
the Maggio Musicale orchestra - welcome
back to records - under Ferro's marvellously
witty direction, and the recording is wellbalanced and very easy on the ear with voices
forward but never strident. On CD it must he
the top recommendation. IA:1/11
Hugh Canning
MUSIC BY JOHN DOWLAND
Extempore String Ens
Hyperion CDA 66010 ( 50m 41s) C) 1985
John Dowland's music is still, despite complete recordings of his songs and lute music,
one of the unsung ( if you forgive the expression) wonders of its age. This collection of
some of his consort music ranges from the
delicious melancholy of the Lachrimae
Pavan, the quaintly titled Captain Digori
Piper his pavan and Ga/hard, and Sir Henry
Umpton's Funeral!, to conspicuously jollier
pieces like the brief The Shoemaker's Wife A Toy and Mistress Winter's Jump. Many of
these pieces are given titles referring to
people presumably of Dowland's own
acquaintance, and though they may not
always be intended as character- portrayals as
such, they do give some indication of Dowland's ability to mark each work with its own
personal imprint. There are, for instance,
those delicious monotones with which he toys
in Suzanna; but everywhere the fecundity of
his inventiveness and the exquisiteness of his
craftsmanship mark him as acomposer of the
rarest gifts. Nowhere on this disc is that more
evident than in Fortune my foe, where the
embellished texture is little by little expanded
around the cantus firmus, lending this tragic
song a sense of ever deepening sadness.
The Extempore String Ensemble play as if
they really love this music, squeezing every
last grain of emotion from it, though never
attempting to see what is not there.
Moreover, the recording, though close and
transferred at high level, is superb. EA*:1*)
Stephen Pettitt
DUTILLEUX: L'arbre des songes ( Violin
Concerto)*/MAXWELL DAVIES: Violin
Concerto
Isaac Stern ( vine Orch Nationale de France!
Maazell RPOI Previn
CBS MK 42449 (
55m 35s) digital
Bravo, first of all, to Isaac Stern for commissioning these distinctive concertos, and a
second cheer to CBS for getting them onto
disc so promptly after the premiere of the
newer of the two works: the Maxwell Davies,
premiered at the 1986 St Magnus Festival and
recorded in London immediately afterwards.
It would be hard to imagine more dissimilar
musical styles or more divergent treatments
of the concerto medium than those of Dutilleux and Maxwell Davies. Both occupy what
might be termed conservative ground on the
map of the contemporary musical world - and
the British work, particularly, has suffered
critical brickbats for this apparent dilution of
its composer's characteristically ` tough' idiom
- but they are true concertos and the Dutilleux, particularly, deserves to become a
classic when done as affectionately and effectively as here by Stern and Maazel.
It strikes me as one of the most colourful
and compelling of conservative contemporary
scores. Like all the best French composers
from Rameau onwards, Dutilleux is an
imaginative orchestrator, one who revels in
bold splashes of colour, who experiments
with unusual combinations of instruments
and explores the wide spectrum of timbres
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each instrumental group Can produce.
The Tree of Dreams (
an aptly poetic title
which describes, the composer says, the
tree- like construction of the work with amain
'trunk' and sections growing out of it like
branches) consists of seven linked episodes four concerted sections and three orchestral
interludes. The concerto opens with arecita.
tive-like soliloquy for the violin oser ashimmering accompaniment of cymbals. A woodwind chorus takes on agreater prominence,
echoing the mournful song of the soloist as he
soars higher into the stratosphere of his
instrument. As the music rises to aclimax it
becomes more angular and agitated, ushering
in the first orchestral interlude. This features
the ' ringing' percussion which play an important structural role in the piece.
Dutilleux imagines some magical sounds in
these beautiful interludes: there are exquisite
solos for the bass clarinet who duets languorously with the subsidiary violin solo in
the second orchestral section. Although
Dutilleux claims he could not write avirtuosic
work - the tone is predominantly ruminative
-there are some dazzling opportunities which
Stern grasps masterfully. But it is the slower
music - abeguiling and sensual dialogue with
the cor anglais in the third solo section of
seamless melodic thought - that engages the
heart so effectively. Stern and Maazel's performance is exemplary, more committed and
passionate. I feel, then the excellent live
performances given by the soloist with Rattle/
CBSO last December, and the recording,
though not of the highest standards to which
CBS now aspire ( the orchestra sounds too
distant in the solo sections) is very clear and
atmospheric. [
A/B:11 [ A : 1J Hugh Canning

ELGAR: Cello Concerto
Introduction and
Allegro LI In the South í Froissart
Tonelierl L
Rot&
EMI CDM 769 2002 (
74m I4s)
1972. ' 73
At almost 75 minutes, and with the swaggering Froissart still something of anovelty, they
don't come any more generous or tempting.
Sir Adrian's Introduction and Allegro isn't Sir
John's ( whose is?) - amuch cooler head is in
evidence. But this In the South is quite
something and Tortelier's account of the
Cello Concerto is - well. ies Tortelier's - big
of heart and elegant of phrase: the oda
dropped stitch, the odd hard-pressed bar ( the
scherzo, where else), hut who's counting? It
warmed me to hear it again and it reminded
me where EMI should he looking for their
sound models. [ A: I [
Edward Seckerson
EIGAR: Dream Children G Triumphal
March from ' Caractacus' D Elegy E Carillon
D Chopin Funeral March LI Polonia D
Meditation from The Light of Life' D
Incidental Music & Funeral March from
'Grania & Diarmid'
LPOIBoult
EMI CFP 4527 • ( MC: TC-('FP 4527) C)
1975
Some of the pieces here are little known, and
have rarely if ever been recorded by other
artists. Boules Elgar needs little introduction
-he is as noble and expansive in his phrasing
of these shorter pieces as in the major works.
The incidental music extracts from Granja
and Diarmid are wonderfully evocative of the
play's Celtic subject. and Boult's fine ear
balances internal textures to perfection.
Equally atmospheric in its own way is the
gentle evocation of the Dream Child;en. The
performance of Chopin's Funeral March here
moves along purposefully, but is still unable

to dispel the rather lurid sentimentality that
such an orchestration arouses. String tone is
edgy. whilst its warmth in the Elegy clouds
inner clarity. Polonia, a fantasia on Polish
national tunes, that quotes both Chopin and
Paderewski, is less well played. with loose
rhythms and articulation, and some hit-ormiss string intonation, but carillon and the
'Triumphal March' from Caraetacus are held
in much tighter control, despite the enthusiasm of the LPO. A natural balance in
recording and good perspective faithfully
represent the qualities of this vintage LPO.
f13:1/21
Barbara Jahn

FOERSTER: From Shakespeare D Springtime & Desire
¡'rague SOISttzetacek
Supraphon 1110 3916 •
This was one of the last, if not the very last,
recordings made by the veteran conductor
Vaclav Smetacek. It dates from 1986 and
presents his final thoughts on awork he did
much to espouse. Foerster's four- movement
suite of character portraits of Shakespearian
heroines. Perdita. Viola, Lady Macbeth and
Katherine. Foerster ( 1859-1951) is the most
European of the later generation of Czech
composers. He is highly regarded in Czechoslovakia but less so here, perhaps because his
idiom, like that of Dohnanvi whom he rather
resembles, lacks obvious nationalistic
flourishes. He had a powerful erotic urge
which is reflected in ' Lady Macbeth', and in
the 1912 tone poem Springtime and Desire;
his harmonic language tends to be conservative, but he was a strong melodist, and this
element of his work is marked in the two
works recorded here.,Smetacek's interpretations are a powerful recommendation: he
cajoles the music along sensuously. but without smothering it or destroying its momentum by too much self-indulgence. The sound.
like anumber of the pre- digital Supraphons.
is inclined to be ' spongy' and lacking in crisp
outline, but one can live with this mild
drawback for the strength and conviction of
the performances. [
B:1/11 Kenneth Dommett
GIORDANO: Andrea Chenier
MartonlCarrerasIZancanarolSoloists of Hungrian State Opera/Hungarian State Orch &
Radio & TV ChIPatanè
CBS M2K 42369 (
2CDs. 112m 41s)
Having so much enjoyed the CBS/Hungaroton co-production of this composer's less
familiar Fedora, Icame to this new Chenier
with keen anticipation, only to find my
95
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expectations dashed. Either Eva Marton —
odd casting for the essentially lyric role of
Madeleine — was out of voice when the
sessions took place, or she has simply outgrown the Tebaldi repertoire with her repeated excursions into Turandot and the hochdramatisch Wagner repertoire. She has all the
right instincts for ` La mamma morta' and her
passionate Act Il duet with Carreras's dryvoiced and uningratiating poet ( he turns the
ardent ' Improvviso' into ahectoring lecture),
but she never sounds youthful or in the least
vulnerable, afundamental drawback — especially when her mother, the Comtesse de
Coigny, is sung by an obviously young if not
very alluring mezzo. Zancanaro's superb
delivery of ' Nemico della partria' — vividly
remembered from Covent Garden — and
Patanè's well-routined conducting of the
Hungarian forces are plus points; but it is
Carreras's singing of the title role which puts
this set out of reckoning for me, asad pointer
to the decline in this once glorious singer's
vocal and physical health. On CD, Pavarotti's
flamboyant impersonation of the role for
Decca rules the roost, at present, with
Caballé disguising her years with all the
ingenuity her refined vocal art can manage.
But if RCA will only issue the Levine
recording with the romantic Domingo, the
virile M I
Ines and the unforgettably moving
Renata Scotto, then that set should be at the
top of everyone's Chénier list. For the new
CBS version, I'm afraid, Ican muster only
very modified rapture. [
B:2/31 Hugh Canning

HANDEL: Messiah
Donut!' (sop)/Reynolds front/Burrows ( ten)/
McIntyre tbassIlJohn AIldis ChILPOIRicluer
DG 419 797-2 (
3CDs, 157m 51s) (D 1972
Karl Richter's Messiah is characteristically
dramatic and emotional in its response. Some
aspects of it will certainly surprise those used
to either the traditional or the modern
approaches to interpretation, but Richter was
always one to stick to his own instinctive
reading. The fresh encounter between him
and the John Alldis Choir brings some very
fine singing in the more elegant choruses, but
the dramatic ones hardly suit this kind of
choir, and here they sound strained and a
little uncomfortable.'
The recording is quite agreeably managed:
the venue, Brent Town Hall, is somewhat dry
acoustically, but the soloists, in particular,
are kindly treated, and the larger ensemble
numbers are warmly played and sung, which
compensates to acertain extent. The edition
cited for the music is the old Peters ( 1939) by
Schering and Soldan. although some of the
solo work seems to be based on the Novello
Watkins Shaw. The overall impression is very
beautiful at times. hut Handers dramatic and
structural genius is somehow passed by in
Richter's emphasis on his own personal
response. The whole effect is interesting, and
welcome hack to availability, hut in my
estimation, this is not the ideal interpretation
either for ' first encounter' or for the ' only
Messiah in collection' purchase. 1B:1/21
Stephen Daw

HASSE: Cleofide
KirkbylMellonlWonglRaginlVisselCordierl
Cappella ColoniensislChristie
Capriccio 10 193/6 (
4CDs, 23Im) digital
(Target)
Here is amajor event in the history of opera
on record: a fully worthy account of a
masterpiece by the man who, in his day, was
the most celebrated of composers for the
96

stage, but which has hardly been taken down
from the dusty shelves since. Cleofide (Dresden, 1731) concerns love and war in the
Indian campaign of Alexander the Great.
Cleophis, an Indian queen ( Emma Kirkby, in
radiant and brilliant voice, if a shade
undramatic) is loved by Alexander, as well as
by the Indian king Porus. These parts are
powerfully taken by Dominique Visse and
Derek Lee Ragin, both displaying sure technique and interpretative insight. The contrasting characters of the two commanding
generals ( Alexander's is treacherous, Porus's
is loyal and generous) are nicely brought out
by David Cordier and Randall K Wong, the
latter being required to rise to unusual
heights. And Eryxena, Porus's sister ( she
falls for Alexander, but is finally united with
Porus's general) is sung with charm and skill
by Agnès Mellon.
What makes this set outstanding are, apart
from the high musical quality of Hasse's score
and the excellence of the singing, the precision and expressive beauty of the orchestral
playing, the enthusiasm and sense of style of
William Christie. and the superior quality of
recording and documentation. The insert
booklets contain very good essays as well as
the full libretto in English ( unfortunately in a
separate booklet). German, and Italian ( a
facsimile of the original Dresden book). The
sound quality is very high throughout: spacious, clear and atmospheric. But it is to the
musical presentation that Imust give the final
words: the recitatives strongly characterized
and expressively varied, the vocal ornamentation almost always apt and pleasing, the
singing of splendid consistency, the overall
direction — despite some indecently hasty
tempi ( only they make me hesitate to award a
star) — full of insight and burning intensity.
[A:1/1*)
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Symphony 101, ' Clock' D 103,
'Drum Roll'
RPOI Beecham
Classics for Pleasure CFP 4530 • (
MC:
TC-CFP 4530) C) 1960
His love of fantastic Berliozian sonorities
may have had something to do with it — and
the links between Haydn and Berlioz are not
as far-fetched as they might seem — but,
whatever the case, Beecham revealed the
originality of Haydn's orchestral palette like
few before and only ahandful since ( among
them Jeffrey Tate, whose readings CB much
admired in May ' 87). Often it's asimple case
of slimming down the string tone so that
woodwind shine through in unison; then a
less simple case ( the Beecham essence, in
short) or working shapely wonders on the
line. Moments like the sombre opening of 103
or the sunny support the flute lends the
super-tocking violin line in 101(ii) — already
irresistible — couldn't come from anyone else.
Haydn's artful simplicity in the trio of 10I's
minuet receives as much careful attention as
the sparkling, unmistakably dance- like outer
movements. Explosive energy is here too, at
the flick of a switch, in the Eroica-foreshadowing Andante of 103 and the sudden
fierceness of the developments; none of it
taxes the vintage engineering, which Islightly
prefer in 103, for its more rounded tone. For
once the players are left to tell an unvarnished tale. [ A: I*1
David Nice
LIGETI: Double Concerto/San Francisco
Polyphony/String Quartet 1/Continuum/
Musica Ricercata
Swedish RSOIHowarthlVoces Intimae Qt1 Eva
Nordwall (hpd)ILiisa Pohjola (pno)

BIS CD-53 (
75m) C) various
It is good to see this generous selection of
Ligeti's music, charting his progress from the
remarkable cycle of experimental piano
pieces composed from 1951 to 1953, called
Musica Ricercata, through to the sophisticated textures of San Francisco Polyphony
(1973-74), transferred to CD. Between those
chronological extremes the disc makes room
for the First String Quartet, Métamorphoses
nocturnes (
which was written in 1953-4 and
betrays alarge slice of Bartetkian influence),
the elegant, minimalist but substantial harpsichord piece Continuum, of 1968, and the
two- movement Double Concerto for flute,
oboe and orchestra of 1971-72, which, like
San Francisco Polyphony, makes use of
microtonal conflicts and deft contrasts of
instrumental colours to create its tensions.
These performances, recorded at various
times during the 1970s, and thus not digitally,
come up with a striking freshness in this
transfer. The artists give unfailingly convincing interpretations; but it would be positively
unfair not to single out Gunilla von Bahr and
Torleif Lânnerholm, the flautist and oboist in
the Double Concerto. IA: Il
Stephen Pettitt
LISZT: Vexilla regis prodeunt Li Sursum
corda Ell Abendglocken D Invocation/MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 420 156-2 (
54m 59s) digital ( LP: 420
156-1, MC: 420 156-4)
The first Liszt piece is the least familiar item
here, being afree transcription of amedieval
Latin hymn, done in 1864 but only published
in 1976. Sursum corda is from Vol.3 of
Années de Pèlerinage, Abendglocken from
the Weihnachtsbaum suite, Invocation from
Harmonies Poétiques et Religieuses; and one
hopes that their appearance here does not
preclude Brendel from later recording the
complete sets. Sursum corda and Invocation
are virtuoso essays, Abendglocken simple yet
highly ingenious, but all this late music of
Liszt's is remote, lonely. These particular
compositions, even in Brendel's typically
perceptive readings, do not make asatisfying
group, however, and would create astronger
effect in the cycles in which Liszt published
them.
Brendel leaves us in no doubt of the
originality of this music, or of Mussorgsky's
work. Each movement there is finely characterised, not least through an exceptionally
wide range of dynamics. Ihave heard more
exciting performances, though, especially of
the larger pieces such as ' Baba Yaga' and
'The Great Gate of Kiev'. Indeed, Ifeel that
Brendel's profound study of the Viennese
classics has to some extent cut him off from
Slavonic music of this sort — that he was closer
to it in his youth, when he made the recording
once available on Vox/Turnabout. In fact,
having just played the latter, Ihave to say
that, despite the obviously inferior sound. I
prefer it. [ A:1]
Max Harrison
miet
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LISZT: Années de pèlerinage — deuxième
année ' Italie'
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 420 169-2 (
47m 54s) digital ( LP: 420
169-1, MC: 420 169-9)
Brendel's concept of these seven pieces,
which were inspired by Italian works of art
and literature, is as an integral set, each piece
leading into the next by virtue of key or
intervallic relationship, and therefore all following one another with little or no break.
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This is entirely convincing, thanks to Brendel's inimitable understanding of pacing
within large-scale structures. Dynamics.
whilst carefully observed in accordance with
the score, are always graded with an ear to
the principal climax point of apiece. and with
relevance to the integrity of the set as a
whole. The Dante Sonata, in the light of that.
is less emotionally and dynamically wayward
in comparison with Brendel's earlier interpretation on Turnabout, but its cooler, more
intellectual approach is just as valid.
What is not so readily acceptable is the
weakness in the piano's treble, which fails to
produce the bell- like tone needed in the ppp
repeated notes of the Dante's dolcissimo
passages, and which often leads to aggressively harsh, percussive sounds, both here
and in many of the other pieces. The Sown°
104, with its almost continuous level of forte,
is especially unpleasant for this reason. The
piano's inevitable lack of sustaining power in
this region is also disappointing, then, and
could wrongly he attributed to a lack of
energy on Brenders part. But weighed
against all this are the many moments of great
beauty: the pesante chromatic bass under
sotto voce chords in Il Penseroso; the lift and
agility of rhythm in the Canzonetta; the
voicing of contrapuntal lines in Sonetto 47,
the magical atmosphere created for the opening of Sonetto 123 - this is Brendel at his most
impressive.
Closely miked, the recording has great
immediacy and presents textures with the
same careful attention to clarity afforded
them by Brendel himself. A break- through of
voices four minutes into the first piece is
temporarily distracting, but [
A:1*/11 all the
same.
Barbara Jahn
MAHLER: Symphony 10/SCHOENBERG:
Verklárte Nacht
Berlin RSOIChailly
Decca 421 102-2 (
2CDs, 109m 32s) digital
(2LPs: 421 102-1, 2MCs: 421 102-4)
This is unquestionably the most accomplished, and the most thoroughly prepared
account of the Cooke ' performing version'
yet to have made it to disc. Why then my
nagging doubts? Could it, Iwonder, be the
piece? The closer Iget to Cooke's masterful
'restoration', the more I start to consider
where Mahler might have taken us had he
lived to revise and develop his ideas. In the
two big scherzi - the embodiment of his
emotional turmoil - the last movement
development ( an uncharacteristicalk weak
part of the score) we would surely have seen
big changes. As it is. Ieat my fill and still
hunger. The more Ihear of the piece. the
more Ifeel that way about it. Chailly. for his
part, perhaps doesn't take us quite close
enough to the precipice. Iwould ask for a
slightly craggier texture for the inner movements, agreater sense of internal conflict as
reflected in those treacherous and unpredictable switches of meter in scherzo ( i) and those
abortive climaxes in scherzo ( ii). So sure is
Chailly's technical command, with each
rubato effortlessly, unanimously turned ( his
orchestra in harmony to a man, the contrapuntal wizardry of scherzo ( i) in particular,
crisply defined), that he's slightly in danger
here of communicating a sense of perfect
order rather than quite the reverse. Unless,
of course, that is precisely what Mahler had
in mind. Again, unanswered questions. We
shall never know.
Let the record reflect, though. the high
level of Chailly's accomplishment. His first
movement is quite superbly chronicled with
fine breadth in the phrasing of those great
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archine string lines chillingly offset by pages
of aching desolation ( the spare scoring tells
beautifully). The protracted nine- note dissonance of the climax is the more intense for
Chailly's understatement of the trumpet's
gnawing high A. and Ilove the way he teally
reaches for the violins' searing D which
follows. The finale emerges from the grisly
percussion and string basses of ( iv) ( superbly
articulated) with the first of the famous
muffled drum strokes - arather too generalised 'spreading* sound on this occasion.
Mahler clearly intended a small ' military
band' bass drum such as he remembered
hearing from his hotel window in New York
(Levine comes closer than either Chailly or
Rattle to the right sound). But Chailly's solo
flute and later his Berlin Radio strings are
radiant in that long heart- breaking hymn to a
short life well- lived - the most beautiful
single melody Mahler ever penned. by far.
And as the final agonising glissando rears up
in the violins and the final bar sinks into
silence. Iam once again indebted to Deryck
Cooke for the opportunity, at least, of
hearing these pages at all.
Ihave starred the recording for its open
natural image and impressive tonal range (the
lower string sound is tremendously imposing)
and would suggest also that Chidily's impassioned account of Verkkirte Nacht is probably
the finest currently available of the full- string
version. Definitely aset to hear. LA*:1/21
Edward Seckerson

MONTEVERDI: Orfeo
Rolle Johnson•iirgenta'uon OtteríMontague/
RohsontTondinson; White. Monteverdi Ch,
Eng Bar Sol/His Majesties Saghttus t Cornetts/Eliot Gardiner
DG 419 250-2 (
2CDs. 1115in 43s) ( 2LPs: 419
250-1. 2MCs: 419 2504)
It all depends on whether vou think of
Monteverdi's foi ola in mush 7
a as a great
drama or an earl. but fundamentaly untheatheal attempt at a musical spectacle ‘Yhich
survives best in concert performance. Ironically, this most lively and invigorating of
recorded versions dérives from a concert
performance, hut vou would never guess it
from the athletickin of Gardiner's direction
and his choir's singing. the pungency of the
wind and brass pitying, the astringent beauty
of the strings. icannot recaLl aperformance
of Orfeo which so consHenttv engages the
emotions as this: it may not have reduced me
to tears - as the original INI7 staging is said to
have affected the Nlantuan courtiers - but
Orfeo's tragedy leaps into life on these
records as it rarely can in the theatre, and for
obvious reasons. In our living rooms we can

replicate something of the mystical
immediacy the opera must have had in one of
the halls of the Gonzagas' Court. especially
when it is played with such conviction as this.
No wonder this tun% Archly recording has
:dready had the thumbs- down from the hair
shirt brigade, who predictably enough tend to
prefer the bloodless neo authenticity of the
Chiaroscuro/London Baroque version on
EMI. That recording undoubtedly has its
virtues - the cast is scrupulously musical and
Nigel Rogers comes closer to Orfeo's tragedy
than the mellifluous but occasionally bland
Rolfe Johnson - but it sounds like an oratorio. achaste experience devoid of the raw
emotional passions which opera invites. You
cannot approach the Messagiera's great scene
as if it were a mezzo extra bringing a bit of
had news. Harnoncourt recognised that
much, bv casting the role of Silvia with the
late. lamented Cathy Berberian. Hers
remains a formidable account of the monologue ' Ahi! Caso acerbo'. but Anne Sofie von
Otter is her match in every way. dramatically
overwhelming. emotionally drained by the
experience of Eurichee's death, yet quite
gloriously sung. This young Swedish ( Britishtrained) singer is proving of enormous value
to the record industry at present. Clearly, not
all of the singing is on this level - which
unbalances the cast - but Iam sure Gardiner
is right to have mainly eschewed ' authentic'
vocalists in favour of experienced and characterful artists such as Diana Montague ( a
lustrous sounding Proserpina). John Tomlinson ( an appropriately grave and gravelly
Caronte). and Willard White ablack- voiced,
sepulchral Lord of the Underworld.
Gardiner's is a bold and extravert
approach: his Monteverdi Choir and English
Baroque Soloists enter the theatrical spirit of
the proceedings with customary flair and
technical brilliance. My only quibble is with
the casting of Rolfe-Johnson in the title role.
Beautifully as he sings the notes - barely an
aspirate to be heard in ' Spirto gentil' - he
never really seems to penetrate the emotional
physiognomy of the bereaved lyrist. By the
side of Nigel Robson's dark and grainy- toned
Apollo. he sounds superficial and uninvolved. But even this crucial undercasting
does not dim my enthusiasm for the whole.
Brilliant Archiv sound. as usual. I.V:11*II
Hugh Canning
MOZART: March in D, K237 H Serenade in
D, K203 [1Serenata Notturna, K239
S.it.11arriner
Philips 420 201-2 (
55m I8s) digital
A delight front start to finish. This is the
Academy at their ebullient best. The sicor MIS march makes an excellent curtain- raiser
to the wonderful Serenade which follows, just
as the enchanting Serenata . Votiurna acts as
. a
kind of programined encore. The multiplicity
of forms and styles which Mozart managed to
smuggle into the admittedly loose concept of
aserenade is aperpetual miracle. Embedded
in K203. for instance, in addition to a
moodscape of operatic diversity, are an
unconventional hut ineffably lovely violin
concerto, here featuring the sort of stylsh and
eloquent playing front lona Brown that one
has long since come to expect of her, and a
couple of incipient ariettas for oboe and
strings ( in which the poignantly reserved
soloist is Celia Nicklin). Orchestral textures
are everywhere clear and sensitively varied
(the accompanying strings in the central
(I- major Andante are a model of subdued
poetr‘ : Ind precision). tempi are well chosen
and ritthmic momentum is never subjected
to that excess of accentual s‘nunetry which
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bogs down so many otherwise admirable
performances these days. The prestissimo,
sonata- form finale is given a truly symphonic
performance which almost bur st
s at th e
seams with energy and ne'. er allows one to
forget that NloArt ii is it only a peerless
craftS1111an but an enthusiastic danc er. And
Philips have matched the darn \ and polish of
the performances with a full-bodied and
suitably ' concert hall' acoustic. I.S:11
Jereinv Siepmann
!MOZART: Oboe Concerto K3I4 H Flute &
Harp Concerto
Gordon Hunt ( oh) Jonathan Snowden el'
Caryl Tlumuh. (
hp) LP() Litton
EMI CD-ENIX 9510 ( 5-int 10s) digital ( 1.P:
EMX 951(1. MC: ' fl-EMX 951(1)
Nicely paced. liyek performances. a bit
heat - handed perhaps. hut with some
expressiv e solo plav Mg. The cadenias fffr the
Oboe Concerto ( by John Wallace) are
erelaborate and do not sit particularly well in
the general context. and. except possibly for
oboe fanciers, outst a \ their tse let
Th( /se
for the Ilute and Harp (« oncerto. (' ail
Milne . are more in keeping. l'he general
sound is good. bright but not glaringly so. and
balances. difficult in the double 'concerto
especially. are natural enough. lA:21
Kenneth Dommett
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition
(orch. Ravel) [ 1Night on the Bare Nlountain
L Khovanshchina-Prelude/RINISKY-KORSAKOV: Russian Easter Festival Overture
Mmarea/ S(l'nuton
Decca 417 299-2 ( 6-1m 26s) digital ( LP: 417
299-1. MC: 417 299-4)
Comparison with Decca's other recent Pictures. from Chailly. says it all. In a word.
imagination. Chailly's Concertgehouw
account is full of it: interest, ideas.' nuance
and colour. Dutoit - immaculate to a fault.
clean as awhistle, as ever - delivers the text
but not the spirit. This ' Cinomus' is no study
in malevolence: this • Bydlo' ( an ( Jr- cart?)
slips by with barely ahint of stress and strain
in those explicitly strenuous bass lines: ' Goldenberg'. the corpulent Jew. \\ as rarely less
extravagant of phrase. And whatever happened to the menace of those ' Catacombs'? I
could go on. But you will have taken my
point. All the performances on this disc share
much the sanie blandness. Expensive pieces
of costume jewelry: all glitter, no soul.
Fabulous engineering. as yini would expect.
But it isn't enough. A*:31 Edward Seckerson

SCHUBERT: Miniatures
Alfred kitchin (pito)
Thorofon (' TH 2011 (
62m 03s) digital
Here is alovely recital which, unlike so many.
can be played straight through without any
sign of flagging in the zeal of the listener. The
reasons for this lie in the inexhaustible
treasures of Schubert's piano writing, and the
tact and skill of the pianist. Alfred Kitchin is
an elderly Anglo Swiss who lived and worked
for many yeais in Vienna before returning to
his native London. Iconfess his work was not
known to me before Imet this CD. He can he
faulted for the occasional smudge or imprecision - just as 1 imagine Schubert himself
could have been in the salons of Vienna.
c.1820. But the spirit and the tenderness of
his playing are admirable - he brings alilt to
the wide range of dances represented. and is
adept at capturing the varying mood of each.
The Landler emerge as especially felicitous
here, and the Va/ses semi/pie/miles run them
close for charm: 38 small gems. all too many
of them hardly known by the public at large.
An initial impression of hardening keyhoàd
tone proves happily misleading - there are
precussive patches. yet one's oserriding feeling is of gratitude tor such sympathetic.
modest presentation of lovely iii li sie. ( B : 21
Peter Branscombf
SCHUMANN: Piano Quintet in
Op.44
Piano Quartet in EL. Op.47
Thomas Rajna qmopAlheroi Ql
('RI) CRI) 3324 (
55m 22s) C) 1976
These are pertormances on the domestic
rather than heroic scale, and they are captured k arecording that furthers rather than
contradicts that view of the works. The
engineers have kept a tight cfmtml over
details of placing and the venue's reyerbermice. so that Thomas Rajna's finely balanced
performance of the piano part is not allowed
to swamp the acoustic or dominate the
strings. and the exchange of ideas between
instruments in both winks can he clearly
heard as movement in space. Ines
this
degree of refinement brings with it some
tame gestures and awatering down of Schumann's more lurid Romantic moments: hut
his music is Open to a wide spectrum of
interpretative approaches. alld those adopted
here are brought off uit hcf mvict ion. Traits f
er
to CD has c'ertaink been worthwhile tor
these 1976 recordings and, for an alternat se
view of these pieces. this disc can he recommended. III: 1/21
Doug Hammond

SATIE: Piano Favourites
Anee/a Brownridge (Inuit
EMI CD-EMX 9507 (
61m 31s) digital C)19S5

R STRAUSS: Symphonia Domestica CI Till
Eulenspiegel [ 1Two songs
Lou (
sop)'S,V0 Kin')
Chandos CHAN 8572 (
65m 51s) digital ( LP:
ABRI) 1267. M(': AIM) 1267)

Yes. the three (iynnupédies are here ( but
don't expect aimless drifting: Angela Brownridge is sensitke to Sat ie's cutting edge. too).
along uith Spi ni
direrti(unents. the three
Girov\iennes, Jack in the nos. the Joplinesque
kinbrvons desséches. with its surrealistic . distortions of Chopin's Funeral
March, elegant and satirical raises - 17 tracks
in all. In this most appealing of Satie collections the piano is closely caught. with no
disconcerting deep ambience ( which s'.oiild
be ruinous in such music). sounding es en
finer on CD. But that said, the tone hasn't the
lovely bloom of Roge's instrument. in the
highly recommendable Decca Poulenc recital
(417 438-2). also from St Barnabas Finchley.
IA: II
Christopher Breunig

Tolstoy might have reconsidered his verdict
on happy families if he'd heard this () ne. No
domestic ensemble can ever quite have
resembled Papa. Mama and Bubi Strauss in
this bizarre extravaganza - least of all in
Jiirvi's half- tender, half-grotesque, labour of
love. His Strauss recordings so far have all
had precedents in live performances around
Scotland: consequently they've had the
chance to mature, as an readings of these
complex scores need to. In the concert- hall
Jiirvi's Domestic(' had a Rabelaisian relish
which more than carried dangerous moments
in the ensemble. Now we liase the best of all
worlds, not least the hest string playing this
conductor has yet drawn from his orchestra:
when Strauss wants diem to sing ( take for
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example that beguiling interlude between
playtime and bathtime. or the heart of the
lullaby). they fervently oblige. The tricky'
climaxes of the love-scenes and the horn.whooping ' happy ever after' now sound
absolutely confident - more detail. too. than
in exuberant rival Karajan ( and the engineers
have left it to speak for itself). Jiirvi knows
exactly when he wants to pull back or push
ahead, and though his injunctions aren't
always Strauss's (
ie, two after 73. 141). the
results nearly always convince me. I'm not
quite happy with the rhetorical pause. one
bar into the woods\ ind idyll ( 49), which
seems to announce ' here heginneth the slow
movement' too obtrusively. And the trumpets have vanished from Bubi's early- morning yell ( two before 86) just as mysteriously
as did the trombone at the end .of ' late's
Bourgeois Gemilhomme fencing master. But
these are the smallest of quirks in asplendidly
rich celebration of family life.
This Till is special enough. too, to take his
place among the pantheon of immortal mischief- makers - a light and airy mischiefmaker beside Karajan's latest and equally
compelling monster- wag. The death- sentence
comes as a terrible response to so much
neatk-tailored fun, the slow and inward
epilogue as balm to the harshness of reality.
There's an embarrassment of genial riches on
this disc: two more songs with Felicity Lott in
radiant form gild the measure.
Zueignung Comes not in the familiar
Heger orchestration hut Strauss's own 1940
dedication to Maria Jeritza, complete with
inserted thanks to ' du wunderschiine
Helena'. And as apotheosis there's the gloriously simple ' Die heiligen drei
complete with another crying infant apt for
an orchestral postlude less rambunctious than
Bubi's perhaps, but just as warm-hearted.
The usual Caird Hall buffets and rewards
remain, hut none of the harshness which
worried me a little on the Zarathustra disc.
[A*/A:11
David Nice

‘'AUGHAN WILLIAMS: A London Symphon
Tallis Fantasia
EMI CDC 749 3942 (
65m 51s) digital ( LI': EL
749 3941. MC: EL 749 3944)
The clouds of war really do seem to gather
over Haitink's
break. This is a darker,
more ' serious' reading of the score than any
in my experience. Barhirolli ( from whost-•
recordings of the piece no man will part me)
has the warmer heart and the abundantly
chirpy Cockney spirit in ( i) and ( iii). Haitink,
it has to he said, is alittle too ' Dutch'. alittle
stiff of limb with VW's raucous syncopation.
(young Previn taught us all a thing or mo
about those). But. as the full orchestra rudek
cries nata forza in the wake of Big Ben's earl \
morning 'chimes, it is Haitink who real k
begins to sweep aside the mists of time, and
tap' the darker elements - the elements of
foreboding, so inherent in this fine score
(dated. significantly. 1913). There is
tremendous gravit Yin the climaxes, an underpull of disharimm and genuine poignancy in
the passage for solo strings at the heart of ( i).
The opening of ( n) - ha,
still. chills ('oil\ e‘ s() much more than just that No\ ember aiternoon in Bloomsbury Square. The
middle section. with its jingle of passing
hansom cabs, is as refined in atmosphere and
sonorit \ as ut!'ve ever heard it. while ' the
tune' has great breadth and nobility definitely more Big Ben than Ben-FlurT So
ti lo. the finale's ' hunger march' griinting
inexorably forward to a thrilling climax
(though what apity the crucial tant- tant crash
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fails to come through). The coda is tinged
with deep regret.
All this is quite marvellousk attended to by
an LPO on cracking form. .their long and
proud tradition in this music evident in every
bar. Fine too, is the Tullis Fantasia -suitably
elevated. Haitink displ:tin a uonderfully
refined sense of line and dynamics. If I'm
really truthful. Iexpected more of the climax
- a greater sense of polyphony piled upon
polyphony. But no one can ever give me
enough there. The recording ( Abbey Road)
is broad, deep and handsome, reminding me
of EMI's pahniest da%. gone by. More of the
same please. IA*:1*
Edward Seckerson
VILLA LOBOS: A Pre)le do Bébé E: Prelude
(Bachianas Brasileiras 4) (1, As très Marias
Rudepoêma
Nelson Freire (pua)
Teldec 8.43686 (
39m 22s)
Ever since Iheard Nelson Freire's recording
of the Chopin Preludes well over a decade
ago. I've thought him aseriously underrated
player. Recent evidence includes his electrifying partnership with the incomparable Argerich. He is avirtuoso with technique to burn, a
musician of penetrating discernment and a
performer with a communicative flair which
engages the listener's attention at once. The
choice of repertoire in the present icentenaryl
recital suggests that he : 11.o has a befitting
confidence in his own abilities: all the music
here is indelibly associated with the late
Artur Rubinstein. and the final item is
I
7- minute portrait of the great man - an
attempt. in the composer's words, to translate
Rubinstein's temperament into music. Freire
survives the comparison well, and wisely
makes no attempt to imitate his elder colleague. If his tonal palette isn't as miraculously varied as Rubinstein's. it's nevertheless
richly varied, and his rhythm is notable both
for its motive power and its suppleness.
Among its other virtues. Freire's playing is
commendabls unambiguous. He covers the
aural canvas With big. bold strokes and his
intentions are never in doubt. Despite his
obviously committed advocacy however. he
fails ( through no fault of his own) to convince
me that this music is of more than superficial
importance. hut those who are :dreads established Villa-Lobos fans should find this an
eminently satisfying release. IA: II
Jeremy Siepmann
VIVAI,DI: L'Estro Armonico. Op.3
Simon Standage WWI Lng ('oncert ,
DG 423 0942 ( 2(71)s, 100m I6s) digital
(2LPs: 423 094-1. 2MCs: 423 094-4) This is aslightly weightier account of • L'Estro' than that of the AAM under Hogwood
(which Ipersonally consider to he AAM's
best Vivaldi recording) - in comparison. it
seems slightly ' English'. less whimsical and
fractionally less athletic on the part of the
soloists. All four - Standage. Elizabeth Wilcock, Micaela Comberti, and Miles Golding have a mellow and sweet tone, which, sin-ce
the longer notes are mostls \s ell sustained.
adds to our enjoyment. This is also assisted
by a very pleasant recording. reflecting the
rather dry Abbe\ Road Studio acoustic, but
well- spaced and distanced, so that the clarity
of the playing, as well as tonal contrasts are
realistic and lively.
Whether or not this is the preferred reading depends largely on personal preferences.
To me the continuo here is less positive as a
contribution to the style than it is in Christopher Hop oocrs recording: I'd prefer more
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spread chords in the harpsichord. and a
rather more coloured treatment of the cello
part than we have on this occasion from the
otherwise admirable Jaap ter Linden.
Michael Talbot's documentation is - as we
have come to expect - exemplars'. IA: II
Stephen Daw
VIVALDI: Gloria, RV589 E Laudate pueri,
RV602 El Laudate Dominum, RV606 Li
Lauda Jerusalem, RV609 D Introduzione al
Gloria, RV642
Margaret Marshall, Felicity Lott (sops)/Ann
Murray (mez-sop)IBirgit Finnilii (con)/John
Alldis'ChlECOINegri
Philips 420 648-2 (65m 56s) C) 1976-9
To the ' Living Baroque' LP reissue I
reviewed in July ' 86 (p110) Philips have
added three works, subtracting one. The CD
provides - apart from its glorious music - an
anthology of outstanding soprano singing by
Margaret Marshall: in all but the two- minute
RV606. which is for choir and orchestra. She
blends well with Felicity Lott ( just as striking)
in RV602. and it is good to have on CD the
(aria - recitative - aria) Introduction al
Gloria. This is followed with hardly a break
by Negri's fine account of the popular Gloria;
Istill find ( i) ' restlessly' fast, but that is a
small point. The analogue recordings have
transferred well, and reservations I made
about foreshortened depth and choral
balance in RV589 no longer seem tenable.
[A:1*1
Christopher Breunig
WALTON: Violin Concerto E Viola Concerto
Nigel Kennedy ( vin, yla)IRPOIPrerin
EMI CDC 749-6282 (
56m 47s) digital ( LI': EL
749 6281. M(': EL 749 6284)
Kennedy picks up the viola to the manner
born. Walton's terrific Concerto is the first
major work he has tackled on this huskyoked introvert of string instrument.. Not
that there is too much of the introvert about
this solo part. That is :isn't really Walton's
style. For me. this is undoubtedly the finer of
the two performances - warmly sounded and
phrased. wonderfully free and intuitive from
Kennedy's point of view. The suppleness and
agilits \s ail which he already commands the
instrument is remarkable. This is also the
most vital and involving work I've heard from
Prev in for ages. More like the old Previn, if
you'll forgive the paradox. The orchestral
writing really bristles, the familiar Walton
counterpoint sparking to life in the tut lis, as
parts flamboyantly jostle and collide. The
double-jointed RPO brass must be delighted
with their contributions. ( I certainly am.)
Best of all. though, is the unmistakable unity
of expression between Kennedy and Previn-.
The performance couldn't be tighter. hut nor
could it he freer.
The fiddle concerto is very accomplished
too, though if I'm realls honest it is here that
Kyung Wha ('hung ( also with Previn. of
course) makes so much more of the lyric
writing. the Mediterranean daydreams ( that
luscious first theme. for instance) which
invariably prompted from Walton one of his
favourite' markings - sognando. Kennedy.
though never insensitive and never at a loss
for the singing phrase. likes to move on.
Chung lustiriates. A real performance from
Kennedy. though. with demoniac bowing in
the thrusting first movement development
and. of couise, the acidic scherzo. Like the
performances. the Abbey Road recordings
are tightly balanced and forthright. Ienjoyed
myself. "Iliese are underrated works, I
A: I
l
Edward Seckerson

MY SOUL DOTH MAGNIFY THE LORD
Works by Blair. Brewer, Stanford, Walmisley, Wesley, Wood
Christopher Dearnley loreChoir of Si Paul's
Cathedral/Scott
Hyperion CDA 66249 ( 58m 10s) digital ( LP:
A66249)
It is fascinating to hear just how diverse these
six settings of the Magnificat and Nunc
Dimittis are in the hands of six English
composers born in the last century and
steeped in the tradition of Anglican church
music. The works span over seventy years.
the earliest ( c.1844) by one of the most
influential composers of liturgical music,
Samuel Wesley. The fluent lines that have
made his hymns so popular are here subjected to contrast between solo voices and
choir, imitative entries, and changes of pace
and tempo. A similarly joyful approach is
adopted by Charles Wood in his equally
expansive setting for double choir. Different
vocal combinations are again exploited to
great effect, with the added colour of antiphonal exchange between choirs, and amore
dramatic emphasis on word painting. By
contrast. Herbert Brewer's setting is concise.
the melodic lines of the Magnificat held in
sharp relief against the harmonic texture of
the Nunc Dimiui.s. The ethereal atmosphere
of Hugh Blair's setting is its most endearing
quality. hut in this respect Stanford's famous
work has no ris ais. In all, the Choir of St
Paul's is excellent in intonation, fluidity of
phrase. and tonal colour, and happily the
organ is perfectly balanced, John Scott never
being tempted to realise its full dynamic
potential and so swamp the choir. Taking into
consideration the huge reverberation and
decay of the Cathedral, this recording has
maintained maximum clarity of texture, with
well- spaced sections of the choir held in sharp
focus. There is no significant difference
between LP and CD sound; both are excellent. IA:11
Barbara Jahn
ARIE ANT1CHE. Italian love songs from the
15th to the 18th-centuries.
Ralph Kohn ( bar)/ E( ' OIllalstead
Jerusalem Records CATI) 8702 (
55m I6s)
Actually, the music's from the 16th to the
18th- centuries, but it makes no difference.
This is aterrible record. Kohn has little real
sympathy for the style and his voice seems to
me like that of a reasonably accomplished
amateur. no more. The English Chamber
Orchestra. under Anthony Halstead. sound
as if they can't wait to take the money and
run. 113:41
Stephen éettitt

ANCIENT AIRS AND DANCES
Paul ° Date ( Ite)lRogers Corev-1 ramp (
ten)
Hyperion CDA 66228 ( 54m Ms} digital (
LP:
A66228)
Respighi was not just a composer of blockbusters like The Pines of Rome. When he
came to compile his Ancient Airs and Dances
he went, for his sources, to various transcriptions of late renaissance secular music which
had been collected by the musicologist Oscar
Chilescotti. Paul O'Dette has been on the
trail of those transcriptions, and on this most
unusual record he presents the original versions — or. in the case of most of the
anonymous music ( whose first source is supposed to have been destroyed by fire in the
NEWS & RECORD REVIEN'
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late 19th century) his own re-intabulations
from Chilescotti's versions, of every piece
that Respighi arranged in his colourful
orchestrations.
That is an intriguing hook. guaranteed to
appeal to jourdilist and curious recordpurchaser alike. What the disc really amounts
to, though. is a pleasant miscellaneous lute
recital garnished \\ ith airs de cours by JeanBaptiste Besard beautifully sung by Rogers
Covey- Crump. The lute music is a nicely
varied and characterfut selection, mostly Italian dance forms, while some pieces — Fabritio Caroso's Laura soave. and Besard's
Bransles de village — require the supplementary forces of John Holloway's violin.
Nigel North's bass lute or Christel Thielmann's bass viol. Everything is done with
impeccable style and refinement. Very neat.
IA:II
Stephen Pettitt

ST NIARTIN'S ACADEMY
WALTON: Façade— Popular Song and Polka/
VILLA LOBAS: Bachianas Brasileiras —
Aria/FALLA: Ritual Fire Dance/SATIE:
Gyinnopedies 1 & 3/DELIUS: On Hearing
The First Cuckoo in Spring R
NINOV: Vocalise/VAU(,HAN W 11.1.1 AMS:
Fantasia on GreensleevesiCANTELOUBE:
Chants d'Auvergne — Badero/BARBER: .% dagio/BRITTEN: Playful Pizzicato
Karim Manila tali)) IS1 ‘ Iarriner
Philips 420 155-2 ( 55111 34s) digital
Yet another collection of popular classics, an
eas - listening formula of somewhat soporific
renditions of everyone's fa‘ourite bits, lifted
out of context and juxtapçsed with sometimes most unsuitable neighbours. The biggest clash of this kind is the switch front
Walton's jolly Facade Polka, to the high
tragic emotiOns of Barber's Adagio fi ir
Strings. Most of the tracks have rather
plodding tempi. with the Satie Gymnopédies
so slow tu e\ almost cimle to a standstill.
Connoissi:urs of music will prefer to seek
out the more celebrated vei -sii.ms of each
or
k. The Barber for example, is so much
more alive under 13ernstein's baton. and
Dame Kin ' s ' lizrilero .is more properly sumptuous. But for those lazy evenings \\ hen one
feels like just some sweetmeats t
:
iit her than a
full meal. this CD is tailor-made. W iii this in
mind. the Academy's relaxed approach to the
performances is appropriately soothing. The
recording is pleasantly \\ a ria except for a
touch of u . tring toile IA ,.13 :21
Sue Hudson
AGNES BALTSA: Arias hy Berlioz.
Donizetti. Mozart. Verdi
Agnes Haim/ ( ni sop) Munich Radio Ore/i'
Zedda
EMI CDC 747 6272 ( 49m) ( 1.1 ):E1.27 ( 1478 I.
MC: El27 0478 4)
Is she I.ady Macbeth or is she Isabella. the
flight\ ( Imean coloratura- flighty) heroine of
L'haliana in Algerr. Back in Januars . Agnes Baltsa showed considerable dazzle ; ind charm in portraying Ri ssini's heroine
on the stage of Covent Garden. but the voice
seemed of an unusually hcas quality for the
role. In the heavier mides of thiS reCord the
tone- quality, as well as the manner and spirit
of deliven :,is just right.
Verdi's -I.ad‘ . Macbeth. really a soprano
role, is represented by
raffretta .
(awaiting Macheth's hoMecoming) as well as
by the Slet.Tm diking Scene. Together taking
19 of the 49 minutes of this short- rationed
disc, these two excerpts are thrillingly done.
No less intense. no less well integr;ited in a
11141 NI Vt1A. RI- CORD RI \ I!
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seamless weal register. is liordiligis Conit.•
scoglid from Cos.i. likewise designated tor
soprano but notoriously going limer than
most sopranos can. Aimas trimi both Elitabt.•th's and Mary's roles in Donizetti's
Maria Stuarda further display Baitsa's po \\
ers: and if Dido's Death Scene from Berhois
Les Troyens misses the ultimate pathos. Il is a
near miss. In all. with Alberto Zedda's
superior conducting and an ample Munich
studio acoustic, ava-litt.•(1 disc. IA:1 }
Arthur Jacobs

BRITISH CELLO MUSIC
BRITTEN: Tema • Sacher' 11 Cello Suite
3*/RAWSTHORNE: Sonata for cello and
piano/IRELAND: The Holy Boy/ARNOLD:
Fantasy for cello/WALTON: Passacaglia for
cello solo
Julian Lloyd Webber ( vIc)/.lohn McCabe
(pilo)
ASV CD DCA 592 (
65m 37s) digital ( 1.P:
DCA 592, MC: ZC DCA 592) *
I'D only
This generally excellent issue raises anumber
of interesting questions concerning the ethics
of record marketing and what constitutes
value for money. With some shoehorning.
most of what is spread over the two LP sides
could be accommodated on one: and ASV
seem to have acknowledged this by adding to
the Cl) the whole of Britten's Third Cello
Suite ( over 20m of music) transferred from a
1981 JLW recital. Given that the rather
daunting proximity of an otherwise first-rate
recording is somewhat mitigated on CD. this
makes this medium clearly preferable, and
better value for money here. but Ido wonder
if the Suite was added or subtracted to
highlight CD attractiveness. Whatever the
case, the performances are marvellously
effective in all the works for solo cello, and
John McCabe again proves an ideal musical
companion for Lloyd Webber in the Rawsthorne Sonata — one of the composer's hest
works — producing asolid, well- tuned, richlytoned piano sound coupled with a keen
awareness of the music's needs. On CD the
two Britten pieces and the Arnold Fantasy
receive their first recordings. and all balance
extremely well with Walton's richly- scored
Passacaglia and the cello and piano version of
Ireland's well-known The Holy Bor. Few
who enjoy this music will fail to he won over
by the performances. IA*: I*1. LP IA: I*1
Doug Hammond
THE GALLIC FLUTE
ENESCO: Cantabile e Presto/HONEGGER:
Danse de la Chèvre/GAUBERT: Sonate/
DEBUSSY: Syrinx/FAURE: Fantasie, Op.79
Morceau de Concours/POULENC: Sonata
(and Wincenc 01/Andras Schiff (into)
ASV DCA 594 e digital ( MC: ZC DCA 594)
This impressive issue. Carol Wincenc's first
solo album, shows her to be a thinking
musician of great natural talent. She exploit's
her ability to vary tone, from the light and
silvery to the full-bodied and expansive, to
wonderful effect, making phrases sing with all
the expressive qualities of the human voice.
She brings an ephemeral, yet coquettish feel
to Enesco's Cantabile and displays in the
succeeding Presto a tit* technical control,
with asense of humour in its wake. Some top
notes may sound alittle out of reach at times,
their ti me lacking substance by comparison.
hut it is Wincenc's concept of each piece as a
whole that is her most endearing quality. The
unaccompanied Pause de la Chevre is a line
example: totally engrossing in its intensity, it
never allows thé lightly dancing figuration to

become submerged. The two lauré pieces
are shaped in equally sensitive fashion,
although these are accompanied. It is admirable that Andras Schiff never attempts to
impose more on these delicate accompaniments than they demand, giving the soloist
room and air to develop her own often fragile
lines. A warm resonance sustains the instruments well, and there is an intimate presence
to the rather close recording. Studio rumble
becomes conspicuous by its sudden absence
in the middle of the Honegger. hut this is
soon forgotten as the performance takes its
hold again. IA/B:1'VI I
Barbara Jahn

CLASSIC All) ( UN Refugees Benefit Concert): F.I.G.1R: Pomp and Circumstance/
MOZART: Horn Concerto 4 — Rondo E
:%ndante for Flute/ALBENIZ: Asturias/
DVORAK: Slavonic Dance/PAGANINI: Caprice 24/CHOPIN: Ballade I/TAKENIITSU:
November Steps/VERDI: Pace. Pace Min Dio.
‘'a Pensiero Sull'ali Dorate/RODRIGO: Adagio from Aranjuez/NIASSENET: Meditation
from ThaisiKUPKOVIC: Souvenir
Duim (,, p) Kremer ftln thluner ( tin) Rampal I
ffirTuckwell ( Mu)
t:nr) Yepes
(pno) tmonermalm i
rhiv
New Japan .\.). Phil Chili Phil de . 1Iome('ado Maazel Mehra ) 1,
11, aSolonen I
an'
CBS MK 42404 (
73m 0(us) ( LP: 42404. M(':
40-42404) Live recordings
Unfavourable acoustics spoil this collection.
which could otherwise have lucen a gent,
featuring as it does so many well-respi.;cted
names. The venue Y\ as the grand Casino.
Geneva. and its ca \ ernous qualities have
proved too much of a challenge for the
engineers. The orchestra is yery distant and
the soloists lack detail. Two Of the tracks
were recorded elsewhere and in analogue: the
Show/tic Dance. which still sounds swamped
by reverberation, and the Japanese piece
'November Steps'. in which the odd sounds
come from the unfamiliarity of the instruments rather than the setting. •
Of the performances. most memorable are
those by John Williams. spellbinding in the
Albenii. and Susan Dunn. in splendid Verdian voice. But the track Ienjoyed the most
was wackv Gidon Kremer's rendition of
Kupkoxic Souvenir. Alternately sly . flirtatious and deranged. the whole thing is agreat
jOke carried off with tremendous humour and
daring.
Taken as acomplete concert it is asuccess,
a judicious combination of the curious and
the familiar, the grand and the intimate,
which never bores or jars. B: I Sue Hudson
ESTHER LAMANDIER: Domna
Esther hum:miler (sop. hip. org)
Alienor Al. 1019 ( 58m 52s) digital ( LP: AL
19) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Esther Lamandier is ajustly renowned interpreter of medieval and early renaissance
secular song. Here, as is her wimt. she either
sings unaccompanied or, with extreme
dexterity, accompanies herself on the portative organ or harp. Her programme is a
varied selection of material ranging from
12th- century troubadour songs b\ ligures like
Peire Vidal. Bernart de VentadOrn ( misprinted as Ventadour). Folquet de Marseille
and Guiraut Riquier. to virelais (
and one lay)
by Machaut and groups of Italian ha/late and
German Minnesiinger.
Throughout. Lamandier's response to the
poetry and music of this remote age helps
bring to vivid life the sentiments or courtly
love prevalent in European culture at that
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time. Whether in the straightforward lyricism
of a song like Peter von Sachsen's ' Maria
gnuchtig' or in the ornate flourishes of Piere
Vidal's ' Poz tornatz sui', the latter brilliantly
doubled by the portative organ. her piping
yet far from inexpressive voice is ideally
suited to the erotic ceremony of these sophisticated verse forms. This is agood, resonant
recording. But a brickbat for presentation:
The booklet translates some texts into modern French, omits others altogether, and
gives the songs in old German only in old
German! ( A:1]
Stephen l'ettitt
BAROQUE OBOE CONCERTOS
A MARCELLO: Concerto in d O G SAM.
MARTINI: Concerto in D D ALBINONI:
Concerto a5in g, Op.9:8 O LOTTI: Concerto
in A 0 CIMAROSA ( arr. BENJAMIN):
Concerto in C
Hein: Holliger 1°41 Mus ici
Philips 420 189-2 (
59m 49s) digital ( LP: 420
189-1, MC: 420 189-4)
With a hum/ schedule and many records to
listen to, I've already returned several times
to this one for the sheer unalloyed pleasure of
it. Holliger still hasn't convinced me that the
slow movement of the Marcello isn't here too
slow, or that the music invariably benefits
from quite the degree of projection he brings
to his playing of it, hut life's pleasures are too
precious to mar with petty complaints and I
propose to make no more. The vitality of
music and performances alike defies one to
remain aloof; and the many moments of
sweet poignancy are worth savouring. as are
the throwaway humour and conviviality of
the musical conversation ( the second mus ement of the ( imarosa, Benjamin, for instance). IMusici are both vigorous and cloquent. refined and full-blooded, though in
their 1986 incarnation they're more reserved
about wearing their hearts on their collective
sleeve than they used to he. [
A: II
Jeremy Siepmann
DAVID OISTRAKH
BRAHMS: Violin Sonatas 1*-3
David Oistrakh ( vIn)ISviatoslav Richter,
* Frida Bauer (ptio)
Chant du Monde LDC 278 881 (
67m 45s) C)
1960, ' 65
BEETHOVEN: Violin Sonata, Op. 30:1 —
Adagio/BRAHMS: FAE Sonata — Scherzo/
FRANCK: Violin Sonata/SCHUBERT: Duo,
Op. 162
David Oistrakh ( vIn)ISviatoslav Richter (pilo)
Chant du Monde LDC 278 885 (
65m 26s) Live
recordings 1968
Jean Gallois, in his notes to the Brahms CD,
remarks that the bond between Oistrakh and
Richter in the 2nd and 3rd Sonatas is not as
strong as that between Oistrakh and Bauer in
the 1st, that their powerful personalities were
too individual to achieve a true fusion, that
Oistrakh was ' too discreet ( or intimidated?)'
by his ' wilful and authoritarian partner' to
impose ' either his own style or his own
personality'. Iwas glad to have read this after
listening to the performances as that is not
how Ihear them at all. There are many artists
recording today who can offer their audiences
enjoyable and convincing performances of
these works, but it takes the greatest artists to
communicate with the language of music in a
way that demands more than mere acceptance from the listener: Oistrakh and Richter
are speaking an arresting and vital language,
not a passive one. Their rendering of the
Brahms Sonatas makes them as urgently
102

relevant today as in the 1800s. How they
achieve this has something to do with an easy
fluency, a poetry of expression with such
subtle nuance of tone and dynamics that
phrasing has a quality akin to speech. Oistrakh and Richter seem to be of one mind in
the 2nd and 3rd Sonatas — more so, Ithink.
than with Frida Bauer in the 1st.
Where they are less successful is in the
Franck Sonata. Here they do not interact so
well, or interpret the work with its usual
weight and intensity. The Schubert Duo is
also less well rehearsed and co-ordinated,
although their ability to balance éentle and
tender phrases that flower expansively, with
hold, characterful expression, is a joy. The
Beethoven and Brahms encores included
show the same ease of emotional contrast;
the first sensitive, the second strong and
confidently secure.
This Volume, and Brahms's Sonata 3, were
recorded live at a concert given in the
Théâtre de l'Opéra in Paris on 4th December
1968; they have not been issued here before.
The recording of both is excellent, with the
instruments well balanced, if rather closely
focused. Happily, the audience is very quiet,
and therefore not at all distracting, and as
tape hiss is barely audible for much of the
time, these discs are to be recommended on
all counts. Ail*/ I1f
A:1*/21
Barbara Jahn

POPULAR OVERTURES
Works by Beethoven, Berlioz, Brahms,
Handel, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Rossini,
Schubert
RPOIBátiz
ASV CD DCA 557 (
69m 53s) digital
As might be expected, Batiz is in his element
in the more spontaneously joyful pieces here.
such as the Arrivai of the Queen of Sheba and
the overtures to the Marriage of Figaro and
the Thieving Magpie. His characteristic wilfulness in changing pace mid- stream is stimulating when whipped up by the excitement of
the moment, but in Rosamunde and the
Hebrides it is less acceptable, especially when
combined with poor intonation from the LPO
strings and moments of imprecise co-ordination. CD has the bonus of adazzling Roman
Carnival Overture, if a less than well-conceived Leonora 3, and a cleaner, more
sharply defined image that improves on the
restricted LP sound ( June ' 87, p 109). 1A/B:1/
21
Barbara Jahn
PJBE FINALE — Music written for Philip
Jones
Philip Jones Brass Ens
Chandos CHAN 8490 (
59m ( 12s)
1986
Trust Philip Jones to bow out with arecording not of lollipops but of pieces newly
composed for his Brass Ensemble ( now
reconstituted without him as London Brass).
This CD, however, functions not only as a
homage to his happy influence upon the
quality of brass ensemble performance over
the past 35 years. It is also atimely memorial
for the PFBE's tuba player. John Fletcher.
who died tragically young after a severely
debilitating stroke in 1987. Many are the
instances here where Fletcher can be heard
turning his instrument into averitable musical
satyr.
All the playing. it goes with saying, is first
class, though some of the music is not exactly
profound. André Previn's Triolet (1984) is a
craftsmanlike sequence of eight attractive,
light movements, strictly designed to entertain. whilst Michael Berkeley's Music from
Chaucer treads, in slightly less racy manner.

more or less the same sort of path. openly
betraying its origins as incidental music
designed to accompany Terence ' Filler's new
verse translations of Chaucer for a radio
series. Even Lutoslawski, in his Mini Overantre of 1982. resorts to an uncharacteristic
lightness, although there are plenty of the
hallmarks of his style on parade. particularly
with regard to the polish of his textures.
But the last twenty-five minutes or so of the
dise are filled with two picees •) freal and

serious substance. First there's the Hungarian
Zsolt Durko's Sinfoniena ( 1985), five movements, conducted by Lionel Friend, that
together explore the resources of colour —
and there are many — available to a brass
group. The longest, at a little over three
minutes each, are the third, abreathless, con
sordino Scherzo, and the fourth, amovement
of deliberation using a solo trumpet somewhere in the stratosphere. But even there this
technically challenging music never risks
tautology, while the other movements ( at
48s. lm 07s, and lm 50s), simply don't have
time to. The Durko is followed by the Finnish
composer Einojuhani Rautavaara's Playgrounds for Angels of 1981, asingle extended
movement, directed by Elgar Howarth,
which contrasts timbres and musical types,
stasis and motion. Again, amost impressively
idiomatic and original work which certainly
hears repeated listening. 1A:1*1
Stephen Pettitt
MURRAY PERAH1A
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata Op. 57 Appassionata'/CHOP1N: Fantasy- Impromptu,
Op.66 O Preludes, Op.28 — 6in h, 7in A, 15
in e/MENDELSSOHN: Rondo Capriccioso/
MOZART: Rondo in D, K382*/SCHUBERT:
Impromptu Op.90:3/SCHUMANN: Papillons,
Op.2
Murray Perahia (pno, * dir)IECO
CBS MK 42448 (
74m 12s) part digital C)
1975-83
To make an outstanding sampler even more
attractive on CD. Perahia's elegant and
sensitive account of Schumann's Op.2 —
captivatingly different from Ashkenazy's misplaced vehemence — has been added to the
corresponding LP ( M42448) [ August ' 87
pl(X)1. The Mozart was done at St John's
Smith Square, the solos in two NY studios.
As so often, CBS improve on their LP quality
with the Compact Disc option. ( One or two
'pre- echoes' in Papillons are, of course, tape
print- through faults.) IA:1/1*1
Christopher Breunig
SWEET PHILOMEL. Madrigals by John
Ward
Consort of MusickelRoolev ( dit .)
Hyperion CDA 66256 ( 48m 53s) digital
Iam not sure about the programme note,
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which consists of a short paragraph by each
singer explaining why he/she likes to sing
John Ward's music in this company. but
otherwise this disc is to be treasured. John
Ward, whose dates are probably from 1571 to
1638, was amadrigalist whose secular works—
if this selection is anything from which one
can judge — often attain the profoundly
emotional. Just aglance at some of the titles
presented here will give an idea of the
predominant flavour: Die not, fond man'.
'Retire, my troubled soul', ' Cruel unkind'. ' If
the deep sighs', all suggest adelicious melancholy which these performers relish and
which does in its paradoxical way. as
Anthony Rooley points out, ' quiet the turbulent mind'. Francis Steel is rightly credited
with some judicious editing, including the
re-composition of bass- lines for those madrigals for which that part has been lost.
The performances, recorded at Forde
Abbey, Dorset ( during aheavy fall of rain?),
are poised, perfectly tuned, delicately shaded
and beautifully paced. Everything one could
wish for, and arguably the better for being
preserved on the recorded medium. This is,
after all, strictly domestic music, and so it's
good to hear it in one's own domestic
situation. Unhesitatingly [ A:1*] Stephen Pettitt
SAMUEL RAMEY
Opera Arias by Handel, Mozart, Rossini,
Bellini, Verdi, Boito, Montemezzi
Samuel Ramey (bass)1Ainbrosian Op Chi
PhdharmonialRenzetti
Philips 420 184-2 (
51m 35s) digital ( LP: 420
184-1, MC: 420 184-4)
Samuel Ramey is one of the most distinguished operatic basses of our time. His warm
tone and brilliant delivery allow him access to
the different operatic characteristics of
'noble' singing ( the Count in La Somnambula), of prayer ( Zachariah in Nabucco) and
baroque fury ( Arigante in Handel's Rinaldo).
Strange that the sly humour of the ' Catalogue
Aria' from Don Giovanni somehow eludes
him. The longest of these nine extracts is
Assur's scena from Act 2of Rossini's Semiramide, artistically null, but to be enjoyed for
the kind of coloratura which, for once, the
bass must tackle instead of a soprano or
mezzo-soprano. Finally comes an excerpt
from an Italian opera more favoured in
America than in Britain: Montemezzi's
L'amore di (re re. Its passionate utterance
shows Ramey at his best.
Under Donato Renzetti ( no biography,
and unknown to me), the Philharmonia is in
good form but the Ambrosian Opera Chorus
gives Rossini aknockabout. In the first of two
excerpts from Boito's Mefistofele the orchestra almost overpowers the soloist — always a
fault in the recording studio, if sometimes to
be borne in the theatre. No fault of Ramey's
then ( a first-class solo performance), if the
whole has to be ranked I
B:2]. Arthur Jacobs
GIUSEPPE DI STEFANO
Neapolitan Songs
Di Stefano (ien)lOrchlGuarino
EMI CDC 747 8382 (
62m 49s)
Not reissues but, surprisingly, a new ( 1986)
recording from Maria Callas's famed operatic
partner, now aged 66. Iconfess I did not
expect to enjoy this so much! The light Italian
ballad- repertory rather loosely called Neapolitan can be squeezed and sentimentalized to
death, but Di Stefano ennobles it with an
attractive finesse of style, acontrolled evenness of voice, and the purest, most communicative handling of words. ( Of the 19
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songs chosen, more are in standard Italian
than in Neapolitan dialect.)
The top- B and top- C which in Di Stefano's
youth would have imparted an extra thrill are
not now available, but the performance has
so much charm and vigour that I hardly
minded. Denza's '
Funiculi, funicula' is here,
Leoncavallo's
Matfitiata' (rhythmical
impetus a bit lacking), Gastaldon's Musica
proibita' (
misspelt in the accompanying
material) and other favourites including
seven songs by Tosti. Most of the orchestrations, whether with mandolins or without,
appear to be the product of one and the same
crude machinery, but the total recorded
sound is quite acceptable. [ B:1] Arthur Jacobs
LERNER & LOEWE: My Fair Lady
KiniTe Kanawalferemy Irons/John Gielgudl
Warren Mitchell/Jerry HadleylLond Voices'l
LSO/John Mauceri
Decca 421 200-2 (
70m 28s) ( LP: 421 200-1,
MC: 421 200-4)
The original- cast recording of this great
musical was a phenomenal best-seller, and
was graced by Rex Harrison's definitive
Professor Higgins. Radiating megawatt
charm, and sauntering with expert ease
through the superb lyrics, he was in turn
funny, hateful, and touching. Brave indeed is
the man who tries to fill his place, but Jeremy
Irons valiantly attempts the impossible and
nearly brings it off. He is sadly handicapped
by what seems a basically weak and thin
voice, which when raised in what is meant to
be bachelor fury sounds merely tetchy. He
also sings his lines too often — an odd criticism
perhaps, but the orchestrations define the
tunes so completely that real singing is
superfluous. In ' I've grown accustomed to her
face' he redeems himself with some fine
acting, but nobody can deliver those last
exquisitely sentimental lines like Rex. Dame
Kin's Eliza is maddeningly variable. One
listens to ' Icould have danced all night' with
great pleasure, grateful for her voice's
strength and operatic range, but too often
one feels she hasn't quite ' got it'. She sounds
distinctly uncomfortable in ' Show me'. producing some really squally notes, and her
Cockney is best forgotten.
Freddy ( tenor Jerry Hadley) sounds a
classic matinée idol when his moment of glory
comes in ' On the street where you live'. But
the star of the recording is Warren Mitchell.
whose Cockney dustman is areal rogue, full
of knowing wit. The skill with which he
manipulates the lines in ' With a little bit of
luck' is richly funny. The other great success
is the chorus, who convince in all roles, from
Covent Garden rabble to archly funny aristocrats at Ascot. Sound quality is as well-bred
as the transformed Eliza, and under Mauceri
the LSO drop not asingle H. [ A:1/2]
Sue Hudson
SKY: MOZART The Marriage of Figaro —
Overture I: ' Non So Piu, Cosa Son' 11 Eine
Kliene Nachtmusik — Romanza & Rondo
Symphony 34 — finale D Symphony 35 —
Andante D The Magic Flute — Overture CI
Horn Concerto 4 — Rondo D Don Giovanni —
`La Ci Darem La Mano' D A Musical Joke —
Presto CI '
Come, Sweet May' D Rondo Alla
Turca
Sk v/ASMIMarriner
Mercury 832 908-2 (
51m 05s) digital ( LP: 832
908-I, MC: 832 908-4)
Purists will reel, as all kinds of liberties are
taken with one of music's gods. Odd transpositions. disco beats, new ' arrangements':

the maestro must be laughing in his grave.
Best transposition is from horn to tuba in the
'Horn Concerto'. This produces ajolly effect.
wtih notes slurred and a very convivial
atmosphere — for all the world as if everyone
had lunched rather too well. ' Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik' is played at a tremendous lick
and has all its delicacy flattened by the
sledgehammer effect of a throbbing synthesiser beat. Similar indignities are inflicted on
'A Musical Joke' to such an extent that one
actually laughs! Herbie Flowers gives an
endearingly frail recital of ' Come Sweet May'
on piano. The most creative re- working ( or
should that read going-over?) is Steve Gray's
'Alla Turka Rondo' which incorporates 'The
Laughing Policeman' and ends in aspellbinding 9th Variation in which the arranger makes
his peace with a work which he admits to
hating because of boyhood piano lessons.
The saving grace of the CD is that no-one
takes themselves, not even Mozart. very
seriously. Final score: Mozart 2, Sky 3. The
fact that the digital recording is also rather an
artificial concoction is somehow fitting. [
B:1/
31
Sue Hudson
JOHN WILLIAMS: ' By request . . . The Best
Of John Williams'
Olympic Fanfare and Theme E '
The Cowboys' overture El Excerpts from ' Close
Encounters Of The Third Kind' March from
'Midway' Li Flying Theme from ' ET' El
'Return. Of The Jedi' — Luke and I,eia
N1 arch from ' Superman' E Liberty Fanfare 111
March from ' Raiders Of The Lost Ark' U
'The Empire Strikes Back' — ' oda's Theme,
Imperial March E March from ' 1941' D
Theme from ' Jaws' L. \fission Theme El '
Star
Wars ' — Theme
Boston Pops OrchlWilliams
Philips 420 178-2 (
73m 41s) digital
The Boston Pops are masters of their craft,
and swagger and glide with effortless professionalism through this cinematic compendium. All of the most famous Williams film
music is here, and one is struck by the
similarity of many of the themes, heard one
after another, not only in their tone but also
their content. John Williams is obviously
haunted by atune. All those marches have a
wide- open- spaces stirring quality which
makes you want to go out and save the
universe. The most impressive, and also the
mose diverse, is the ten minute selection from
'Close Encounters'. Borrowing some of the
more eerie sounds from modern music to
create alien moods Williams interwove these
with sentimental tunes ( including arefrain of
'When You Wish Upon A Star') to reinforce
the film's sense of wonder and high emotion.
Happily, John Williams is one of the small
band of composers who can conduct their
own works well. One never feels ' That
sounded so much better in the movie'. The
recording is open and pleasantly laid-back.
expanding to hearty climaxes when needed.
and with satisfyingly punchy percussion.
1A:11
Sue Hudson
SECOND VIENNESE SCHOOL
SCHOENBERG/BERG/WEBERN: String
Quartets
Margaret Price (sop)/La Salle Qt
DG 419 994-2 (
4CDs, 238m 10s) C) 1971
Seven years ago in the pages of HFNIRR I
referred to the La Salle boxed set of Second
Viennese String Quartet music as a ' keystone
recommendation'. Today, for a most welcome reissue on CD, that recommendation
still stands. There have been no rival record103
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ings since this issue's first release. The Quartetto Italiano's complete Webern Quartets
(including the 1905 Adagio not included
here) is an entirely complementary issue and
is now also on CD. The Juilliard on CBS (
LP
only) offered only the Schoenberg Quartets
in fiery, brittle readings: from which it is a
relief to come back to the panache and dash
of the La Salle, who are as keen to communicate in the lengthy un numbered Brahmsian
Quartet as in the tough serialism of the
Fourth. Their style is particularly suited to
Berg's lyrical writing and to Schoenberg's
own flashes of Viennese nostalgia in the first
two quartets. That is not to deny the players
their intensity and focus in the crystalline
forms of the Webern Bagatelles Op.9. Digital
remastering of the recordings, some 20 years
old, has disclosed a new vitality in the
dynamics; Margaret Price's vocal gymnastics
in the Stefan George settings of the Second
Quartet are fixating.
DG have retained the documentary study
of analysis and correspondence, itself worth
the price of the original LPs alone ( still over
330 pages), but have edited the text to
exclude three tangential essays. The seriousness of this massive booklet is underlined by
the inclusion of new musicological information that has come to light since its first
publication. [
A:1*/1]
David Prakel
" efeeseeneem-L-temee,Y,
bei,
WORKS FOR WIND ENSEMBLE
JS BACH: Ricercare from Musical Offering,
BWV1079/SCHOENBERG: Quintet Op.26/
JANACEK: Mladi
Basie Ens
Denon 33C0-1464 (
62m 46s) digital
The Schoenberg Quintet is the obvious 'meat
in the sandwich' in this generous collection.
Previous recordings of this work, which has
the reputation of being one of the composer's
most forbidding pieces, by the Vienna Wind
Soloists, the London Sinfonietta, and the
Danzi Quintet, were never entirely satisfactory. The piece demands committed rehearsal and technical perfection merely if it is to
sound coherent. With players like Holliger
and Nicolet the Basie Ensemble has no such
difficulty. The powerful counterpoint is severely underscored by the use of wind instruments ( strings would have been different) but
the Basie players achieve the necessary propulsive effort to move the work onwards. The
Basle Ensemble blends the lyrical approach
of the Vienna winds with the rhythmic
exactitude of the London Sinfonietta. The
Bach, a Holliger arrangement for these
forces, is a makeweight; the Janacek holds
more interest but lacks the last degree of
abandoned vigour. The recording is fairly
close, with the odd patch of distracting key
clatter emphasised by the acoustic, but is
dynamically free and has pleasing perspectives. [A:11
David Prakel
11111111r '
OPERA HIGHLIGHTS
MOZART: Le none di Figaro
JanowitzlMaihisITroyanosIFischer-Dieskaul
PrevIDeutschen Oper Orchl Bôhm
423 115-2 (
60m 23s) C) 1968
PUCCINI: Tosca
RicciarellilCarreras1RaimondilCorenalBPOI
Karajan
DG 423 113-2 (
64m 21s) C) 1980
VERDI: Rigoletto
DomingolCappuccillilCotrubaslObrazisoval
VPOIGiulini
DG 423 114-2 (
61m 45s) 0 1980

De

Escapade,
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abduction.

rape.

and

murder

nearly all take place offstage in these selective
surveys, in the hest traditions of Greek
tragedy; the ruminative aria or duet has its
due. We hear Gilda at her wits' end in the
quartet one moment, unsacked and expiring
the next. Tosca asks Scarpia, just after ' Vissi
d'arte', whether she should beg for mercy.
and when she reappears it's to tell Cavdradossi that she didn't. True, there's the
firing-squad march ( hugely, broadly tense
with Karajan) and the aftermath; and a
goodly stretch of the first act, Ricciarelli and
Carreras matching orchestral gorgeousness —
no need to save up for Scarpia's entrance
now. The Te Deum, with Raimondi newly
reined- in against a welter of hells and cannons, is surely demonstration- worthy here —
an operatic 1812, with Scarpia's chords inducing an extra curdle of the blood. [
A*:11
None of Mozart's ensembles, save the
reconciliation scene, appear in the Bühm
Figaro extracts ( apity. since the ' stars' made
asurprisingly good team). Crystalline as the
sound and the playing are — try the orchestral
accompaniments to Figaro's three arias —
humour is in short supply from all concerned.
You may well want to return for creamy
Janowitz's ' Dove sono': if you pass by the
recitative, don't he surprised to find the aria
(track 12) starting halfway through! [
A/B: 1/21
There's enough of Act 2 from Giulini's
Rigolai° to show his contrast of the aristocratie veneer ( VPO strings phrase eloquently, of
course) and the sudden eruption of brute
instinct. Domingo's Duke broods overmuch,
but Cappuccilli and Cotrubas play their parts
absolutely straight. The recording is far too
close in every way; mercifully no-one opts for
coarseness, so it's just about bearable. ( WC:
1] Texts and translations are lacking throughout.
bavid Nice
SUPRAPHON CD REISSUES
The Suk Trio performances of the four
Dvorak Piano Trios have genuine authority;
they are intensely felt and wholly idiomatic.
The LPs were brightly recorded but poorly
laid out. Now on 2CDs ( seperately available)
and like all Supraphon CDs newly processed
by Denon, the set is now more sensibly laid
out, Opp.21 and 26 on COS 1409 (
68m 34s),
Opp.90 and 65 on COS 1410 (
70m 57s)
01981. The transfers are excellent, the
sound immediate but not excessively so, and
in this format wonderful value. 1A:11
The Fibich Symphonies 2and 3are rarities,
and performances in this country are very
infrequent. Recorded by the Brno State PO
under Waldhans and Belohlavek respectively, they have been gathered on 32C0
1256 (
73m 06s) ® 1976, '81. Transfer has
done little to improve the smudgy sound of 2,
and Waldhans's performance has relatively
little momentum compared with Belohlavek's
very positive account of the majestic Third.
[A/C:1/2) ( With 1also now transferred to CD
all the Fibich symphonies are now available
in this format, but a new recording of 2 is
really essential.)
When Chuchro and Palenicek's recording
of the Martinu Cello Sonatas appeared on LP
there was the added attraction of the Nocturnes. These have been dropped on transfer
to CD 33C0 1718 (
60m 53s) ® 1984. Fine
performances of works which, apart from 3,
have not attracted much attention from
recording artists. [
A:1] There is, incidentally,
avery good account of 3on awell engineered
Panton LP (81 0696) by a newcomer, Marie
Hixova, accompanied by Holecek, coupled
with Shostakovich's Op.40, also excellently
done by Michaela Fukacova and Ivan
Klansky. Petr Vronsky's analogue recording

of various short Martinu orchestral works
with the Brno State PO fared rather badly on
LP from indifferent sound. The CD. 32C0
1669 (
47m 47s) ® 1984, is avast improvement
in every sense: more depth, increased space,
greater clarity of texture. The pieces, not
otherwise recorded, are Half- Time, La
Bagorre, Intermezzo, Thunderbolt P-47 and
The Rock. [
A:1/2]
The most significant group, and in many
ways the most rewarding, are the three
devoted to Suk. The LPs, all digital, were
good, but the CDs are better in matters of
clarity and detail. The early Symphony in E,
coupled with the Fantasy in g, 33C37 7540
(68m 36s) ® 1984. with the Czech PO under
Neumann and with Suk as soloist in the
Fantasy, is agood example. The music is rich
but varied, and the performances are worthy
of it. There is a good presence and balance
A/B: 11. Pasek, conducting_ the same orchestra, 33C0 1372 (
53m 52s) ® 1983, '85, gives a
lively if rather heavy account of the Serenade
for strings, but aquite melting one of Under
The Apple Tree, asuite of five pieces originally for aplay by Zeyer. Eva Depoltova is
the soprano in the two vocal numbers. This is
Suk at his most Romantic and charming, and
in its new format, well worth investigation
[A/B:2/1]. Finally in this Suk series, the tone
poem Praga, one of the most imaginative
explorations of the Hussite Hymn, and A
Fairy Tale, asuite drawn from the music to
Reduz and Mahulena, another play by Zeyer.
This too is opulent music, sympathetically
played by Pesek again, 33C37 7509 (
53m 25s)
®1984. The transfers enhance the impact of
the LPs but cannot disguise the inherent
limitations of the House of Artists' as a
recording venue. [
B:11
Kenneth Dommett
1
1
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EMI RÉFÉRENCES ON CD
JS BACH: Goldberg Variations D Italian
Concerto D Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue
Wanda Landowska (hpd)
CDH 761 0082 (
71m 52s) Recordings 19331936
JS BACH: Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue El
Three Fantasias O Toccata in D O Adagio D
Fugue in F 0 Aria
Edwin Fischer (pno, dir)1Edwin Fischer CO
EMI Références 2912221 • (
Conifer) Recordings 1931-1949
BRAHMS: Violin Concerto/SIBELIUS: Violin
Concerto
Ginette Neveu ( vIn)1PhilharmonialDobrowen1Susskind
CDH 761 0112 (
70m 12s) Recordings 19461948
BRAHMS: String Quartet 2/SCHOENBERG:
Verklârte Nacht
Hollywood Qt
EMI Références 7610561 • (
Conifer) Recordings 1950-1952
CHOPIN: etudes, Opp.10 & 24 D Trois
Nouvelles Etudes
Claudio Arrau (pno)
CDH 761 0162 (
68m 07s) ( LP: EMI Références 761 0161) C) 1957
MOZART: Horn Concertos 1-4
Dennis Brain (hrn)IPhilharmonialKarajan
CDH 761 0132 (
54m 32s) ® 1954
SCHUBERT: Piano Trio 2 Cl Fantasia in C
Rudolf Serkin (pno)1Adolf Busch ( v1n)1Hermann Busch (vIc)
CDH 761 0142 (
59m 46s) Recordings 19311935
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CLASSICAL
SCHUMANN: Dichterliebe/DUPARC: 12
Mélodies
Charles Panzera (bar)IAlfred Cortot, Magdeleine Panzera Baillot (pno)
EMI Références 761 0591 • (
Conifer)
Recordings 1935-1937
VILLALOBOS: Bachianas Brasileiras Nos.
1, 2, 5 & 9
Victoria de los Angeles (sop)/ French Nat Rad
Orchl Villa-Lobos
CDH 761 0152 (
64m 07s) Recordings 19571959
JACQUES THIBAUD: Debussy, Saint-Saens,
Fauré, Marsick, Szymanowski, Ravel, Vitali,
Veracini, Desplanes, Bach, Granados, Falla,
Albeniz
Jacques Thibaud (vIn)1Alfred Cortot, Tasso
Janopoulo, Georges de Lausnay (pno)
EMI Références 761 0551 • (
Conifer)
Recordings 1929-1944
FYODOR CHALIAPIN
MOUSSORGSKY: Scenes from ' Boris
Godounov' D arias by Glinka, Dargomijsky,
Rubinstein, Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakov,
Rachmaninov
Fyodor Chaliapin (bass)/various orch & cond
CDH 761 0092 (
69m 31s) Recordings 19081931
Would it be more appropriate to limit the
availability of archive material, and to devote
all resources to modern recording? The growing popularity of historical reissues would
suggest that old records exert more than mere
nostalgic power over collectors; the intensity,
individuality and concentration of the best
vintage recordings contrasts alarmingly with
the blandness of certain present-day productions. This is not afad, or unthinking respect
for 'old masters' — past performers had time
on their side, and the fact that record
companies didn't churn out Beethoven cycles
by the kilo but, rather, chose their artists and
repertoire with great care, shows in the
quality of these historic refurbished transfers.
Certainly Landowska's first ( 1933) recording of Bach's Goldberg Variations justifies
the most extravagant words of praise. This
wonderful performance is at once grand,
intensely expressive, rhythmically taut, and
uncommonly colourful. Of course, many
modern players would sooner throw in the
towel than employ some of Landowska's
powerhouse registrations, but no one could
deny the validity and effectiveness of this
boldly conceived performance. Some repeats
are observed and the big sonority of
Landowska's Pleyel instrument comes over
well in Keith Hardwick's transfer, although
my Japanese LP copy (GR 2209) reproduces
a more refined, delicate sound image. Still,
this is agreat improvement over the original
78s ( Iowned aset), which masked even Bach's
thickest chords in deafening surface noise. A
subsequent Goldberg by this player, recorded
for RCA in 1945, is no less musical but
somewhat less flamboyant. Fill-ups are
generous: a dashing, energetic Italian Concerto (1936) and a performance of the
Chromatic Fantasia (1935) that is positively
Stokowskian in its use of dramatically varied
prime colours. [
H:11
Mention of the Chromatic Fantasia brings
me to Edwin Fischer's LP, afeast of mystical,
ruminative interpretation that's worlds
removed from Landowska's heady
extraversion. Fischer's Bach recalls the great
Passions and Cantatas; its spiritual core
surfaces in subtly shaded, quiet tones and
moments of impressive grandeur ( try the
opening of BWV904). This playing is deeply
pondered and it invariably holds one's attention. Two curious fill-ups offer evidence of
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Fischer's conducting ability: the rather arch
string-band version of the F major Fugue
('48, Book 1) doesn't excite me much, but the
celebrated ' Air' is beautifully played. Sound
throughout is generally well focused. [
H:1]
Ginette Neveu, the French violinist who
was tragically killed in an air crash at the age
of 30, continues to inspire critical accolades
through her few, much revered recordings.
This is strong, forceful fiddling: masculine in
profile, yet frequently sensitive. Ihave to say
that many subsequent recordings of the
Brahms strike me as having awider expressive range, although Dobrowen's direction of
the orchestral score is amodel of perceptive
accompanying. Neveu's hardy resilience
seems more appropriate in the Sibelius, but
I'd unhesitatingly choose Heifetz as my
'reference' in this particular work. As to the
Brahms, Szigeti and Harty ( 1928) win my
vote. Sound here is compact but rather
opaque. [
H:2]
A coupling of the Brahms A-minor Quartet with Schoenberg's Verklürte Nacht might
at first glance seem odd. But Brahms was a
powerful influence on the founder of The
Second Viennese School, and these particular
performances rank high and mighty in the
Hollywood Quartet's discograpny. Don't for a
moment let the ' Hollywood' epithet kid you
into suspecting that these are glossy, fulsome
productions. The Brahms is restrained and
tonally refined, yet the poetic eloquence of
Felix Slatkin's supremely accomplished quartet gives virtually every note of the score
expressive significance. The poignant
Andante moderato is agood sampling point.
No subsequent recording of the Schoenberg
quite captures this degree of pathos and
atmosphere, with slow tempi and carefully
graded dynamics: surely this is the most
moving account on records? Good, intimate
sound shows the group ( augmented to six in
the Schoenberg) to fine advantage. Iwould
dearly love to see reissues of the Hollywood's
Walton, Prokofiev and Hindemith recordings. [
H:11
Iwas pleasantly surprised to hear arecording of Claudio Arran's playing that doesn't
place the listener under the piano lid. Still, a
fuller sonority would have been welcome.
These are interesting performances. in that
they project the structure of each Chopin
study, connecting phrases in an imaginative
and orderly fashion (try Op.10:7). Rubato is
invariably well judged ( 0p.10:11). and
Arrau's fine technique ensures effective articulation (0p.25:11). These performances are
often poised and intelligent, but my personal
'reference' would be Cortot. LP and CD are
virtually identical: well focused, but rather
dry. [
H:2] [
The CDs all come from EMI, the
LPs are Conifer imports.]
The Dennis Brain/Philharmonia/Karajan
Mozart Horn Concertos CD is so unfailingly
tasteful and well played that comment from
me is superfluous. In any case, most collectors either have or have had the recording, so
it only remains for me to report on the CD
transfer, which has cleaned up the original
tape at the expense of vinyl's cushioning
warmth. Not everyone will welcome the
'improvement', but the superb performances
continue to strike the same happy balance
between virtuosity and poise. [Hill
Ihave always considered the lithe, athletic
Busch/Serkin account of Schubert's E-Flat
Trio to be the best ever recorded. With deft,
forthright phrasing and an intuitive sense of
structure, this performance stresses the
Beethovenian resilience in Schubert's music.
This applies most particularly to (iv), which
so often seems overlong. Here, however, the
culminating reference to, and sunny transformation of, the Andante's main theme

•

releases a feeling of bitter-sweet joyfulness,
powerfully suppressed in many of the work's
previous pages. The late, questioning Fantasia is superbly played by Adolf Busch, and
Serkin's characteristically classical Schubert
style keeps the lengthy and sometimes perplexing structure on a tight rein. I still
harbour fond memories of Heifetz and
Hubermann (neither of whose recordings are
currently available), but many readers will, in
any case, prefer the smoother contours of this
performance. The transfers are admirably
clean. [
H:11
Schumann's Dichterliebe has been particularly lucky on discs, and French baritones
have served the work well: Bernac, Souzay
and Panzera have each produced a recorded
performance of the highest quality. Panzera's
records have the added attraction of a supremely sensitive piano accompaniment.
Other recordings of the work have been
similarly endowed — one thinks of Horowitz
with Fischer-Dieskau, and Casadesus with
Bernac — but Cortot's flexible, responsive
phrasing echoes every nuance in Heine's
poems. Panzera himself charms, seduces,
teases, cajoles — all in a voice of surpassing
loveliness. His German is immaculate, his
enunciation faultless.
Interestingly, his tone production is quite
different for the Duparc sequence: here
vibrato is less tight, the manner rather less
intense. In the mini-epic La Vague et la Cloche,
Panzera delivers the line ` Chevauchant avec
rage une cloche ébranlée' with considerable
force. rolling his 'r' in rage' with a chilling
snarl. Magdeleine Panzera Baillot
accompanies with skill and imagination, and
the sound is well focused throughout.
Readers who own the Japanese pressing of
Dichterliebe coupled with Fauré's La Bonne
Chanson (
GR 2162), will find this Référence
edition vastly superior. [
H:11
Although Victoria de los Angeles's creamy
soprano will no doubt prove the selling point
of the Villa Lobos Bachianas Brasileiras CD,
the first two works in this exotic and fascinating series are musically the most interesting.
No.2 is particularly Brazilian in timbre, style
and rhythm. No.1 is a warm, vibrant strings
piece, the middle movement of which is a
particularly expressive Preludio. It need
hardly be said that the composer directs
idiomatic performances, but prospective purchasers will be glad to know that the sound is
clear and reasonably full-bodied. [
H:1]
Jacques Thibaud is best known for his
gramophone collaborations with Cortot and
Casals. He was an imaginative player whose
style somewhat resembled Kreisler's, except
that the Viennese master's tone production
was far richer. The recital under review
contains some memorable tracks, but certain
passages are marred by poor intonation, the
worst examples of which occur in Saint
Saens's Havanaise. The Spanish sweetmeats
are attractive, although the best tracks,
recorded in Paris during 1944, are Ravel's
Pièce en forme de Habanera and Faure's
(Dolly) Berceuse. Sound is variable, but
never less than adequte. [
H:2]
Lastly, asuccessful transfer of some classic
Chaliapin recordings. The great bass's gritty,
resonant voice dominates thirteen tracks,
including the still unrivalled 1928 ' live'
Covent Garden recording of Boris's Death
Scene. Nor has any modern bass brought as
much boldness and sheer masculine presence
to Konchak's Aria (
Prince Igor). Personal
favourites are Susanin's aria from A Life for
the Tsar (1914) and Aleko's Aria ( 1929), but
nothing here is less than gripping and vocally
impressive. Transfers are very good and
accompaniments often sound inspired. A
marvellous CD. [
H:11
Robert Cowan
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A & R, Aiwa, AR, Ariston, Audio Lab, 8 & W,
Celestion, Dean, Denon, Dual, Exposure, Gale,
Heybrook, -Hitachi, Inca Tech, KEF, Linn, Logic,
Marantz, Musical Fidelity, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Myst, NAD, Nakamichi, Quad, Revolver,
Revox, Rock, Rogers, Rotel, Ruark, Tannoy,
Wharfdale, Yamaha.
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ>
PROCOL HARUM: SHINE ON BRIGHTLY!
A SALTY DOG
Castle Communications TF05 (39m 43s; 40m
56s) CD
TODD RUNDGREN: RUNT/HERMIT OF
MINK HOLLOW
Castle Communications TF03 ( 40m 35s; 35m
33s) CD
TYRANNOSAURUS REX: PROPHETS,
SEERS AND SAGES/MY PEOPLE WERE
FAIR AND HAD SKY IN THEIR HAIR BUT
NOW THEY'S CONTENT TO WEAR STARS
ON THEIR BROWS
Castle Communications TF06 ( 30m 36s; 33m
37s) CD
URIAH HEEP: LOOK AT YOURSELF/VERY
'EAVY, VERY ' UMBLE
Castle Communications TF07 (40m 54s; 40m
17s) CD
UTOPIA: OOPS! WRONG PLANETIADVENTURES IN UTOPIA
Castle Communications TF09 (45m 38s; 42m
44s) CD
JOE COCKER: JAMAICA SAY YOU WILLI
COCKER HAPPY
Castle Communications TF04 ( 39m 14s; 44m
41s) CD
MAGNUM: VINTAGE MAGNUM!
ELEVENTH HOUR
Castle Communications TF01 (40m 47s; 39m
51s) CD
GARY MOORE: G-FORCEILIVE AT THE
MARQUEE
Castle Communications TF02 (40m 51s; 51m
07s) CD
MOTORHEAD: ANOTHER PERFECT DAY!
OVERKILL
Castle Communications TF08 (44m 14s: 34m
55s) CD

The smile you see is mine, grinning from
ear-to-ear with the announcement that backcatalogue- to-CD has reached the affordable
stage. No, it didn't come from the majors
who felt that it was time the made use of their
previous releases, but from one of the 'compilation' labels who repackage ' Best Ofs' at
sensible prices. Castle Communications, who
have built up afine reputation for producing
track-packed doubles like The Byrds Collection, The Kinks Collection and similar
releases from great pop bands of the past
have come up with a novel way of dealing
with decades of older material. Take the
contents of two whole LPs by agiven band or
artist, use one only per actual disc, and slip
the two CDs into adouble jewel box. No big
deal, you're thinking, having seen anumber
of these pairings before. Well what about

selling the two-ters for only £9.99? Yeah. I
heard your sharp intakes of breath. Icouldn't
believe it either, so investigated. And what
do Ifind? The LPs are transferred intact, the
sound is just dandy and it's a damned sight
better than having two LPs on one CD
(assuming they'd fit) if you have a collector
mentality and don't like the thought of two
non-consecutive titles on one disc. So where
are the economies?
Allowing for the price drop in CD manufacture anyway, the only cost-cutting Icould
identify is the slim, track- listing- only
brochure, the Castle booklets not even
attempting to approximate the original
12X12in artwork. What you get on the
booklet are postage-stamp sized repros of the
original artwork, track listings, and nothing
more. But at these prices? Who cares. . .
Re-reviewing 18 well-known releases is a
waste of print, so I'm going to judge this as a
single effort rather than as individual titles. In
terms of marketing, consumer appeal, value
for money, integrity and plain old common
sense, the That's Original series is the best
thing ever to happen to those who want to
build up aCD library approximating their LP
collections. For those unfamiliar with the
nine artists, it goes like this: Joe Cocker is a
gravel-voiced white R'n'B merchant, heard
here in early and mid- period. [
A/B:1/11
Magnum, Moore and Motorhead are 'eavy
metal, respectively bombastic, a guitar
wizard, and the kings of animalism. [
A:21,
IAB:1], [13:1] Procul Harum were artsy-fartsy
types who thought rock needed a classical
feel. [
B:1/1] Todd Rundgren and his sometimes band Utopia are pop geniuses who
handle studio gear the way Prost handles a
steering wheel. [A:I) Uriah Heep were headbangers masquerading as hippies, metal for
the space y[
B:2]. while Tyrannosaurus Rex
was Marc Bolan before he learned that you
were allowed to have more than one or two
instruments on arecord. [
B:2] Since Iadore
live out of the nine, Ithink I've done pretty
well out of it. . .
Ken Kessler

11113111ÉVMASIMIte
ALL ABOUT EVE: ALL ABOUT EVE
Mercury MERH 119
Mercury 834 260-2 ( 60m 14s) CD
It's all about avoice really — the voice being
that of Julianne Regan, goth angel, St.
Siouxsie if you like. The music is whispv,
folkish, fragile — sometimes to the point o
-f
hardly existing at all — and the one memorable point of the whole album is when the
band fades almost completely, leaving Regan
centre stage to render that most moving of
folk anthems, ' She Moves Through The Fair'
in a manner that can only be described as
chilling. Producer Samwell-Smith, whose
past folk-oriented encounters have included
studio time with Paul Simon, Claire Hamill
and Cat Stevens, must have smiled his way
through every moment of this vocal session.
And, somewhere out there, I'm sure Sandy
Denny is giving an approving nod. [
A:2]
Fred Dellar
ASLAN: FEEL NO SHAME
EMI CDP 7 48989 2 ( 50m 04s) CD
Asian, right? Come from Ireland. must want
to be the new U2. Er, well, yes and no.
There's abrisk rhythm section, who would no
doubt die rather than abandon their on-beat
thump, and aguitarist permanently threatening abig noise, whose very trousers probably
emit feedback, and a vocalist whose somewhat callow renderings are backed up very
enthusiastically by the rest of the boys on
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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backing vocals. The whole enterprise gives
off aslight whiff of the stadium — there sno
telling what these boys could do under a
blood red sky.
Tracks like ' Lately', ' Heat Of The Cell'
and ' Please Don't Stop' are brimming with
vague exhortations of the 'climb to the top
and shout out loud' variety. There's nothing
here to offend anyone, except the searcher
for something new. I'll pass, many won't.
[B:2]
Pete Clark

KEVIN AYERS: FALLING UP
Virgin CDV 2510 (
37m 06s) CD
Ayers' first release in ages finds him reunited
with 011ie Halsall, aKA mainstay during the
mid/late 1970s. Halsall's influence must be
exceptional, because Falling Up is Ayers' first
cohesive, `band- like' release this decade.
Ayers remains an identifiably British eccentric, but he's traded some of the quirky wit
for introspection. On top of the more serious
content, the overall sound is chunkier,
heavier than you'd expect. Ayers is making
better use of percussion, hell, the whole

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
rhythm section than he has since I973's
Banananwur, and there are some serious
bouts of funk behind the characteristically
wispy vocals. Probably to the delight of
Virgin, this is simply the most commercial,
most accessible material he's ever released.
Now that the world admires articulate roués,
Ayers' time may finally have arrived. The
only old fans of his who won't appreciate this
release are Soft Machine die-hards, but that's
their problem. [ A*: I*1
Ken Kessler
CLIMIE FISHER: EVERYTHING
EMI EMC 3538
EMI CDP 7 48338 2 (
47m 25s) CD

TILL

THE

In a sense, you can't go wrong with Celtic
music. The unadorned tunes and rhythmic
feels are so strong that they speak volumes
rendered plainly. Multi- instrumentalist Cronshaw has assembled an album of mainlyinstrumental Celtic mood music. And as you
would expect, the moods vary from the light
and joyous, and full of movement, to the dark
longing of the drone- based laments.
Although he handles awide range of instruments himself, Cronshaw has brought in
some of the better instrumentalists on the
folk scene. And he's not frightened to use
non-traditional instruments like pedal steel
for instance.
Some of the experimental settings come
off, but Iwas disappointed with some aspects
of the production which carried the rever110

BENNY GOODMAN AND HIS ORCHESTRA: STARS FELL ON ALABAMA
Saville SVLD 005
BENNY GOODMAN: THE KING OF SWING
Pickwick PWK 027 (
62m 47s) CD

Not so much an album as ablueprint for pop
success. You want a song? Then Climie
Fisher have one for you. Tley already supply
ditties to the nobility — check out the writing
credits on George Michael and Aretha's ' I
Knew You Were Waiting' — and the material
on Everything is just perking its head and
asking to be transferred onto the A side of a
hit single. To show just how it's done, vocalist
Simon Climie and keyboardist Rob Fisher
have already provided EMI with awinner in
'Rise To The Occasion', asong that emerges
in two forms here, both in its chart form and
again in ahip hop mix. I'll admit that I'm not
terribly impressed by the twosome's performances, everything's a bit weedy and reedy.
But Ican't help thinking that maybe. in just a
few months time, perhaps, Everything might
end up being a fair facsimile of Climie
Fisher's Greatest Hits. [
A:21
Fred Deliar

ANDREW CRONSHAW:
BEASTS' RETURNING
Topic 12TS447

brating studio effects too far. But when you
stick your neck out as Cronshaw is doing,
you're unlikely to get it right all the time.
What's refreshing is that here's somebody
doing something with Celtic music that's
more interesting than keyboard synthesiser
add-ons [
A:2]
Ken Hyder

BENNY GOODMAN AND FRIENDS
London 820 179-2 (
39m 13s) CD
Title of the Saville double album scarcely
-represents what the jazz fan regards as typical
1934/5 Goodman. True, there are a few
strictly commercial ballads with rather lifeless
Helen Ward vocals, but most of the 40 tracks
come from the time when, having been taken
up by John Hammond, Benny moved from
pick-up bands recorded for English Columbia
release into full-time bandleading and the
first trio recordings with Teddy Wilson. I
don't recall the early session with Coleman
Hawkins ever being issued here on 78s; in
dance tunes of the day even Hawkins and
Mildred Bailey seem subdued. But the real
jazz feeling arrived with Jack Teagarden
whose playing and singing here are vintage
stuff; Arlen's ' As Long As 1Live' sounds as if
it had been written for Big T. ' King Porter
Stomp' and several of the famous Fletcher
Henderson arrangements of 1935 are here.
and the exciting ' Madhouse' ( Jimmy Mundy
arrangement). Hugh Palmer's sleeve gives all
the personnel details.
That can't be said of the Pickwick CD, a
strange mixture of styles. In the midst of
post-war BG big hand items, starting with a
seven- minute ' One O'Clock Jump' comes the
familiar 1934 ' King Porter Stomp', and
'Jersey Bounce' has the authentic swing-era
sound. Several of the later recordings are
from concerts, and it's maddening not to
know who, apart from BG himself, are the
soloists.
Even more annoying is the London CD.
which has effusive spiels about the tunes by
John Tracy, who ends with the admission that
'regretably (
sic), the identities of the remaining personnel on this recording are
unknown'. These are all BG small group
recordings and vary so much in quality that a
rating is impossible. Best track is aswinging
'Girl Friend' credited to Gomez, Argandona
and Narea which Tracy says is not to be
confused with the Rodgers and Hart composition of similar title — but it sounds much the
same to me. Two super piano choruses, but
who? Pianists on the post-war tours included
Bill McGuffie and Dick Shreeve in Japan.
Similarly with the tenor players on these
CDs. Zoot Sims went to Moscow in 1962;
BG's recording groups had featured Getz,
Sims, Quinichette and Buddy Tate. At least
Benny is always there and, even when he
might have been feeling less than inspired.
sounds always the perfect musician.
Denis Argent

atammistetriatafflosismeem
KADRI GOPALNATH: SAXOPHONE
INDIAN STYLE
Oriental Records ORI/AMS 109 CD (
58m
10s)
distributed by Impetus
The combination of violin and alto sax is one
you come across only rarely. And that's apity

for these instruments blend particularly well.
This CD is therefore adouble rarity, in that
it's putting these instruments together, and in
the context of Indian classical music.
Together with the mridangam ( a doubleheaded barrel- shaped drum) Gopalnath and
his pals deliver something special and exciting. The music itself is familiar enough — if
you're familiar with South Indian Carnatic
sounds — but this lineup makes this CD
unique.
Indian musicians have succeeded in adapting several Western instruments to their own
music. On this showing, the alto saxophone
could well have been invented for this complex, classical, yet emotional music. [
A:1]
Ken Hyder
'
JERRY HARRISON: CASUAL GODS
Fontana SFLP2
Fontana 832 992-2 (
55m 36s) CD
Ihave afeeling that this one's going to chiefly
be remembered for its cover and inner sleeve
shot, depicting 50,000 human ants scurrying
up the side of a huge man-made crater in
Brazil. The pics, by Sebastiao Salgado. are
unforgettable, even surpassing those amazing
mountain scenes in Werner Hertzog's
Aguirre, Wrath Of God. Not unexpectedly,
Harrison's music fails to live up to such

visuals. But the Talking Head proffers an
able enough line in abrasive funk, offering up
'Rev It Up' as abasic danceathon for Top Of
The Pops and digging deeper with ' Cherokee
Chief, which boasts a basic riff that's so
hardhitting you could flatten Frank Bruno
with it and then go on to take out Mike
Tyson. There are yawns to be stifled elsewhere, of course, but at least it's an album
that deserved to be both heard and seen —
particularly the latter. [
A:2]
Fred Deliar
ROBYN HITCHCOCK & THE
TIANS: GLOBE OF FROGS
A&M

EGYP-

What do we know about Robyn Hitchcock?
He's the one who used to be in the Soft Boys,
fascinating cult items that nobody much
bothered to listen to. Then he kept us all in
chuckles by releasing aseries of ' solo' LPs the
titles of which were each more ridiculous than
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the last. Nobody much bothered to listen to
them. either. Mr Hitchcock, in fact, has been
warmly received in the USA, where the
English eccentric has aspecial place. and his
success there has led to the release of this
record here. Time to start bothering, music
fans.
Hitchcock's songs have not radically
changed here, just developed more fully in
the ways of arcane fish-logic. Tunes abound,
with the distinctive trademark catchy choruses, and there is no earthly reason why we
should not see our man performing the likes
of ' Balloon Man' on Top Of The Pops. Other
highlights include 'Tropical Flesh Mandala'.
'Vibrating' and the whole of Side 2. The key
element in the melodic structure is the quirky
sixties. And since when has anyone done it
any better? IA: I]
Pete Clark
DAVE HOLLAND
RAZOR'S EDGE
ECM 1353

QUINTET:

THE

Dave Holland has paid his dues over the past
20 years or so. He played in the 1960s
London milieu which spawned a British and
even European version of free jazz. And then
he had the fairy-tale dreamcome-true trip
when Miles Davis sent for him to join his
band. Where he's at now is right inside the
modern mainstream, agroup that comprises
those who don't know how to play any
differently, and those who choose to consolidate.
His band of like-minded players is strong —
with Kenny Wheeler, trumpet, Steve Coleman, alto. Robin Eubanks, trombone, and
Marvin ` Smitty' Smith, drums. Wheeler, in
particular, gives this quintet a particular
sound. In fact Wheeler's uniquely individual
tone gives almost every ensemble he plays
with awistful, melancholic atmosphere. And
Coleman is one of the younger generation
American saxophonists to watch out for.
[A*:21
Ken Hyder

a prime example of what generally doesn't
come out of Nashville. Side one spotlights the
songs most likely to please the Opry crowd.
Even then, the lyrics don't fit into the sort of
pattern that's preferred in Music City. In ' If I
Had A Boat' for instance, Lovett wouldn't
mind being asinging cowboy: ' If Iwere Roy
Rogers, I'd sure enough be single,' he sings,
'I couldn't bring myself to marrying old
Dale.'
Not exactly the sort of sentiments that men
on white horses were famed for. And when
he sings of ladies who love cowboys, they hail
from New Jersey. Which again doesn't line up
with the usual norm. Side two omits even the
slightest nod in aNashville direction. It's late
night Lovett, pride of '40s jazz society and
he's bluesy and ready to swing at the drop of
a stetson. sometimes edging into Randy
Newman territory, but playing it eerie on the
title track, where he portrays an ageing killer,
sitting in a car, smoking and dreaming the
sort of dreams dreamt by the sort of people
Bronson is apt to knock off.
A marvellous record, spanning more than a
few areas. You are advised to buy. [ A:1*1
Fred Deliar
Mere(
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MELODY MAKER ALL-STARS: WAXING
THE WINNERS 1954-5
Esquire 325

THE MISSION: CHILDREN
Mercury 834 263-2 (
57m 50s) CD

Damn this record. Istarted replaying it so
often that Inearly ran out of time in which to
review it! Reason is that it's even better than
[FD, like KK, knows that apreposition is not
something you should end asentence with —
Ed] Lovett's exemplary debut MCA shot and
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MELODY MAKER ALL-STARS: WAXING
THE WINNERS 1951-3
Esquire 321

The notion has lately become current that
British. indeed European, jazz got nowhere
until a few years ago, but records like the
above tell a different story. During each of
the years indicated. Esquire recorded the
winners of Melody Maker's readers' poll,
and, considering that these were popularity
polls, the performances suggest there was
then some relation between popularity and
merit.
In view of the hurried nature of the
sessions, with Esquire keen to issue their
records as soon after the poll results were
KLAUS IGNATZEK: MONK'S VISIT
announced as possible, it says much for the
Hep 2036
capabilities of the participants that half a
lifetime later everything sounds so good.
Ihad not heard of lgnatzek before, and if
these four long 1986 tracks, recorded before a They immaculately executed scores, specially
written for the occasion, which they could not
live ( but quiet) audience in Switzerland. are
have seen before, and often improvised brilanything to go by the loss is mine. This is
liantly on them.
mid-' 80s hard bop, dominated by the alto
Much of the composing and arranging was
playing of Bobby Watson, once aMessenger
done by John Dankworth, although there are
for Mr Blakey, who performs with much
fine pieces by Reg Owen too. Some of the
force and a seemingly unstoppable flow of
soloists, like Kenny Baker or Henry MacKenideas.
zie, are swingmen while others, including
Also new to me is the trumpeter Steve
Dankworth. Ronnie Scott, Victor Feldman
Wagner. He provides stimulating partnership
and Ralph Sharon, are hoppers, and as the
for Watson, matching him in thrust and
years pass the music overall tends
spontaneity. In fact the two of them generate
increasingly towards the latter style.
as much intensity on the lyrical ' Old Love,
Despite the need to accommodate so many
New Love' as in the headlong ' Pretty Soon'.
soloists, there rarely is any feeling of overBoth Wagner and Ignatzek, indeed, are
crowding on these tracks, although in the
especially impressive on the former, and the
leader throughout shows himself to be a loner pieces, notably ' Anidina' ( 1953) and
'Swingdido' ( 54), the improvising is more
sensitive pianist, supportive in accompanirelaxed, the level of invention particularly
ment, and with interesting ideas in solos. All
high. [
B:21
Max Harrison
four themes were composed by him, too.
[A:21
Max Harrison
1111111111111110MMIIIIIMMINIIIMMIlielli
LYLE LOVETT: PONTIAC
MCA MCF 3390

well, too, and if you close your eyes and at
least one ear, you could be in on aZep demo
session. The erstwhile single 'Tower Of
Strength' is the Mission at their best — great
waves of thunderous vacuity break over the
listener, whose brain empties in one glorious
rush.
But when Wayne and his dudes start to e
ideas, we start to get problems. A track like
'Child's Play' defies any attempt at analysis.

Oh my gawd, the continuing adventures of
Wayne Hussey. This little effort was produced by John Paul Jones, the forgotten man
of Led Zeppelin, and his brief appears to
have been to inject some of that band's
towering grandeur ( and occasional pomposity) into the proceedings. He's done quite

such is the limpness of its thrust. To get this
type of full-blown mythical romanticism
right, you have to expand your chest, puff
your cheeks and bellow like buggery — all the
while keeping the straightest face in the
history of the world. Even Wayne can't keep
from cracking a little smile at some of this
twaddle and the whole monstrous edifice
comes crashing down immediately. Keep
wearing the shades. IC:31
Pete Clark
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MILTON NASCIMENTO: TRAVESSIA
Melodic DK/R (
33m 49s) CD
distributed by Impetus
Milton Nascimento was working as abassist/
guitarist in a Brazilian nightclub when he
heard about asong-writing competition. He
tried his hand, won the competition, and in
1967 he launched his career as asinger with
this album. Its re-release now is a welcome
one as more people are getting switched on
by Nascimento's music. And the fact is that
Travessia doesn't sound like afirst album. It's
polished and confident and there is a lot of
depth and maturity in the songs. It's true that
most of the pieces are on the slow side, and
there's ashade too much lush in the strings.
But the melodies are spot on. and haunting.
And the easy-swing samba based rhythms
float along superbly.
There are some stunning pieces on this
short CD, like Cancao do Sal, Catavento and
the title track. They're all about the three minute mark, and a lot of music is packed
into each minute. [ A:1*/11
Ken Hyder
MEL POWELL: THE UNAVAILABLE MEL
POWELL
Pausa PR9023
This comes from 1947-8 sessions and as there
is superb jazz here you might ask why most of
it has never been issued before, on 78 or LP.
111
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What makes it the more intriguing is that
aside from Bumps Myers, Lou McGarity and
Powell himself most of the players are little
known. After hearing Frank Beach ( triumpet), Gus Bivona ( clarinet) and others you,
again, might ask why. Powell was always one
of the most progressive swing pianists, and is
often quite dazzling, as in ' Hallelujah!'. The
other side of this coin is represented by his
oblique start to ' Small Hotel', full of unexpected textures and altered harmonies. 'That
Old Black Magic' is even more surprising, the
melody being referred to only indirectly.
There are 12 tracks, all brief and to the point,
with aggressive yet elaborate piano work
always taking the leading role, although there
are plenty of good solos from the others —
Myers on ' Cuban Pete', for example. Striking
also are Powell's rather drastic modernisations of ' Way Down Yonder in New Orleans'
and ' Muskrat Ramble'. And there are two
unaccompanied piano solos, exhilaratingly
complex yet firmly shaped. [
B:1]
Max Harrison
e,•
•
THE RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: THE
UPLIFT MOFO PARTY PLAN
EMI AML 3125
Despite having a name that seems to hard
back to the seediest days of pub rock, the
Chili Peppers have got it made in several
other respects. Their well- publicised penchant for wearing socks on their third legs
does no harm, in fact their relentless insistence on the overtly sexual is almost heartening in these anodyne times. !Much more
important than all this ( though linked) is the
group's party plan. It involves the use of real
instruments: particularly the slapping bass of
Flea and the drums of Jack Irons, to propel
their metallic funk, instead of the now almost
universally favoured range of electronic digibobs.
• The album opens with ' Fight Like A
Brave', arather obvious grab for attention in
the singles' market. but then settles into an
assured groove: it
been a long time since
any new hand played their instruments with
such relish. ' No Chump Love Sucker'. ' Funky
Crime' and the group's manifesto ' Organic
Anti- Beat Box Band' all ripple with funky
muscle. Compared to the increasingly bizarre
spareness of current hquse and electroboast,
the Chili Peppers sound joyfully dated. And
that's line by me. 111:21
Pete Clark
à
DAVID LEE ROTH: SKYSCRAPER
Warner Bros WX 140
More Roth'n'rock from one of metal music's
most likeable nuts. This time he's ditched
producer Ted Temp'email and elected himself head knob-twiddler. He's also kicked out
all the ' remember whens' and the material is
all original, penned mainly by Roth, coproducer/guitarist Steve Val, and keyboard
whiz- kid Brett Truggle. Few of the songs add
up to much, though doubtless one or two of
the rough and tumbles will provide hits and I
do have asoft spot for ' Two Fools A Minute',
the most laid-back of the ten songs on
display. though lines such as ' Iain't drownin',
just wavin" ceased being clever way back
when. What Skyscraper really has going for it
is its surfeit of panache and the way in which
it makes you visualise the twinkle in Roth's
eye. In best Errol Flynn fashion he gives his
all while still making it apparent to his
audience that, next to the money, he's only in
it for the laughs. Fun, fun, fun, as acertain
band of sandhoppers used to sing. [
13:21
Fred Deliar
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RUFFIN & KENDRICK: RUFFIN & KENDRICK
RCA PL 86765
GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS: ALL
OUR LOVE
MCA MCF 3409
Whilst Motown's position as the leading
black music empire has continued to crumble
of late — who would have believed that Bruce
Willis would prove to be the label's most
successful artist over the past 18 months? —
Gladys Knight and ex-Temptations Ruffin
and Kendrick prove that there is life after
Berry Gordy. It's Ruffin and Kendricks who
get nearest to that old-time Motown spirit,
really catching the flame on the opening ' I
Couldn't Believe It' ( actually recorded in
Detroit) and completing their rally of soul
sounds with agorgeous piece of contemporary doo-wop titled ' Goodnight Pillow'.
Knight's MCA debut album ranges further
without ever moving into the world of blando
disco funk that has become the haunt of some
past soul vererans. Formulated by afearsome
array of producers. the album is grittiest on
its first side, kicking off with the ' Love
Overboard' mini- hit before generally sliding
into smooch and mooch on side two. But
even then, All Our Love is no loser, for few
can smooch as attractively as Knight, who's
served a tempting array of kiss and tell
ballads, one of which, the Bacharach-Carole
Bayer Sager ' Love Is Fire ( Love Is Ice)' is the
very stuff that tingles are made of. [ A:11 both.
Fred Deliar
GEORGE THOROGOOD & THE
TROYERS: BORN TO BE BAD
EMI AML 3124

DES-

you want to add some class to your library,
something cerebral yet down-home (
John Boy Goes To College), start with Our Mother
The Mountain, then the in-concert Live &
Obscure, then At My Window, his latest
studio release. If you fall in love with TVZ,
get out your chequebook: Decal plans to
re- issue his entire, long- deleted back catalogue. 113: 1] [ B:1/21, [
A: 1]
Ken Kessler
JACK WALRATH: MASTER OF SUSPENSE
Blue Note CDP7 46905 2 ( 48m 25s) CD
Walrath is a trumpeter with a hard- blowing
background . . . playing with Mingus must be
an education. And here he's come up with an
album full of the fiery excitement that epitimises the best of the Blue Note tradition.
There's a plethora of similarly hard- blowing
participants on the session including Kenny
Garrett, alto, and Carter Jefferson, tenor.
The pieces are taught and muscular, and
infused with asense of humour. But half way
through the set, the music takes a side
turning, and suddenly you're dealing with
something else — like Willie Nelson. Most of
the jazz musicians Iknow can't stand country
and western. Ilove it, and so does Walrath.
Nelson sings I'm Sending You A Big Bouquet
Of Roses. then there's aheavy duty arrangement of Hank Williams' I'm So Lonesome I
Could Cry. But if C&W isn't your bag,
there's planty of straight ahead modern mainstream jazz to keep you satisfied. [ A*:11
Ken Hyder
' .0011111111111Mi
ZODIAC MINDWARP & THE LOVE
REACTION: TATTOOED BEAT MESSIAH
Mercury XODLPI 832 729-2 (
41m 15s) CD
Oh my sainted aunt, the great rocking sex
beast has finally got round to a major label

His seventh album. And yet, it's not all that
different to the first or any of its other
predecessors. Heads-down, go- for- broke
rock'n'roll with a modicum or two of blues
and country thrown in — just the way you like
it, just the way you expect it. Given acouple
of beers and the atmosphere of agood club,
I'd gladly give such fare the thumbs up. But,
30-odd years after Chuck Berry showed the
way, do we really need another on- vinyl
re- run of ' You Can't Catch Me' or 19th
nervous revisits to Roy Head's ' Treat Her
Right', Howling Wolf s ' Smokestack Lightning' or Hank Snow's ' I'm Moving On"?
Never have Ibeen so entertainingly bored.
[A:2/31
Fred Dellar

TOWNES VAN ZANDT:
THE MOUNTAIN
Decal/Charly LIKI7

OUR MOTHER

TOWNES VAN ZANDT: AT MY WINDOW
Heartland HLD 003
Heartland HLCD 003 (
33m 24s) CD
TOWNES VAN ZANDT: LIVE & OBSCURE
Heartland HLD 004
It was only a matter of time before this
singer-songwriter was rediscovered. Judging
by Decal's re- issue of his 1976 effort, he's a
much better lyricist and tunesmith than most
of his fellow troubadours. Maybe it has to do
with presentation. The two Heartland
releases are new works, and they show that —
if nothing else — the guy is still lo - key. The
man is an original, working in a genre
(folk-cum-country) that's so hackneyed most
non-converts won't even give it achance. If

album release. ' Well Ilove TV and Ilove T.
Rex, Ican see through your skirt, I've got
X-ray spex': thus begins ' Prime Mover',
which begins this record. Whereas folks like
the Gaye Bykers and Bomb Party have
backed up the greaseball posturing with a
festering pile of noise, ol' Zod has opted for
the big production.
The thing is that we don't want this
lovable, though smelly, old goat to be a Pet
Shop Boys with guitars. Something fierce,
basic and funny was the requirement but
Zod's peddling watered-down drinks here.
'Backseat Education', ' Untamed Stare',
'Let's Break the Law' and ' Spasm Gang': the
titles alone tell you that you're being offered
snickering naughties instead of awicked blast
of obscenity.
Some casual outrage next time, Mr Mindwarp, or your time is most certainly up. [ C:3]
Pete Clark
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It seems these days that many of us Audiophiles have become so
preoccupied with the minutiae of sound reproduction that we
haven't even noticed that it doesn't sound like music anymore. We
marvel at the sound stage presentation, lose our continence over the
detail, and climax over our systems ability to rattle the lighting
fixtures and scramble our otoliths. But ask your average
audiophile' if his supersystem reproduces instrumental
sounds realisticallÑ and he'll give you ablank stare, or
worse, tell you that it must because it's so accurate.
What makes it accurate? Well, listen to that
spaciousness, that detail, that seismic bass! How can
you doubt?! (How realistic is it? Whaddya mean how
realistic? What's that got to do with anything?)
Somewhere along the line we lost track of what Audio is
all about: The Reproduction of Music. J. Gordon Holt,
Stereophile.Vol.8 No.7 December 1985.
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THE AUDIO PRO SUB-WOOFER 'REFRESHES
THE PARTS OTHER SPEAKERS CANNOT REACH'
We all know that the advertising slogan on which our heading is
based was never meant to be taken seriously but, if we amend it
to ' other domestically acceptable speakers', we mean every word
of it. For, by bringing together the modest- sized sub- woofer from
Sweden and the superb little BBC-designed LS3/5A monitor
speakers, we have created a music system which allows you to
have your cake and eat it'. With the assistance of decent ancillary
components, which need not be costly, this three-way system
can provide amusical experience of akind few have dreamt of in
normal, domestic surroundings, with only the little BBC speakers
(12 x 71
/ x 61/
2
2in.) confronting the listener.
The sub-woofer — acube on aplinth, 14 3/
4in.sq. X 21in. — need
not be seen at all, for it can be placed anywhere, ' out of sight, out
of mind'. The outcome has to be heard to be believed:
marvellously clear response in the middle and upper reaches
allied to the sort of bass normally experienced only in aconcert
hall or acathedral, making bass drums, organ pedals and other
really low sounds seem agenuine, physical presence. The B1-45
sub-woofer is very precisely controlled by its own, built- inamplifier and cross-over networks and, even if it is placed behind
the listener's back, everything you hear appears to be emanating
from the smali speakers confronting you.
At £665 or £695 ( depending on finish), our 3-way system is
hardly cheap, but you could double its cost and still find nothing
to compare among conventional large systems. What has made
this combination so eminently worthwhile, of course, is the
triumphant emergence of the compact disc whose repertoire
grows ever richer and more exciting. In this context, we welcome
especially the wide range of cheaper labels, not to mention the
stream of historical recordings, sounding even better on CD than
ever before, With the 20% discount available to all who have
purchased equipment from us, you can now build up asubstantial CD library at a cost of between £5.40 and £7.25 per disc.
This summer, our studio will be closed for holidays from
June 6-18 incl.

Thomas Ileinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I; Fri. 9.30 to 7)
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ABBA: THE HITS VOL. 2
Pickwick PWKS 500 (57m 24s) CD
14 tracks to mate to the previous set. This
time it's 'Name Of The Game', ' Fernando',
etc. As ever, perfect pop. [
A:11
AC/DC: BLOW UP YOUR VIDEO
Atlantic WX144
Our sentiments exactly. AC/DC's latest is
shining proof that successful metal merchants
don't have to go into the plastic business (viz.
Bon Jovi, Whitesnake). Not smart or sharp,
but definitely heavy. [
A:11
KAREN AKERS: IN A VERY USUAL WAY
Rizzoli 1004 (
52m 06s) CD
(Rizwli Records, 597 5th Avenue, New
York, New York 10017, USA)
You'll do a double take, swearing this is
Amanda McBroom. Then you'll see the last
track is AMcB's 'The Rose'. If you're gonna
be a clone, there's a lot worse to emulate.
Audiophiles will adore this straight female
vocalising. [ A:2]
ARTHUR ALEXANDER: SOLDIER OF
LOVE
Ace CH207
Second set of archive material from one of
the most underrated of all soul crooners.
Alternative take of the title track (covered by
the Fab Four), amazing versions of ' Hey,
Baby!' and ' Love Letters' — hope Ace finds
more in the vaults. [
A/B:1]
BATTACCO DECENTE: THE BABY
WITHIN US MARCHES ON
All Or Nothing Records AON 002
(Dist. by Red Rhino/Cartel)
Imagine the Proclaimers with an extra voice
and weird instrumentation. Off-key singing
and trendy messages galore, Baez/Seeger for
the 1990s, and as lame as they were back
when. [A*:2/3]
ACKER BILK: THE BEST OF
PRT Records PYL 6030
16 from the master of the mellow clarinet.
'Stranger On The Shore', 'Chi Mai' and
others, with surprising sonics. Among the
best schmaltz ever. [ A/A*1/21
THE BLUE RIDGE RANGERS: THE BLUE
RIDGE RANGERS
Fantasy FACE 506
To think that John Fogerty thought he could
hide behind ayahoo pseudonym . . . Solo in
1973 and wishing he was Ernest Tubb, JF is
still JF and this is some of the best country
music ever recorded by an arch rocker.
Contender for Reissue of the Year. [ A:1]
WILLIE DIXON: IAM THE BLUES
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 872 (
45m 32s) CD
What a gift! This set, originally released on
CBS in 1970, finds Dixon performing nine
solid classics, and the transfer hasn't sanded
away the roughness or grit. What's so spooky
is that it sounds like a 1988 Alligator session.
Who'd've thought that MFSL would become
one of the blues reissue labels? [
A:1]
ELLA FITZGERALD: ELLA FITZGERALD
ASV Living Era AJD 055
Exceptional double LP containing 32 tracks
from 1936-7, with back-up courtesy of of
Chick Webb & His Orchestra, the Mills
Brothers, Benny Goodman and Ella's own
Savoy Eight. If Ella sounded like this when
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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she was 18, is there hope yet for Tiffany?
[H:1/11
JAMES GOVAN: I'M IN NEED
Charly CRB1162
Soul re-discovery of the year. Govan — only
39 — harks back to the classic era ( Stax,
Atlantic) with a rich voice, an ear for good
material and no truck with disco. Wait 'tit you
hear him do ' Starting All Over Again'.
[A:1/11
CHUCK JACKSON: A POWERFUL SOUL
Kent KENT 073
Second helping of Jackson, including previously unreleased tracks. Exquisite soul
music and out-of-the-ordinary versatility.
Too sophisticated for its era? Were they that
dumb in the 1960s? [ A/B:1]
THE JITTERS: THE JITTERS
Capitol CDP 7 48126 3 ( 35m 30s) CD
Canadian version of Huey Lewis, which is a
good thing. Joyous, unashamed pop/rock,
but they sure could do with adecent lyricist.
Who knows, they may even become the next
Hooters if they work at it. [
A:1/2]
THE KINSEY REPORT: EDGE OF THE
CITY
Sonet SNTF 998
The cover suggests some outré jazz or roots/
reggae outfit, but the grooves tell you it's
blues for the Modern Age. Hot, sharp urban
sound — noteworthy for the guitar work and
not an embarrassment to post- Panthers. [A/
B:1]
OLEG LUNDSTREM ORCHESTRA: IN
SWING TIME
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 881 (
40m 55s) CD
Or, more aptly, In Swing Time- Warp. This
Russian big band does apassable impression
of a vintage Yankee orchestra though the
notes say 1986. Retrojazz? Like the first
track says, why not? [ A*:2]
MALCOLM MCLAREN: DUCK ROCK
Virgin MMCD1 (
43m 36s) CD
Groundbreaking release from ' 83, and the
one to blame if you detest hip-hop, scratch
and house music. Still. MM also did his share
for ethnic music, so [
A:1].
MOUNTAIN: AVALANCHE
Castle Classics CLALP 136X
Or Heavy Metal, vintage '74. The grooves
reveal three things: 1) that HM hasn't prosressed much, 2) that renamed and resleeved it
could pass for a 1988 release and 3) that
Leslie West was (is?) one hell of an axeman.
[B:11
KENNY NEAL: BIO ON THE BAYOU
Bedrock BEDLP 6
Rejoice, everybody — it wasn't a fluke! The
new wave of young bluesmen heralded by Mr
Cray continues with 29-year-old Kenny Neal
(son of Raful), who makes records that sound
like they were recorded before he was born.
Earthier than RC but no less marketable or
accessible, and one to watch. [
A:11
TODD RUNDGREN: A WIZARD A TRUE
STAR
Castle Classics CLALP 134
No doubt a result of Castle's acquisition of
TR's catalogue for CD, the LP reappearance
of the master's early work is a pleasant

LES
-,urprise. One of the original one-man-bands,
Rundgren is amust for lovers of songs. [
B:1*1
and worth it for the soul medley on Side 2.
SAM & DAVE: 20 GREATEST HITS
Spectrum SPEC 85033 (
57m 39s) CD
SAM & DAVE: GREATEST HITS
Look Back 120.106-2 (34m 23s) CD
An exercise for completists. The former with
20 tracks only overlaps the latter's dozen by a
couple of songs, so what constitutes 'hits'
these days? Post Stax/Atlantic reissuing,
which must mean that end is in sight. Still, it's
the sweetest soul you'll ever hear. [
A:1/2],
[B:1/2].
FRANK SINATRA: COME DANCE WITH
ME!
Capitol CDP 7 48468 2 (42m 06s) CD
FRANK SINATRA: ONLY THE LONELY
Capitol CDP 7 48471 2 ( 59m 52s) CD
Two more entries in the digitisation of
Frankie. Heard here in classic form with,
respectively, Billy May and Nelson Riddle at
the baton, circa 1958. Bonus tracks not on
vinyl make these extra desirable. [
A:11 per.
JOHNNIE TAYLOR: WHO'S MAKING
LOVE...
Stax/Ace SXE 004
Straight reissue of aTaylor soul classic. The
title song opens with one of the most chilling
screams in soul history, almost worthy of the
great Tate. Exemplary Stax release, with no
fat on it at all. [
B:1/11
UB40: PRESENT ARMS
DEP/Virgin DEPCD1 (
48m 00s) CD
Reissue of a 1981 release, sporting two extra
tracks previously only on a 12in single. Still
the most accessible reggae this side of Eddy
Grant. (
A:1/2]
VARIOUS: THE COURIER (OST)
Virgin CDV 2517 (
51m 54s) CD
Urban tension perfectly conveyed in this 16
track score through contributions from U2.
Asian and others. Trivia note: Declan McManus provides incidental music. [ A/B:2]
VARIOUS: CRY FREEDOM (OST)
MCA Records MCG 6029
Intense score for the Attenborough film —
contains enough native township music to
make sure the message hits home. [ A:2]
VARIOUS: JAZZ FROM THE USSR
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 890 (
63m 02s) CD
As with the Lundstrem CD above, this is
what isolation does for aculture. He's joined
here by other Russian jazzers, again showing
why the Eastern Block manufactures Yugos
instead of Peugeots. Not bad, but our musicians have nothing to fear. Yet. [ A:2/31
ANDY WHITE: KISS THE BIG STONE
London FLP 101
White's second finds the Belfast native
sounding more and more like a Yank, but
whether he wants to be Dylan or Mellencamp
isn't quite clear. A folkie for the 1990s, but
lyrically and with bite. [
A:11
THE WOODENTOPS: WOODEN FOOT
COPS ON THE HIGHWAY
Rough Trade ROUGH 127
Their second LP and a marvellous dose of
pop it is, now with atechno-funk edge. New
Order can dance, why not this lot? [
A:1]
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A&R. AKG, Alphason, Audio Technica
B&W, Beyer. British Loudspeakers, Castle
Celestion, Creek, Denon, Dual.
Elite ( Inc. Rock), Hunt- FDA
KEF, Michell, Monitor
hi I
Audio Musical Fidelity,

6Broad Street,
Bath, BA1 5LJ

Nagaok

ROCK, POP, JAZZ,
AND THE CLASSICS,
OVER 12,000 DISCS IN STOCK
TEL. 0225- 464766
Access & Barclaycard
We also post CD's, POST FREE

OVER 2000 COMPACT DISCS

I

ALWAYS IN STOCK

Five Ways He Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham 815 11.0
Telephone 021.455 0667
Demonstrations by appointment

FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES I

THE SPECIALIST

THE No. 1Dealer IN SE HANTS.
Quad Dual ,Onlwo Technics NAD Ino.Kenwood
Cambridge Audio Acoustic Research Bose B&W Detest.,
Deno, Mayell Mordaunt Short Ortolan QED Tannoy
Yamaha AR Electron,cs Heybrook JB L Sennheiser Monitor
Audio Hannan Kardon Arision
DEMONSTRATION ROOM
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>2 YEAR GUARANTEE I

SOUND
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&Fri open till 9pm

HOPKINS HI-FI

SPECIALISTS

. >

Mon/Thur

Major credit cards welcome

me

I

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
Agents include
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Cambridge Audio, Nakamichi, A&R,
Audio Lab, Tannoy.
Closed all day

9 30- 6 00 Tuesday.Saturday
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ACTON GATE AUDIO CENTRE
HI Fl SPECIALISTS

=
`.

94 Bristol Street
' Birmingham B5 7AH
1359
Phone: 021-692

,-.......

THE HI Fl SHOP
4 RUABON ROAD. WREXHAM. CLWYD
TEL. 0978-364500
ACE's, If S

DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

111+1 M.UtliTTS

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469

MONITOR

A & R Cambridge

• B&O
SOUND , • Castle • Celeshon
• Denon II Dual
Marantz
• Mission
Monitor Audio
▪ Mordaunt-Short • Musical Fidelity
B Nakamichi • Pioneer • Philips CD
• Quad U Rogers
Rote) • Revox
• Sony
Spendor • Tannoy
Technics
▪ Thorens la Trio • Yamaha etc
Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935
111-1.1 NEWS & RECORD RI \ I
EW
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SUPERPRESSING RECORDS

IN PLYMOUTH
visit
peter russells's hi.fi attic

Relemnce • . • MFSL Sheffield Lab Ala MMC Windham 1.1111 Telarc AUG.
Chesky RCA Direct Cut.
Japanese eic send SAE tor list
JUST ARRIVED FROM THE U.S.A. - BEATLES ON ORIGINAL MASTER MFSL
Revolver. For Sale, Rubber Soul Help Please Please Me HARD DAYS
NIGHT SGT PEPPER ru CIS 99 each ( DOUBLE WHITE coming soon/
SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD DIRECT CUTS
Lao I - Harry James
She Harry £600
We stock the lull range of Shen*, LPs at
CI , 95 each
NOW BACK IN STOCK THE FABULOUS LAB 23
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD B FRIENDS
£ 12.95
NOW IN STOCK - LABS 25 - 26 .527.

for musical sounds from
superior high fidelity equipment by
QUAD
MORDAUNT SHORT
LINN
AStR CAMBRIDGE
K.E.F
REVOLVER
DUAL
MONITOR AUDIO
BEYER
SENNHEISER
HEYBROOK
NAGAOKA
DENON
HARMON-KARDON
Q.E.D.CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
INCA TECH
THORENS
STAX
and others

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED LPS INCLUDE JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - C13.99 DOUBLE LP
Dynanoc crystal clear Good- rime small group Jazz Also on CD at CI
499
ORTOFON TEST RECORD - £3.95
The Cream of the tracks from ho much sough? alter Opus 3label
DAFOS. LAUDETE. CANTATE DOMINO. CAROL KIDD. 3htles in stock
We carry avast range of CD's. but are really vinyl specialist. - we can
supply all UK labels & conventional pressings We stock electronic, folk.
blues. soul. R.B, Country. Jez.J. Fusion etc on UK, US and Ja ppressong s.
we anew
gorrito for any au onriigod Int LP's
ClWa pew«, bare frorlde Rube km*.
We endeavour to offer aprompt and helpful mail order service
P Packing Is CI for the 1st LP and 25p each thereafter We are open for
browsing at

Phone or write for free 24-page advice
price list
Were right in the City Centre at
58 new george street ( 0752.669511)

BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64 BECKENHAM ROAD. BECKENHAM. KENT. 01.658 3464

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
'cit 1110
Lim
n1.1

ANALOG AUDIO

\rc.ILL

fill-F1 Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12

."/ 1.1s/

Tel: 01 445 3267
Proton, Finchley', NAD, Celestion. Denon,
Dual, Yamaha, Marantz, l'ioneer, Rotel, Onkyo.

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

AIM MARKETS.'
W.R.B.I.
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Warstones

YOUR HIFI CHOICE IS ON
DEMONSTRATION, CHOOSE FROM:
Aiwa AR. A .. R.ErflIMAN Electronic.. Dual. Denon. Marantr.
Ismon. Ref. Haller. Limon. JBL. annov. IInachi. Nakamithi, 13W
Samui. CIED. Ouad..11n;rens. Rtnolver..1 Mum,
Drononoranon Igo time, wale range of et cement,

24 Tunsgate, Guildford,

eA,à4ex

Ma Wanrones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

Surrey Glit 30S

«et

MID SUSSEX ELECTRONICS
hl th',
FloaC
4,' i

F.XPOst IRE IF IFL MANTft'l
CAMBRIC X;t. 11
AR NAP
131.Q. IN? 15115 fIAREILTH. RAM MA tRIX NAKAMICH1 14.5115
Kl.1- RD IREM'S. ROTH. DUAL TANNOY l'HORI.NS MARA\ '
5A( Al KA MISSION
RHKsA7s

Westwood& Mason ( Oxford) Ltd
HI- Fl SPECIALISTS

FOR AUDIO VIDEO & HI-FI SALES & SERVICE
210 BRIXTON HILL. LONDON SW2 IHE
Telephone 01-674 4433/01-674 2033

Specialists in CLASSICAL, JAZZ, POP/ROCK, plus Easy
Listening, Soundtracks, New Age. Trade- In Service. Listening Facilities, Imports and Special Orders. Mail Order,
Access 8 Visa. Personal 8 Friendly Service.

st

01-228 7126

SOUTH LONDON HI-FI AND VIDEO

EXCLUSIVELY
COMPACT DISC

Tel: 0483-300947.

LINN PRODUCTS * CROFT
ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR
MONITOR AUDIO. INCATECH
HARMAN KARDON • EXPOSURE
Ud10
ELECTRONICS • QUAD
rell ATA • JPW • ION • SENNHEISER
TANNOY • DENON • ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
•CREEK AUDIO • CELESTION •
Hours of Opening
Mon Tues, Wed, Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs. Fri iásm-9pm

HE CONSULTANCY THAT BRINGS
'HE SHOP INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM
Covering London 8. Home Counties
* Also Advisory Sennce Avadable
Phone 43,10 delarls - 24hr Answennq Seri,

C) UND
Barre

-:111+1)1ARKETS

SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM A8tR
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
REIF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARBETH SENNHEISER MARANIZ LOGIC EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

'Jil eutsrup
C11F
Retailers of quality audio equipment
40 Little London. Chichester, West Sussex P019 1PL
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

NOTICE TO AUDIO MANUFACTURERS
ROLLS ROYCE A FINE MECHANICAL MACHINE
POSSIBLY THE BEST CAR MONEY CAN BUY
COMPARE YOUR AUDIO EQUIPMENT.

Yeovil Audio

A FINE PIECE OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
THE ROLLS STILL REQUIRES A FIRST CLASS
FINISH TO SELL IT, A STANDARD
COMMERCIAL FINISH JUST WON'T DO.

THE SONY and PIONEER

HAVE YOU LOOKED AT YOUR FINISH LATELY.
IF YOU REQUIRE QUALITY FINISHES CONTACT
FINISHING COATINGS LTD.

REAR OFF/

26-28 PRIESTS BRIDGE, SHEEN SW14 8TA
OR RING 01-876 9044

STOVE ENAMELLERS TO THE AUDIO TRADES

NEV.

RECORD RI

I \\

MA) . Ilaih

CENTRE
Also Denon. Dual, Ferguson, Kef,
Koss, Quad, Sennheiser, Aiwa
Mordaunt-Short, Ortoton, QED
accessories.
1Glovers Walk.
YEOVIL BA20 1LH
(0935) 25430

H

HITACHI HIFI CENTRE
—ALSO—

E
3
FI

AIWA • YAMAHA •
r',1( )N • KENWOOD •
ROTEI, • QEL • : : AD • SONDEX •
MARANTZ • KEN WOOD • I
IARMAN
ICARDON • TEA - • " . NKY •
7)N
THORENS • DUAL • . • KI •
Y•
CELESTION • LIU: . i't)OK • .
JR
R.
MORDAUNT SHORT • GOODMANS •
AUDIO TECHNICA • SENNHEISER •
53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing ( 0903) 206820
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Demonstrations
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Bowers & Wilkins WORTHING
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Sete( fed iii fi
from
EAPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAKAMICHI, HARMAN, KARDON,
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TANNOY, CYRUS,
NAD, REVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE,
MARAPITZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBROOK,
& Many more.
• OPEN MONSAT 9.00-6.00.
• FULL DEMONSTRATIONS - FIN STORE & Ill HOME

QUAD
A& R CAMBRIDGE
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
MUSICAL FIDELITY

fi

CONSULTANTS

't

RING NICK ON 0788-79736
AGENTS FOR
A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Marantz - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Oriol on - QED - Quad - Rotel - Sansui - Senn heiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Warts.
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CREEK, DUAL, DENON

64 & 85 BEANCROF

1YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON. Tel: 695776

Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Full Demonstratior

Facilities
closed Wednesday
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58
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70
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Bandor ( Miniature Loudspeakers) .. 74
Bartletts Hi Fi
108
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WEST YORKSHIRE WF 10 5BS

Manufacturers

3 YEARS PARTS & LABOUR

Cambridge Systems Technology
Chew & Osborne
Cosmic Hi Fi
Covent Garden Records

1
- ROAD

CASTLEFORD

BRId-ITON 1
- 11 .
F1

A T holdings Ltd
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Gold Limited
AR Jay Interiors
Audio Excellence
Audio South
Audio-Technica Ltd
Audiocraft of Denham
Audiokits

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION, PLEASE
CONTACT BEVERLEY
SIMPKINS IN
OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-688 2599 EXT: 469.

cEMC cIVILEY

16
76
112
92

11.11. '.‘,Iorch
11.W. International ( Shure)
Hampshire Audio Ltd
Harbeth Acoustics
Heybrook Hi Fi Ltd
Hi Fi Experience
Island Hi Fi

16
38
66
28
30
84
115

K.J. Leisuresound
Kelvin Labs

42
44

Leighfield, Martin

7/

Maxell Tapes Ltd
Mission Electronics
Music Room, The

18
OBC
64

Dali Hi- Fidelity Loudspeakers ... 40,41
Denon
46
Dual
48

Nakamichi
Oxford Acoustics

•/4

Edwards, Ian
EMI Records

74
98

70
90,91
32

Gimell Records Ltd
Goodmans Loudspeakers

82
10

Paul Roberts Hi Fi
Philips
Pinewood Music
Pioneer Hi Fi ( GB) Ltd
Playback Studios

Primare Systems APS
Radford Electronics
Radford Hi Fi
Radlett Audio
Roksan Ltd ( Aerco)
Roksan Ltd ( Sound Approach)
Roksan ( D. Brady)
Roksan ( Cornflake Shop)
Rotel
Sansui
S.M.E. Ltd
Sevenoaks Hi Fi Centre
SP & SLeisure
Standens of Tonbridge Ltd
Stereophile
Steve Boxshall Audio

12
115
86
44
70
72
74
76
52
20
36
106,107
80
72
115
58

26

74

T.D.L. Electronics
TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd
Thomas Heinitz
Top Tape
Unilet
Yamaha
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FREE LIMITED EDITI0 NCD
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SUBSCRIBE NOW . . .
AND THIS IS WHAT YOU GET:
THE BEACH BOYS

BILLY JKRAMER

EDDIE COCHRAN

MARILLION

FATS DOMINO

BOBBY McFERRIN

DURAN DURAN

ME AND MY GIRL SHOW

DUANE EDDY

LEE MORGAN

HEART

JUICE NEWTON

THE HOLLIES

THE SHADOWS

STANLEY JORDAN

JIMMY SMITH

NIGEL KENNEDY

HELEN WATSON

TECHNICS/HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW/EMI
MUSIC LOVERS' CHOICE - POPULAR SELECTION

This 18 track CD was compiled by
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW from
the worldwide EMI catalogue. Selections
were made primarily on musical merit
but sound quality was also taken into
account to demonstrate the capabilities
of digital audio. For lovers of music and
high quality sound reproduction this
popular selection is ahistory lesson in
the art of recording.
To receive your free CD take out aone
year subscription to HI-FI NEWS &
RECORD REVIEW. Your copies will be
delivered each month flat-packed to your
door and you will be guaranteed against
price increases — whatever happens to
postage rates or cover price.
UK subscribers have the additional bonus
of no post or packing charges to pay.

CLOSING DATE: 27 MAY 1988
Because this CD is aLimited
Edition, the offer has to be subject to
availability. In the event of stocks
running out before the closing date of
27 May 1988, money will be
refunded.
Don't waste time. Just fill in the
coupon and send it with your
remittance to:

Aimmi

,
giquerhihk_

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
120-126 LAVENDER AVENUE
MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 .' HP
*A LINK HOUSE PUBIICAT1041

Please send me 12 monthly issues of HiFi News &
Record Review plus my Free Limited Edition CD.
O £ 16.80 UK & BFPO
O £24.80 Overseas Surface, Europe & Eire
• £42.50 Overseas Air Mail

(Please print in block capitals)
Name:
Address .

Ienclose acheque/international money order
payable to Link House Magazines Ltd, or debit my
credit card
C VISA

D ACCESS/
D DINERS
MASTERCARD

Credit card no.

Signature

Expiry date

oAMEX

To: Hi Fi News & Record Review,
Subscription Department, Link House,
Magazines Ltd, 120-126 Lavender
Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP. England
Iunderstand that lam committed to one
year's subscription and should Iwish to
cancel no refund will he made.
Registered in England and
Wales Ni, 1341560.

HP-Ft
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Advertisements for this section must he pre- paid. The rate is 42p per word ( private), minimum £ 10.75 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £2.50
extra. Trade rates 51p per word, minimum £ 13.75 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in July issue must reach these
offices by 15th May addressed to: The Advertisement Manager. Hi Fi News & Record Review. Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
I'm sorry Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone!
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless:
1 The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
2 It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
3 It is otherwise excepted from the requirements.of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

rifie ,
QUAD ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS. Original type with curved bronze mesh fronts still in
original boxes serviced and checked by manufacturers £500 o.n.o. Buyer collects. Leicester
786587. ( E)
VOYD SILVERED ORION MKI (Better than
MK II? Ask around!) £ 1000 O.N.O. may split.
Audio- Note 10 II £500 O.N.O. ( Magnificent
cartridge) emmigration forces sale. Phone Bruce
(0323) 34625 anytime before 7 p.m. ( Eastbourne). ( E)
HI-FI NEWS 1961 to 1980 also other audio
publications. EMI EPU 100 Pickup and Arm
balance damaged Protractor and Pressure
Gauge. Tel: 04465 2177. ( E)
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS's Walnut £ 2095
(£3400), Apogee Calipers £ 1695 (£ 2600) both
new, perfect, designer selling, unused in boxes.
Oracle Alexandria w/Oracle Prelude Arm. Unix
pow/sply. £595 (£ 1400) Mission 774/Original,
boxed never open £50. WANTED: McIntosh
MR78/80 Tuner. Tel: ( 01) 772-9504. ( E)
11- WAY SPEAKER/AMP. Comparator, £50.
Portable Radio, Tandberg, mint. £50. PR.
I.T.T. Dome Tweeters, 8 ohm £24. U.H.F.
Wobbulator. £65. Tel: Leeds ( 0532) 714230. ( E)
REGA PLANNER 3, RB300/Nagaoka MPIL
£135. RB2(X) Arm £ 35. 2 x Audax IID12
Tweeters, 2 x Kef " 8" Mid/Bass with X/Os. £25.
All excellent condition. Tel: 01-367-0550 01-3684738. Nth London. ( E)
RADFORD STA25 Latest boards and valves.
mint. Fair condition SC22 £275 will demonstrate
with Quad 63s Kef 105s Sony CD 555 and
Analogue, well- tempered etc. ( 0234-49409). ( E)
LINN PMS ISOBARIKS, condition excellent.
£650. No sensible offer refused. Exposure VII
Preamp, IX Power supply. Dual regulated
amplifier, £900. Tel: ( 0273) 206456. ( E)
REVOX CD: B226 THE SIGNATURE
LIMITED EDITION PLAYER. As new in box
with warranty. Used for afew hours only. £600.
Tel: 0295-78363. ( E)
LINSLEY-HOOD/HI-FI NEWS 30WPC
AMPLIFIER, built professional kit, seven years
faultless service, offers over £50. Also Wireless
World FM Tuner, offers. Evenings 01-720-9471.
(E)
NYTECH CTA252XD RECEIVER £ 125. Nytech
CPA602 power amplifier £ 125. DBX Type II
Model 222 Tape noise deduction system' £40.
Tel: Harwich 551210 evenings. ( E)
CELESTION SL6s. As new matching pair,
complete with Celestion Stands, cost £400 will
accept £225 for quick sale. Tel: 0636814235. ( E)
DENON DCD-I500 II CD Player. Full remote
control. 3months old, few hours use. Packaging
available. £410 o.n.o. Tel: 0622 65958 ( Kent)
evenings. ( E)
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BURMESTER 785 PREAMP in black. Mint
condition all accessories £450. Tel: 0532 442124
Day, 0924 451066 evening. ( E)
REVOX B225 CD. Immaculate condition £550.
Delivery arranged. Phone Peter Brown 0224713903 daytime. 0467-43872 evenings weekends.
(E)
REVOX PR99 NIKII Broadcast Standard Tape
Deck. Digital time LED, brand new, excess
requirement. co - tover £2000. First offer over
£1500. Little Chalfont 3919. evenings, weekends.
(E)
A & R A60+ hardly used. Yamaha CDX5 CD
Player 11) months old. Both units £240. Hertfordshire 058 283 4187. ( E)
SPENDOR SP2 Complete with Target Stands.
Excellent condition. Only twelve hours' use.
Cost £500 new, asking for £385. Will gladly
demonstrate. Please ' phone Leicester 771679.
(E)
KEF R107 SPEAKERS. Absolutely as new and
complete with all boxes. £ 1350. Please telephone: 0789 720977. Warwickshire ( E)
QUAD FM4 TUNER list £289. £ 192. 44 PreAmplifier list £409. £270. 606 Power Amplifier
list £459. £305. All mint. In boxes. 3items £ 740
Cash. (( 1234) 49409. ( E)
ORACLE DELPHI as new £900. HELIUS
ORION silver. boxed £ 350. FIDELITY
RESEARCH FR64S £250. PRO- AC EBS, mint
condition £900. Tel: 09277 60454 evening. 01728-7596 days. ( E)
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH LEGEND with Linn
LVX, 2' 2 years old - excellent condition £ 160.
Target 172 equipment table £20. B & W
DMI10. with Heybrook HBSI Speaker stands.
£110. Tel: 0344 53110 ( evenings/weekends).
Bracknell. Berks. ( Malcolm). ( E)
HELIUS ORION with Van Den Hul Wiring
£150. Tel: Ol-591-2937 ( Barking). ( E)

CD PLAYERS UPGRADED All Philips and
Marantz 16 hit players contain the same microchip set, hut other components vary according
to the model and price. Using the highest quality
components a great improvement to sound
quality may be achieved for £ 59. The " Pro"
modification involves an add-on circuit board
for true Audiophile performance for £ 119.
Modification available on Philips CD160,
CD460, CD360. CD450, CD650 and Marantz
CD56, CD65, CD75, CD273. Enquiries to
Geoff on 01-379 7635 Ext 134. Covent Garden
Records. 84 Charing Cross Road. London WC2.
(E)

SONY ELCASET CASSETTES: LC60 ( SL11)
£1.00. LC90 ( SLII) £ 1.50. LC60 ( Fe/Cr) £ 1.50.
Postage £3.00 per order. Mixed 100 pcs for £ 100
postage paid or offers for job lot of 10.000 +.
Shadoos, 162 Wilmslow Road. Manchester M14
5LQ. Tel: 061224 4215. ( F)
PRECISION TEST CASSETTE RANGE. Suitable for domestic and professional use. Individually mastered. Conform with latest industry
standards. £3.50 - £ 18.50. Details: Ian Harrison,
7 Mill Hill, Repton, Derby. 0283 702875. ( E)
HIGH END BARGAINS: Audio Research SP 8
MK II, black front plate. hardly used, mint
condition, boxed £ 1.000. L'Audiophile Le Tube
preamplifier, excellent condition, boxed
(beautiful sound) £300. L'Audiophile Pre Pre
MC step-up, matches Le Tube, excellent condition, one of the hest step-ups £ 280. Robertson
40-10 power amplilfier. excellent, boxed £600.
The Pinewood Music Company, Martins,
Church Lane. Goodworth Clatford, Andover,
Hampshire SPI) 7HL. Telephone 0264 57536
any time. ( E)
VALVE PRE- AMP MODULE £64.55. Transistor M.C. Head Amp' Module £29.80. Mosfet
Power Amp Modules from £34.95 +/- Reg'
Module £ 19.75. C.D. passive pre- amp. £27.60.
For information on all modules. P.S Audio,
M.F., Quad, Radford. Upgrades. repair, and
modifications, Audiophile Caps, Resistors.
Connectors, Transformers, etc. send S.A.E.
A.R.T. Audio, CO.. 12 Burnor Pool. Calverton, Notts. NG14 6FL. ( E)
PASSIVE PRE- AMPS FOR CD PLAYERS.
Exceptional quality from £44.95p. Send for free
details to: A. Walters, 48 Beachmont Place,
Dunbar, E.Lothian EH42 I
YD. ( E)

AUDIO SYNTHESIS: now available Ben
Duncan's Supertuning CD for 4 x oversampling players. AMP 01. AMP 01M and
PAS 01 kits and components. 1988 revised
AMP 01 text £7.95 complete.
NEW BOURNS ultra precision 100K, Dual
Linear Pot with Holcos for log attenuation
£14.99. Send stamp for details and latest
price list, 196 Wollaton Road, Beeston,
Nottingham NG9 2PII. ( D)

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING
SALES DEPARTMENT ON
I
01-686 2599 EXT: 469
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NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE

Introduced in 1983. the Soundho 58101 upgrade hoards hase
modernised and enhanced Quad 33 -sanituul the uorld. ( Mr urn
814707 plug in circuit hoanls esceeti the performance of men the
814101 especialls ! or distortion. II-tummies response and noise
perlormance
1 / retain Ilse lull use ipl the lone. litter and halance
controls.
(Shen upgraded nith the ness 887)17 the Quad 33 mill challenge dii‘
»alert, dtisum ( or transparencs and bass linnue»
511707 i' pair - L19.311
N1'1'
58111111
11.111 - L:12.011 -

VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Thirty years experience
in servicing and repair. Upgrades. Modifications, Custom design and construction. Well
equipped workshop. Professional service with
guarantee. Tel: Chester (0244) 675185 seven
days. ( E)
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SPECIALIST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BR TAWS PREMIER DEALER FOR
EX-DEMONSTRATION ANO SECONDHAND NIFI
•Our prices ere as low as those in the private ads - but we also offers full
12 months pans/labour guarsntee, part.exchange, mail order and
credit facilities ...
•We buy all unmarked Hi Fi equipment for cash...
•This is what the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us: 'Attractive discounts
ore weileble at Sound Deals •
Friendly service, if you are interested in
atrede-in do talk to them.'
•Pram phone for en eppointment as we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities uf you corne by train, we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade matron)
•These are afew of the reasons why in just over three years we have built
up amassive clientele of regular customers and friends.
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514600 ®- £27.30

QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE

I
I, i,ludil 1513 WW1 hiharacteristic foruard sound
csiii, iah noticeable unit Mc upgraded Quad 33 Our 88503
circuit hoard replaces a plug-in desire n 'thin 1-113 tuners Wool
serial no. 58831 and glscs much imponed transparencs tir I'll
reception
811103 í - £ 29.23

COMPACT DISC ATTENUATORS

Oserloadnon-liticarits distortion results ( him Ills. lesel ['Malmo II
helueen
r.!. soils) and Ispical radio am amp Mums
1100m% Ilike Quads ilus gises ahard grills treble. asohened ha,
and an uncomlorlaids high % Mime Mir ( a) allenualors eliminate
these distortions and restore Ille natural sound. Nsallahle In-line or
as complete 1.5m leads Other sensIth Ines matches asallahle
1414200 C) ( DIM - £ 12.20 814233 © Mono) - £ 14.30
SB263 © ( DIN plug io phono sockets) - £ 17.30
Leader 814245 C) ("Mono plugs/phono plugs) - £ 17.30
Sl(283 © (
DIN plug/ phono plugs) - £ 17.30 31.1. - h1T
SOUNDEOX, TRIANGLE ROAD,
HAW/ARDS HEATH, WEUSEDLR1416 ANN.
TEL, 0444 414439

AUDIO ENGINEERING: Repairs. servicing and
modifictions. Performance evaluation against
manufacturers' specifications. Detailed analysis
supplied THD. MD, signal/noise, frequency
response etc. Not a retail shop — a specialist
service facility. Azimuth Electronics. 01-739
5940. ( F)

QUAD DEALER North England. South Scotland invites you to hear Quads' range. including
ESL 63S, either here or in your own home.
LAKELAND HOME MUSIC offer a caring
service supplying to special order Quad, Sugden, Castle, Spendor, B & W. Nakamichi and
most leading makes. Phone: Ian Bewley 08536
235 " Fair Place" Watermillock, Penrith. Cumbria. ( X)

Falcon DIY SPEAKERS

54B SHORTMEAD STREET, BIGGLESWADE.
BEDFORDSHIRE SG113 OAP

PS. IV125 via Al to our door is only just over 35 minutes.

WA

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
KITS
Dome twee ers with sensitivity of 95.5dB
Double voice coil units to give easier design,
lower phase shift and higher efficiency,
NEOFLEX cones for lower colouration.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Norwich Road,
Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT
(0508) 78272
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES, STYLI.

AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry service. Location:
Woodford. Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

Phone for details now on (0767)312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.

//Send for our FREE price list
PL17 & Focal data sheet, all
we ask for is alarge S.A.E.
(20p stamp) or $2bill ( air) overseas)

We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.

ADC; AKG; CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD; GOLDRING:
LENCO; ORTOFON; SHORE; SME; THORENS.
All available. Genuine. Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.
Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Servicing, Repairs, Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 1000-6.00: Saturday 10.00-2.00

NT
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WANTED - VINTAGE VALVE HUI
Amplifiers: Lowther. Radford. Leak Stereo 50 & 60. Quad, etc.
Turntables: Gerard 301, Thorens TD224. (MIMI
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS. SME 3009 & 3012. etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15" - Monitors and 11111, Axiom SO, Wharfedale
Airdale, etc.
Full "Wanted List - with onus offered available upon request.
Buyer collects in all areas on aregular basIs
The Vintage Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Conlin' Street.
Naugotsfield, Bristol, BS173EN. Telephone 10272) 565472 Anytime.

PUBLICATIONS
BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies-with- adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz — Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
Either way, they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
AUDIOPHILE GUIDES

Rates

A series of step by step plans to upgrade
popular turntables, pre-amps, power
amps, tuners and Loudspeakers.
Send for literature.

Trade

.

51p per word.
Min £ 13 75.

R :OR

Private:

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Box No's:
(
These rates are
£2.50 extra
inclusive of VAT)

42p per word.
Min £ 10.75.

& EV I
F:\V

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

•SiderealKops The finest

Debit my credit card account (
tick as approphatel

Card Expiry Date

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
• SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
•[
HIM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning.

0

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL
CUMBRIA 1A8 9AS TEL SELSIDE (053 983) 247
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Credit Card No:

111111111111111

•KIMBER KABLE'speaker
cable. Interconnects Internal wiring. Cleanopen - transparent - smooth.
• Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
• Write for Autumn Price list.

VISA

Sig

To: HI- Ft NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA
Is a Box No. required? Yes L. No .
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address
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DENIS ARGENT
CELEBRATES IRVING
BERLIN'S CENTURY

p

ERHAPS THE MOST versatile and
successful American popular songwriter of the 20th century: that's
Irving Berlin as seen from the Olympian heights of Grove. The better-known
quotation, which every other centenary
celebration could use is Jerome Kern's. He is
supposed to have said, answering aquestion
in public on Berlin's place in American
music: ' Berlin is American music'. The statement may have been mangled in verbal
transmission; it may even be a myth. Benny
Green, in a recent sleevenote, credits it to
Gershwin; another piece claims that it was
written in a letter to Alexander Woollcott.
Such fulsome evaluation scarcely sounds
like Kern. aconfident yet modest man whose
success was based on long musical training.
But Irving Berlin. born Israel Baline in
Siberia on May II, 1888, is afigure unlike any
other of the Big Five; not even Gershwin,
born in New York of immigrant parents,
matches Berlin's rags-to- riches story, complete with the movie biopic touches like
selling newspapers in the streets and picking
up his first ideas of city music outside East
Side saloons listening to the singing waiters —
whose ranks he joined.
His early songs, including those he wrote
while staff songsmith at Snyder's, are not
heard today — but in 1911 came ' Alexander's
Ragtime Band'. Not in fact arag. as comparison with Joplin's works proves, it was followed by ' Everybody's Doing It' which has
much more of the true ragtime phrasing.
Compared with Gershwin, who was in love
with himself and the concept of love. Berlin
had a more personal basis for the ballads
which became his popular work in the 1920s;
it's well known that ' Always' was written for
his second wife — and its royalties given to her
in perpetuity.
Alec Wilder stated the obvious when he
said in American Popular Music that there is
no such thing as a ' typical' Irving Berlin song.
Most of us spot Gershwin's trademarks even
in his less familiar songs — and there is also a
typical Rodgers ' shape', even when the wit of
the words is not there to identify Hart — but
Berlin's work is protean. What is there in
common between his 1920s waltzes and the

great rhythm songs of the 1940s; between
'Say it With Music' and ' Anything You Can
Do, ICan Do Better'? There is a phrase
linking those, yet the whole flavour of each
song differs. And, as I suggested in an
obituary tribute to Fred Astaire, it was Berlin
who wrote most successfully for the great
romantic set- pieces with Ginger Rogers, not
Kern or Gershwin; and of course ' Top Hat'
was Astaire personified — a perfect example
of how acomposer could tailor his thoughts
into the mind of a performer.
The classic ' Puttin' On The Ritz' ( 1929) is
an exciting exploitation of syncopation. Wilder calls the opening ' complex and provocative' and identifies it in time signatures as 3/4,
3/4, 4/4, 6/4, ' keeping the listener totally off
balance until the fifth bar'. Yet the same
composer can lead into a song with a note
repeated with the same value eight times: but
what followed was melodious enough to
make ' All Of My Life' a hit song of 1945.
Berlin was no college campus rhymester;
never pretentious, he could, in ' No Business
Like Show Business' throw off three rhyming
lines ( fold/cold/gold) which are perfect for
the jolly context. And incidentally, that
anthem of showbiz has another bold stroke;
the verse comes in its middle, between two
choruses.

The musicals
It's generally agreed that Annie is Berlin's
masterpiece; it could have survived in the
histories purely on the strength of that one
rousing number — but who else can have
written ashow with ten big songs? The tunes
in Kiss Me Kate or South Pacific may all be
good ones — but just think of the complete
songbook of Annie Get Your Gun. I had
forgotten that ' IGot Lost In His Arms' was
one of the songs from the show but deleted
from the film.
And what about the classic comedy songs
of the era? Did you know that Berlin wrote
'Sisters'? Many people probably credit it to
the Beverleys! And one of the best-known
comedy clips whenever there is aprogramme
about Astaire or Judy Garland is ' We're a
Couple of Swells' — Berlin again, equalling
the wit of Cole Porter.
Unlike the other songwriters of the Big
Five ( and even adding the next contender,
Harry Warren), Berlin was never primarily a
writer for shows or films. In 1969, according
to Wilder, Berlin's publishing company still
listed 899 of his songs; 593 were sheet music
pop songs of the day; the other 306 were for
Broadway or Hollywood musicals.
Iwould rate most of the familiar Berlin
songs as lightweight, but it's time to mention
the song Iregard as his masterpiece, ' Supper
Time', written for Ethel Waters and
described by Arthur Jackson. former
reviewer in these pages, as ' a sombre but
immensely moving song about the aftermath
of a lynching'. It dates from the show As
Thousands Cheer, in which Ethel Waters also
introduced ' Heat Wave'; the Broadway run
opened in September 1933.
Though he married a wealthy society
heiress ( his second wife). Berlin was never a
darling of café society like Cole Porter. He
travelled widely and must have been receptive to the world beyond Broadway, yet he
was never determined to be respected in the

world of Ravel and Milhaud, as GersImin
was. But musical sophistication surfaced
magically, often enough to dispel any dismissal of Berlin as a mere tunesmith.
It's strange that, with all those memorable
songs, Berlin has never been afavourite with
the jazzmen, in the way that many of Gershwin's and Rodgers' themes are inspiration
for improvisers; ' Blue Skies' is the notable
exception. Berlin. I believe, made some
pronouncement about swing during avisit to
London which dismissed it as a passing
fashion; if that could now be said to be true,
fifty years on, it's just as well that he has not
been asked his opinion about rock music!
Irecently read somewhere a reference to
Paul McCartney as ' the greatest living songwriter'. Well, the writer may have meant
'active', which would have allowed Berlin his
eminence among us. The reference brought
me up short to reflect on the modern concept
of fame. Maybe Berlin never wrote ballet
music, a concerto, a symphonic suite nor a
light music operetta ( which others of the Big
Five did), but to balance that there are great
standard ' occasion' songs like ' A Pretty Girl
Is Like aMelody' and of course, 'There's No
Business . . .', plus even areal anthem, ' God
Bless America', unofficial second national
anthem of the USA.
Berlin repeatedly confounds us with the
skill and the surprises with which he invests
the popular song. Some were written for or
made famous by individual stars; many more
were all-purpose sheet music. And if he had
never written anything but ' White Christmas'
and ' Easter Parade' ( from afilm in the year
of Paul McCartney's birth!) the money would
have kept rolling in as the months came
round; acentury on, they will probably still
be part of Easter and Christmas 2042. To be
fair, ' Yesterday' may well still be heard in
McCartney's centenary year too. But has
there been any songwriter with output and
versatility to compare with Berlin's? Not in
our lifetimes
Essential recordings:
Ella Fitzgerald sings The Irving Berlin Songbook (
Verve 2683 027)
Sarah Vaughan and Billy Eckstine: The
Irving Berlin Songbook (EmArcy 822 526-1;
CD 822 526-2)
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•absolute sound and video ( 0272) 264975 • acoustic arts ( 0923) 245250 • aerco acoustics ( 04862) 4667 • alternative audio ( 021) 742 0254 • the audio file ( 0279)
506576 • better hifi ( 051) 227 5007 • chris brooks audio ( 0925) 61212 • the cornflake shop ( 01) 631 0472 • derbyshire hifi ( 0332) 44638 • doug brady hifi ( 0925)
828009 • the hifi people ( 0733) 41755 • in hifi ( 031) 225 8854 • john chapman hifi ( 0202) 570307 • le set ( 01) 581 3138 • moorgate acoustics ( 0709) 370666 • the
music room ( 041) 248 7221 • the music room ( 061) 835 1366 • photocraft hifi 0233) 24441 • precision audio ( 0472) 698015 • queens hifi ( 0271) 46172 •
rayleigh hifi ( 0268) 779762 • rayleigh hifi ( 0245) 265245 • roksan engineering limited 21 ddole road Ilandrindod wells powys • salisbury hifi ( 0722) 22169 •
selective audio ( 0943) 467689 • sound approach ( 0603) 622833 • the sound organisation ( 01) 403 2255 • soundwaves ( 0703'; 899131 • spaldings ( 01) 654 1231 •
stereo showcase ( 041) 332 5012 • steve boxshall audio ( 0223) 68305 • stilton audio systems ( 0733) 558838 • sussex audio ( 04446) 42336 • west midlands audio
(0905) 58046 • zeus audio ( 0232) 332522 • zeus audio ( 08687) 67935 •
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